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For Quality Color Graphics

From Start '12) Finish.

Start with Quadcolor l’”color graphics

adapter board

Quadcolor is the only color graphics adapter
board your IBM PC or XT will ever
need. To begin. snap Quadcolorl .
into your PC to drive any type
color monitor. You get 32K of
memory for up to 16 active video

pages in the 40-column text .

mode. Or 8 pages in 80—column.
:
That's twice what other popular
-"
cards offer. Switch to graphics
mode and create two complete
screen pages in memory. Plus. you’ll get two
true colors in high resolution.

Grow with Quadcolor ll‘”

Quadcolor ll expands your capabilities with features
like a full 16 color high resolution mode and an
amazing 136 color medium resolution mode.
And it comes complete with BASICQ the soft—
ware package that enhances IBM’s own BASICA

capabilities. When you're in the mood for fun
and games, Quadcolor ll even has a game port.

Choose Quadjet’Mfor your color
graphics hard Copy

tions are clearer and more meaningful. And it.
includes an easy-to-use software package Wth

_
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QuadJet inkJet printer takes all your ideas and

puts them down on paper—or transparencies.
50 business. scientiﬁc and engineering applica—
. _

'

allows you to get down to business right away.

.

.

QuadJet uses P131” paper or clay mated paper for
the ultimate m quality color printing. You can
print black, red. green, yellow. cyan. blue or
magenta in text as well as graphics. Including
standard and enlarged characters
with true descenders.

A word about
compatibility.

» .3

A standard
centronics
parallel
interface
makes
Quadjet
~
compatible with
your IBM PC. XT or Apple
computer. And because it works with
*'
Thirdware's Fingerprint board, printing anything that's. on
Apple's screen is as easy as pushing a button. Quadjet doesn't
stop there. It’s also compatible with Lotus 1—2-3 plus many
other business graphics software packages.

Picture Quadchrome‘”as your high resolution color monitor

Quadchrome ll is Quadram‘s latest RGB color monitor with a bigger. better 14” diagonal screen.
It delivers up to 640 x 240 resolution with 80 characters by 25 lines. lt's sharp. clear screen is
perfect for all your business needs. Word processing. Accounting. You name it.

What‘s more. you'll love the colors. You can display up to 16
_ ,_ .
.
different colors at once. lt'sjust what you
4 ,
‘ '
need to add that extra ﬂair to all your
graphics work.

Monitoring your choices

The original Quadchrome l is
still available. It delivers up to
690 x 480 in interlaced
mode. with the same sharp
image and the same colors.
Only this time you'll get it on
a 12” diagonal. nonglare
screen. Of course. both
Quadchrome l and II are FCC
and UL approved. And for
the best monochrome
monitor around. there’s
Quadram's Amberchrome.

The new amber monochrome

monitor for the IBM PC .
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QUADCHROME ll

Look for this seal. It's your
assurance that you're
buying the best in personal
computer enhancements.

With Quadram. creating colorful business presentation graphics couldn't be easier. Our
Quadcolor color graphics adapter board. Quadjet inkjet printer and Quadchrome color monitor
all work together to deliver the ﬁnest in color and graphics. When you've got one. you'll want
them all for the best color graphics you can ﬁnd.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

lnterquadram Ltd. 442 Bath Road. Slough. England SUBBB

Tel: 6286-63865 Tlx: 847155 Auriema G
An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd./Norcross. Ga. 30093
(404) 9251-6666/w 810-766-4915 (QUADRAM NCRS)

lnterquadram GmbH

Fasanenweg 7. 6092 Kelsterbach. West Germany Tel: 6107-3089

Tlx: 417770 Seva G lnterquadram s.a.r.l. 41. Rue Ybry. 92522 Neutlly

Tel: 758-1240 Tlx: 630842 Iso Bur Chevco Computing 6581 Kitimal
Road. Mississauga. Ontario. Canada LEN-2X5 Tel: 416821-7600
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IBM' PC, XT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. APPLE‘ is a registered trademark of Apple Computers. Inc. 1-2-3 and Lotus
are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. C Copyright 1984 Ouadram Corporation. All rights reserved. FingerPrint and Thirdware are registered trademarks of
Precision Software. Inc.
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The First Information Management
System That Takes Your P.C.
Seriously.

Combines, in a single integrated
system, all of the historically separate
functions of database manager, report
generator, query language, forms

facHHy,databasedefunﬁon,data

——'

,

’1‘ ,. 317"

The first commercially available
Information Management System
which uses the Entity Relationship
Model of Data. It captures not only
data, but also the way in which it is
structured. Generates information
applications as mUch as 20 times
faster than conventional methods.

dictionary, and programmin g
language.
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HYPERIONKB‘», COLUMBI
EAGLE R, COMPAQxBE, CORONAuB.
INFORMATION INC

AND RAlNBOW’R.

In today's hard disk jungle, Tallgrass clears
a path by offering high performance, integrated
mass storage solutions for the IBM® PC/XT, the
TI. Professional and related computers.

TALLGRASS INNOVATIVE FEATURES
MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS with formatted
I-IardFileTM capacities of 6, 12, 20, 35 and 70 Mb,

Follow the Tallgrass path to your local computer

dealer and watch your personal computer transform
into a powerful data processing system.
Available from COMPUTERLANDS‘IJ Entré®

Computer Centers, MicroAge® Computer Stores
and other participating computer dealers.

New!
IBM-XT Cartridge
Tape Backup

all with built—in tape backup.

CONVENIENT INTEGRAL TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM allows rapid tape ”image" streaming,
or incremental file—by—file backup and restore on

ANSI standard inexpensive data cartridges,

instead of the usual floppies, video cassettes, or

low—capacity removable Winchester devices.
NETWORK READY and fully compatible with

netw0rks such as I’Cnet® and EtherShareTM
HIGH RELIABILITY with dual directory and

read—after—write verify options. A dedicated
landing zone, where the read/ write heads reside

when the disk is idle, provides data protection
during powerdowns and transportation.

IBM' Is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corp.

World Headquarters: Taligrass Technologies Corp @1100 wt 82nd St.
Overland Park, KS 66214/9’13/’492~6002/Telex: 215406 TBYI UR
Canadian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies (Canada), 1775 Meyer'side Drive
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4V '1H2/416/673—3244

European Distributor: CPS Computer Group, LTD
Birmingham, England Bz7éBH/(021) 7073866
Australian Headquarters: Tailgrass Technolgies (Australia)/ Five Dock Plaza,

Suite 12/50 Great North Road/Five Dock [’Sydney, N.S.W. 2046/(02) 712~2010
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CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARDS

lntroducing data acquisition and
process control for your IBM PC
Be the computer automation hero
in your organization. Viﬁth TAURUS
BOARD — the newest of the single
board plug—in systems for factory
and laboratory automation.
This input/ output performer
can easily harness the power of
your IBM PC or XT into affordable
data acquisition and sophisticated process control. Sensing
and controlling voltages, cur—
rents and temperatures to improve
productivity and efficiency.

TAURUS BOARD can handle
16 analog inputs and 2 analog
outputs with a 12-bit resolution
plus 16 digital I/O signals and 4
event counters. What’s more,
it’s as easy to program as it is to
install. Our T—SOFl' software
package provides complete support for BASIC programmers
including engineering unit conver—
sion and thermocouple linear—
ization.

TAURUS
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
INC.

TAURUS BOARD comes complete
with a signal termination panel,
interconnecting ribbon cables and
installation, technical and pro—
gramming information. And Taurus
backs all this up with a comprehensive customer support and
warranty program.

Get the technical details, configuration options and competitive
prices on TAURUS BOARD and
the rest of our fine team of indus—
trial process control and labora—
tory research products for IBM
and other personal computers.
Give us a call today and let's
discuss your specific applica—
tions. Automation and control
were never this easy, this affordable.
TAURUS BOARD and T—SOFT are trademarks of
Taurus Computer Products Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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WILL FASTIE

Mice Are Nice
. . . but performance is the key

0 mouse or not to mouse? That

T has become one of the burning
questions in the continuing saga of
the man-machine interface.
Mice have been with us for
about 20 years. Credit is usually

given to Doug Englebart at SRI,
who invented a mechanical mouse

driven by wheels. Since then, there
have been a number of innovations /
including the replacement of the
wheels with a single ball bearing
and, more recently, the develop-

ment of optical mice. In the late

19703, mice began to creep into the
collective consciousness of the computer industry, and by the early

19803 more than one mouse was

available commercially.

. Two events were probably re-

sponsible for making the mouse so

highly visible and of such wide-

spread general interest. The ﬁrst
was Xerox’s announcement of the
Star, an icon-based system with a
high-resolution graphics display
and, of course, a mouse. The ma-

chine was slick and sexy, and it
drew crowds Whenever it was dis—
played. But if the ﬁrst event was

like a stick of dynamite, the second

was an atom bomb: Apple an—

nounced Macintosh, complete with
a mouse as a standard feature.
But that’s strange. Mice for the
PC and other computers became

available and affordable long before
Mac was announced. What was it
about Mac that made mice so vis-

ible, attractive, and desirable?

The answer is simple: Mac-

Paint. A simple answer, yes, but a

most important one to understand.
AUGUST 1984

MacPaint

What this Mac program did was to
demonstrate for the ﬁrst time a
clear, utilitarian reason to use a

mouse. MacPaint and the mouse are
just made for each other; it’s a brilliant combination. And the marketing folks at Apple think so too:
MacPaint is selling its fair share of
Macs, all by itself. I won’t bore you
with the details, but if you want a
good time, call your local Apple
dealer and get a Mac demo.
As for the importance of MacPaint on Macintosh, we’ll return to
that issue in a minute.

Are Mice Good

for Anything?
Now that mice are so visible and
are attracting even the mass-market
consumer, the controversy over
their usefulness has become some—
thing just short of violent.
On the one hand, Apple and

others are arguing that a mouse
makes it possible and simple to

point at things and that this makes

a computer easy to approach (be—
cause we already know how to
point) and to use (because we are

such expert pointers, having had

years of prior experience). This is a
strong argument. To be convinced
of this, just watch as a neophyte
marches through the 10-minute

Mac tutorial, gains conﬁdence, then
operates one of the Mac programs

with moderate, if hesitant, facility.

On the other hand, many

people, especially those in the textprocessing industry or those selling

computers without mice, argue that

many of the tasks for which a computer is used are text-'or number—

oriented. In other words, typing is

still essential and the mouse is no

help at all. Furthermore, some ar—

gue that a mouse in such circumstances is actually detrimental, be—
cause to activate a mouse-driven

function the user must remove at

least one hand from the keyboard
and place it on the mouse,- such a
move, they argue, is a distraction.

These points are well taken.
Is a mouse good for anything?

My answer is yes. I think a mouse

is perfect for two types of activities.
First, it is terriﬁc for graphics applications as long as the resolution is
not very high. The moderate reso—
lutions of the PC and the somewhat

greater resolution of the Mac are

manageable; the MacPaint software
provides a zoom that allows dot—by-

dot precision. Again, a MacPaint

demonstration should remove any
doubts that anyone might harbor

about this assertion.
I refer to the second activity as

marking, and I deﬁne it as the act
of identifying for the computer a
”thing” upon which you would
like the program to act. In a graphics application, for example, you
might want a region tiled with a
pattern or a section erased. You

might identify the endpoints of a

line or the corners of a box to be

drawn. In a text application, you

might mark words, sentences, para‘
graphs, or arbitrary blocks of text
for removal, relocation, or special

formatting such as underlining,
bold, or italics. In a spreadsheet,

DIRECTIONS
you might mark areas that need

copying or recalculation.

Nothing can beat the mouse for
marking. This is almost a certainty
for graphics applications, although
other devices (joysticks, digitizers,
trackballs) have been used for many
years with much success. It is less
obvious with text applications, but I
think mice have equal application
here as well.
Menus
There is one area in which I doubt
that mice are effective, and it happens to be the one use for which
they have been most highly touted:
pop-up/pull-down menus.
Menus are highly desirable in a
complex system that is used by a
novice. Once the novice is trained,
however, menus tend to slow
things down. Many people have
said that the use of a mouse avoids
this problem, but here, for the ﬁrst
time in the controversy, I strongly
disagree. And it is here that we can
begin to see some of the problems
associated with mice.
Unlike the keyboard, which is
a collection of discrete buttons in
well-deﬁned and regular positions
(let’s talk about the slash key some
other time, folks), the mouse is almost an analog device. It is easy to

train yourself to home in on a con-

trol key combination and eventu-

ally to be able to do so without
looking. If you are a touch typist,
such training is even easier. With a
mouse, however, you have to grasp
the mouse, move the cursor to an
appropriate position, and press a

to move and then count them out
without having to look. Try it

sometime. Do you really watch to

see if the cursor moves left three
columns on the spreadsheet, or do

you just instantly, almost without

thinking, smash the left arrow key?
And consider menus. Most
well-built menu systems offer expert options that allow the user to

invoke the menu with a single key-

stroke, spy the selection desired,
and then, usually without looking,
strike the next key to get the desired effect. That’s why expert
WordStar users can make things

happen so quickly. In fact, even
though its choices for keys are completely obscure, WordStar has some
well-considered human factors.
How about the mouse? Can you
count? No. It is imperative that you
be looking all the time to verify
that the movement of the cursor
matches your intentions. Can you
just pick off a menu selection?
Nope. Again, you must carefully
coordinate your hand movement
with visual feedback to move the
cursor to the right place on the list
of choices. In short, the process is
slow and tiring for the long haul.
"But wait a minute, Will. If
it’s okay for marking, why not for
selecting?” The answer is simple.

I know what you’re thinking.
"We do that all the time! Piece of
cake!” Well, I’m sorry, but you
don’t. Sure, if you are moving the
cursor under the letters in a sen-

nothing to do with the mouse itself.
For ultimate acceptance, a program using mice must make the
mouse perform well. For one thing,
the cursor must be rock-steady if

many times when you quickly
assess how many positions you have

nor oscillations must be dampened
or ﬁltered out. For another, the cursor must move smoothly and with

6

tion program.

Performance and responsiveness
that meet these criteria will make
mice an accepted peripheral on
small computers, even when they
are used in conjunction with text or
numeric applications.

[@

You can get in touch with the edi—
torial ofﬁce of PC Tech Iournal (in
Baltimore) via The Source or CompuServe. Absolutely no advertising
or subscription business is conducted through these services!
The Source.- STY682

CompuServe: 741562365
We consider messages received
through these services as letters for
publication unless they indicate

otherwise. Mark mail as PRIVATE
if you do not wish publication.

—WF

Selecting requires precision move-

Performance

tence it helps if you coordinate the
activity visually. But there are

cursor must move in real time, re-

gardless of the state of the applica-

ments at every step; marking requires precision only at the beginning and end. No other technology
I know (at the price, that is) offers
the combination of precision and
speed that marking requires.

button. Simple? Yes, but it requires
one thing that use of the keyboard
does not: eye-hand coordination.

suﬂicient resolution that any point
passed (for example, on a curve) can
register. The cursor must never lag
behind the mouse, so the driver
software must be able to get the
mouse movement to the cursor-update routine instantly. Finally, the

One other consideration that will
make or break mice has little or

the mouse is not moving, and mi-
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FORTRAN 86

PASCAL‘86
lINK 86

Mainframe Quality" 0 =*‘ - '9‘ ... _, 7 _
Symbolic High-Level Debugging
... Complete Development Packages

Genesis Microsystems has the complete solution for all your 8086—family development needs:
FORTRAN-77
0 Ideal for porting mainframe FORTRAN programs.
0 Arrays larger than 64K fully supported.
0 Use 8087 for 100X ﬂoating point improvement. Produces in—line 8087 code.
0 Meets the full ANSI FORTRAN-77 subset speciﬁcation—no surprises.
0 Link to MS-DOS EXE ﬁle or locate for burning PROMS for a target system.

GeneScope® Debugger

ODebug with GeneScope, our full-screen, symbolic, high level debugger. It features line
numbers, public and internal symbols, macros, help, program patching, and viewing your
source or listing while debugging. GeneScope saves your program’s display so you can debug
full’screen and graphics applications.
0 GeneScope supports our languages and most other MS-DOS languages.

Other Products

0 Quality PLM86, PASCAL, C86, and ASM86 from lntel also

available. All produce in—line 8087 code and debug
symbols for GeneScope; most support new 80186 instructions. ln—circuit emulation for 8086, 8088, 80186

and 80188 coming soon.

Run on IBM—PC, XT, Compaq, Tl Professional, DEC Rain-

bow, or IBM compatibles with 192K memory.

Call us today at (415) 964-9001.

‘ Microsy
Gen
esis”
stems
196 Castro Street, Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 964-9001 Telex: 4998093 GENMS Ul
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What do you get when you cross

1200 baud, free on-Iine time,

and extra features at a price Hayes
can’t match?

Shopping for a modern
doesn’t have to be a riddle. A
tedious sifting through claims
and counterclaims. A quest

for the best that raises more
questions than it answers.
The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Systems,
gives you the right answers
from the start. The answers to
all your questions about what
a first-rate intelligent modem
should do for you.

MultiModem.

Data Transmission
Speed?

The MultiModem gives
you a choice—either 1200 or
300 bits per second. 1200 for
fast, efficient communications
and lower long-distance
charges. Like when you're
downloading data from the
corporate computer, or swapping files with a friend across
the country. 300 bps for your
less demanding applications,
like checking out bulletin
boards, playing games, or
having on-Iine keyboard
conversations.

Free On-Line Time?
With the MultiModem you
get CompuServe’s DemoPak

Hayes-compatibiiit ?

Yes, the MultiMo em is

Hayes—compatible. (Most soft-

ware requires modems that

are.) That means the MultiModem will run with popular
communications programs
like Crosstalk XVI, Data

Capture, PC-Talk Ill, our own

MultiCom PC, and dozens of
others.

—a free two-hour demonstra-

What About Price?

seven more free hours of online time if ou subscribe. You

retails for $150 less than the
Smartmodem‘”. You get

tion of their service, and up to
also get a 50 usage credit

At $549, the MultiModem

which lets you tap into 150

Hayes-compatibility and so
much more—for so much
less.

Intelligence? Extra
Features?

What do you get when
you cross all these things?
The MultiModem. From Multi-

from NewsNet, a service

different specialized business
newsletters.

Of course, the MultiModem automatically dials,
answers, and disconnects.

But it does a few extra things
too, things the Hayes Smartmodem 1200”“ doesn't. Like
recognize dial tones and busy

signals, so the MultiModem
will automatically redial, or

automatically try a different
number. And it remembers
phone numbers too, up to six

of them, in its battery—backed

memory.

Trademarksu/nuodem, MuIIICDm PC Mullr~TeCh

Systems. Inc -Compu$erve CompuServe Iniarmaiion

Servrces, an H a I? Block covany—NewsNer NewsNeI.

Inc —Smarlmodem' Hayes icrocomputer Products.
Inc —Crossta/k. Mia/05ml. Inc —Dala Capture Southeast

em SolMare—PC-Talk III: Freeware/The Head/ands Press

Tech Systems—a company
that‘s been making top-quality

modems for over thirteen
years.
Isn't this the answer

you’ve been looking for?
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For the name of your
local distributor, write to
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 Second Avenue SE.

New Brighton, Minnesota 55112.
Or call us at (612) 631-3550.

MultiTeCh
Systems
The right answer every time.

The new HERCULES
QoLor Card
"
gives you the ’

¥
parallel port
IBM® forgot—for $1 more.
And it fits into the XT’s short slot.

The new Hercules Color Card gives you these ﬁve important
features in a color graphics card.
1. A parallel printer port. If you buy IBM’s color card, you
won’t get a parallel port for a printer. Ugh. You’ve just wasted a

valuable slot for an extra printer card.
2. It’s short. Our new Color Card uses advanced gate array

technology to reduce the chip count by 30 and use less than half the
board space IBM does. Which makes the new Hercules Color Card
perfect for the short slot in an XT.
3. Fully IBM compatible. Any program that runs on‘ IBM’s

color card will run on the new Hercules Color Card. With RGB or

composite video, any IBM compatible monitor will work too.
4. Hercules Graphics Card compatible. If you have a Hercules
Graphics Card (model GB101 or later), or plan to buy one, an
ingenious software switch on our new Color Card allows both cards
to be kept in the system at the same time.
5. Low price. At a suggested list price of $245, the new
Hercules Color Card has all these features for only $1 more than
IBM’s color card.

Call for our free information kit. See Why the

company that made the ﬁrst graphics card for
the IBM PC still makes the best.

Hercules. We’re

strong on graphics.

800 255 5550 Ext. 423
Address: Hercules. 2550 Ninth St, Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Telex; 754063 Features: 2 year warranty Foreign distributors:
Compuserve/Canada; Reﬂex/UK; Computer 2000/W. Germany; Edisoft/France; SourceWare/Australia. Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Hercules
Computer Technology; IBM/International Business Machines.
This price comparison is based on the Suggested List. Price as of2.22.84 for the IBM Color Graphics Adapter.

Here are two beautiful ways to get small
computers on hne With the mainframe
quickly, easily and economically—yours
from DCA, home of the industry’s first co—
axial cable links between small computers
and IBM 3270 networks.

3705 M
MM
”ME
:2: EM
\
PC
3274 \
IRMALINE

M PC

M 3274

IBM

IBM

M

M

PC

<
E
E

IBM
PC

IRMA” is the Decision Support Interfacemthat gets IBM Personal Computers and IBM

PC XTs into the 3270 mainstream Via direct attachment to 3274 or 3276 controllers.
IRMA, IRMALINE. and Decision Support Interface are trademarks of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

IRMA and IRMALINEL
'llte DCA family connections that help
small computers think big.

ID 1983, Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

IRMALINEWdoes the same for remote IBM PCs, IBM PC XTS, Apple Lisas and DEC
Rainbows, among others, with just a local phone call to a nearby 3270 controller.
Both can go to wOrk literally minutes out of the box. Both provide mainframe data

access, selection and storage, and data communication back to the mainframe.

Put first things first. Find out more about the DCA first family of 3270 micro/main-

frame connections. For information, write DCA, 303 Technology Park,
Norcross, Georgia 30092. Phone (404) 448-1400, TLX 26133 3
DCA ATL. Or call us toll—free (800) 241—IRMA.
d=a®

The new home of IRMA, IRMALINE and the rest of the TAG family.

Digital Communications Assomales. Inc
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IBM PC and IBM PC XT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple and Lisa are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation.

Unlocll the Power of your
IBM PG llll'l'll

-

I

Call 800-323-3629 today.
Please send me the following:

Cl MDBS 111 information.
*Prices subject to change without notice.

Card No.
Expiration Date

MDBS 111 manual and Data Base Primer
and Guide for $90.00 each plus $10.00
shipping and handling per set.‘ (Regular
price is $100.00)
El Set(s) of “How to Evaluate and Select

Name

Signature

and handling.‘
[1 Professional Training Course Information.

State
Phone (

Development Products Account

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD and

El Set(s) of documentation, including

a DBMS” for $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping

D Please have a MDBS/Application
Representative contact me.

Illinois residents please add 6% sales tax.

Bank No. If MC

SFBT7XX
.
MICI‘O Data Base Systems, Inc.
Application Development
Products

Company
Address
C‘
"y

)

Zip
—

American Express
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(312) 981-9200

85 W. Algonquin Road—Suite 400
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

WILKES IIBIKnalsecdcan and SFREEN MASTER Ire lmdemarks

Lucia?“andSham;
£§°35s'1°: $331131? mlcél—Jggﬁ;
MP/M-86 are trademarks of Digital Resarch.
CP/M—86

FOR THE IBM PC. IBM XT. COMPAQ.TM
7
CORONAT” CORONATM PORTABLE. LEADING EDGE. EAGLE PC“ TAV/—\.TM

We’ve turned
hard disk storage into
an affordable reality.

LETTERS

PORTABLE'S COMPLAINT

I purchased an IBM PC Portable and
had to return it because of its limita
tions. IBM states that the following options, if used, must reside in slot number two: 64/256K memory expansion

option, IBM PC cluster adapter,- expansion unit 001 hard disk.
Therefore, if you want the hard
disk you cannot have more than 256K
of memory, i.e., no PC/IX UNIX or
any program using more than 256K.

The IBM Product Center refunded my

money and I have ordered a PC/XT.
Peter A. Hanson
Arlington, TX

THE BEST OF TIMERS

I am writing to thank Bob Smith and
Tom Puckett for their wonderful arti—
cle, "Life in the Fast Lane” (April 1984,
page 62). Like me, hundreds of others
should ﬁnd useful applications for the
technique the article explained so well.

After all, time is one of the fundamental units of measure.
The technique the authors de-

scribed served me well in the following

application. I needed a way to produce
a repetitive event at a smooth rate of
once every one-hundreth of a second.

Using only the BIOS timer it was not
possible to repeat the event smoothly

because of the lower resolution of the
timer. Using the low-order extension
from the programmable interval timer,
it was possible to regulate repetitive
events even at speeds nearing CPU ex~

ecution speeds.
The alternative method of using
carefully designed delay loops for timing purposes has a number of disadvantages. The two main ones are the
inability to do any Other useful work

This timing technique is going to
remain near the top of my programming toolbox. Thank you for bringing
it to all of us.
Robert B. Stam

Iackson, MS

THE FACTS 0N MULISP

In ”The PC Speaks LISP” (William G.
Wong, April 1984, page 112), there are

several factual errors:
—muLISP runs not only under PC-

DOS but on any computer running the
MS-DOS operating system (for example,

Zenith 2-100, TI Professional, Compaq,

etc.). However, muLISP does not run

under CP/M-86 as stated in the article.
~D-code reduces the size of user-

deﬁned muLISP functions by 50 to 60
percent (making them more than twice
as dense as a linked list) rather than
“by 20 to 35 percent" as stated in "The
PC Speaks LISP.”
—muLlSP uses two stacks (a variable stack and a control stack) rather
than three. The control stack uses the

8086/88 hardware stack to store refer-

ences to d-code and return addresses.

Albert D. Rich
Applied logician

The Soft Warehouse

Honolulu, HI

Mr. Rich also pointed out in his letter

that the correct address for The Soft
Warehouse is PO. Box 11174, Honolulu,
HI 96828; and for Microsoft, 10700
Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98009. He
further observed that the current version of muLISP resolves many of the de-

ﬁciencies described in the article. The

newer version, muLISP-83, will be considered for review at a later date.

MOUSE TALE REVISED
The Mouse Systems software reviewed
in ”A Tale of Two Mice” (Ieff Duntemann, April 1984, page 150), was version 2.0A. We released a new version,

3.0 on February 15, 1984. Some problems mentioned in the review were
ﬁxed in the new version.
The reported difficulties with some
asynchronous communications adapters
have been addressed with the new re-

lease of the mouse software. We are
now able to work with more PC system

conﬁgurations containing nonstandard

communications ports or modern cards.

We have been unable to test the new
software on an Ultraboard, but we believe that even if the Ultraboard port

does not work as a mouse port, another

port in such a system will work as ei~
ther COMl: or COM2:.

The jumpy cursor problem in the

Microsoft Mouse emulator, MSMOUSE,
has been ﬁxed. We have not had a
problem with high-resolution mode.
There was some confusion about
the Microsoft and Lattice C compiler
interface information for MouseWindow being available by request from us.
The interface information is for
MSMOUSE and is included in the current manual. Users with earlier versions of the product can get the information from us at no charge.
We released a new version of
MouseWindow, 2.0, in April. One new

feature of MouseWindow is language

support for the Microsoft and Lattice C

compilers. Numerous other features
have been added, including automatic

cursor tracking, event queue processing,
color support, and additional graphics

while the delay loop is executing, and

adapter support.
The problem of garbage appearing
on the screen while moving the mouse

delay longer than expected.

large amounts of repeated cursor move-

the fact that external interruptions take
time, too, and cause the delay loop to
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in WordStar is a WordStar "feature."
WordStar apparently cannot handle
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Do it yourself!
When developing effective applications
for the PC is a matter you want to take
into your own hands, first get your

hands on the APL*PLUS®/PC System

from STSC. This unique application de-

velopment tool gives you the power to

deliver totally integrated, highly efficient

solutions to problems that conventional
software simply can’t handle.
The APL‘A’PLUS/PC System is the

most advanced application development

system available today. And it includes
enhancements for the professional,

hobbyist, or novice programmer.

—Advanced screen management
facility with windowing and scrolling
features.
—C0mplete on-line HELP facility for
novice users.
—Powerful communication capability
for moving data between computers.
—Comprehensive color graphics

capability, and much more.
Because of the efficiency of the
APL*PLUS/PC System, you can devel-

op programs 4 to 10 times faster than
with conventional languages like BASIC
or FORTRAN. And the system can be
integrated with other applications

you’ve already bought, or used to link

those that aren’t speaking to each other.

It doesn’t demand that you abandon

those skills you’ve learned or the soft-

ware you’ve come to love. But it does
enhance your programming power, so
you can do what you do even better!
Get the advanced capabilities of the

APLirPLUS/ PC System for’only $595.00,

a valuable investment when you can have
things done your own special way. To
order the APL‘kPLUS/PC System see
your local dealer or contact STSC, Inc.,

(800) 592-0050, 2115 East Jefferson

Street, Rockville, Maryland 20852,

(301) 984-5030 (Call collect).
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S'I'SC

A Contel Company

The APL*PLUS/PC System runs on the IBM PC with 192
KB of RAM, as well as on a number of compatible machines.
APL*PI..US is a service mark and trademark of STSC, Inc.,

registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office
and in certain other countries.

LETTERS

PROG RAMM ER’S
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
AND ACCESSORIES
IBM Personal Computer
Language and Utility Specialists

OPERATING SYSTEMS:
Requires 10 MB hard disk. $895 CALL
UnX-II IDS
New 350 CALL
Concurrent DDS DRI
X-sllell SDC UNIX enhancement for PC-DOS 225 205
ConcurrentCP/M-86 DRI Multitasking

350

249

(Call for CP/M-BG products)
LANGUAGES:
List Ours
New LOWPrice $500 299
Lattice C. Compiler
0 255
PASCAL Compiler Microsoft
409
Pascal MT + for PCDOS Bill
499
ADA+ Tools Janus
C-86 Computer Innovations

299

SALE

145
DeSmet C Compiler with Debugger
275
3
BASIC Compiler Microsoft
Professional BASIC Morgan Computing 345 295
1600 1189
Level II Cobol DRI
350 249
Fortran Compiler Microsoft
200 159
Assembler Plus Tools DRI

“* STSC APL’PIus/PC *“

We can support you!
Complete demonstration package with
diskette for $5, refundable with purchase.
Total APL system including character
generator chip.

Manufacturer List $595

Our Price $540

Break Free of BASlC’s 64k Workspace
Limitations Without CHAlNlNG.

*"“ APC MEGABASIC “”*
Extend BASIC addressable workspace

to 1 Megabyte.
Extremely fast run—time semi-compiler,

Manufacturer List $400 Our Price $349

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Translator for PC BASIC to MEGABASIC
available.

UTILITIES:

CodeSmlth-DG Debugger Visual Age $145
New 175
ProIIler DWB & Associates
245
Btrleve SoftCraft
Windows For C by Creative Solutions 150
Translator APC PC-BASIC»to»MEGA HAS/C 195
OPT-TECH Sort High Performance Utility
99
C Functions l. by Greenleaf Software 175
AKA ALIAS Soft Shell Technology
60
Float-87
Panel

5087 Software Support
Screen Design/Editing

125
350

Halo
Color Graphic Utilities by Lattice
Pllnk-BG
Overlay Linkage Editor

200
395

C-Food Smorgasbord

MetaWINIIDw LISA-Like Windows iorPC

PROGRAM EDITORS:

150

150

Pmate Phoenix
Programmer‘s must! 5 225
450
micro/SPF Digital Research

VEDIT CompuView

150

CALL FOR LOW PRICES
ON OTHER PRODUCTS
Quantity Discounts Available!

r—" '7 1 r*"'*
VisalMC
ﬂ lg NO EXTRA CHARGE
Account is charged when order is shipped
For orders call:

1-800-336-1166

Programmer’s Connection

‘

'

281 Martinel Drive
Kent, Ohio 44240
(216) 678-4301 (In Ohio)

"Programmers Serving Programmers"
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ment. The mouse software can generate
keystrokes faster than the "auto-repeat"
feature of the standard IBM keyboard

handler. We are investigating ways to
provide the option of limiting the
mouse keyboard input rate in order to

work better with WordStar and other
programs that cannot handle high vol-

umes of keyboard type-ahead.
Eileen 3. Milligan

Customer Service Manager
Mouse Systems

Santa Clara, CA
Thanks for your recent article ”A Tale

of Two Mice,” which was of great interest to us at LOGITECH. I would like
to commend you on several points and
correct you on one or two others.
I appreciated your enthusiasm

about the mouse, which is the easiest
input device to use and the most efﬁ-

cient way to position the pointer on the

screen. I also appreciated your observation that Microsoft should be the standard for mouse interface software. We
agree and have developed a driver for
our mice that makes them completely
Microsoft-compatible.

I must take issue with your description of the Microsoft Mouse, however. You describe a mouse that uses
mechanical tracking and optical decoding-a perfect description of the optomechanical LOGIMOUSE. Microsoft’s

mouse is electromechanical, a disadvan-

tage for both wear and tear and resolu-

tion. The optomechanical LOGIMOUSE

mouse can be guaranteed for more than
three times the mileage and more than
twice the resolution of any other mouse
on the market.
You describe the Xerox mouse as
looking “complicated and fragile" inside. Please look inside our mouse. We
are proud of how elegantly simple and
rugged it is inside and out.
Thanks again for your article. We
will look forward to more mouse news
from you in the future.

Pierluigi Zappacosta

President
LOGITECH, Inc.
Redwood City, CA

DISK DRIVE DILEMMA

As a charter subscriber to PC Tech [our-

nal and a long-time IBM PC owner, I

am now faced with the necessity of re-

placing the single-sided disk drives in
my unit with double-sided ones. In the
process of deciding how to do this I
made a surprising discovery.

Apparently the major manufacturers of ﬂoppy disk drives have never ad-

vertised in any of the half-dozen computer magazines I receive, nor have
their products ever appeared in new
product announcements. I have spent

several hours searching for mailing ad-

dresses for Tandon, Teac, and Panasonic
without ﬁnding any. They also do not

appear in my National Directory of Addresses and Telephone Numbers or the

Industrial Research and Development

Telephone Directory.

The nearest computer dealer from

here is a 60-mile round trip or a $2 toll

call, so I depend on magazines and mail

order. The mail-order houses’ advertise—
ments list a bewildering variety of part

numbers with no descriptions, and the
girls at the 800 numbers know nothing
about what they mean. I haven’t seen
any detailed articles on the selection

and replacement of PC disk drives.
It seems that you could provide a
real service to your readers if you
would: (I) publish articles devoted to
the disk drive replacement problems
that must affect thousands of people
who purchased the original IBM
complement of equipment; (2) publish a
personal computer industry directory
with names, addresses, and telephone

numbers of all major suppliers of PCrelated equipment so people like me
can write for detailed product descriptions and catalogues.
I am sure many of your readers
would ﬁnd this information useful.
Michael W. Csontos

Lima, NY

The manufacturers of diskette drives
usually do not advertise their wares di—
rectly. Instead, third-party distributors

make the products available. You will
ﬁnd a number of such companies represented in the advertisements in this
issue of PC Tech Iournal.
A number of buying guides have
been published, including our own PC:
The Buyers Guide. You can get your

own for $7.95 (plus $1 shipping and
handling, $13 outside the U.S.). You

will ﬁnd it in many book and computer

stores, or write PC: The Buyers Guide,
PO. Box 555, Morris Plains N] 07950.

—WF

”MISSED THE MARK, CHAPS"

I read your magazine here in the good
old U.K. with the greatest of interest, as
we have nothing to match it for in-

depth technical content about all things
related to the IBM PC. It was therefore
with great amusement that I read your
comments on the micro market in the
U.K. (“The Tech Iournal Newsline,"
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Can Your Word Processor

Keep Up With Your 100
".- "V""‘Wh~vnu.n . .

EPEED UNIV?“

It can if you have

WordPerfect!

Try this test. While using
your favorite word
processor, put the cursor;"‘“

in the middle of a
paragraph, turn

‘

insert on,
and type.
Surprisingly,
very few of the WW

,

leading word

processors can keep
up with 70, 60, or even 50
words per minute. WordPerfect
keeps up easily at speeds well

above 100*.

Delays are very frustrating, and
frustration can easily lower the
quality of your writing.
Try WordPerfect.

Now, maybe this doesn’t matter
to you, because you don’t type
100 or even 50 WPM. But you
still don’t want to wait forever to
go to the beginning of your
document, go to page 5, save
your document, or add a
paragraph.

At $81 anything less than fast is
unacceptable. And not just

You’ll love it—

not only for the
features we’ve built in,

but also for the
delays we left

M r
a, .531,

out.

because time is money, or

because wasting time is foolish.

*Based on tests performed on an IBM PC.
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SATELUTE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL
288 WEST CENTER STREET, OREM, UTAH 84057

(801) 224-4000 TELEX 820-618

' .51: " "1‘23,“

Treasure Chest‘”of Software

jrCaptairi" and lstMATE

the power behind the PE“

with Tecmar’s Captain“ ,

multifunction boards

Your PC can finally do all those wonderful things you’ve

dreamed about — with the Treasure Chest of Software.
Eliminate the need-for many desk top accessories when you
discover Tecmar’s new easy to use software technology.
With the press of a key you access many Treasure Chest
programs without having to exit from a program you are
now using. This Treasure Chest of Software gives your PC
more power for:

Information Management
OCalculator
OSorting Program
OElectronlc Rolodex“

Hardware Diagnostics
OMemory Diagnostics
UPrlnter Diagnostics
OClock-Calendar Diagnostics

OMailing “St

Information Security

OForms Generator - create

Use at Home

Time Management

Olnventory Management

'Electronic "NewId

letters, labels 8 reports

' Appointment Alert
°Calendar Generator

-

IAutomatic Time and Date

System Improvements

OBackground Printing - frees
PC for other work

' Disk Simulator in RAM

IConfidentlal File Coding
OCheckbook Balancer

OBanner Generator - prints
letters 4.5 inches tall
OTic-Tac-Toe

Oand more !
lNTRODﬂCTORY OFFER
‘Rolodex is a trademark of The Rolodex Corp.

You’ll never want to turn your computer off once you experience the ease of use, efficiency and enjoyment of the
Treasure Chest of Software;

For the [EM PC: Captain 8 lstMATE

- 0 to 384 KBytes of Memory on
the Captain Board
0 0 to 256 KBytes of Memory on
the lstMATE Board

0
0
0

Clock-Calendar with battery
Serial Communications Port
Parallel Printer Port
Treasure Chest of Software

for the PC] ' thejrCaptain

- 0 to 128 KBytes of Memory
' Upgrade to 512 KBytes with
addition ofjrCadet Board

' Clock-Calendar with battery
- Parallel Printer Port
- Treasure Chest of Software

Tecmar, inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377
Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex:466692
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Rio Plus IITM For The IBM PC Or X'l'.
The "One Slot" Winner.

All The Power & Performance lbu Can Handle
In One Exceptional Multi-Function Board. ‘
When it comes to getting more usable features, greater

performance, and better beneﬁts into—and out of—
your IBM Personal Computer... Rio Plus 11 is the very
best multi-function board you can buy. Why? Because
the Rio Plus II includes the very best
features of two power-packed
- _
‘
multi function boards (the R10
Plus, and Super Rio)—conveniently
built into one. Without a bet, the
Rio Plus II offers the most complete
one slot answer to your need for
greater memory and additional
ports.

"Pack" The Odds In Your Favor

Now, you can have almost everything you want or need.
All in one slot. Rio Plus II gives you: One or two serial ports;
a parallel port; an IBM compatible game port; the ‘PC
Accelerator’ software (offering emulation of two RAM disks
and a parallel print buffer); a battery operated clock calendar
(remembers date/time even with PC turned off); and
additional memory of up to 384K.
Using the RS—232C serial ports, you can easily connect
I”:

mice, modems, plotters, (serial) printers, or other necessary
peripherals. With the parallel port, you’ll be able to operate
any IBM compatible (parallel) printer, or SASI (Shugart
Associates Standard Interface) hard disk
.5“. _
controller. And courtesy of the PC Accelerator”,
you get printer buffering and RAM disks which
can even survive a warm boot. (For example, do
an ordinary reset, and all the data entered on

both RAM disks will still be there. Everytime.)

The Winning Combination
Rio Plus [I is totally software compatible with
IBM’s hardware adapter boards. And, the Rio Plus
II saves you time, money, slots ...ana' hassle.
You’ll have additional memory and functions
available—exactly when you need them. At a
price that’s very competitive. And just think what you can do
with all the other slots.
Rio Plus II. The only (card) game in town that consistently
lets you win big. See your local dealer for the inside story. Or
call or write STB Systems, Inc., 601 North Glenville,
Richardson, Texas 75081 (214) 234—8750.
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5TB Systems, Inc.

IBM PC, XT are registered trademarks of lntemational Business Machines Corporation.

Expanding Microcomputing
PC Accelerator is a registered trademark of RaiCorp.

LETTERS
Sol Libes, March 1984, page 28). I am
afraid that, although you get top marks

for most areas, you missed the mark by

a long way in this short article.
Yes, IBM PCs are primarily sold to
the business user. No, they are not all
used as terminals to large mainframes

(some are). Most are used with productivity software such as Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan, and Multimate, or in small com-

panies for sales ledgers, etc.
No, the Sirius machine (Victor
9000) is not the most popular desktop
system. That place is almost certainly
occupied by the IBM PC. The reason it
is reported otherwise is that only sales
via retail outlets other than IBM retail
centres are included in published ﬁgures, which exclude all sales via IBM’s
VPA program and via IBM retail centres—a substantial number of the total
IBM PC sales in this country.
Yes, we have active PC User

Groups, the largest of which has active

branches all over the country.

Yes, most of the packaged general

application software is U.S.-produced

(most U.K. software tends to be vertical
market packages). No, it does not take
typically six months before packages become available; the mainline software
tends to hit our shore within a month
of it being actually available in the US.
(a la Lotus, Microsoft, Ashton-Tate, Microrim, MicroPro). I stress the actually

available software as there seems a tendency in the US. to pre-advertise software heavily. The only notable exception to this availability is IBM itself.
Of all the statements in this article, the most misleading was that the

Apple /// is more popular than the Ap-

ple IIe. You obviously have not talked

to Apple on this one (or if you have
they gave you the wrong information).

The Apple IIe outsells the Apple ///
by at least ﬁfty to one.
I hope that this letter is taken the
way it is meant. It is just that there appears to be an epidemic of articles in
US. magazines stating how backward
in the micro field we are in the UK.
C. Budgen
P&P Micro Distributors
London, England
San lose, CA

F

KEYSWAP...=PROKEY*

\

+10 NEW FUNCTIONS

KEYSWAP is the most advanced Macro Processor

available for the IBM PC' " - including ALL of

PROKEY’s* functions and many more!
KEYSWAP creates yet another dimension in
USER FRIENDLINESS.
In addition to the standard
macro features, the user can:
Create custom Help Menus that can
be recalled from within any program.
Create ”lessons” that can be played back at
variable speed for tutorial or demo purposes
Create AND MODIFY macros at ANY time without
affecting the applications program
Create a single macro definition as large as 64K
Redefine ANY keys (i.e. shift) or define ANY macro
character
IMAGINE: automatic time and date display; fixed
and variable definition fields; audible feedback on
toggle keys; alternate cursor control selection; and
many more features!
KEYSWAP - State of the Art keyboard utility software.
PRICE
$119.00 (Money back guarantee)
MA res add 5% sIs tx

FOR ORDERS OR INFO CALL OR WRITE
(Call for special introductory offer)

\

RICKERDATA
PO BOX 998 MELROSE, MA 02176 (617) 662-0856
MC & VISA ACCEPTED

'Registered Trademark RoaeSoft “ 'Registered Trademark IBM/
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MATHEMATICAL NOTES

Upon reading Michael Linley’s reply

(February 1984, page 22) to Arnr Razzak‘s letter (November/December 1983,

page 26) complaining about the hexadecimal notation used in “The IBM

Color/Graphics Adapter" (Thomas V.

Hoffman, Iuly/August 1983, page 26), I

AUGUST 1984
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

lESS THAN $400 W||.l TURN
YOUR PC INTO A POWERFUL
DEVELOPMENT WORKSTATION.

Until now, software developers who
wanted the power of high-priced development systems had to pay a high price for it.
There was no choice.
Now, there’s a solution. . .whether you’re
developing programs to run on minicomputers or micros, and regardless of what
target operating system you're using.
If an IBM® PC, PC XT'", or compatible is
part of your development environment, the
uNETix Software Development ToolKit will
increase your productivity.
LANTECH SYSTEMS has put an end to
the ”no choice" problem with a collection
of powerful software products which make
your PC a versatile, but low cost development workstation.
The uNETix Software Development ToolKit contains:
- uNETix SFS —-the powerful multi-tasking,
UNlX'" compatible operating system,
which is at the heart of the LANTECH
SYSTEMS product line. The unique “Window Management” feature provided with
uNETix allows easy integration of applications software and permits data to be
moved between various window processes
(such as the Emulator or Editor described
below).

VT100® Terminal Emulator (VTTY) —
permits up-Ioading and down-loading of
data between your PC and a larger mini
or mainframe computer. This function, of
course, means that larger-scale development tasks can be run on more powerful
machines, while permitting you to process other tasks locally.
TEXT EDITOR — allows powerful, fullscreen editing at the workstation level or
you can use your familiar mainframe editor through the terminal emulator. Several
popular editors are available.
The LANTECH SYSTEMS uNETix Software Development ToolKit is the solution to
your software development needs, at an
affordable price of $399. Quantity discounts
are available.
Optional Lattice® C Compilers are available from LANTECH SYSTEMS to develop
programs locally to run under uNETix, or
PC DOS”. Programs developed for uNETix

can, of course, be easily ported to other

UNlX environments. Lattice C Cross Com—
pilers are also available for a variety of
minicomputers.
To order your ToolKit, or to get more information contact:

LANTECH SYSTEMS

INCORPORATED

9635 WENDELL ROAD, DALLAS, TEXAS 75243
(214) 340-4932 EX. 200
uNETix is a trademark of Lantech Systems. lnc. lBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines. UNIX is a trademark ol Bell Laboratories, ATaT Technologies. VT100 is a trademark of Digital
Equipment Corp. Lattice is a registered trademark of Lattice, Inc, PC 008 is a trademark of international Business Machines. XT is a trademark ol International Busrness Machines. Minimum system configuration is
IBM PC with 512K RAM. monochrome or color display. R8232 port requrred for VT100 connection.
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Your IBM PC Or XT Graphics Are Only
A: Good As What's Undr The Hood.

Get Smooth Clean Performance With Graphix Plus 11”.
Single Board Support Of Both Color And Monochrome Display. :
hen it comes to color/graphics adapter boards, your
the use of two RAM disks and a print buffer. Plus, you
IBM Personal Computer—and you—deserve only the
can access the screen RAM with absolutely no “snow” or
best. That’s why Graphix Plus II gives you
ﬂashing. Graphix Plus 11 also provides
outstanding graphics . . .and a whole lot
a» ‘ true gray scale display on composite
more. With Graphix Plus II, you’ll get
video monitors, a light pen interface,
-—50% faster, flicker-free scrolling over
32K display RAM (text and graphics
— - —
IBM’s color/graphics board. And, the
modes), compatibility with Lotus
Graphix Plus II is the only product on
1-2—3‘” and other popular software
‘nl’mdzms
E. '
'
the market which provides dual monitor
packages. And much‘more. A battery
ﬁx
mlCmmit
support for both RGB color and
operated clock calendar is available as
monochrome graphics on a single board.
an option.
It gives you ﬁrll screen (640 x 352)
monochrome graphics and high

Puts You In The Driver's Seat

resolution color graphics with the appropriate
software. When two monitors are used, Graphix
Plus II automatically shifts to the appropriate screen.

Graphix Plus 11 ﬁts easily in any
expansion slot inside your PC. And when you power up,
you’ll see the same high-powered quality you’ve come to

Luxury Item: Are Standard Equipment
With the Graphix Plus II, you’ll be glad to know extra
conveniences come standard. For example, you get a

performance. From start to finish.
Graphix Plus 11. So good, so reasonably priced, you might
say ...we’ve outclassed the competition. See your local

compatible printer or SASI compatible hard disk controller.
Our ‘PC Accelerator’ "" software is included which gives you

Inc., 601 North Glenville, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234-8750.

parallel printer port which allows you to hook up any IBM

expect from your machine. Incredibly smooth, versatile

dealer for all the details. Or call or write STB Systems,

---
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5TB Systems, Inc.

Expanding Microcomputing

-.-TM
IBM PC, XT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.

PC Accelerator is a registered trademark of ResiCorp.
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here—THE Multi—Window Interactive Debugger that’s STATE-OFsTﬂEeART.

. Read/Write 0r memoryrang

I
Hot-Eine technical support
.e Prdfessl'mlal’s ChoiceLCod
Multiple copies purchasedby:

_

j

-86 -

I": , LotusDevelopment Corp, Micrq, V' . "Corp, IBM.

Requires MS-DOS & 160K RAM.

‘

invited.
OEM and dealer inquiries
_
_

‘

VISUIIL 866
642 N. Larchmont Blvd. - Los Angela, CA 90004
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Codagmith, TM International Arrangements. Inc.
MS, TM Microsoﬁ Corp.
IBM, TM International Business Machines Corp.

BELLESOFI' HAS CHANGED THE
WAY PROGRAMMERS WORK:

PASCAL, C 8: ADA
COMPUTER AIDED PROGRAMMING
The Bellesoft Entry System for Programs (ESP) has changed
the way programmers will work in the future by putting computer
aided programming (CAP) at their fingertips.

What word-processing programs did for writing text, Bellesoft
has now done for generating programs: putting the computer to
work to create a whole new way of writing software.
Bellesoft’s ESP speeds up software development by up to
50%, produces better programs and reduces debugging time. ESP
improves programming in five significant ways:
1. On-Line Syntax Checking. ESP is more than a very smart
editor: it automatically checks your program for correct
syntax as you enter or change it.

2. On-Line Formatting. ESP automatically provides a correct
and consistent format, critical for program maintainability.

3. Context-Sensitive Abbreviations. ESP builds program

structures or skeletons with a single keystroke, provides
correct keywords and punctuation, and saves up to half your
typing time.

4. Program Editing. ESP manipulates program structures

correctly with a single keystroke, allows you to delete or move

statements easily.
5. On-Line Programming Help. ESP provides menus of correct
program components and correct syntax as an aid to faster
programming.
ESP is now available to computer manufacturers for inclusion

in their software packages; to distributors and dealers for resale; to
universities and schools as an aid to teaching programming; and to
programmers who want to cut their work in half while writing
better programs. Call Marlene Samuel, Marketing, at (206) 828-7282.
IBM PC single user Pascal license $249, C license $349. Quantity and site
discounts are available. To order, call

LIFEBOAT, 1 -800-847-7078.

IELLESCDFT
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THE FIRST NAME IN PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY
2820 Northup Way, Bellevue. WA 98004. 206/828-7282

LETTERS
went back and read the original letter
and noticed something interesting. Your
reply to Razzak’s letter stated that you

use the notation of whichever computer
language is used by the article because
there is no ”standard” notation.

timer). If the TRAP FLAG is on during the

execution of the INT instruction, it also
causes assertion of an interrupt request for

Single Step, which is of higher priority
than the ﬁrst one. Two sets of registers and
ﬂags are pushed onto the stack, one pointing at the instruction‘after the INT in-

There is a standard notation for
nondecimal numbers. In mathematics,
such a number is written with a sub-

struction (this entry has the TRAP FLAG
on) and one pointing at the ﬁrst instruc-

base. So a binary number would be
written with a subscript 2, an octal

to by that particular interrupt vector).
The result of this is that the highest

tion of the interrupt routine for that partic-

script numeral including the correct

ular interrupt type (the instruction pointed

number would be written with a sub-

priority interrupt routine (Single Step) is in

script 8, and a hexadecimal number

with a subscript 16. And, of course,
when mixing bases, a decimal number
can be written with a subscript 10 to
avoid confusion. Example:
lll10101002=17248=98010=3D416
Christopher Wesling
San Francisco, CA

Yes, subscripts are the mathematical
way. But our use of that convention

might seem to confuse because it is not
a notation that can be programmed.

That’s why we choose to use the language notation, cryptic as it might be in

some cases.

—WF

control of the machine, and the next high—
est is on the stack ready for execution
when the current routine executes IRET.

popular PC magazine, suggests checking
the 8259 status register. This works ﬁne on
a machine which uses standard IBM equipment but can still fail with some vendors’
implementations of clock cards and interrupt priorities. An alternative and more reliable ﬁx (with the luxury of source code
availability) is to check the stack contents
for the location of the TRAP FLAG.
If the problem-causing sequence has
occurred, the last entry on the stack will

not have the TRAP FLAG on, and it is
then up to the debugger to determine if it
has just single-stepped an INT or IRET instruction or if other hardware requested
the interrupt (if so, it must be serviced be-

fore the single-step via an immediate
IRET). If the interrupt is from the execution of an INT instruction, the TRAP

professional debugger and enjoyed reading about this often neglected subject. I
especially liked ”Debugging” (Will

off to prevent extraneous singlestep inter»
rupts later, on exit from the singleestepped
interrupt routine (the original DOS debugger also suffers from this problem). Copy-

Fastie, May 1984, page 5)—as always,

entertaining reading.
As the author of a new debugging
tool just reaching the micro software

market, I have had occasion to consider

many of the points covered in the debugging section. I paid special attention

to ”Time on Your Hands” (Bob Smith
and Tom Puckett, May 1984, page 146).

right Armand I. Minnie. 1984

Armand I. Minnie

San lose, CA

THE HIDDEN PATH
The letter to the editor entitled ”Where
Were We?" (February 1984, page 22)
contained a very interesting routine,
”PWD." After assembling, linking, and

creating a .COM ﬁle on my C: disk (de-

PC-TEST (my contribution to the art of
debugging the PC), and I include it
here for publication.

the message that came back was C:/.
Next I created several directories
/ALPI-IA/BETA/DELTA, and made
DELTA the current directory. Then I

The Timer Bug
A note here on the widely discussed

”timer bug" from which the original DOS
debugger suffers. The problem lies in the
architecture of the 8088 and can best be

explained by single-stepping an INT instruction. The “timer” problem and the ac-

tions of the 8088 when single-stepping an
INT instruction are one and the same: the
number and the priority of the interrupt
requests that the 8088 has pending.
The INT instruction causes the asser—
tion of an interrupt request (just like the
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PWD is really useless. In addition, I
feel even more strongly about the fail-

ure of your technical editors to check
out that what you publish works, and
in this speciﬁc case to correct Mr.
Kvam’s omission.
Everything considered, you publish
an excellent magazine that I ﬁnd more

useful than your heftier competition.
George Shulha

Tampa, FL

PRINTING APL

CHARACTERS

Your Letters section of the June 1984 issue of PC Tech Iournal calls attention to

the difﬁculty of getting a full APL
character set for non-IBM printers

("Patch to APSOCOM,” page 21). For

$100, SYMBIOTICS can furnish an BX‘
tended character set APL EPROM with
translation tables for the Epson MX-IOO

that will function with both IM and
STSC (Scientiﬁc Time Share Corp.) im-

plementations of APL. Interested per-

sons may call or write SYMBIOTICS for

details at 431 Mishler Road, Mogadore,
OH 44260; 216-699-4978.

W.E. Claxton
SYMBIOTICS

FLAG deeper on the stack must be turned

Since this particular problem area seems
to interest so many people, I included a
short discussion of it in the Theory of
Operations section of the manual for

should have described the need to use
the PATH command, for without it

One ﬁx for this problem, published in a

DEBUGGING TIME
Great special section on debugging in

the May issue. For years I have been a

charm, responding with the message
C:/ALPHA—/BETA/DELTA.
I feel strongly that Mr. Kvam

Mogadore, OH
Thank you for your questions and comments. We appreciate all of them—complimentary and critical. Please address

editorial correspondence to PC Tech
Iournal, Suite 211, World Trade Center,
Baltimore, MD 21202, or contact us
through CompuServe, 74156, 2365, or

The Source, STY682. Be sure to include

your name and address.

fault), I typed in PWD. Sure enough,

typed in PWD and waited for something to happen. To my surprise the
message this time was BAD COMMAND OR FILE NAME.
It seems that Bruce Kvam (the

writer of the letter) neglected to tell us
about the PATH command that we
must use to get PWD to work. After going back to the root directory, I edited

my AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle to add the
line PATH C:/ and went back to

DELTA. This time PWD worked like a

PC TECH JOURNAL

COHERENT” IS SUPERIOR TO UNIX*
AND IT’S AVAILABLE TODAY
ON THE IBM PC.
Mark Williams Company hasn’t just taken a mini-computer
operating system, like UNIX, and ported it to the PC. We

wrote COHERENT ourselves. We were able to bring UNIX

capability to the PC with the PC in mind, making it the most
efficient personal computer work station available at an
unbelievable price.

For the first time you get a multi-user, multitasking operating
system on your IBM PC. Because COHERENT is UNIXcompatible, UNIX software will run on the PC under
COHERENT.

The software system includes a C-compiler and over 100 utilities, all for $500. Similar environments cost thousands more.

COHERENT on the IBM PC requires a hard disk and 256K
memory. It’s available on the IBM XT, and Tecmar, Davong
and Corvus hard disks.
Available now. For additional information, call or write,

Mark Williams Company

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614
312/472-6659

m

Mark
Williams

UJ Company

COHERENT is a trademark of Mark Williams Company.
‘UNIX is as trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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SOL LIBES

ities. Rather than try to mar-

Random Rumors
and Gossip
It is expected that AT&T
soon will announce its IBM
PC-compatible desktop computer, which will probably

ket the machine itself, the
company is expected to enter
into an OEM arrangement.
Compaq Computer

Corp. has indicated that it
expects a decrease in earn—
ings for the second quarter of
1984. Mitsubishi, which

computers recently intro-

duced by AT&T. The ﬁrst

system is expected to use the
80186 microprocessor and to

have 256K of memory, a
IO-Mb hard disk drive, and
support for high-resolution
graphics. It might run a new
version of PC/DOS.

pected to act as a cluster controller for SNA devices.
IBM’s scientiﬁc instru—
ments division may soon un—

veil a new version of the
Microsoft XENIX operating
system for its CS9000,
68000-based office system.

This new operating system
should provide enhanced
graphics with features such
as icons and windows.

Stiﬂes Competition
The Commission of the

European Economic Commu-

be an upgraded version of

the Olivetti system, using an

8-Mhz 8086 and 512K of
RAM. An XT version should
contain a lO-Mb Winchester
and dual slim-line drives,
and the basic system should
contain serial and parallel
ports, calendar/clock, disk
controller, and seven expansion slots. In addition, it
is expected to have better

graphics than the IBM machine. AT&T is expected to
sell the machine through
Bell System stores and at

private-labels IBM compatibles for Sperry and Leading Edge Products, has indicated that it plans to begin
selling PC compatibles in the
US. under its own name.

IBM ”BC" Rumors

There are rumors that IBM

will shortly announce three
new “Business Computer"

(”BC") systems based on the
new Intel 80186 and 80286

stores. Rumors continue that

microprocessors. The systems
are expected to be sold

a lap—sized, portable, battery-

Resellers (VARs), and they

least one chain of computer

this fall IBM will announce
operated version of the PC

that may contain a display
that has 24 lines by 80 char-

acters. National Semiconductor is said to be
readying an IBM-PC compatible in both desktop and
lap-sized portable versions,

with special graphics capabil-
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through IBM’s Value Added

should use either Microsoft's
multi-user/multi-processing

XENIX operating system or a
new operating system that

will be written by IBM.

The systems appear to

be designed to compete with
the new 3B series of micro-

The second system is

expected to use the 80286
8-Mhz microprocessor and to
have a cache memory system, virtually unlimited
hard disk capacity, 512K of
memory, and the ability to
handle up to 16 users. The
operating system used on
this system is expected to be
an upgraded version of
XENIX, with windowing capability and a PC/DOS emu<
lator that will allow the execution of most PC software.
The machine is expected to
be used as a ﬁle server in a
local area network for PCs,
using Microsoft’s MS—Net

version of MS/PC-DOS.

It is anticipated that the
third system will use a proprietary 32-bit microprocessor that was developed by
IBM in Austin, Texas. Main-

frame software environ-

ments, such as VM (Virtual

Memory), supposedly will be

supported. This system is ex-

nity is expected shortly to
charge IBM with abusing its
dominant market position in
Europe and trying to stiﬂe
competition. The CEEC represents the 10-member European Common Market.
It is estimated that IBM
currently controls about 40
percent of the European
computer market in general
and an even greater percentage of the market in West
Germany and Italy. The
Common Market computer
companies complain that
IBM has refused to provide
them with information necessary to link peripheral

equipment and software with
new IBM products. Because

equipment is introduced and

orders taken many months

before delivery, these compa-

nies must wait until they

can actually get their hands
on the equipment before

they can begin their designs.
As a result, they lose a year

or more in getting their
products to market. Then, as
soon as they get their equip-

ment on the market, IBM in-

troduces new products.
The CEEC is expected to
levy sanctions against IBM
in the form of a ﬁne or a re-
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CEEC Charges IBM
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quirement that IBM disclose
necessary information. IBM
has been attempting for several months to negotiate a

NEWSLINE
IBM began shipping in
April, is already being dis-

settlement with the CEEC,

counted by many dealers.
The PCir, whose sales have
proved a bit disappointing,
has been heavily discounted

Europe signiﬁcantly.

available in February.
Another result of the in
crease in the supply of PCs

but has had no success. This
problem is expected to alter
IBM’s selling tactics in

by dealers since it became

and XTs is that some authorized IBM retailers, VARs,

IBM PC Shortage

is Ended
IBM dealers report that the

supply of IBM PCs and XTs

has caught up with demand.
Dealers say that the number
of machines they can order
is no longer being regulated
by IBM, and most dealers
have machines in stock. The
result is an upsurge in dis—

counts given on PCs, XTs,

and their compatibles. Even

the IBM PC portable, which

and Value Added Dealers
(VADs) are dumping systems
to unauthorized dealers and
discounters. The authorized

News, Views, and gossip on the IBM
and IBM-like marketplace
These unauthorized
dealers are always low-bud-

get retail or mail-order opera
tions that provide little, if
any, support and can therefore aﬂord to discount the

systems. IBM, unlike Apple,

has chosen to ignore this
“gray” market and thereby
appears to be encouraging it.

been in their stock for over
30 days. In addition, they
have to fulﬁll purchasing
quotas with IBM. To avoid
this situation, at the end

of the month dealers will
dump their inventory to

unauthorized dealers at

substantial discounts.

2 billion records, limited

only by the individual computer systems. Each record
can have 128 ﬁelds, and 10
ﬁles can be opened at once.
Although dBASE III has
been redesigned from the
ground up and written in C,
many familiar dBASE II

commands are still present.

sellers invariably have to pay

interest on systems that have

the limitations of dBASE 11.
Files can now have up to

dBASE III

After 22 months, AshtonTate has announced dBASE
III for the 16-bit world. The
product will be available initially for the IBM PC or XT

with at least 256K and two

ﬂoppies or a ﬁxed disk.

dBASE III removes many of

Features include the ability
to establish relations between
ﬁles, full-screen report generation, and mailing label capa—

bility; in addition, new

memo ﬁelds can hold variable-length text of up to 4K
bytes. Performance has been

improved with notably faster

sorting and indexing. A

dBASE Assistant provides a

command-assistance mode
that can be turned off once
the user is familiar with
dBASE III operations. dBASE
III is priced at $695, and the
price of dBASE II has been
reduced to $495.
The dBASE aftermarket
is still alive and well. Fox
and Geller announced the

Wt»

availability of Quickcode III,

dUTIL III, and dGRAPH III.
Other vendors are expected
to follow with updated versions of their dBASE II en—
hancement programs.

l\ \
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3270-PC Popular
There is an increasing num—
ber of reports that the 3270

version of the PC is achiev-

ing a success in large corpo-

rations that use IBM main-

frames; the reports also indicate that IBM has stepped up

29
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that DRI is also working on

a new operating system for
the 3270 that will allow

CP/M, UNIX System V, and

MS/DOS software to be run
and that will also furnish local area networking and sophisticated graphics support.
The XT/370, however,
which was introduced at the
same time, appears to be lag—
ging in popularity. Part of
the problem seems to be late
deliveries caused by production bottlenecks. Although

the XT/370 was announced

in late November 1983, IBM

did not begin shipping sys
tems until early May.

nounced experimental 72K,
288K, and 512K RAM chips,
none of which has gone into
production. IBM has not said
whether it actually plans to
produce the l—Mb chip. Fur—
ther, it should be noted

IBM Announces New

Research Successes

At the IEEE-Intermag conference held in April, IBM re

searchers reported that they
are working on a new type
of magnetic recording head
that will permit magnetic
disk storage up to six times
denser than current heads
will allow. The head integrates thin ﬁlm coils to write
data on the disk and highsensitivity, solid-state sensors

to read the data. This work
is still considered to be in a
early research stage, and it
will be some time before the
technology will be ready for
possible use in disk drives.
Researchers working at
IBM’s Essex Iunction, Ver-

mont, facility have an-

'

.5 that at the International

Solid States Circuits Conference held last Febru-

ary, Hitachi, Fujitsu, NEC,

" " and NTT released details

c3

on their l—megabyte experi-

mental RAM chips.

nounced development of a
dynamic RAM chip with a
capacity of 1 megabit. The
chip operates on 5 volts and
uses essentially the same
technology as is used in the
64K RAM chip that is currently in production.
It is interesting to note
that during the past two
years IBM has also an—

ILLUSTRATION - DAVID

production signiﬁcantly to
meet the demand. Digital
Research, Inc. has announced that it will make
available its entire line of
languages to run on the system, and there are rumors

POVILAITIS

NEWSLINE

Random News Bits
IBM announced that its net
income for the ﬁrst quarter
of 1984 rose 23 percent to a
record $1.2 billion. Cross

business was up 15.7 percent

to $9.6 billion. PC business

currently accounts for an
estimated 13 percent of the

company’s revenues, or
about $1.25 billion. Lotus

Development Corpora-

tion reported a ﬁrst-quarter
net income of $7.5 million
on $28.3 million sales—
how’s that for proﬁt? Lotus is
reported to have shipped al-

most 120,000 copies of Lotus
1-2-3 in the ﬁrst quarter.

Quotation of the
Month

Iohn R. Opel, Chairman of
IBM Corporation: "It [the

ILLUSTRATION - MARC
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PCiI] has not been as successful as I would like.”
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A useful, adaptable routine for BASIC programs
NELSON FORD
n INKEY routine is one that
A controls keyboard input into a

program by using the INKEY$ function instead of the INPUT or LINE
INPUT commands. The sole reason

32

for using this approach is that the
INPUT command will accept and
print any key that is pressed, which
can sometimes cause problems. If
the user accidentally enters “End”
when he meant to enter ”1,” the
cursor on the screen will obediently
move to the end of the line.

When INKEY$ is used, the result of the key press is not automatically sent to the screen; thus, that
result can be tested before it is
Nelson Ford is Director of Reporting and

Forecasting Systems for Daniel Industries, Inc.

He is the author of Business Graphics for the

IBM PC and of the disk ﬁle catalog DISKCAT.
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lNKEYS
printed. INKEY$ can be used not
only to ﬁlter out keys that are de-

structive to the screen layout but

also to check that the key falls

within an acceptable range of keys,

Most Program Editors
Are Shockingly Primitive.

to see if a function key or other spe—
cial key has been pressed, and to
take special action if it is necessary.

This function can also be used to
read a key press, translate the key to
another key deﬁned on a look-up ta-

ble, and send the translated value to
the screen for display.
RUNNING THE PROGRAM

The program in listing 1 ﬁrst presents a menu on the screen with a
ﬂashing cursor prompting the user
to enter a number from the menu.
If no number is entered, nothing
happens. If ”1” is pressed, a data
entry form with ﬁelds labeled
Name, Address, City, State, and Zip
is displayed. A highlighted ﬁeld appears next to the Name ﬁeld. If the
user enters a name in this ﬁeld, the
highlighted area moves to the next
ﬁeld for the address to be entered.
Errors in previous ﬁelds can be

corrected by using the cursor direction keys. If a state or zip code is
entered that the program does not
recognize, the highlighted area will
not move on until the entry has
been corrected. Letters entered for
the state display are displayed as
upper-case, no matter how Caps
Lock is toggled. Only the characters
”0” through “9" are accepted as input in the Zip ﬁeld.

PROGRAM FRAMEWORK
Listing 1 is an example of a program

that would be used to enter data in
a data base. Lines 10-60 deﬁne vari—

ables for use by the program. PG

and BG are used to control the foreground and background colors. The
numbers in line 60 are the ASCII
codes for the second character of the
two-character code that is returned

by INKEY$ when a special key is

pressed. A special key is a function

key, cursor key, shift tab key, or

any key combination using the Ctrl
AUGUST 1984

Use PmateTM once, and you’ll

never go back to an ordinary

text editor again. Pmate is more
than a powerful programmer’s
text processor. It’s an interpretive language especially

designed for customizing text

processing and editing.
Just like other powerful editors, Pmate* features full-screen

single-key editing, automatic
disk buffering, ten auxiliary

buffers, horizontal and vertical
scrolling, plus a ”garbage
stack” buffer for retrieval of

deleted strings. But, that’s just

for openers.

What really separates Pmate

from the rest is macro magic. A
built-in macro language with

over 120 commands and singlekeystroke “Instant Commands”
to handle multiple command

sequences. So powerful, you

can “customize” keyboard

and command structure to
match your exact needs.

Get automatic comments on

code. Delete comments. Check
syntax. Translate code from
one language to another. Set
up menus. Help screens. You
name it.
And, Pmate has its own set
of variables, if—then statements,

iterative loops, numeric calculations, a hex to decimal and

decimal to hex mode, binary
conversion, and a trace mode.
You can even build your own
application program right
inside your text processor.

80, why work with primitive
tools any longer than you have
to? Pmate by Phoenix. $225.
Call (800) 344-7200, or write.

fW
Phoenix Computer Products Corporation
1418 Providence Highway, Suite 220
Nonrvood, MA 02062

in Massachusetts (Bl7l 769-7020
*Pmate is designed for microcomputers using the lntel 8086 family of
processors, and running MS-DOS.TM A custom version is available for
the IBM PC, Tl Professional, Wang Professional, DEC Rainbow,
and Z80 running under CP/M.TM

Pmate is a trademark of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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INKEYS
or Alt key. The codes for these keys

are given in the BASIC manual at

the end of Appendix G. The actual
INKEY$ routine is in lines 120-620.
The remainder of the program,

starting at line 670, is a sample application designed to demonstrate
the INKEY$ routine.

WALKING THROUGH
THE CODE

In lines 700-750, a menu is printed

on the screen. At line 760, the cur-

sor is located at the point where the

programmer wants the prompt to
appear. The variable FL (Field
Length) is set to 301, ACCEPT$ is
deﬁned as “123” (acceptable input),

and control is turned over to the INKEY routine. Line 120 initializes
the variables used in the INKEY

routine. The variable INS.LENGTH

keeps track of how many characters
have been entered. CURSORPOS
keeps track of Where the cursor is in
___——

NKEY$ can be used not

only to ﬁlter out keys

that are destructive to

the screen layout but also
to check that the key falls
Within an acceptable range
of keys, to see if a function
key or other special key has
been pressed, and to take

special action if necessary.
the string of characters entered.

This is necessary because the user
can press the cursor keys to go back
and edit the entry.
In the next line, the variable
CURSORSTART is set up to keep

track of the location of the start of

the ﬁeld on the screen. Because input is limited to the current screen
line, it is not necessary to keep
track of the line number. Line 140
divides FL (which was set to 301) by
100 and truncates the decimals,

34

leaving three (FIX(301/100)=3) and

assigns this value to the variable
name CHARACCEPTCODE,

which will be used later to test the
keys pressed. The next line rede—

ﬁnes FL as the actual ﬁeld length
(301 - 3*100 = I).
No prompt was speciﬁed, so
line 170 is skipped. In line 180, the
foreground and background colors

that was pressed into IN$ and
which directs the program to line
550. (INSERT is toggled on and off
in line 270. I‘ll look at that later.)

Skipping line 550 for right now,
we see that N$ is printed, CURSOR.POS and INS.LENGTH are

are reversed. When the INKEY rou—

incremented, and the program
branches back to line 190 to pick up
another key press. This time the
user presses Enter. The program

versed, a highlighted area the
length of FL appears. Line 210

length, the trailing blanks are
chopped off, unless line 610 has

tine returns to control, the input is
contained in the variable IN$. Line
160 initializes IN$ to a string of
blank spaces. When the IN$ is
printed (line 190) with the colors re-

flows to line 420 and gets redirected
to line 600, which reprints the entry with the colors set back to normal. At this point, if the entry is
shorter than the maximum ﬁeld

causes the program to wait for a key
to be pressed and assigns the key
press to the variable N$. If the
length of N$ is greater than one,
the program knows a special key
was pressed; lines 240 through 330
analyze and act upon the key press.

been removed.
Now control is passed back to
the main program, and no further
input testing is needed. IN$ must be

program for editing the entry. If the
programmer does not want this fea-

ONE MORE TIME

This section of code is used in this

a ”1,” ”2,” or “."3

Since “1” was en-

tered in this instance, the program
branches to line 1000.

Line 1090 positions the cursor, as-

ture, he can omit this section.

signs a maximum ﬁeld length of 25

so the program is directed to line

(any input is valid), and deﬁnes the
prompt as NAM$(I). When the program is ﬁrst started, the variable

For right now, we will assume
that ”l” was pressed on the menu,
so N$ = 1. The length of N15 is 1,

350, which tests to see if the Esc

key was pressed. If the variable
CURSORPOS is greater than the

with no character acceptance code

NAM$(I) (where I: l) is a null
string, so there is no prompt. Let’s

the program has tested for cursor

pretend that we loaded an entry
from a disk ﬁle, and NAM$(I) contains a name that is now assigned to
PROMPT$. Having set up the vari
ables, the program returns to the

signed to it in line 120, and FL is

If the ﬁrst key pressed is an
”A,” the program ﬂows to line 380
(CHAR.ACCEPT.CODE=0) and
then to 500 and on to 550. When a

maximum number of characters
speciﬁed in FL, the only input that

can be accepted at this point—after
keys and the Esc key— is the Enter
key or the Backspace key. In this
example, the variable CURSORPOS
still has the value I, which was as-

INKEY routine.

also 1, so we can continue.
The CHARACCEPTCODE
was calculated to be 3, therefore,

prompt appears, as it does in this example, the program must try to de-

line 390 says that N$ must be a
character in the ACCEPT$ variable

that was deﬁned earlier as ”123” by

the main program. N3 is such a
character, so the program now

branches to line 500, which uses

the MID$ function to put the key

termine if the user wants to edit the
prompted entry or type in a new
one. Keep in mind that if a cursor
key had been pressed to move into

the ﬁeld in order to make a cor-

rection, the cursor positioning
would have bypassed line 550. This
line of code is only reached when a
PC TECH IOURNAL

character is being entered. Therefore, if the user is still at the beginning of the ﬁeld and is entering a
character, he is probably entering a
new name rather than editing an
old one. So this line blanks out the

ﬁeld in addition to the variable INS.

Squeezing
A Large Program Into
A Small Memory Space?

PROCESSING A CURSOR KEY

If the user entered the characters
”Iogson” and wanted to go back and

change the "g” to an ”h,” he would
press the left cursor key, which

causes N35 to be a two-character
code with the second character having an ASCII value of 75. At line
250, if the variable CURSORPOS is

greater than 1, it is decremented

and the program goes back for an
other key press. The user keeps

pressing the left cursor until it
moves back to the ”g”, he then

presses ”h.” The program ﬂows to

line 500 and the MID$ function replaces the “g" with the ”h."
To insert an ”n” at this point,
the user presses the Ins key, which

causes line 270 to toggle the INSERT variable to YES. The L0-

CATE,,,4,7 makes the cursor look

like it does in BASIC when the user
is in the insert mode. When the
“n” key is pressed and the program

gets to line 500, the MID$ function

is not used. Line 510 checks to
make sure that the user is not try-

ing to insert characters when the input is already equal to the maximum ﬁeld length. Line 520 cuts
open INS and inserts the character.

OTHER SPECIAL KEYS

Line 260 handles the Del key by

cutting the character being deleted
from INS and adding a blank space
at the end. Line 280 reacts to the
Home key being pressed by chang-

ing CURSORPOS to 1. Line 290 deletes the end of the entry, starting
at the current CURSORPOS. Line
300 increments CURSOR.POS (lim~

ited to the ﬁeld length) when the

right cursor key is pressed. Finally,
line 310 moves the cursor to the
end of the entry.

It’s time you got Plink86?M the

and data in other overlays.

overlay linkage editor that’s
bringing modular programming
to Intel 8086-based micros.
With Plink86? you can write a

Plink86 is a two-pass linkage
editor that links modules created by the Microsoft assembler
or any of Microsoft’s 8086 compilers. Plink86 also works with

program as large and complex
as you want and not worry about
whether it will fit within available
memory constraints. You can

other popular languages, like

Lattice C, 086, or mbp/COBOL.
And supports symbolic debugging with Phoenix’ Pfix86 PlusTM
Plink86 includes its own ob-

divide your program into any

number of tree-structured overlay areas. 4095 by 32 deep.
Work on modules individually.
Then link them into executable
files. All without making changes

ject module library manager —
Plib86W‘ — that lets you build
libraries from scratch. Add or

to your source program
modules.

Use the same module in dif-

ferent programs. Experiment
with changes to the overlay
structure of an existing program.
Use one overlay to access code

delete modules from existing
libraries. . . Merge libraries. ..
Or produce cross-reference

listings.
Why squeeze any more than
you have to? Plink86 by Phoenix.

$395. Call (1) 800-344-7200.
Or, write.

(WM
Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
1420 Providence Highway Suite 260

NonNood, MA 02062

In Massachusetts (Bl7l 769-7020

*Plink86 will run under PC DOS, MS-DOSTM or CP/MTM-86.
AUGUST 1984

Plink86, Pfix86 Plus and Plib86 are trademarks of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CP/M is atrademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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Considering Tape
For Backup Storage?

There was a time when tape was the way to store backup
data from your hard disk. it was fine for archives, but not
when you wanted your data live and on-line. Today's business pharaoh can have his data on—line and backups,
too—with 5 or 10 megabyte removable cartridge hard disk
systems from Micro-Design.
Single-function tape backup units can‘t come close to
matching the versatility and cost—effectiveness of hard disk
cartridges; you get backup capabilities PLUS the benefit of
having another full 5 or 10 megabytes of on—line data
access.
Use hard disk cartridges the same way you use a floppy
disk system. Just switch them out as needed—one car—
tridge for wordprocessing, another for accounting, and an—
other for backup storage. Add additional cartridges when—

ever you like.

Fast. Cartridges run as fast. or faster. than
fixed hard disk drives. A 5 mega—
byte backup takes only a few
minutes. using Micro—Designs
backup utility software.
Switching out cartridges
takes just a few seconds.

Convenient and

Secure. it‘s easy to
lock-up sensitive files
—just remove the car—
tridge and put it somewhere safe. if you share a computer
with others, everyone can have their own cartridge. Or, have
a home cartridge and a business cartridge for use with your
portable computer.

IBMG’ International Business Machines.

Unlimited Expansion. No more erasing old data to
increase space on your hard disk. Fact is, there's no limit

to the amount of off—line storage you can add.

Our DATA Series 5 and 10 megabyte cartridge hard disks
are external drives available in removable only, or paired

with 10, 20, or 33 megabyte fixed drives. Our SQ Series
features 5 megabyte cartridge drives, in matching external cases or ready for internal installation. All are 100% com—
patible with the IBM—PC, XT, and work—alikes. with no
software modifications needed. You can even boot from
the hard disk.
Don't let single-function hard disk and tape units send your
asp up the Nile. Ask your local computer dealer about
Micro—Designs versatile hard disk cartridge units. Or, call
us for details on our full product line and ordering information. Dealer inquiries invited.

We’ve got a complete line of mass storage
devices, including floppy drives. Prices start as

low as $1549 fora 20 megabyte fixed hard disk
drive. Call for our FREE catalog today!
One year warranty. Network compatible Backup utility software included
with 2 drive systems.

Mrcro- Desrgn
0

I

Making The Most of Your Micro.
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Call Toll FREE 1-800—531-5002.
In Texas. call 512—441-7890.
6301 B Manchaca Rd” Austin. TX 78745

ll\l KEYS
If the key pressed has not been
handled by one of these lines, it

must be analyzed by the main pro-

gram. Therefore, MOVE.IT is set to

Still Fixing Bugs
The Hard Way?

—__—__

have seen some other-

wise very good programs that make it pos-

sible for the user to inadver-

tently destroy the screen
layout or that make it difﬁcult for the user to go back
and correct entries.
true (the value of the key pressed
was assigned to the variable KY in

line 240), and the routine returns to

the main program.

For example, pressing the up
cursor key will cause MOVEIT to

be set to YES, and a return will be

done. In line 1140, the program

moves back to the preceding ﬁeld so

the user can change the entry. In
line 1100, the program assumes that
the user wants the prior entry, since
there are no prior ﬁelds. By testing
the value of KY, the user could add

different instructions for each possible special key, such as PgUp,
PgDn, Fl, Cursor Down, etc.

IUST ANOTHER INKEY
ROUTINE?

INKEY routines are as common as
dust, but I feel that this one has

some good features not commonly

found in such routines. Still, I can

almost guarantee that most pro—
grammers will want to modify it for
their own use. In fact, I frequently

modify it for different applications.
As a software reviewer, I have
seen otherwise good programs that

permit the user to inadvertently
destroy the screen layout or that
make it difﬁcult for him to go back
and correct entries. This routine

should give programmers some ideas
for building both control and ﬂexibility into programs.
AUGUST 1984

“writes

‘23W

Ready to take the sting out of
debugging? You can with

Pfix86TM and Pfix86 Plus“, the

most advanced dynamic and
symbolic debuggers on the
market today for PC DOS and

MS-DOSTM programmers.
What other debugger offers
you an adjustable multiple-

window display so you can view
program code and data, break—

point settings, current machine

register and stack contents all

at the same time? And, an in-

line assembler so you can make
program corrections directly in
assembly language. Plus, pow-

erful breakpoint features that
allow you to run a program at
full speed until a loop has been

performed 100 times, or have
the program automatically jump
to a temporary patch area.

Or maybe you're tired of
searching through endless piles
of listings for errors? With Pfix86
Plus you won’t have to. You can

locate instruction and data by

the symbolic name and using
the symbolic address. Handle

larger, overlayed programs
with ease. And, Pfix86 Plus is
designed to work with our
Plink86TM linkage editor.
But that’s not all. With a single
keystroke you can trace an instruction and the action will be
immediately reflected in code,
data, stack, and register windows. Pressing a different key

will elicit a special trace mode
that executes call and loop
instructions at full speed, as

though only a single instruction

were being executed.
'
And you get an easily accessible menu that makes the
power of our debuggers instantly available to the new user, but

won't inhibit the practiced user. .
So, why struggle with bugs?
Pfix86 by Phoenix. Pfix86 $195.
Pfix86 Plus $395.
Call (1) 800-344-7200, or write.

KW
Phoenix Software Associates ltd.

1420 Providence Highway Suite 250
Norwood, MA 02082
In Massachusetts l617l 789-7020

Pfix86. Pfix86 Plus and Plink 86 lare trademarks of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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Professional BASIC “f cuts your
program debugging time in half.
Or your moneyback.
n ntroducing Professional

BASIC”. A powerful new
BASIC programming language that
can help you debu . or learn—and
then master—the anguage. Profes- " ,
sional BASIC can actually double
your programming efficiency. Or
your money back. *

The 8087 Connection. Accurate,

High -Speed Math.

system environment—containing

more than a dozen visualization
and debugging screens—you see
clearly and precisely the execution
of your program. Line by line pro-

program as it operates. step by step.

see, on one side. a dynamic

Professional
BASIC was designed to use the ultrafast 8087 math coprocessor.
The 8087 allows ﬂoating-point

math operations to be performed

with lightning speed. Professional
BASIC enables you to fully utilize
the 8087—to dramatically accelerate execution of programs involving

complex ﬂoating-point computa—

tions. (8087 coprocessor optional.)

Read What The Experts Say.

“This version of BASIC sets new

gram execution unfolds via a dynamic program trace . . . showing
changes in variables or array ele—
ments . . . or the progress of FOR/
NEXT loops or GOSUBS. Using Professional BASIC. even beginning
programmers will be able to produce code quicker, with far less
frustration.

Now, Access All The Memory Of
Your PC.

Professional BASIC can use all of
the memMW..- . .. ,_
ory available in
your IBM
64 K—q

256 K—j’";

changes in variables
as they occur.

,y

PROFESSIONAL BASIC
SPECIFICATIONS

IBM PC or XTTM, Compaq”. or

100% compatibles.
DOS 2.x operating system.
1 Double-sided disk drive.

Ask your local dealer for a

demonstration, or call or write
Mor on Computing Co., Inc. at

standards for
usability and ‘user
friendliness'. " “Morgan's
product supports. in an unprecedented way, the visualization of
program execution."
April 1984
Byte Magazine

“The real magic of Professional BASIC is its wealth
of ‘windows' into an executing program." “I'm

February 1984

Personal ComputerAge

run programs almost as big as your
imagination—and talent.

other
side you
actually see

8087 Chip optional

frankly amazed. My hat

you can create and

display of your
executing
program's
code. . . on
the

256K RAM minimum (384K
recommended)

is off to Dr. Bennett...
An ele ant piece of coding in eed. "

Personal Com—
puter. (If expansion boards are
used, that means
up to 640K.) Now

Learn more about the BASIC language . . . in significantly less time.
With Professional BASIC there are
over 18 different ways to view your
On a split screen display you

What You See Is What You Get.

Because Professional BASIC has a
sophisticated window-oriented

Makes Learning The BASICs

A Snap.

“This version of the

1040 N. Central Expresswa ,

Suite 210, Dallas, Texas 7523

(214/739-5895). Sug ested retail is $345.00. (Dea er in uiries
welcome.) Demo disk is $ .00
(includes demo on TRACE86TM
and TED‘" ).
‘Sole remedy for failure of product to double your
debugging speed is return of full urchase price. To
obtain a refund you must act witfiin thirty (30)
days of purchase (i.e.. return both product and
original sales receipt] and have completed and filed
all warranty registrations with MCC. Further, you
must reaffirm you have not copied the product
or violated any copyrl ht of MCC. Contact
MCC for additional in ormation. Offer expires
November 1. 1984.

2

lang-iliage sets new stan-

dards . . “T e user interface...
is unbeatable for program develop-

ment. " . .You owe it to yourself to
pick up the phone and order a copy
of Professional Basic."
June 1984

Dr. Dobb's Journal

Morgan Computing Co., Inc.

Software Designed

By Professionals.
For Professionals.
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INKEYS
”Listiiiig ‘1' iNKEYEBA’S

“580 IF EURSORTPOS é'TNSELENsTH THEN INS.LENSTH a cun§00.005 - 1'~

590 1F FL > 1 THEN 190
'
500 COLOR FG,BG: LOCATE. CURSOR.START, 0I 7:
510 1N3 * LEFT$(1N$. INS.LENGTH): INSERT = N0
520 RETURN
670
680 ‘
main menu:
690
700 cLs
710 LOCATE 4.33: PRINT ~ MAIN MENU *
720 LOCATE 10,33: PRINT -1 Enter Data“
730 LOCATE 11.33: PRINT ‘2 PrTNt Reports"
’700 LOCATE 12.33: PRINT -3 save 0000' f

10 DEFINT A-Z: SCREEN 0,0,0,0: NIUIH bu
15 FG=7: BFIO: COLOR FG.BG: CLS

20
30
40
45
50

DEF SEO: POKE 106,0
YES - NOT N0:
N0 5 NOT YES
£50 ‘027: E503 * CHR$(ESC)
ENTR$ = CNR$(13)
BACKSPACE$ . CNR$(8)

60 LF.CURSOR=75:

I

RT.CURSOR=77

, 65 END.KEYI79: INS.KEV-32: 0EL,KEY-83
TEE/NOME-Zi:‘CTRL.EN0*117
"g’
570 60T0 700
’ '
90 '
91

?92
100
‘105
110

¢

75 LocATE 10.33: PRXNT ~
SELECT “
750 LOCATE 14,33: FL = 101: sosua 100
770 IF 1N5 < "1" on INS > '3" THEN 750
700 ON VAL(IN5) GOTO 1000. 2000. 3000
090
1000 ‘enter data:
,
1010 '
1020 CLS: LOQATE 0035: ’PRXNT “DATA ENTRY“:_ 1=1
1030 LOCATE 10,20: PRINT ”NAME:
"
NAM$(I)
1040 LOCATE 12,20: PRINT 'ADORESS: ' ADDR$(I)
1050 LOCATE 14,20: PRINT "CITY:
' CITV$(I)
1050 LOCATE 16,20: PRINT 'STATEix’ ' STATE$(I)
1070 LOCATE 16,40: PRINT ”ZIP:
' ZIP$([)
1079 .
1000 'name:
1090 LOCATE 10,30: FL = 25: PROMPTS = NAMS(I): GOSUB 100
1095 H MS=Eﬂ$TﬂN7M
1100 IF MOVE.IT THEN IF I > 1 THEN I a I - 1: GOTO 1030
1110 NAM$(I) 3 INS

""1nkey r0ut1ne""

‘FL is the fTe length, passed
'to this routine by the main program.

5120 ’1NS.LEHGTH - 0: :cunsnn.Pos : 1

125
130
140
.150
‘160
170

SOUND 80. .03: MOVE.IT = NO: KY = O

CURSOR.START = 205(0)
CHAR.ACCEPT.CODE = F1X( FL / 100 1
FL - EL - CHAR.HECEPT.000E#100
1N; A;spacss(ELly ,
" ‘
IF PRDMPI$<>"

THEN INS=LEFTS(PROHPTStsPACE$(FL).FL)

o

175
100
19
.200
210
220
230
235
'235
?200
245
250

c

26

00

o

~27
275
28
29

1Ns.LEN0TH=LEN(PHoHPTs): PROMPT$"'
COLOR BG,FG
LOCATE, CORSOR.START. 1:
PRINT 10:;
LOCATE. CURSOR.START + 000500.905 - 1
N3,‘ 1NKEvs: ,1; N; - " THEN 210
IF LEN(N$) = 1 THEN 350

' LTnes 240 thru 330 check for special keys.
'You can omit this section if you do not need
'thTs function,xf I
,
_

KY -£N§0( NTEHT$1N5;1) )' 5
’ check for edit keys:

'r -

F-J

1F KY=LF.CURSOR THEN 1F CURSOR.POS>1
THEN CURSOR.POS=CURSOR.POS-I:GOTO 200 ELSE 320
15 KY=0EL.KEV
,
THEN INS'LEFT$(IN$, 000500.903-1) + RIGNT$(IN$,FL-CURSOR.POS)*‘ ~:
1N5.LEN0TN - 1Ns.LEN0TH.- 1: 00T0 190
IF KV§1NS.KEV THEN I? TNsERTrNO THEN 1N§ERTnves
LOCATE,,.4.7: GOTO 19o ELSE INSERT-N0: LOCATE,.,7: 00T0210
IF xv = H0HE THEN CURSOR.POS = 1: 00T0 200
IF KY . CTRL.END THEN IN: = LEFT$(IN$.CURSOR.POS-1) +
SPACE$(FL - 000500.905 + 11;: INS.LENOTH = 000500.005 -_1; 0010 190

I30 IF KYE 01.000500 THEN 000500.005 . CURSOR.POS*EV ‘

~

0

310
320

_ 3,30

”340

350
a

36

O

o

37
380
390
~40_

co

41

42

430

(CURSOR.POS < 1NS.LENGTN): 00T0 200
' -,{
IF KY = ENO.KEY THEN 001500.205 = INS.LENGTH + 1:
MOVE.IT = YES
GDTO 600

PRINT INS;

'not an ed t key. but is gyspeCTGT key:

_

”7

GOTO 200
end Tnput.

,
IF N: ; Escs THEN KY . 550:; INs-Ns: 60T0 320
IF 000500.905 -'1 THEN [F N: - '-' 02 NS - '+' THEN 1N$ .,N;,
COLOR FG,BG:LDCATE,,0: RETURN
IF CURSOR.POS > FL THEN 420
IF CHAR.ACCEPT.COOE - 0 AND N: >= " ‘ AND N: <= '2“ THEN 500
IF CHAR.ACCEPT.CODE x 1 AND N: >= "0- AND Ns <= "9" THEN 500
IF CHAR;ACCEPT1000£ . 2 THEN IF N$ >2,1 " AND N; <- ‘0“ THEN 500
ELSE IF N$ >- ‘0' AND N: <iy'z' THEN N: . CNR$(ASC(N$)~32):‘
00T0 500
‘
'IF CHAR.ACCEPT.CODE-3 THEN IF MID$(ACCEPT$.CURSOR.POS,1) = 7 THEN ..
1F N: n ENTRs THEN 500
IF N$ <> BACKSPACES 0R CURSOR.POS = 1 THEN 210

’1120 _‘addr:
_
« L
I
,
1130 LOCATE 12,30: FL = 20: PROMPT$ = ADDRS(I): GOSUB 100
1140 IF MOVE.IT THEN 1090
1150 ADDR$(I) = INS
\
_ , 1
_
1150 'c‘ty:
1170 LOCATE 14.30: FL 3 15: PROMPTS - CITY$(I): 00503 100
1180 IF MOVE.IT THEN 1130
1190 CITYS1I) = INS
1200 'state:
1210 LOCATE 16,30: FL = 202: PROMPT! = STATE$(I): GOSUB 100
1220 IF MOVE.IT THEN 1170
1230 STATES$E‘OK TX AL GA FL AZ SC MI“

1240

LOCATE 18,30

'

1250 IF INSTR(STATES$. 1N3) = 0 THEN

PRINT "INVALID STATE“:

GOTO 1210

ELSE PRINT SPACE8(13)

1260

STATEstx) = IN$

1300

LotATE 18,46

,
,
{
1270 ‘zip
1200 LocATE 10,01: 01,6 105: ~PROMPT$ . 2123111: 00300 100
1290 1; HovE.TT THEN 1210

1310 IF VAL(IN$)<30000 0R VAL(IN$)>89999! THEN PRINT“INVAL1D ZIP":

GOTO 1280: ELSE PRINT SPACE$(11)

1320 z12s11> = 1N:
1330 “100p:
3340, I = I + 1

1350
2000
2010
3000

GOTO 1030

GDTD 700

3010 GOTO 700 /

ca

440
05 IN: - EEFT$11N$.‘cunson.Pos-2) +010HT§11N$, FL -cuksok.pos+1)+' '
,:
,__
' '
46 1H5.LENETH - 1N5;LEN0TH -1 ,
470
480

000502.005 - 000500.205 -1
GOTO 190

490

500 10 NOT INSERT_TNEN ostxng, CURSOR.POS. 1) -7N$:, SOTO 550
‘ ,
' _*r
, .
‘
510 TE 1N5:LENGTN 3: FL THEN 210
520 1N$- LEET:(LEET$(1N$,00050R.Pos-1)+Ns+a10HT:(1H:,FL-cunsok.pos+11.FL)
INS.LENETH = INS.LEMGTH + 1
CURSOR.POS - CURSOR.P0$ + 1:
GOTO 190
PRINT 1N$;:
550 IF CURSOR.PDS = 1 THEN IN: = N: + SPACE$(FL - 11:
'
,
1N5.LENGTN s 1
LOCATE, COR50R.START:
ﬂ
560 PRINT N5: ,
,570 0005021905 - 000300.905 + 1%
530

540
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PC BRAND ”HA5 UNBEAMBLE
has rapidly become the language of
'
C choice for serious software devel—
opers. The language of maximum
portability across the spectrum of
today's personal computers. The
language which will most rapidly adapt
to tomorrow’s machines. The companion
language to UnixTM, the operating
system destined for predominance.
Major companies such as Microsoft and
Micropro know this. They have switched
to C for their applications development.
How ready are you for the future?
PC Brand has the complete line of
today‘s finest professional C tools. Not
just the finest compiler, but libraries for
graphics and screen design, overlay
linkers. and program editors acclaimed
as the best of their kind. It is a complete
workshop of craftsman’s tools which will
turn you into a C professional in a hurry;
capital equipment which will pay back
your investment many times over.

Take the time to read this advertise—
ment. You are sure to see the competi—
tive edge these products will deliver.

LATTICE C

The Preeminent 16-bit C Compiler
on can find a more economic way to
learn C, but if your interest is
program development, Lattice CTM is the

unparalleled choice. Byte said "the

Lattice C compiler produces remarkable code . . .outstanding in terms of
both execution speed and code com—
pactness‘ ’. After reviewing nine

compilers for the PC, the PC Tech journa]

unequivocally declared Lattice C “best
for software development. . .it compiles
fast and produces fast programs".
Lattice C is a full implementation of
Kernighan and Ritchie, not a subset, and
even offers extra features such as nested
comments, 39—character variable names
and extra compile time checks for some
of C’s subtler errors. The compiler
comes with a full library of I/O routines
which implement under MSW-DOS most
of the Unix-compatible standards
described by Kernighan and Ritchie.

HALO

A Spectacular Graphics Extension to Lattice C

PMATE

The Programmer’s
Word Processor

P mate was designed for program—
mers. We'll wager that you cannot
find a programmer who has discovered
Pmate and moved on to something else.
Pmate is a full screen editor with ten
auxiliary buffers for squirreling away
pieces of text until needed. It uses single
key commands to move the cursor, or
text, or insert or delete, or rescue sev—
eral thousand characters of deleted text.
It has a format mode for tab setting or
wraparound and shaping when it’s time
to write documentation. Pmate lets you
assign chains of commands or strings of
text to single keys: one keystroke could set
up the entire shell of a new C function,
for example.
Pmate has variables, if-then statements, loops. It calculates, and converts
decimal to hex to binary and back. You
can write compact programs (called
“macros") to delete comments, for exam—
ple, or check syntax, or process long
sequences of commands. Macros can al—
phabetize lists, do row and column math,
perform a series of operations on multiple files, even summon other macros.
Put another way, Pmate is a text editor
with its own built-in interpretive lan—
guage. A language you can use to completely customize this text editor to your
fancy. Possibly the most artful, ingenious
program you have ever seen.
Product Code: 80600
Our Price:
Suggested Retail: $225.00

3175.00

H aloTM will astound you. It provides a
complete library of graphic functions which can be linked with your Lat—
tice programs to create full-color charts,
graphs, simulations, even animation.
Over 100 commandsare at your
disposal, including plot, line, arc, box,
circle, plus single commands to produce
bar graphs and pie charts. Pattern—fill
and dithering commands give your
graphics impressive texture and color
mixes, rubber—banding draws shapes for
interactive users, area moves produce
animation, fill and ﬂood commands paint
areas. The newest version allows you to
define your own world coordinate

scheme, divide the screen into

”viewports" (windows), and scale
graphic figures automatically.
It’s a long list of capabilities which
make for an extraordinarily powerful
product. In fact, Halo is so good that
manufacturers of graphics boards and
systems are adopting it as a standard
graphics language. So it can bridge your
application to other systems. CAD—CAM
developers, especially, have embraced
its device-independent approach for

maximal portability.

Halo is a dazzling demonstration of
why C has become the language of
choice among programming professionals: its function library architecture
means you can tremendously enhance
your firepower by acquiring libraries of
software like Halo with dramatic
economy of time and money.
Requires IBM monochrome or color
graphics card or equivalents.
Product Code: 80300

Suggested Price: $200.00

Our Price:

S 125 .00

Lattice C runs on virtually any computer using an 8086 or 8088 microproces—
sor, and we carry two versions for either
PC—DOSTM or CP/M—86TM. Create your
source files with any word processor or
text editor like Edlin or our PmateTM and
Lattice C will compile them into Intel
8086 object module format ready for
linking with other modules by linkers
such as DOS‘ Link or our Plink86“.
Lattice C offers a choice of four mem—
ory models which allow the program
designer to choose the right combination
of efficiency and size for an application:
a range between 64K and a full mega—
byte for program and data area size.

The documentation, which Byte says

"sets such a high standard of excellence
that others don't even come close",
features sample source programs and
covers the interface to assembly
language and machine dependencies.
C’s structured approach encourages
development of tight, fail-safe functions
which can be counted on to return
reliable results every time. Local
variables unknown outside of functions
to safeguard against collision. Extremely
powerful nested expressions which
produce elegant, concise code.
Requires 128K RAM.
For PC—DOS: Product Code: S0100
For CP/M-86: Product Code: 80120 Our Price:

Suggested Price: $500.00

$ 295 .00

PLIN'K86

Overlay Linkage to Expand
oftware is becoming ever more
sophisticated, which means more
complex programs requiring large
chunks of memory. But if you use extra
memory, if you count on users to have
expanded RAM, you will forego sales to
those who do not.
Plink86 is the answer. It takes on the
job of shoe—homing large programs into
small memory. First, Plink86 acts as an
alternative to DOS’ Link. For a language
like C which encourages design of separately compiled object modules in the
Microsoft relocatable format, Plink86
pulls modules together into single com—
piled programs. But Plink86's overlay
power is what has gained it a reputation
as a miracle worker. It binds into the
compiled program its overlay manager
which knows how to swap modules of
your large linked program between disk
and memory, so that each can temporarily occupy the same memory space.
Unlike other linkers, the overlay
manager acts on its own, needing no
calls from the source program. Instead,
Plink86’s straightforward overlay
description language allows you to
describe your overlay structure in one
place in your program — a structure

VALUES FOR ’C’ PROFESSIONALS
Equip Your Workbench wifh Our
Precision Qualify Craftsman" Tools

All products operate on the IBM PC or
PC/XT under PC—DOS and require no
more than 64K of RAM unless indicated.

C-FOOD SMORGASBORD

A Menu ofDitﬁcuIt to Prepare C Flmctions
C is a language of function libraries:
sturdy routines which your
application can effortlessly reference to
get the job done. But someone has to
write them. It would take months to
concoct and perfect the complex and
useful servings which have been
prepared for you and thoroughly tested
in C Food SmorgasbordTM.
Decimal Arithmetic: Functions to
perform operations on binary-coded
decimal (BCD) numbers of up to sixteen
significant digits. Includes trigonometric
and logarithmic functions, powers,
conversions to strings, and much more.
Level O 1/0 Functions: Enable you to
perform direct I/O operations for
screen, keyboard, printer, and
asynchronous port with no dependence
on higher I/O functions to minimize
memory usage and maximize speed.
IBMTM PC BIOS Interface Access:
Allows you to get at the basic I/O
services in the ROM BIOS not available
through the normal operating system to
get and set the video mode, cursor
position, color and screen attributes,

Prices, terms and specifications
subject to change without notice.

keyboard shift, scrolling, printer channel
and port status.
TIP, the terminal independence
package: Lets you easily move programs
to computers with different types of
terminals.
There is a basket of delicacies beyond
this brief list; a cornucopia to sample,
any one of which will save valuable time
and pay back far more than C—F‘ood
Smorgasbord‘s overall price.
Product Code: 80200
Our Price:
Suggested Price: $150.00

$115.00

Unix: TM Bell Laboratories / Lattice C and C-Food
Smorgasbord: TM Lattice Inc. / MS: TM Microsoft Inc.
/ Halo: TM Media Cybernetics / IBM: TM
International Business Machines / Float87: TM
Microﬂoat / Panel: TM Roundhill Computer Systems
Ltd. / P1ink86 and Pmate: TM Phoenix Software /
CP/M-BG: TM Digital Research

PANEL

Are You Still Coding Hand-Made Data Entry Screens?

and retrieval products without any

programming.
have come to expect without sacrifices to
Panel routines are powerful. Unlike so
memory constraints.
many programs which make error
Our Price:
Product Code: 80500
correction difficult once a field is
Suggested Price: $395.00
departed, Panel gives the user full field—

3315.00
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You won‘t find an offer like this
elsewhere: Exceptional prices
and software fully supported by a
knowledgeable staff specializing
in 'C’ and companion tools.
© 1984 PC Brand

You may freely use these products to
create software applications for re-sale
without additional licenses or royalty pay—
ments. provided your applications are not
wholly or substantially replications of the
products themselves.

—‘

esigning custom screens is intricate,
time-consuming, and costly. It can
make you the loser in competitive
bidding. It can add weeks, even months
to bringing your product to market.
But not when you use Panel”. Put
Panel to work and you hire a superprogrammer for the minimum wage. Telling
Panel your screen design is like using a
word processor. You can add, move,
copy, delete. and reshape fields with
single key commands. The result?
YourArt ofthe Possible
Finished C program code with field
descriptors, color and highlighting. input
permitting up to 4,095 overlays stacked
editing by type of field, help keys, and
32 deep. And you don‘t have to re—
warning messages.
compile to re-arrange the structure.
Panel can also create a terminal
Plink86 is a two pass linkage editor. On
selection program customized for your
the first reading it determines all mod—
application, and gives you a utility to
ules which need loading, to insure
quickly test your finished screens. It
greater ﬂexibility in assigning memory
even includes a multi—key data file
segment addresses before the disk file
maintenance program which interacts
is created on the second pass. It can
with the screen you design. All the tools
even sub-divide its linked output into
you need to generate code for the
multiple files for programs which must
trickier aspects of your application, or
span more than one disk.
even to create stand alone data entry
But most of all it sets you free to write

the comprehensive code today‘s users

Prices do not include shipping and
handling.

PC Brand and Craftsman
are trademarks of PC Brand

to-field movement for editing, and
overtype or insert/delete within fields.
A truly superior productivity tool
every developer should have.
Product Code: 80400
Our Price:
Suggested Price: $295.00

$235.00

FLOAT-87

Soﬂware Support for
the 8087Math Chip
loat—87m is a library of ﬂoating—point

math routines which are merged into
a Lattice C interface library. The rou—
tines handle all arithmetic functions and
the most frequently used transcendental
or trigonometric functions, and pass all
numbers to the 8087 to take advantage of
its 80—bit data format.
Putting Float-87 to work with an 8087
can increase the speed of floating—point
calculations by 40 times or more — and
with greatly expanded accuracy. If you
or your customers have an Intel 8087
math processor chip on board, this
software will switch on its afterburners.
Product Code: 80700
Our Price:
Suggested Retail: $125.00

$100.00

1-800-PC BRAND ,
That‘s 1—(800) 722—7263. In NY State call (212) 410—4001.
Charge your purchase to MasterCard or Visa.
Or mail your order and check to
PC Brand, PO. Box 474, New York, NY. 10028
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A guided tour of DOS 2.0 memory management

WILLIAM J.
ne of the major advantages of
O the PC’s 16-bit 8088 micro-

processor is that it can address a

megabyte of internal memory. This
capability has allowed the development of word processing, spreadsheet, graphics, and data base pro-

grams (among others) with features
that only a few years ago were

limited to large mainframe computers. As new releases of
\‘
PC- DOS have become

more and more sophis—

ticated, it has be-

come necessary and

desirable to increase the
amount of memory available to the user.
For me, this was no problem. I purchased an IBM PC back in
the days of DOS 1.0. It contained

64K of user memory, which was, of

course, not enough, since I wanted

REDMOND
FUNDAMENTALS
Three categories of memory are in—
side the PC, The ﬁrst type is ROM
(or read-only memory), which con-

tains the BIOS (BASIC I/O System)
routines, system-initialization routines, and the cassette BASIC inter-

preter. The other two categories of

memory— planar memory and I/O
channel memory—are contained in
RAM (random-access memory) and

are intended for use by the operating system of the PC and by the

user. Planar comes from the Latin

word planus, which means level or
ﬂat. The word is used by computer

technicians to refer to the main system board in the IBM PC. (This

board is also commonly referred to
as the mother board.)
The original PC allows for four
rows, or banks, of RAM. Each bank

contains 16K bytes with a parity bit.

to use the Macro Assembler (requiring 96K). I therefore bought a
multifunction expansion board, allowing me to increase the memory

With the four banks ﬁlled, therefore, the original PC has a planar
memory of 64K bytes. The newer
board for the IBM PC utilizes the
same four rows of chips, but the

however, my system took 52 sec—
onds— it seemed like a.1ifetime— to
go through its initialization routines
from a power-up. I began to research a solution to my problem.

place of the 16K chips, allowing a
maximum obtainable memory on
the planar board of 256K bytes.
In either case, once the planar
board is fully populated (that is, the

on my system from 64K to 320K.
With that expansion board,

256K memory chips are used in

William Redmond is a software analyst for the Legislative Service Bureau of Michigan. He
has worked in data processing for 15 years and with micros for 2 years.
.
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MEMORY
maximum memory is installed on
the board), if more RAM is desired,
it is necessary to use an input/out-

put expansion slot and install one of
the manyavailable memory expan—
sion cards. The memory contained on these expansion boards is
called I/O channel memory.
For purposes of clarity, the fol—

byte that is stored. If the number of
”on” bits is even, the parity bit is
set on to make the number of ”on”

bits odd for this byte. When data

are read from memory, the mem-

ory-read logic checks to make sure

that there is an odd number of ”on"
bits in each byte. If this is not true,

a parity error is indicated.

board with 16K RAM chips. On the

Port 62H is the port address of
SW2, which is used to indicate how
much I/O channel memory exists.

the amount of planar and I/O chan-

pansion boards to indicate a parity

lowing discussion of switch settings

will refer to the old~sty1e planar

planar board are two switches (SW1
and SW2) that are used to designate
nel memory present in any particular PC conﬁguration. The values of
these switches are used by the ini—
tialization routines in ROM to determine how much user memory

(RAM) exists in the system. (See the

Options section of the Guide to Operations to set these switches.)

Two toggle switches on SW1 indicate how much planar memory
exists in increments of 16K. These
two toggles may contain a binary

value of 0 through 3, indicating

16K, 32K, 48K, or 64K.

SW2, on the other hand, uses
four toggle switches (binary values
0 through 15) to designate how
much I/O channel memory exists

on the PC in increments of 32K.

Each 16K-byte block of memory
is written with a data pattern, then

read back and veriﬁed. Five data

patterns (11111111, 01010101,

Bits 7 and 8 of this port are used by
the planar board and memory ex-

nce the planar
memory has been
veriﬁed, the initial-

ization routines check to

see if the planar board is
fully populated. If so, the

input/output channel
memory is then tested in
the same fashion as is the
planar hoard memory.
error. Bit 7 is used for the parity
check indicator for the I/O channel,
and bit 8 is used for that indicator
for the planar board.
Once the planar memory has
been veriﬁed, the initialization routines check to see if the planar

tialize 16K bytes. A 64K-byte sys—

board is fully populated. If so, the
I/O channel memory is then tested
in the same way the planar board
memory was tested.
If a parity error or data mismatch occurs during the veriﬁ—

tialize and verify all of the memory

to 40x25 Video mode and an error

10101010, 0000001, and 00000000)
are processed for every byte of
memory. Given the amount of code
that is executed to perform these

tests, it takes about 2 seconds to ini-

tem will use about 8 seconds to ini- '

cation process, the monitor is reset

While checking for data mis-

message and memory address are
displayed, along with one long and

see if parity errors have occurred.
Each byte of memory contains 8 bits

tialization, no message is generated,
and the processor simply halts.)

on the planar board.

match during this process, the
memory test routines also check to

one short system beep. (Note: If the
ﬁrst 16K of planar memory fails ini-

and a parity bit. The memory—write
logic of the PC always records an

It is also useful to know that if
a parity error occurs after system

odd number of “on” bits for each

44

initialization, the monitor will dis-

play ”Parity Check 1” for a parity
error on the planar board and ”Par-

ity Check 2” for one on an I/O
channel memory expansion board.
Once all this initialization has
been successful, the amount of user
memory (planar board, plus I/O
channel if the planar board is fully
populated) is stored in a variable located in a ﬁxed location at 40:13 in
memory. This variable is called

MEMORY_SIZE (see page A—Z in the
original Technical Reference and

page A-3 in version 2-2). The total

amount of I/O memory is then

stored in the IO_RAM_SIZE vari~
able, located at 40:15 in memory.

The values stored in the variables
represent the number of kilobytes
of memory, a value of hexadecimal
140 thus indicates 320 bytes.

METHODS OF MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

During DOS initialization, the value
in the MEMORY_SIZE variable is

used to inform DOS how much

total memory is present. This is important because DOS is responsible

for memory management.
Memory management refers to
the process of allocating memory areas for use by programs and
freeing those same memory areas
when their use is no longer required. This includes assigning
space for the COMMAND processor
and all programs executed by COM-

MAND or any other program.
DOS 1.0 and 1.1. Versions 1.0 and
1.1 of DOS used a simplistic memory management scheme that was

sufﬁcient for the single-user, singletask systems that these versions

were. The value of MEMORY_SIZE

at 40:13 was captured locally in
COMMAND’s permanently resident portion, located just above

DOS. The oﬁset of this variable in

DOS 1.1’s COMMAND code segment is C8452. Whenever a memory area was required for DOS 1.1,
all available user memory was allocated by the user program itself,
DOS was not directly involved.
PC TECH JOURNAL
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With PC TURBO...SpeedWins the Race.
In business, success comes to those who

win the race against deadlines and competi—

tion.The IBM” PC is a great tool, but valuable

time can be wasted waiting for it to recalcu—
late spreadsheets, retrieve data, or execute
the newer and more complex software pack—
ages. PCturbo,’M new from Orchid, can help
you win and enjoy the fruits of success.

PCturbo is the ultimate IBM PC produc-

tivity enhancement. It boosts the execution
speed of your PC so you can get more done
in less time. And it’s transparent to existing
programs such as WordStar,TM Lotus 1-2-3,”
and dBase III“ So, with PCturbo, your PC
looks and acts the same as before; it just
runs faster.
Who needs PCturbo? Anyone who ever
waits for their PC to finish executing so they
can run something else. Programmers wait-

ing for compilers to finish before testing a
new feature. Businessmen waiting for a data
base to retrieve account information.Word
processors waiting for the spelling checker
to finish before printing.
PCturbo does more than just speed up the
PC. It extends the life of slower, older pro-

4%
I ‘=
ORCHID

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont, CA 94539

[415) 490—8586

Telex: 709289

grams. It provides a base for new sophisti—
cated software. And it protects your PC
investment.You get your work done quicker
and decisions made sooner. The very reasons
you got a computer in the first place. Write
or call for more information.
TECHNICAL DETAILS:

Hardware
l One slot plug—in board with high—speed 16—
bit processor (8086 or 80186)
I Up to 640K on-board memory for a maxi—

mum of 1.28 Mbytes total PC memory.

I Simple “one step” installation.

Software

I Runs IBM PC—DOS 2.0/1 on either the IBM
PC or XT.
l Provides disk caching, RAM disk using available PC memory up to 640 Kbytes.

l Concurrent program execution available
soon.

PCturbo is a trademark of Orchid Technology. IBM PC and XT are trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation. WordStar is a trademark of MicroPrO.
Lotus 1-Z»3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. dBase II is a trademark of Ashton—Tate.
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WHY FORTH ?

W

0 Genuinely Interactive

DOS 2.0. Version 2.0 of DOS drasti-

(BASIC is much less interactive)

o Encourages Modular Programs

cally changed the concept of mem-

(inefficiency and cluttered syntax
hamper effective modularization in
compiled languages)
- Fast Execution
(not even C is faster)

ory management on the IBM PC.
Rather than treating user memory
as one giant entry, DOS 2.0 intro-

- Amazingly Compact Code

0

MEMORY

Fast Program Development

“%onTH

0 Easy Peripherals Interfacing

duced memory control blocks as a
means of allocating and de-allocat-

ing memory for programs. This type

of memory use control is necessary
if the IBM PC disk operating system
is to evolve into a multi—tasking
operating system. (All indications

0 Fully Optimized & Tested for:
IBM-PC
COMPAQ

TANDY 2000

LEADING EDGE

and all MSDOS compatibles

'

(no assembler knowledge needed)
Full Assembler
(interactive, easy to use & learn)
HSIFORTH 47 sec BASIC 2000 see
w/AUTOOPT 9 sec Assembler 5 sec
other Forths (mostly 64k) 70-140 sec

PS You don't have to understand
this ad to love programming in
HS/FORTH!
HS/FORTH with AUTO-OPT &
MlCRO-ASM $220.

HARVARD
SOFTWORKS
J
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3 ,

blocks through memory.

,,
1-2 _,

"M” »
.

used in all memory control blocks except the last one in
memory

"Z‘il

is used to indicate that this is the last memory control
blo‘ck

0_

34.,

indicates an available arm
indicates an in-use area (points back to the program segment prefix),
indicates size of this area (in paragraphs) and is used for

linking through memory areas

are that DOS 3.0 will support multitasking on the PC.)
The memory control block is

trivia: in table 1, notice that the letters ”M” and ”Z” indicate logical
ends of a chain of memory links.
Note also that the ﬁrst two letters of
an EXE ﬁle that has been linked are
”MZ.” It seems more than just a
little coincidental that the man who
is most responsible for DOS 2.0 is
named Mark Zbikowski.)

Added Functions. Three new
functions were added to DOS 2.0 to

Mastercard
Visa
Add $10. shipping and handling

‘

.

can be found in table 1. (A bit of

0 Compare - BYTE Sieve
Benchmark jan83

t

0

allocated memory area. In DOS 2.0,
not all 16 bytes are actually used.
The functions of those that are used

Compatible
- Automatic Optimizer

into the chain of memory control

Use

made up of 16 bytes (one paragraph)
of data that immediately precede an

Multi-task, Multi-user

617) 456-3021

byte~
,,

_ word__

or data

the allocation request. Once it ﬁnds
such an area, it builds an ”in-use”
memory control block and links it

Value

[1011-2810

- Coprocessor Support

PO BOX 339
HARVARD, MA 01451

Byte
offset

,wordM

0 Separate Segments for Code,
Stack, Vocabularies, and Definition Lists - multiple sets
possible
0 Segment Management Support
FUII Megabyte - programs

0

Type.
.

7

' (not limited 8080 conversion subset
of transported versions)

trol block) until it ﬁnds an available
area that is large enough to satisfy

Table 1: Functions of Memory Control

IBM-JR
IBM-XT
. EAGLE-PC-2

0 Graphics - line, rectangle, block
0 Music - foreground and
background
0 Scaled decimal floating point
Includes Forth-79 and Forth-83
Full Support for DOS Files,
Standard Screens and Random
access DOS Screen Files
- Full Use of 8088 Instructions

The ﬁrst function links
through all memory control blocks
starting at the memory address
stored in DB:[10C] (which contains
the address of the ﬁrst memory con-

deal with these memory control

blocks and to allocate and de-allo-

cate memory for programs:
48 Allocate memory
49 Free allocated memory
4A Modify allocated memory
blocks

If no area is large enough for
the allocation request, an error 8 is
returned in AL to indicate insufﬁ-

cient memory. If, during the process

of linking through memory control
blocks, a block is found that does
not contain ”M” or ”2" as the ﬁrst

byte, an error 7 is returned in AL to

indicate that the memory control
blocks have been destroyed.
The purpose of the function
that frees allocated memory is to

mark a previously in-use memory
control block to indicate that the
memory area that follows is now

available. This is done by storing
zeros in the word at offset 1 in the

memory control block.

The third new function, which

modiﬁes allocated memory blocks,

changes the size of an in-use mem—

ory area (if possible). This may involve ”growing” or ”shrinking” the

existing in-use area. (In the initial
release of DOS 2.0, it appears that
this DOS function will only

"shrink” a memory area.)
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PCnet from OrchidTechnology
The? The Most Advanced, AffordableWay to
TransformYour Personal Computers into a Fully
IntegratedHigh—Speed localAreaNetwork.

to

“‘§: “I‘— ,
30“

“ v“““

PBnetTALK

- Send

a

message/

'

memo

arrnsnnnwc

.
.
- Non-dedicated printer

’ s.

_

server on any PC

to one or

~

all Pcs ,vg
f

- -

,

RAM DISK

- Provides taster

access than hard disk

and diskette drive

:1

.

DISK “CHINE

- Improved speed in
accessing data normally
on the disk drive

I

,.

U

.

.A

.

:

.

‘ DISKLESS

_

CAPABILITY

- With remote

:. y »

3"
.;

.

,

boot option.

Pc Without-

diskette drive

automatically
downloads
DOS trom disk
server at

EACH DISK/FILE

power on

SERVER

'9 - Up to 16 public and
private volumes

- More than one

.

private/public read-

write volume tor
each Pc

,

Hard Disk
4

IBM” PCs. Take your choice.
$495 per node when purchased 35 a

stand-alone.

power 0 your
an n out more
about our full line of products.
PCnet—Stand-alone Network Board

PCnetPlusRam'm—PCnet + 256K RAM

3395 per node when purchased With
BLOSSOM (384K RAM! Clock,IO)
Orchid, the creator of PCnet, has made

PCnetBlossom'L PCnet + 384K RAM +
Serial Port + Parallel Port + Clock Calendar
Blossom'"— New Generation Multifunction

affordable to all PC users. Contact your
local dealer or Orchid today to unlock the

PCturbo'M—The Ultimate IBM PC
productivity enhancement board

high-performance local area networking
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Board

IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corporation.
PCnet, PCnetPlusRam‘ PCnetBIossom, Blossom and PCturbo are all trademarks of Orchid Technology.

ORCHID

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont’ CA 94539
(415) 490-8586
T31€X3 709289

TALL TREE
SYSTEMS
INTRODUCING

JRAM-Z
THE ONLY
TWO MEGABYTE
MULTI-FUNCTION
BOARD
Break through the 64OK-byte memory
barrier! Put two MEGABYTES of
RAM« plus all the most popular I/O
functions—serial ports, parallel ports,
and clock/calendar—in a single PC
slot! Includes JETDRIVE RAM disk
and JSPOOL printspooler.

JRAM-2 OPTIONS
JRAM-2 0K .................. $219
JRAM-2 0K, Clock/Cal ........ $299
J RAM-2 0K, Serial, Parallel
ports, Clock/Cal .............. $399

JRAM—2 OK, Two Serial ports . . .$349
JRAM-2 0K, Two Serial ports,
Clock/Cal .................... $399
J RAM-C (For Columbia PC)
OK, Clock/Cal ................ $249

MEMORY
MEMORY LINKS

Linking through the memory control blocks is relatively easy. Start
with the address of the ﬁrst memory control block, which depends
on the version of DOS being run,
whether a ﬁxed disk is installed,
and whether a PCir is being used. In
DOS 2.0, the pointer is located at address DlOC; for DOS 2.1 it is

found at DB=l78. Add 80H to each
of these addresses if a hard disk is
installed, and add 70H if a PCir is
being used. The ﬁnal address points
to the paragraph in memory that
contains a memory control block. If
the word located at byte offset 3 in
this memory control block is added
to the address of the memory control block, and if 1 is then added to
that (to compensate for the size of
the memory control block itself),
the address will be that of the next
memory control block (see ﬁgure 1).
This adding process continues
until the byte at offset zero in the

memory control block equals a ”Z.”
In this “ending" memory control
block, the word at offset 3 in the
block indicates the number of para-

graphs that remain in user memory.
When DOS initializes, this ”end of
user memory” reﬂects the amount

of memory that is indicated by the
planar board switches.

Listing 1, MEMINITASM, uses

the above information to determine

the amount of user memory avail-

MEMORY
64K chips $50/Bank

256K chips $500/Bank

DOS 2.0, 2.1 SOFTWARE
JETDRIVE ............... $60
WINDRIVE ............... $60

JFORMAT—Z .............. $60

J SPOOL .................. $60

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
1032 ELWELL COURT, SUITE 124
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 964-1980

48

32K on the I/O channel. If the sys-

tem has any I/O channel memory
and parity is not disabled, a parity
check is generated by the board
when the system is powered up.
This causes the memory test rou-

tines to sense a parity error during

initialization of the planar board,
and the system will halt with no
error messages generated.
If the user speciﬁes that some

I/O channel memory exists, the ini-

tialization routines perform one 16K

write operation to the expansion

memory, but since the planar board
is not fully populated according to
the switches, the I/O expansion
memory is never tested later. This
one-time write operation effectively
resets the parity check indicator, allowing initialization of the 48K on
the planar board to ﬁnish normally.
Now when the system powers up,
the ROM routines recognize 48K of
user memory (enough for DOS 2.0
to be loaded without any problem).
If it is necessary that more than
48K be recognized (either because
some program contains its own bootable operating system or because de-

vice drivers are loaded prior to the
completion of DOS initialization),

the required minimum amount may

be speciﬁed on the planar board
switches. Remember that each 16K
speciﬁed adds another 2 seconds to
the initialization time.

able, then adjusts the memory control blocks to reﬂect the addition of
this memory. With this program, it
is possible to set the switches to indicate a small amount of memory
(so that power-on memory diagnostics run quickly) but still be able to

HOW MEMINIT WORKS
Once DOS is initialized, MEMINIT
may be executed to conﬁgure the
user memory correctly on the system. The ﬁrst function of
MEMINIT is to determine the

on the PC. Using MEMINIT, my

plished by starting at the end of

use all the user memory installed

physical amount of user memory installed on the PC. This is accom-

system, with 320K user memory,

memory (as indicated by the planar

powers up in 15 seconds (including

the execution of MEMINIT).
The switches on the planar
board are set up to indicate that 80K
of user memory exists (even though
there is actually 320K). This in-

cludes 48K on the planar board and

board switches) and writing the segment number into that memory
word. That word is then read back.
If it contains the same data that

were written, the program assumes
that the memory exists and it,
therefore, continues to run.
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Something brand new. Crafted in Assembly
language as carefully as Borland’s famous Turbo
Pascal©, so that it’s lightning-fast and as compact as
_
,
,
only Borland knows how to make it! With a notepad ,_ , next the number;1iit
that has a full-screen editor that saves your notes to disk.

You (an even swap information back and forth between, ' ~ ‘
your applications software and your Sidekick©.
,
Suppose you're working with a spreadsheet, and you) :
suddenly have an important idea. Just hit the button, at_ I
window opens, you write the note and hit the button I“
again. You're right back where you left off in the

V

$0e

.

,

spreadsheet,

'

'L

-,

-

‘ '

'. You CAN omnnyonncow " r SIDEKICK? . y 7.

and: aster ardiorders call Toll Free 1-800-227-2400ext95
1( line

1iﬁ‘CaﬁfOrﬁi 1m 72 2666

pen 24 hours, 7 days a week) Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcome 403—43 8400

IOQOOOOIInc-ll-IIIIQﬁOOIIOIIIIloiitilttonlliI...

Please be sure your computer is'an lBMjPCpX’I", 'jr,,or trfu Compa [bl

he new IBM DisplayWrite

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc, 5.3.
‘Prices apply a: IBM Product Centers and may vary at other stores.

’ ‘ Available in july, 1984

Series is here. Spread the word.
In 1980, IBM introduced the Displaywriter System.

Today, it’s become the best—selling stand—alone text processor

in the world. One reason for this success is the Displaywriter’s

function—rich software.
If you’re looking for software like that, but working
on an IBM personal computer, you don’t have to look any further.
Because the IBM DisplayWrite Series is here.

And it will put many of the features and capabilities of a

dedicated word processor to work for you when you’re writing.

It runs in thefamily.
You’ll find two word processing programs in this series:

There’s DisplayWrite 1, for IBM personal computers— including

Pe. And DisplayWrite 2, with added functions for your PC,
PC/XT or Portable PC.
You’ll also find DisplayWrite Legal, a dictionary of about
16,000 words that a lawyer might need to check.
And you’ll find DisplayComm, which lets your IBM PC

send and receive text to and from other IBM PCs. If you’re

writing at the ofﬁce, this program could also let you send text
to an IBM Displaywriter down the hall. (From there, it could be
sent on to an IBM host computer for distribution.)

Some words on highfunction.
The DisplayWrite word processing programs give you the

time-saving features you’d expect from IBM. justified margins,
centered lines and pagination, for example. You’ll even have

prompts and messages to help guide you along.
But there are also some features in DisplayWrite 2 you

might not expect. Like easy column formatting, four-function
math capability [2/115 a spelling checker based on a dictionary of

about 100,000 words.
Yet the biggest surprise of all may be the price.*

DisplayWrite l,** $95. DisplayWrite 2, $299. DisplayWrite

Legal, $163. DisplayComm, $375.

Whereyou canfind allfour.
9

Get more information about the IBM DisplayWrite Series at

your authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer or IBM Product
Center. To find one near you, call 800-447—4700. In Alaska or
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Personal Comput

3
Q

Hawaii, 800—447—0890.
Stop there first and get the last word.
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Figure 1: DOS 2.0 Memory Control Block Chit

DOS variable @ Daroc (points to ﬁrst
memory control block)

509.0 ixxx | tor
in use

._ 509 . . memory control block add.

+ 10F
1
-’i-

= 619

(N

6190

61370

>

"
size of area
length of memory control block

address of next memory

control block

Wih

p

6E2:0

250 Functions: DOS,
Printer, Video, Asynch

D PACK 2: Database

100 Functions: B-Trees.

Variable Records

Object
$99
Source
$149

Object
$149
Source
$Ca||

PACK 3: Communications
135 Functions: Smartmodem‘”, Xon/Xoﬁ,
Modem-7, X—Modem

Object
$149
Source
$Ca||

D PACK 4: Building Blocks II

Object
$129
Source

100 Functions: Dates,
Text Windows,
Data Compression

[j PACK 5: Mathematicsl
35 Functions: Log, Trig,
Square Root

[:1 PACK 6: Utilitiesl
35 Functions: Archive, DIR
Manipulation

6E5:0

'xxxx

6E6:0

XXXX

Q

:1 PACK I: Building Blocks l

available

example ‘of memory control.
, block of size = 0

0

’20
in use

’Z‘memory control block links to the end
:

of user memory

$Call

Object
$99
Source
$Call

Object
$99
Source
$Call

NOTE: Above Packs for Lattice”" Compiler on
IBM PC/XT""
To Follow: Graphics, Advanced Math, Other
Compilers and Hardware
Prices above for single user, multi user
license available
Credit cards accepted ($7.00 handling/Mass.
add 5%)

I SOfTWﬂRE

nonzons
I MC.

165 Bedford Street
Burlington, Mass. 01803
(617) 273-4711
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This loop keeps checking memory at each 16K boundary until the
data read do not equal the data written or until the top of user memory
(640K) is reached. The newfound
memory is initialized to a value of
hexadecimal 0. When the memory

is read back, no false parity errors
occur since BIOS did not initially
touch these memory words. At power-up all memory locations contain

a binary value of zero with a parity
bit also equal to zero, which will

generate a parity error and cause the
system to halt if a memory location

is read before it is written. To avoid
this, MEMINIT writes to all new
memory but does not verify it as

BIOS initialization does. This is
where the speed is gained.

At this point, the program

knows exactly how much user

memory is available to the PC. It
must then tell DOS that this new

memory exists. This is done in two
ways, depending on the DOS version. In DOS 1.1, the memory size

variable is located in COMMAND’S
code segment, which resides just
above DOS in low memory. The offset of the memory size variable that
is in COMMAND’s code segment is

hexadecimal 452.
Locating COMMAND’S code
segment (in order to ﬁx up this
memory size variable) is slightly
tricky. When MEMINIT is executed, the program segment preﬁx

indicates a terminate address for the
program. This. address, CS=IP, points
PC TECH IOURNAL

Raging C.
Concise structure and fast exe—
cution make C the ideal language

for applications and system—level
programming.

And compared with other MS:M

DOS C compilers, Microsoft® C
consistently produces the fastest
executable code.
It supports the full C language
and includes an extensive library
of subroutines that implement
most UNIX:Mcompatible functions.
Small, medium, compact, and

large memory models give you
ﬂexibility in selecting the address—
ing requirements of your software.

Programs can be designed to make
MIC 5:550F'l; effective use of
The High Performance Software the available

memory of your computer, up to
one megabyte.
Microsoft C Compiler provides
you with a complete development
system including the compiler,
run time library, linker and library
manager, and full support of

MS—DOS 2.0 directory structure
(pathnames) and 1/0 redirection.
How do programmers feel

about Microsoft C?

“In the top category for its quick

compile and execution time, small

incremental code, best documen—

tation, and consistent reliability?""*
— Ralph Phraner, BYTE Magazine

“Best for software development?
—Bill Hunt, PC Tech Journal

“Produces good, tight—running
programs?
—Peter Norton, Softalk

Call 800—426—9400 to order

the raging C. $500?
In Washington State, call 206—

828—8088. Ask for operator C5,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or

give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft C in action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories,

“Reprinted with permission. BYTE Magazine, Augusr '83.

Programmers: Save time 8:

money. Write better programs.

THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP helps ou find products,
services and support - at good prices. e provide:

- Free product literature - Over 300 products
- Productcomparisons - Newsletters
AND:

- Bulletin Board - Special disk formats - Good prices - Rush orders

° Volume purchasing help - VISA/MC, COD, POs - Programmer’s Referral List
- Special Reports - Find a publisher - Tech help ~ ”Pioneer Program”

Save effort and frustration - find what you need.

Consider UNIX for PRODUCTIVITY - the alternatives:

$500
695
695
650
800
1350

Developing for MSDOS? Real Time? Call for details, to com are, to learn about
compatible com uters, benchmarks, speedup hardware. ( thers
are coming.) As about languages, business software supported.

team— 800-421
-8006

For a catalog, comparisons, prices, or for an info packet on Al, or

Editors, ”C”, BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, or COBOL—orjust for

H'mt'

128-PRockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339
Mass: 800-442-8070 or617-826-7531

meanders“
Learn Fast,

Experiment

1 or 2 pages of PROLOG would
require 10 or 15 pages in ”C. ”
Be familiar in one evening. In a few
days enhance artificial intelligence
programs included like:

- an Expert System
- Natural Language

Intro price: $125 for PCDOS,
CPM—86.
Full Refund if not satisfied. .

SOLUTION SYSTEMST”

45-PAccord Park, Norwetl, MA 02061

617-871-5435
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to the resident portion of COMMAND. By storing the CS portion
of this address the program can 10-

cate and ﬁx up the memory size

variable that is stored there.

DOS 2.0, however, does not
simply store the memory size in one
of COMMAND’s variables. Instead,

memory links (like those described

in this article) are constructed
through memory. The last memory

link constructed is an available link
and deﬁnes the number of paragraphs of user memory existing
beyond its own memory address. To
modify this value (so that the addi-

UNIX for the IBM PC
COHERENT by Williams
COHERENT by NCI
IDRIS by Whitesmiths
QNX by Quantum
VENIX by Venturecom/Unisource
XENIX by MicroSoft/Santa Cruz

MEMORY

MID]

G 319111909? "“

tional user memory will be recognized and used by DOS) the pro

gram must chain through the memory links until the last link is
reached. This is done in the subroutine called UPDATE_MEMORY_

CONTROL_WORDS.
This routine starts at the mem—
ory control words immediately pre-

ceding the program segment preﬁx.
It links through the memory control blocks until the ending block is

found (byte zero of the block equals
a ”Z”). The new memory size is

then converted to paragraphs, after
which the distance from the ending
memory control block to the new
end of memory is calculated. This
new value is stored in the ending
memory control block.

The only task remaining to do
is display the results of MEMINIT’s

operation. Three values are re-

UNIX-like Utilities for
C Programming

ported: the initial memory size encountered in 40:13 (which is initialized by the hardware switches), the
total amount of memory added by

your C programs. Full source lets
you modify, helps you learn.

ory storage used. Notice that if

Save time when working with

Utilities included: compare files
(DIFF), cross reference variables
of
flow
examine
(CCREF),
functions (FCHART), search for
patterns (GREP). Others check
syntax, print your way, more.
$135 for MSDOS, CPM-86 or CPM80.

SOLUTION SYSTEMST“

45-PAccord Park, Norwell, MA 02061

MEMINIT; and the new total mem-

CHKDSK is run after MEMINIT is

executed, the new memory is added
and is now recognized by DOS.
Knowing how DOS handles

memory management will not
make anyone a DOS expert, but it is

useful and satisfying to understand
what is one of the most important
features of any operating system.

617-871-5435
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Ferocious

FORTRAN.
Microsoft® FORTRAN crunches

numbers with a vengeance!
It combines fast and efficient
native code compilation with
built—in 8087 coprocessor support.
The result? Mini and mainframe
performance from your MST—M DOS
micro.

Based on the ’77 standard,
Microsoft FORTRAN supports
extensive statements and data
types—including complex num—
bers and IEEE single and double—
precision ﬂoating point accuracy.
Support for large arrays (greater
than 64K bytes), separatelmodule

5—;
compi ation,
Mll’hgch15-fo-1'1::1-anscgffvle:D and overlays,

allow you to create very large
programs—up to one megabyte,
with access to more than 65
thousand records in a file as large
as four gigabytes.
How do programmers feel

that takes advantage of the full
addressing capability of the 8088

and the power of the 8087’
—]ac Wilschke, Soﬁalk

“We decided to use the
Microsoft FORTRAN Compiler

fOr its INTEGER 4 capability
and the ﬂexibility of its 8087
implementation?)
~Charlie Huizena 8L
Chip Barnaky, PC World

Call 800—426—9400 to order
the ferocious FORTRAN.

$350?

In Washington State, call 206—

828—8088. Ask for operator C4,

who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest

dealer to see Microsoft FORTRAN

in action.

about Microsoft FORTRAN?

“The first FORTRAN compiler
*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State 53 les tax.

Mic msofr is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microso t

r onnon

MEMORY
Listing 1 MEMINIT.ASM

for the
IBM PC

page 60,132

title 'MEMlNlT - Obtain all available user memory'
subttl 'Version 1.0 October. 1983'

stack SEGMENT para stacx 'STACK‘

do 16 dupi'stack

For information interchange, backup and archival storage, IBEX oifers a
9-track, IBM format-com-

patible 1/2"magnetic tape
subsystem for the IBM PC,

featuring:

memory_size dw

; total memory size (K bytes)

to ram size dw

; memory in IIO channel

_

data ENDS _'

[axlisti
DS:HESSAGE
cs:n:ssnaoooie[ax1rsii
DE:HESSAGiUU30[BXl[Sl}
os:a:xgavrz
DS:UNS|GNED_BV
oszsraxroisvre
os:nix_aoao
o5:uusicnzo_uo
os:src~£o_voao

Alter ”wry

OUU

i28

32758

[IX 8000

mmdmu.c.~_

L
n
'C’
'c‘
255 -not
000 009

x
~25!“
65535
0000?

"V -o
~\)

; location of command's PSP
(PSP=program segment prefix)

db 10,13,'$‘

db ‘Original memory used:'
K bytesi'
db ‘

msgz

db '

Total memory added:‘

mndata

db '

K bytess‘

msg]

db ‘

msg3data

db ‘

Total memory:'
K bytest'

db ID,I3,‘MEMINIT - Version 1.00‘,ID,13

heading

db 10,13,'$'

.RADIX 16

dosfunction MACRO function_number
mov

ah,function_numher

int

21

endm
IP
CS
US
55

....oolt SZ.A.P.C ABEGL
00H 00 U o 0 laolo
BF FFH

0089
SMS
ans
also

print MACRO msg, msgdata
mov bx.offset msgdata
call convert_to_ascii

[S 3115

$9 FFFZ

U1 278A

; location of program's PSP
;

crlf

ax.DIDIH
smrtJooa
«n.5,
cx.message,i¢n

st 00m

sizes stored in 'K' bytes

;

—
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Ax 6:13
M rm
cx out“?

dw

command proc_P§F

; all

'0

dw
additionai memory
starting_m;mory block dw

20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-8100
TWX: 910-493-2071

Search:

dw

original‘io_memory

IBEX COMPUTER GORP.

add
loop
m
nay

dw

original memory_size

«a

assume cs:code.ds:c0de,ss:stack

msgl
msgldata

ouoi
re
Fe
EDI?

(K bytes)

code SEGMENT byte

Write, phone or TWX

os
:2
33
a9

; DOS data segment in low memory

data SEGMENT at 40H
org 13H

I 42 M-Bytes on a single
reel.
I Automatic loading.
I IBM format 1600 cpi.
I Software tor Pc-DUS,
MS-DOS or CPM-86.

aces
ooes
ones
ooao
0090

U

stack ENDS

r n e r r ' 5 n e v e r r r me :o oo
: here‘s a
o u r
t L r r g n t .
l w u y s z I m e t o a o l r o v e
so on re rt oi as no rr an r; 5‘ 0A I2 DE AB on
125 192 are 255 out ooa 054 i27 I25 255 too old
~iza roan ~ooe 7001 ~oo| sooa ooea .r27 -l2B
eooo rrrr oooi irrr aooo rrrr DEIZ coae Fr:
32766 55535 oooui 32157 32768 55535 sseso 5265
Aazise -ooool 'DDDDI oaaisi -32768 -ooao

dosfunction 9

dx,offset crlf

mov

dosfunction 9
endm
6m

IOSJE

US:HESSAGE¢OOO3(BXIISII OOODI

Olmnewisylrbol/numEr/Char): 723:
Help Display nwmy Reglster Screen Alter Checkpoint Go Proceed Quit

dx.offset msg

mov

FFFS
3135

c

convert_to_ascii PROC far

; convert_to_escti converts a binary number

;

IBM

SYMBOLIC

PC

DEBUGGER

Watch highlighted changes on dynannc display
Alter registers,f|ags. and mernory
Display data as

decimal

-

Go to breakpoint at normal speed
on

checkpoint

Box96634

O

Weatheriord.OK73096

-

ONLY

Demo

bx

si,0A

595
57

sub dx,dx

div

si

divide AX by 10

add

dx,'0'

convert remainder to ASCII digit

dec
mov

bx
[bx],dl

store this char in the string

inc

cs

count converted character

or

ax,ax

jnz

do_divide

all done?

;

no: get next digit

(405)772-1821
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; initialize destination with spaces

do divide:

BUGSCREEN’"

-

cx.6

mov

condiHons

Use symbols and 8086 addressing modes

RDT
Software

mov

; save register values

loop fill_buff

Requnes
IBM PCurPCKXT.PC/DOSl lor20.64KRAM
IBM Assembler. Color or Monochrome Adapter
lEM .s a registered tvaaemark oi immanent Bus-ﬂoss Machines in:

si

inc

Single-step program being debugged
Execute procedures at normal speed
Interrupt execution

dx

push

fill buff:
_ mov byte ptr [bx].' '

or hex or character

Scrollthrough sourcelisﬁng

.

push

in AX to ascii display characters
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NOVATICN
TALKS BUSINESS
Introducing the LS1 Cat Communication

Systemwwith the Hayes compatible 300/1200
Smart-Cat‘PlusTMmodem.
No more wondering what goes with

what. Here’s the best modem and the best

software for your specific computer—all in
one package.
Will your computer take an internal
modem? Or do you prefer a standalone?
And which operating system do you need—

CP/M, CP/M’86, PC—DOS, MSvDOS?

The Cat System includes them all.
And no compromises.

The quality starts with our new Smart;

Cat PLUS modem. There is absolutely
nothing else to equal it on the market. You
get faster more accurate dialing. Automatic
self’testing of the full communications cir—
cuit. Statevofvthe’art advanced LSl circuitry.

The software is MITETM —menuedriven,

easy—to’use, remarkably powerful. It gives you
error—free data communications and instant
access to Dow Jones, CompuServe and the like.
With the Cat System everything you get
is the best of everything—that includes the
best price. Suggested retail: $499.
See your dealer. He has them right now.
Seven models covering the IBM/PCS and
their look’alikes, DEC Rainbow, KAYPRO and

their operating systems. More models to come.
Novation, lnc., Box 2875

20409 Prairie Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311

(800) 423—5419 - In California: (818) 996—5060

And more. It is simply the best there is.
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NOVATION

ummertime, and
SOFTWARE

ApTec (for color Prism Printers)
Rainbow Writer Color Text Formatter . . . $119.
Rainbow Writer Screen Grabber ........ 69.
Ashton Tate
dBase II .......................... . 289.
Friday! .......................... . 169.
Best Programs
PC/Personal Finance Program ......... 65.
PC/Professional Finance Program II . . . . 169.
PC/Fixed Asset System .............. 297.

PCfI’ax Cut ...................... 175.

Bible Research

through July 31. 1984
MICRORIM
RzBase 4000 (new version 1.1)
- Fully relational database
- 1 billion record capability
- Improved programming capability. . .
............................ $299.
Extended Report Writer
- Expands report capabilities of stan-

THE WORD (KJV Bib/e — 7 disks) ..... 145.
Bruce & James

-

Continental
Home Accountant Plus ............... 89.
FCM (was First Class Mail) ........... 79.

-

WordVision ......................

39.

UltraFile (file/report/graph) ............ 109.

Digital Research
CP/M-86 ......................... 39.
Dr. LOGO ......................... 69.
Financier

Financier II (was Personal Series) ....... 115.

Financier Tax Series ................. 97.

Funk Software

Sideways ......................... 45.
IUS
EasyWriter I System
EasyWriter I, EasySpe/Ier l, EasyMai/erl . . 159.
EasyWriIer II System
EasyWriter //. EasySpe/ler ll. EasyMai/er ll . . 195.
Accounts Receivable ............... 295.
Accounts Payable ................. 295.

General Ledger ................... 295.
Inventory ........................ 295.

Order Entry ...................... 295.
Package Price for any three above ..... 859.
Payroll ..........................
Lifetree
Volkswriter .......................
Volkswriter International ..............
Volkswriter Deluxe (with TextMerge) .....

Lotus Development

359.
1 15.
135.
175.

1-2-3 (version 1A) .................. call
Micropro
WordStar & Propak come with quick lesson

CAI training disk and tutorial disk
WordStar 8.3 ..................... 235.
ProPak (WordStar/Mai/Merge/
CorrectStar/Starlndex) ............... 369.

Microrim
sase 4000 .............. see special
Extended Report Writer ........ see special
Clout ........................ see special

Microsoft
Multiplan (Version 1.1) .............. 139.
.......... 239.
Microsoft Word (ver 1.1)
Microsoft Word with mouse (ver1. 7) . . . . 289.

Microstuf

EDUCATIONAL

PC Connection
Software Special

dard report writer
Allows full captions. headlines. and

page breaks .................. $85.
Clout
Permits you to query database in

plair‘ English ................. $125.

Peachtree
PeachPak Series 4 (G/L. A/R. A/P)

new version, IBM manuals ......... $195.
PeaChText 5000 (with ATI Training) ...... 195.
Peter Norton
Norton Utilities .................... 55.
Satellite Software
Wordpertect ...................... call '
Software Arts
.................... 269.
TKISoIver

Financial Management Pack ...........
Mechanical Engineering Pack ..........
Software Publishing
PFS/File.................I ........
PPS/Graph .......................
PPS/Write .........................
PFS/Report .......................
Softword Systems

85.
85.

89.
89.
89.
79.

M ultimate (w/spell checker) ........... call

Sorcim
Supercalc || ...................... 149.
Supercalc III .................... 199.

Virtual Combinatics

Micro Cookbook ................... 29.
Warner Software
The Desk Organizerw/1 yr.free updates 197.

TRAINING
ATI

How to use Lotus 1-2»3 ...............

How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

use
use
use
use
use
use
use

Wordstar (vol 1 & 2) .......
dBase Il (vol 1 8 2) .......
EasyWriter II ..............
Multiplan .................
Your IBM—PC ............
MultiMate ................
Microsoft Word ...........

How to use PC DOS ........... . . . .

55.

55.
55.
55.
55.
55.
55.
55.
55.

How to use TK! Solver ............... 55.

Individual Software
The Instructor ........................
Professor DOS ....................

35.
47.

Professor Pixel .....................

47.

Crosstalk XVI ..................... 105.
Transporter (includes Crosstalk) ....... 169.

Tutorial Set (both items above) ........ 75.

PCrayon (create in full color) ........... 34.
Executive Picture Show ............. 139.

Typing Instructor ................ . 39.
Lightning Software

PCsoftware

CREATABASE ..................... 59.

MasterType.......

,.

.. ..

35.

Davidson
Speed Reader || (high school & college)$49.
Math Blaster (grades 1-6) ............. 35.

35,

Word Attack (grades 4~12) ............

Additional Data Disks for other ages are
available for Speed Reader I/ and Word Attack
at $15. each
FriendlySoft
FriendlyWare/PC Introductory Set .....

35

Stone (requires graphics board)

Great graphics and sound

My Letters. Numbers. & Words (ages 1
...... . . .
to 5) ................. .
Kids Stuff (ages 3 to 8) .............

.
29.

Across the USA. (ages 5 & up) ....... 22.

GAMES

Atarisot‘t
Centipede ................... . . . .
Pac Man . .
Dig Dug ............................
Defender ..................... .
Donkey Kong .......................
Blue Giant
Hoser .......................... . . . .
Broderbund
Apple Panic ............... , . . , , , ,
Lode Runner .......................
EPYX/Automated Simulations
Crush. Crumble & Chomp ...........
Star Warrior .....................
Rescue at Rigel .....................
Temple of Apshai .................
FriendlySoft
FriendIyWare/PC Arcade ..............
Funtastic
Snack Attack II (a favorite) ...........
Cosmic Crusader (as good as above) .
Big Top (climb to new levels) . . . . . . . .
Master Miner (1 or 2 players) ....... . .
Hayden Software
Sargon III ................. . ... .
Microsoft
Flight Simulator (new ver.) . . . .......
Orion
J—Bird ...........................
PC-MAN ...........................
Paratrooper .................... . . .
Pits & Stones ............ . . . . , .
Sierra/On-Line
Frogger ..........................
Crossfire (keyboard or joystick) ..... .
Ulysses and the Golden Fleece . . .

.

29.
29.
29.
29.
25.

23.
25.

23.
27.
23.
27.
35.
27
27.
29.
29.
35.
35.

29.
27.
25.
29
27,
23.

27,

Sir-Tech
Wizardry ......................... 42.
Sublogic
29
Night Mission Pinball .......... .

HARDWARE
AST Research (For IBM—PC or XT)

All AST Boards come with SuperDrive.
SuperSpool, and one year warranty.
SixPakPlus 64k upgradeable to 384k. With

clock calendar. serial and parallel ports
269
......
(game port optional). . . . . .

UP TO FIVE YEARS
* DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION SOME ITEMS HAVE WARRANTIES
OF IBM CORP.
‘5 COPYRIGHT MICRO CONNECTION. INC. 1984 ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
MICRO CONNECTION IS A TRADEMARK OF MICRO CONNECTION. INC. PC CONNECTION IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

computing is easy
MegaPlus |I 64k upgradeable to 256k (or

and serial port (parallel, game, or second
serial port optional) .................. $269.
MegaPak 128k (not upgradeable) ,,,,, call

MegaPak 256k ...................... call
IiO Plus I| wrth clock calendar and serial
port (parallel, game, or second serial

port optional) ......................

129.

Parallel, Game, or second Serial Port

for any AST board (specify board) ..... 39.
Connectall connector bracket (PC only) . 19.

AST-5251 .......................... 559,
AST-3780 .......................... 649.
MonographPIus with Clock calendar, serial &
parallel ports ...................... 429.
Amdek
Video 3006 Monitor (green) ......... 149.

Video 300A Monitor (amber) .........
Video 310A Monitor (amber) .........

159.
179.

Plastic Keyboard & Drive Covers Set. . .

17.

Color lI RGB Monitor .............. 399.
MAI Board (co/or & monochrome) . . . . 399.
CompuCable
IBM Mono Screen Enhancement .......
Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer). . .
Smartmode‘m to IBM Cable ..........
Curtis
Low Profile Tilt & Swivel Pedestal
(for any monitor) .....................
PC Pedestal (for IBM Mono or Color). . .
PGS or Ouadchrome display adapter . . .
System Stand (holds PC vertically) .....
Extension Cables for IBM Mono Display.
Keyboard Extension Cable (3 to 9 feet).

17.
32.
25.

44.
55.
. 9.
21.
40.
32.

AC Plug Adapter (any monitor to your PC) 8.
Epson

RX—8O with GRAFTRAX—Plus.
Fix-80 F/T with GRAFIRAXPIus ......
FX-BO with GRAFTRAXPIus ...........
RX—100 With GRAFTRAX-Plus ..........
FX—1OO with GRAFIRAX—Plus .........
LG 1500 (letter duality dot matrix) ......

Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer). . .
Hayes

Smartmodem 300 ..................
Smartmodem 1200 .................
Smartmodem 12008 (w/Smartcom ll) .
Smartcom lI .......................
Compucab/e’s Smartmodem-to-lBM
Cab/e ................
Hercules Computer

Hercules Graphics Card (parallel port)

call
call
call
call
call
32.

25

I
I

Fully IBM-PC (and XT) compatible

Preconfigured for Drive A or Drive B

Step by step installation instructions

supplied
- Covered by 1 year manufacturers

warranty .................... $165.
Free mounting bracket & ‘y' power cable with

each pair purchased.

LIFE IN THE PC FAST LANE
Our goal is to have what you want when you

want it. On those rare occasions when we tell
you we're out of stock, it means one of several
things. The manufacturer is out of stock. A
new, favorable review has created heavy demand. An announced product is still unavail-

able. Or, an updated version of the product is
on the way, and we have no intention of selling
an about-to—be-obsolete product (even if it
means losing a sale). Whatever the reason,
rest assured we’ll give as firm an availability

MP 64 (64k) upgradab/e to 512k .....

date as possible.

OUR POLICY

Ouadisk (various sizes to 72 meg) .....
Silver Fteed (letter quality, 132 column)
Silver Reed EXP 550 Printer (16 CPS) .
Silver Reed EXP 770 Printer (30 CPS) .
T6
Joystick .............................
USI (monitors for graphics board)
Pi—2 Monitor (12" green, with cable). . .
Pi-3 Monitor (12" amber, with cable) . .

A

A

v

_

275T

_

119.
129.

............................. see special

MEMORY
64k Memory Upgrade Set for IBM~PC or
XT system board ..................... 59.
64k Memorv Upgrade Set for any memory
board specify make of board.......... 59,
Install memory upgrades & run diagnostics

at time of board purchase only ........

CIRCLE NO. 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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45.

Drive A or Drive 8 for your PC, Comes with
complete step by step installation instructions.
Drives are 320K/360K.
Tandon
TM 100—2 (5 1/4") full-height drive (08, DD) 229.
TEAC
FD-SSB (5 W) half-height drive (DSDD)
Free ‘y’ cable a bracket with each pair

For the IBM-PC Exclusive/y.

“

549.
889.

DRIVES

SOS/4463383

39.
29.

call

All drives are completely pre-tested. Specify

1-800/243-8088
PC Connection

197.

programs directly on your IBM—PC or X T) 459.

' We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
' No surcharge added for charge cards
°Your card is not charged until we ship.
- No sales tax.
OAII shipments insured; no additional charge.
-Allow1 wk. for personal & co. checks to clear.
0 COD max. $500. Cash or certified check.
0120 day guarantee on all products.*
-To order, call us anytime Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 9:00, or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30.

6 Mill St, MarIOW. NH 03456

parallel, serial & game port. l/O bracket,

Ouadcolor I ........................ 197.
Ouadcoior ll upgrade (musthave
Quadco/or l)
Quadchrome RGB Monitor ........... 497.
Quadlink (allows you to run most Apple II

chases. For prepayment, call 603/446—3383
for information.

. . . . 89.

197.

NEC
Spinwriter 3550 (lBM-PC compatible) . 1679.
Spinwriter 2050 (3550’s little brother). . 869.
Paradise Systems
MultiDisplay Card (co/or & monochrome) 379.
PIantronics/Frederick
COLORPLUS (now w/Color Magic) . . . . call
Princeton Graphics
HX—12 RGB monitor (690 x 240)) ...... call
SR-12 RGB monitor (690 x 480) ....... call
MAX-12 Amber monochrome monitor . . call
Ouadram
We are a full line Quadram Dealer
New Expanded Quadboard 64k
expandable to 384k, with clock calendar,
and Quadmaster software ........... 269.
Microfazer Printer Buffer (parallel) w/copy

Air also available. Outside Continental US:
We add freight charges to credit card pur-

Prism to IBM Parallel Cable ........... 32.
Koala

v

PC Mouse (w/software & desk pad). . .

up to four days on delivery time, UPS Next Day

339.

Joystick ..........................
Game Paddles (pa/r)
. . . . . . . .

through July 31, 1984
TEAC
Half Height Disk Drive 5 Ma“ (FD-55B)
- Double Sided/Double Density
Formats 320k wlDOS 1.1
Formats 360k w/DOS 2.0 & DOS 2.1

SHIPPING

Prism 80 Printer (with all four options) . 1397
Prism 132 Printer (with all four options) 1597.
Koala Touch Tablet with software

Hardware SpeCIal

Continental US: For monitors, printers, and
drives, add 2% to all orders. For all other items,
add $2 per order for UPS surface, $3 per order
for UPS 2nd-Day—Air. We particularly
recommend 2nd—Day-Alr if you live west of the
Mississippi or south of Virginia. In most cases it
will only add $1 to your cost and will save you

209.
489.
409.
99.

Hercules Color Card (parallel port) . . 179.
Graph-X Software ................. 42.
IDS

(connects to game port) ........
Kraft

Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Controller .............. $165.
Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg). WS-1 Controller
& ROM for PC mother board ......... 989.
Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg), WS-2 Controller
& ROM for PC mother board ........ 1169.
Mouse Systems

PC Connection

more With MegaPak) with clock calendar

A

_
—
_
—
v

10.

l/l/ATSOFTPRODUCTSINC
A subsidiary of the University of Waterloo

Announces

a full screen editor and a family
of language interpreters for the
IBM Personal Computer

: Restore registers

and exit

assume cs:code,ds:data.ss:stack
push es
push ds

Set up 05 to reference DDS

mov

ax.data

mov

ds.ax

mov

ax.starting_memory block

dec

ax

variables in low memory
AX points to memory control block

_

starting at that spot,

mov

es,ax

set up address of mem control

cmp

byte ptr es:[0],5AH

Is this the ending link?

jz

blk

found the link

add

ax.es?[3]‘

inc

ax

jmp

find_ending_link

found_the_l ink:

link to next area

; now update length field of this
last man control

(519) 886-3700
Telex No.: 06-955458

look for

the end of the memory links
( byte zero = ‘Z' )

find_ending_link:

For further information contact:

block to

; include the additional memory
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JVlicmScriptT” $149

Customizable Text Formatter
generic markup (GML compatible)
multiline headers, footers, and footnotes
automatic widow and orphan suppression
automatic section numbering
automatic bullet, number, and definition lists
floating and inline figures
left, center, right, or justify text alignment
left and right indention with delay and duration
bold, underscore, and generic attributes
macros and symbols
multiple input files of unlimited size
format preview
table of contents, index
multiple columns
conditional processing
all printers

McroEdm $99

Customizable Full Screen Editor
full cursor control by character, word, or line
position to top or bottom of window or file
scroll by line or window
global or selective find and replace

mov

bx,memory_size

mov

cl,6

shl

bx,cl

sub

bx,ax

dec

bx

mov

es:[3],bx

pop

ds

pop
clc

es

convert to K bytes

restore registers

indicate normal return (no error)

ret
update_memory.control_yords ENDP

memory_size_initialize PROC far

assume ds:code,cs:code,es:data,ss:stack

mov

cs:starting_memory_block.ds

push ds
sub

ax.ax

push ax
mov

ax,code

mov

ds,ax

mov
mov

dx,es:[0C]
command_proc_?SP,dx

COMMAND'S program segment prefix
which we will use to fix up

mov

dx,offset heading

put out

DOS release 1.1

introductory heading

dosfunction 9

delete by character, word, line, or block

read external files into current file
copy, move, and write blocks of text
insert, overlay, wordwrap, split, or join
all cursor addressable VDTs
all commands mapped in profile

Postpaid within US. & Canada, outside us add $5, CA residents add (ii/2%,

a" saw own-as: a" ss/sn awn-sax: 5.25" ssmn Pc-DOS.‘
Mcastgr
MicroType’”
VISA
(408) 997-5026

dx

update_memory_control_uords PRDC far

13°“26"

6531 Crown Blvd., Suite 3A, San Jose. CA 95120

51

pop

convert_to_ascii ENDP

$99
36
agar.“

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

pop
ret

2"51c.

WATSOFT Products Inc.
158 University Ave.
Waterloo, OntarioN2L 3E9

MEMORY

ar

get ROM-initialized

mov

bx,data

mov

es,bx

memory size

mov

ax,memory size

specifications

mov

original;memory_size,ax

mov

bx,io_ram_size

mov

original_io_memory,hx

mov

cl,6

Shl

ax,cl

mov

bx,0

convert from K bytes

memory_loop:
cmp

je

check

ax,0a000

initialize_memory

,

if greater than

640K ..if so then end

J

' cPlM-BG, CHM-88K. are trademarks of Digital Research. PC-DOS is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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10-NET"""takes the
work out of networklng.

l
Ili l

Everything you need is in the box.
Imagine being able to connect your PCs

sim I) 1 Y and inex P ensivel Y into a true
full-function local area network.
Now Y on can . . . with IO-NET, a com-

plete package de51gned so that you can
easily install, learn and use it immediately. Everything

you need to connect one PC into the network is included.
10-NET is uni ‘1 uel Y different from other LAN
roducts in that it re uires no ded1cated hardware to
serve the rest of the network. It Is a truly distrlbuted
system where your resources may be shared, including
expensive hardware and application programs.
You can also share as much or as little data as you
p

n

.

wish, with total data inte rit Y and selective securit .
You get built-1n extras, too: like electronic mail;
calendar; “Chat,” a user-to-user communication facility;
printer spooling; and “News,” a bulletin board function

for network users.
And, you can create a
multi-user DBMS with

'

unbelievable power and

flexlblllty when you USE
lO-NET with lOBASE, a
powerfUI’ easy-to-use ,
DBMS dESIgned Sp€l1-

6%

10-NET SPECIFICATIONS

HARDWARE:

PC plugin circuit card. tap box. and

cable to connect them

Type: Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with collision avoidance
Speed: 1.0 million hits per second
Distance: up to 3000 ft. between

cally to work with IO-NET. repeaters
Invest in IO-NET now.
ghOFTWAggg
.

-

I

dh d

You can start Simple. and

defiziany

expand as your business
gr0w5_ And, at $695* YOU

No dedicated server required
Concurrency control—implicit&explicit

won’t find better perfor-

ASk your SOftware dealer

ar ware

Seiumy—User' T? NOdedLD , &

mance or value, anywhere. message form.
for 10-NET, or call 1-800-

SUPP” 6

I

EFIIEK compati

lliy—a

ressmg

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

o IBM PC. XT or compatible

358-1010 (1-800-782-1010 in ; fgggiﬁdo
Ohio), and start getting

some real
work
done.
_
. .

Dealer lnqulrleS W61C0me.

0 One or more disk drives

:acu.r§°r.addressil"e
movie:
edia. Simple tWIsted pair Wire

Specifications subject to change without notice,

*suggested retail

FOX RESEARCH

A subsidiary of ComGen Technology, Inc.
__.___.________.____________I
: START NETWORKING NOW—Write for more information. or fill l
in and attach this to your business card or letterhead.
D Send more product
Have a sales
information
representative call

l

D Send a dealer kit

I

D Send lO-NET. I need ____ units. (NOTE: you need one unit for I
each PC you wish to network.) Here's my RO. Number
I
I understand Fox will invoice me for $695 per unit plus shipping.
I
handling and tax (where applicable).
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Send to: Fox Research. Inc. Attn: National Sales Manager.

7005 Corporate Way. Dayton. Ohio 45459.

PCTJ 8/84

I

|

MEMORY
call update_memory_control_yords

mov

ds,ax

mov
mov

[bxl.ax
cx,[bx]

cmp

ax,cx

write segment 0 into byte
read segment i from byte

jne

initializeinemory
ax,ds

add

ax,400

jmp

memory_lonp

;

6158

mov

bx.memory_size

mov

cl,6

shl

bx,cl

user memory

push ds

access of new memory

mov

dx,command_proc_PSP

mov

ds,dx

; get ready to store new
; memory size in COMMAND‘s
; stored variable.

mov

dx,memory_size

mov

cl,6

shl

dx,cl

mov
pop

ds:[452],dx
ds

; location of memory size on
; 00$ release 1.1

display_results:
mov

; save the value for AX containing

push ax
ax,0

no more

write data into memory so that
parity errors do no occur upon

;

mov

display_results

modify_DOSl:

increment segment I by 16K
and try some more

;

initialize memory:

ﬁx

routine for DOS 2.0

if equal..memary exists

mov

pop

jmp

;

;

,

cld

the new top of memory.

print

set direction=foruard

mov

ax,original_memory_size
msgl.msgldata
ax.additional_memory

print mn,msg2data

store initial value:

mov

ax,memory_size

print msg3.msg3data

cmp

bx,dx

je

end_of_user_memory

mov

es.bx

go through newly allocated mem
and write a pattern of X'UODO'

mov

cx,03fff

into each word.

mov

di,0

This will protect
against a fatal parity error later
when mem is read without being

rep

stosw

add

bx,400

jmp

store_initial_yalue

written.(Done 16K bytes at a time.)

exit:
ret
memory_size_initialize ENDP

code ENDS
END memory_size_initialize

end of user memory:
restore the value for AX

push dx

pop

ax

mov

cl.6

;

shr

ax,cl

;

mov

bx,code

;

mov

ds.bx

;

sizes and ..

mov

bx,data

convert from bytes to
K bytes

calculate changed memory

mov

es.bx

mov

memory_slze.ax

;

store back ..

sub

ax,original_memory_size

;

into 005 variables

mov

additional memory,ax

add

ax,original_io_memory

mov

io_ram_size,ax

dosfunction 30
cmp

31,00

je

modify_00$1

; check 005 version
;

pre 2.0 DUS...handle special

EKnowThy PC!

Are you writing programs in BASIC or Pascal? The popular Peeks
’n Pokes has a disk with 58 programs and a 38—page manual that
helps y0u get ‘undemeath the covers’ of the PC. Learn how to use
PEEK, POKE, INP, OUT, and DOS/BIOS function calls to do
what you want, fast! Do you want to perform functions not
available from BASIC or Pascal? It’s all explained in the manual
and demonstrated in the sample programs. Source code included!

Peeks ’n Pokes shows you how to:
0 Access the system’s conﬁguration
I Unprotect BASIC programs
0 Scroll part or all of the screen
0 Access the file directory
0 Logically swap printers
0 Read and change the keyboard
0 Find more Peeks and Pokes

Want to know more? The Inside Track! is a collection of advanced
utilities for the PC programmer. It contains a disk with 61 pro—
grams, a 42-page manual, and a fold-out memory map that helps
you get better performance from the PC. With this package you can
give your programs assembler-assisted speed from high-level languages, get control over memory, customize and control the PC,
and more. Some programs require DOS 2.00. Source code included!

The Inside Track
.________
___

The Inside "hack! shows you how to:
0 Read/write files as fast as DOS
0 Display data on the screen faster
0 Reserve memory for your use
0 Copy memory to another location
0 Copy-protect your programs
0 Load large programs faster

0 Control the keyboard settings
I And much more. . . for only $45.00

0 And much more. . .for only $30.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted. Shipping charges: $2.50 per order for UPS; $2.50 per item for First Class Mail to USA and
Canada; $6.00 per item for Air Mail outside USA and Canada. Dealer inquiries invited.
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Data Base Decisions 0 14 Bonnie Lane 0 Atlanta, GA 30328 0 404/256-3860
CIRCLE NO. 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD

' rea Network

Broadens The Horizons OI All IBM PC's.

lill’lli‘l“""" -.. ,. .

lllllllllllllllll
EF‘FQJ . ..

X-NET: The affordable IAN that runs

MBSI Accounting Software, Database, Electronic Mail
and over I,000 multi-user application packages.
Here are some of the reasons your company needs X-NET

Local Area Network:

1. READY ACCESS To All.
INFORMATION. With X-NET, any computer can get

information from any other computer on the network. This
means more than one operator can be entering orders,
invoicing, changing inventory... all at the same time! But
where security is needed, you can keep any file private while
still within the network.

2. YOU CAN START SMALL . . . Even if you

have as few as two PC’s, you’ll have a system that is easily

expandable and will grow with your company.

3. . . .OR GET BlGGER. X-NET grows as you grow,
networks up to 255 PC’s, and best of all, expansion is so
simple, you can do it yourself.

4. MBSI ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE.

X-NET’s software includes Accounts Receivable, General
Ledger, Accounts Payable, Order Entry, Inventory Control
and Payroll. You can still use your Spread Sheet and Word

Processing software, but now much more effectively because

your computer power is tied together.

5. MULTl-USER DATABASE PACKAGE.

Now even non-programmers can create network databases
(with access security) in minutes.
6. COBOL PROGRAMS. Over a thousand
multi-user application programs designed for large computers

now run on PC’s networked with X-NET.

7. ELECTRONIC MAIL X-MAIL gives you instant,
infallible, confidential mail delivery in-house, and works

24 hours a day and has total recall!

8. AFFORDABlLlTY. X-NET offers more value for

less money to any company doing computing on any level.

And the software is priced comparably to what others are
charging for no-growth single-user software.

9. NO COSTLY CENTRAL FILE SERVER.

X-NET eliminates the need of having an expensive computer
to act as a Central File Server, something other networks
require.

IO. SHARE YOUR PERIPHERALS. No longer
does each of your computers need its own set of peripherals.
Any computer on X-NET is linked to your printers, plotters,
disk-drives, etc. A huge money-saver!
*X-NET also operates on IBM PC compatibles.
CIRCLE NO. 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Call your local dealer or XCOMP today.

.S

XCOMP

XCOMP, Inc.
3554 Ruffin Road South
San Diego, CA 92123-2502
619-573-0077
TELEX: 182786

IBM is a teglstetsd trademark Dl International Eusmess Machines Corporation. MBSI is a registered Itadamatk and division DI RealWDrld
Corp. X-NET is a trademark of XCOMP. INC,

© 1984 XCOMP, lNC.
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‘ ' SIBM enters the néttvorking
,pstakes with theCluSter

'

r; the planet Earth, the ph 03, 9 f
sOphyr'of _netw0rking began when I ‘
‘ some pundit invented the mz‘a'ximi ‘ ‘
Two jheadsare better than'one.’ on a"

[more galactic scale, readers of science. '{ l
' :ﬁc‘ti'on are familiar with a collective 7 '

7 ntelligence composed, of indixfidual , , '

sentient units, that can share their ,

7 ,rrrrental wealth. The majorityoffn'et-

works are designed to emulate mega!
actic model: all nodes are created a g

7 * equal, but by sharing resources, they
'7.are able to blendtheir individtialities '

intoa greater whole.
_ _ .I , " g
;, W IBM’s ﬁrst entry into- the network? 7
V, community is based ﬁrmly on the
'

“more restrictive Earth mddelgr a group .‘

’1 heads can exchange information-tea

jmiriOI‘extent, but they decline to par'ticipate in a‘ cosmic oneness.‘

IBM is purposely not calling the

‘

» 1

Cluster a network. The primary intent

of this product is to permit ‘inforrria- ‘
tion transfer between PCs, PC/XTs,

PC Portables, and PCirs, while allow- '
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‘

CLUSTER
nary Synchronous 3270 Emulation,SNA 3270 Emulation and RIE Support,- and the IBM 3101 Emulation
program. A machine must have at

ing them to share a ﬁxed disk in a
limited manner. Up to 64 machines
can be linked into a Cluster, but
only one can be a disk server. File
and message transfer can be performed whether or not the disk
server is included in the Cluster.

least 256K of memory to use these

I/O requests at the server

station have a higher priority than
do remote requests. Although the
shared station can also be used as a
workstation, it is suggested by IBM
that such use be kept to a minimum
during periods of intensive remote
input/output. IBM also recommends that the ﬁxed disk serve only
as a program repository. Individual
stations should download all of the
desired software and execute programs locally in order to to maximize throughput in the Cluster.
Each IBM PC, Portable, or
PC/XT in the Cluster requires one
disk drive (at least one of the PCs or
PC/XTs in the Cluster must have a

double—sided drive), DOS 2.1, 128K,
and an 80-column display. The
ROM BIOS module for the IBM PCs
in the Cluster must be dated
10/27/82 or later; the manual provides a small BASIC program that
will print this date to the display.
The BIOS date, however, is not a
consideration for the PC/XT, Portable, or PCir, because all of their
ROMS postdate this 10/27/82 deadline. The disk server can be either a
PC with an expansion chassis or a
PC/XT with 256K of memory and
one double-sided disk drive.
Each PCir in the Cluster must
have at least 128K of memory and
an 80-column display. The power
supply on the PCir is inadequate to
support the Cluster attachment un-

less the system uniﬁ' is stripped of
the internal modem, the disk drive,
and the parallel printer attachment.
Even if these restrictions are removed (IBM has stated that it intends to do this), it should be em-

phasized here that programs that
cannot be run on a stand-alone PCir,
for whatever reason, will not run on
a clustered machine either.
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Photo 1: Cluster Components

The Cluster conﬁguration is a
linear bus with a data transmission
speed of 375K bits per second. The
access method is Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid—

ance (CSMA/CA). Stations are

linked with 75-ohm coaxial cable.
The maximum trunk cable length
is 1,000 meters; the cable drop
length (length from main cable to
computer) can be up to 5 meters.

he choice of costly
coaxial cable for a

low-cost network is
especially curious in View
of IBM’8 announcement of

a cable scheme for its pro-

jected local area network,
which will use inexpensive
twisted pair Wire.
Drop cables are attached to the
trunk line with T-connectors,
which must be terminated at each
end of the Cluster. BNC connectors
are used to link the drop cable to

the adapter card at each station. The
choice of costly coaxial cable for a
low-cost network is curious in view

of IBM’s announcement of a cabling
system for its projected local area
network, which will use inexpensive twisted pair wire.

The Cluster can be used with

four IBM communications pro-

grams: the Asynchronous Communications Support, version 2.0; Bi-

programs with the Cluster. A patch
to the SNA 3270 program, provided
in the documentation, is required.
The Cluster is not necessarily
compatible with IBM software; IBM
makes no promises about software
that it has not tested and approved
for use within the Cluster. A list of
programs that will run is available
from IBM dealers; at the time of
this writing, however, the list was
far from extensive. Whether or not
a particular application will run in
the Cluster requires a more complex
answer than just a simple yes or no.
This is well illustrated by the fact
that the list contains 45 programs
and 17 qualifying footnotes.
Programs compiled with the
IBM BASIC compiler will not run
in the Cluster environment. IBM
blames the problem on the compiler
and provides a free patch for it. The
BASIC program needs to be recompiled and relinked with a new
library before it can operate in the
Cluster. The patch, however, will
not help customers who have purchased application programs compiled elsewhere unless a recompiled
version has been obtained. Users
should be sure to check the vendor
documentation carefully.
Other programs can be run
from a local disk drive but cannot
be run from the shared ﬁxed disk.
These products include Multiplan
1.10, EasyWriter 1.10, Dow Iones

Reporter 1.0, VisiCalc 1.2, pfszRE—
PORT 1.05, and pfs:FILE 1.05.
Although the minimum memory conﬁguration for a Clustered
machine is 128K, the Cluster soft-

ware occupies between ZOK to 40K,

which considerably reduces the
amount of memory available for application programs. Some programs

that require a minimum of 128K to
run (dBASE II, for example) are
barely functional in a minimally
PC TECH JOURNAL

conﬁgured machine. The situation
is even more severe with the PCir,
because the video buffer takes be—

tween 4K (for black-and-white text

mode) to 32K (for four-color, highresolution graphics mode), leaving
about 30K to 50K for programs. Us—
ers should remember to take these

factors into account before trying to

run programs in the Cluster.

instructions. Altogether, the literature ﬁlls the standard half-sized
binder to overﬂowing.
If the size of the documentation
is formidable, the presentation is

be disconnected from the disk drive,
and the printer sidecar must be removed. The instructions for performing these tasks were clear, and

no problems were encountered dur-

pecially for beginners. There is no
handy user’s guide or command

ing hardware installation.
Each node in the Cluster must
be assigned a unique address from O

user and Cluster installation infor-

by setting switches 1 through 6 on

perhaps even more frightening, es—

summary reference card. Instead,

to 63. Physical assignment is done

Table !.- Cluster Diskette Contents
, Ste Satisﬁmskeue» - ,

,

The Information Transfer program

loader _

_ Transfer program containing station

options and driveraccess information
Screen text program used by IT.COM,

‘ DC COM, AND-'.VM.COM ,

rmation: TraitSfe‘r Prograj ‘

s is originally the ﬁle RE

bins

tsxrenamed to CONFIGSYS byICCOPY

' An internal use "ﬁle for the Information

Transfer program; used for messages
‘ ‘iPr‘otocol command processor usedat a

1
BffDisk ServerDisketie I - ‘

DCCOM
comicsrs

.
_. Disk Conﬁgurator program} '_’ This ﬁle is found on the Cluster 1
- gdiskctte as
' ' named

1 DSERVER.TAB 1 U Contains the disk server station hide}; ‘
PCMDISKCOM

Protocol command processor for the

disk server station

1 PUBLICCOM _ _

SYSTEM SET-UP

every two machines. Any necessary
ROM updates are provided free

with the Cluster. The cost for a PC,
Portable, or PC/XT station is $487; a
PCir station is $547.
The documentation is organized
into four ”manuals.” Introduction,
Disk Server Guide, Public Volume
Manager Guide, and Information

Transfer Program Guide. The Clus-

ter controller board comes with two
separate manuals: an installation
guide and an updated diagnostics
diskette— with documentation —

which includes a test for the Cluster Adapter. The ROM BIOS Update
Kit also contains its own installation
AUGUST 1984

,

‘

“

I/O driver loaded at reset] time,

_3

CRemote SYStEih‘ volume "
‘ This ﬁle is‘fou” d on the Cluster diské _. ~1
, _ ette as RIPLJt is renamedduring'the

FCONFIGSYS

_ RIPLPGMCOM

‘ creation of the Remote System Volume. '

Residentprdgram that usesithe Remote;
5:.System‘Resetolume‘a‘tft ' ‘ ' isk server: j;
station

The equipment needed to set up a
Cluster station must be bought
piecemeal (see photo 1). Each station
must purchase a software ”license”
for $92 and a Cluster adapter for
$340 ($400 for the PCir). A cable
kit, costing $110, is needed for

.

mation is mixed together, making it
difficult to ﬁnd information on a
particular subject.
The writing style is not aimed

at the computer novice either. Some

sections of the manual are sterling
examples of obfuscating technical
language. In fact, the installation instructions were so confusing that

the software set-up was successfully

completed only after closing the
book and pursuing a trial and error
course. This was quite a shock, considering the technical accuracy and
detail that is usually provided by
IBM in its documentation.
Hardware installation involves
changing the ROM if required, setting two sets of DIP switches on the

adapter cards, plugging the card into
each computer (or attaching the

sidecar for a PCir), and attaching the
cables. All PCirs must be stripped of
the internal modem and diskette
controller, the power supply must

.

the ﬁrst switch block to reﬂect the
binary representation of the address.
Switch 8 on the SW-l is set ON if
the station will boot remotely from
the ﬁxed disk. It is possible to have
one PC, PC/XT, or Portable computer tied to four Clusters at once.
Switch block 2, switches 1 through
4, assign the adapter card a number
from one to four. If the adapter is
the only one present, it must be set
to adapter number 1. As soon as the
switches are properly set, the adapt—
er card can be installed in any slot

in the PC. The PCir Cluster Attach—
ment, like the printer adapter, is

connected to the right side of the
system unit. PCir participation is

limited to only one Cluster.
The integrity of the Cluster, as
well as of the cabling and adapter
boards, can be tested with the updated diagnostics diskette, or, in the
case of the PCir, the new diagnostics
included in the adapter ROM.
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CLUSTER
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

The steps involved in setting up the
Cluster software are: installing the
Cluster software on the disk server,

conﬁguring the ﬁxed disk at the
disk server, and making a boot

diskette for each computer in the

Cluster with a ﬂoppy disk drive.
The batch ﬁle CCOPY is used
to make diskettes for those remote
stations that will be booting locally. Table 1 shows the ﬁles placed

onto the station diskette.
The DSCOPY.BAT ﬁle creates a

similar diskette for the disk server
station (which is useless, because
the Cluster ﬁles must be on the
ﬁxed disk drive), optionally creates

the Remote System Volume on the

hard disk, and transfers the appropriate ﬁles there. It does not leave

any other relevant Cluster ﬁles on

the ﬁxed disk, even though the documentation implies that it does. In-

stead, it creates a temporary direc-

tory on the ﬁxed disk, copies the
ﬁles from the Cluster disk there,

transfers these ﬁles to the ﬂoppy
back—up, creates a Remote Rest

back-up diskette if desired, and, ﬁnally, removes the directory. The

Cluster programs have to be copied
onto the ﬁxed disk manually using
the COPY command.

must format and carefully label four

diskettes. This seems reasonable, except that the manual and the batch
ﬁles do not use these names consist-

ently in the prompts. The batch

nother complaint
0011081“HS an 6188'

thetic issue that is
important to well-organ-

ized people: many of the

PDT.COM, several additional ﬁles
must be on the Disk Server (see table 1). If there are stations that will

Cluster files must reside in
the root volume of the ﬁxed
disk, making a mess out of
a neatly structured hierarchical file scheme.

the remote system volume at the

ﬁles copy ﬁles from the A: drive to

In addition to PLLSCRCOM,

IT.COM, MSGSYS, TBL.SYS, and

boot remotely from the ﬁxed disk,

disk server must contain the ﬁles
shown in the last section of table 1.
The software installation process is complicated by very poor

documentation. It would appear

from the manual that the two batch
ﬁles, called CCOPY.BAT and
DSCOPY.BAT, would do all of the

work required to produce station
diskettes and to set up the appro—
priate volumes on the ﬁxed disk.
There are problems with these ﬁles,
however. For example, in order to

put ﬁles on the ﬁxed disk, the user
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the C: drive. The user receives in—

structions to place diskettes (the
names of which do not agree with

the aforementioned labels) into the
B: drive; ﬁles are then transferred to
B: and erased on C:.

The reason for all this grinding
and whirring is that the user is presumed to have only one disk drive,

although the documentation never

says so explicitly, IBM assumes that
the disk server will be installed
only on a PC/XT. The installation
instructions lead one to believe that

the Cluster does not even support

the IBM PC and expansion chassis

conﬁguration, which would probably have two ﬂoppy disk drives.
Another complaint concerns an
aesthetic issue that is important to
well-organized people: many of the
Cluster ﬁles must reside in the root
volume of the ﬁxed disk, making a
mess of a neatly structured hierarv
chical ﬁle scheme.
Once the programs have been
properly apportioned on the ﬁxed

and ﬂoppy diskettes, the ﬁxed disk
must be divided into volumes with
the Disk Conﬁgurator program,
DC.COM. Like the other two Cluster programs (the Public Volume

Manager and the Information
Transfer program), the Disk Conﬁgurator program is entirely menudriven and easy to use.
For the purposes of the Cluster,
the ﬁxed disk is divided into four
areas, all of which are created with

the Disk Conﬁgurator (see ﬁgure 1).
The only input required for volume

creation is volume size in 34K byte
blocks. If space is available, the volume is created, otherwise an error

message is generated.
The ﬁrst area, called the public
volume, contains ﬁles that are accessible by all the stations in the Clus-

ter. Only one public volume is per-

mitted in the Cluster. All stations
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can read and copy ﬁles from the

public volume, but only the Cluster
Manager is permitted to write to it.

Therefore, programs that need to
open ﬁles where their system ﬁles
are located cannot be executed from
the public volume.
The public volume must be

created ﬁrst and must contain at

least two 34K byte blocks. The Disk

Conﬁgurator will copy Cluster ﬁles
into the public volume at the time

of creation if requested to do so.

Another area of the disk contains the private volumes, each
station, except the disk server itself,
is allowed to own one private vol-

ume, which is used as an extra disk
drive from the remote machine.
The private volumes are created by

making an entry in the disk server

station index that contains the sta-

tion name, station number, and the
size of the private volume. Each station is given access to the public

and private volumes by specifying
the appropriate permissions in the
disk server station index.
The ﬁxed disk can contain an

optional area, the remote reset volume. System ﬁles, Cluster program
software, and other applications can
be placed here to enable a remote

station to boot directly from the

shared ﬁxed disk. This volume can

contain an application program that

is automatically executed from an

AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle on start-up.

The size of the remote reset volume
cannot, however, exceed the capac—
ity of a dual-sided diskette. This is
because of the way the volume is
initially created by the batch ﬁle
DSCOPY.BAT. All ﬁles that are to
be put into the remote reset volume

are placed onto a ﬂoppy diskette,
and when the volume is created,
these ﬁles are copied from the
ﬂoppy to the ﬁxed disk. The remote
reset volume is not only write-protected but is also created’with no
extra bytes. Thus, in order to add

anything to it, it is necessary to shut
down the Cluster, erase the current

remote reset volume, recreate it
AUGUST 1984

with the new ﬁles, and then bring
the Cluster back up.
The fourth area of the disk is
unassigned to a volume and can be
used by the disk server station.
Once the ﬁxed disk has been
conﬁgured, the Disk Conﬁgurator

program is used for maintenance

and for altering Cluster parameters:
the public volume size can be
changed or the entire volume

erased, the remote reset volume can

be erased, the disk server station in»
dex can be edited, a new private volume can be added, and private volume access can be changed. These
functions are all available from the
Disk Conﬁgurator’s main menu.
The Public Volume Manager
program is used to copy ﬁles to and
erase ﬁles from the public volume.
It is executed from the one station

designated in the Disk Conﬁgurator
program as the public volume manager, which can be any station except the disk server. The program is
invoked by typing VM at the cor-

rect station. The options that are

permitted with the Public Volume
Manager Program are:

I. display the disk server index

2. copy a private volume ﬁle to

the public volume
3. copy a disk server ﬁle to the
public volume

4. copy a ﬁle from the public

manager station to the public

volume

5. erase a ﬁle from the public
volume

6. make a directory path on the
public volume
7. remove a directory path from
the public volume
Both the Disk Conﬁgurator and
the Public Volume Manager are

used to copy ﬁles to volumes. Because they both change the Cluster

volume environment, all Cluster
nodes should be rebooted after the
desired changes haVe been made.
The Information Transfer pro-

download ﬁles between computers,
display directories of other stations,
change the station options, and edit
a station index. Thus, although a
station can access the public, pri-

oth the Disk Conﬁgurator and the Public
Volume Manager are

used to copy ﬁles to vol-

umes. Because they both
change the cluster volume
environment, all cluster

nodes should be rebooted

after the desired changes

have been made.

vate, and remote volumes on the
shared disk without installing the
Information Transfer program
(these volumes being in essence
“local drives”), the Public Volume

Manager program, which transfers
ﬁles between stations, can be run

only when the Information Transfer program has been loaded. The
Public Volume Manager program is
entirely menu-driven and self—explanatory in operation.

Clusters without a disk server
cannot have any volumes, but they
can still transfer information be-

tween stations with the Information

Transfer program. Messages and
ﬁles can be sent and received, and

directories at the remote stations

can be listed if READ permission
has been given.

Messages of up to eight lines, or

512 bytes, can be sent to other
stations by selecting the SEND
MESSAGE option. An editing screen
appears, and the name of the recipient is entered. The user has two options: send to a station (or an alter-

nate if the ﬁrst station does not
reply) or send to all stations (broad-

cast). The message is then typed

gram is central to the Cluster oper-

into the eight-line ﬁeld. There is no

and receive messages, transmit and

the interesting behavior if the eight-

ation. It allows computers to send

word wrapping, unless one counts
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CLUSTER
line maximum is exceeded: the
message wraps to the rest of the
ﬁelds on the screen. A carriage return terminates the message, which
is then sent to the selected recip—
ient. A status message will appear
on the screen, informing the sender

that the message has been sent,

could not be sent, has been sent to
an alternate station, or has been sent
to all stations.
The last message sent can be
called up, re-edited, and sent again
if desired. A station must be active
on the link to receive the message,
but the Information Transfer Program does not have to be running.

When a message is received at a sta-

tion, the computer will beep.
A message ﬁle can be examined
by selecting option 2 (DISPLAY OR
ERASE MESSAGES) on the Infor-

mation Transfer program's main

menu. From the secondary menu,
the user is able to display the message log; page through messages inclusively, by date or station; erase
messages; and free erased message
space for other system uses.
Sending a ﬁle to a station requires that the user have write access to that station. The process is
accomplished by selecting the
SEND FILE option at the main
menu. Similarly, receiving a ﬁle or

reading a station’s directory requires

read access to that node. Getting a
ﬁle or directory is done by selecting
the appropriate options.
Only one ﬁle at a time can be
sent or received with the Information Transfer program. The only
way to transfer a group of ﬁles is to
bring down all stations on the clus-

ter, execute the Public Volume
Manager at the correct station, copy
the set of ﬁles from a diskette (or

the Volume Manager’s private vol—
ume) into the public volume, bring
the Cluster back up, go to the receiving station, and transfer the ﬁles
from the public volume into that
station’s private volume with the
DOS COPY command. In a real-life
networked environment, such a pro-
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random access 4
j 006
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dBASE Index, 2, keys
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"

, 0x40

0:29

10:29
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Word Pen-feet;

.

load :wp‘from’hard disk ' 0.04
load wp from‘iﬂoppy
disk“

2

,

exitwp (to hard disk) L’ ”
load ﬁle from ﬂoppy , 0:04

saveﬁle to ﬂoppy

‘ 1; 1

load ﬁle from hard disk 002
save ﬁle to hard'disk ' , ,

WordStar: f”
load wp from hard disk 0:06

‘10ad‘wp fromjﬂoppy‘
10:07,
disk“
I?”
»‘ '
:exit wp.(to harddisk)
0

_ load file from’T-floppy
003
save ﬁle to ﬂoppy
load ﬂlefrom hard disk” ,1; 0:03
Saye‘ﬁl‘e' to hard disk

cedure is unlikely to be used: carry-

ing a diskette from station to station

is clearly simpler (except to PCir).
Option 6 lets a station change
the drive access permissions for
other computers in the Cluster,
change the drive for the station's internal use ﬁle, or toggle the bell off.
The station index, which

equates a name to a station number,
can be edited and displayed by se—
lecting option 7. A station can be
added to or deleted from the station
index, and the name associated with
a station number can be altered.
Instead of providing an integral
facility for sharing a printer within
the Cluster, IBM has chosen to rely
on an inconvenient process described in an appendix. The printer

to be ”shared” should not be attached to the disk server, as this
would degrade Cluster performance.

The station with the printer must
give public write access to one of its
drives and install the DOS print
spooler PRINTCOM. If another station wants to print a document, it

sends the ﬁle, with a .PRT extension, to the shared disk drive. When
the operator at the printer station is
in the mood to print the ﬁles, a
simple BASIC program, provided

with the Cluster software, is used to
send the .PRT ﬁles to the spooler
and then erase them.
System developers are provided

with an assembly language interface
for the Cluster program. Application
programs can gain access to the
Cluster software to copy ﬁles from a
station and to send ﬁles and messages to a station. To call the inter-

face the following sequence is used:
0 A parameter control block
(PCB) is set up with the apPC TECH IOURNAL

and inaccessible to application pro-

grams. At one point, the disk server
index became corrupted, necessitat-

M1503 Benchmarks, BUFFERS=90
FiBENCHMAIsK res-is

, 1 user

- l‘.user_-

:0 "

0407:,
I
0.32 ‘_-_ ‘

'

0.14 c

0‘43 1

0:30

0:40

l :l 1
0:22
1:06
1x35

0.05, 9 019
0.11. _ 0.11

save ﬁle! to £16m

0:03
0:20
0:01

__ .

oadiyﬁle-fromhard disk . _ _

0.02
0.04

7 0:19
0:08
0:25

0:17;;
0.050.07
Oi
_ 0104-33.:
004

0.08_
propriate structure.

0 The Link is activated by the
Information Transfer Program.
0 The offsetzsegment address of
the PCB is placed in sES.
INT SBH is executed.
All registers except AX are pre-

served. AL contains a return code:
zero for a good return and nonzero
for an error. If the high-order bit of
a nonzero return code is on, the

error occurred at a remote station.
A zero in the high bit indicates an
error at the local station.
The Cluster uses the fore-

ground stack, and it is the program—
mer’s responsibility to make sure

that this stack is large enough for
both the foreground and background programs. The messagereceive function runs in the background while a program is running
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of a half hour. PCir, not noted for

dazzling speed anyway, became positively comatose when connected to
the Cluster. Almost every keystroke
produced a beep, indicating that the
PCir was too busy to process the
keystroke. (See ”Inside it,” Thomas

V. Hoffman, May 1984, page 52.)

In the Cluster software, as de—

*

t

0.01
, , *.

ing a complete reformatting of the
ﬁxed disk and reinstallation of the
Cluster software.
Aside from the access problems,
the general response of the stations
in the Cluster was agonizingly slow.
Copying a diskette of ﬁles to the
public volume took the better part

’

the foreground task. Messages are

received by the Protocol Command
Processor and are then placed on

MSG.SYS at that station.

e tested the
Cluster with six
small bench-

mark programs designed to
View network performance
with a heavy I/0 load.
PERFORMANCE

During testing at PC Tech Journal
ofﬁces, the Cluster environment
proved to be somewhat unstable.
Access to private volumes was often
erratic, and occasionally the unallo-

cated space on the shared ﬁxed disk
would become ”write protected”

livered from IBM, the CONFIGSYS
ﬁles are conﬁgured so that BUFFERS=3. Increasing the number of
buffers does improve performance.
With the disk server conﬁgured
with BUFFERS=90, for example,
many of the benchmarks ran twice
as fast as they had done with
BUFFERS=4. Each buffer, however,
takes up 128 bytes,- 90 buffers use
11,520 bytes of the server’s memory. If the disk server will be running application programs that re-

quire large amounts of RAM, some
compromise may need to be made

between global Cluster performance
and local execution.
We tested the Cluster with six
small benchmark programs designed
to View network performance with

a heavy I/O load (see tables 2 and

3). The random access test wrote 50

records, within a ﬁle of 1,000 records, to 50 other records. Each
record was 50 bytes long. The se—
quential read test read 641 lines,

each 50 bytes long, within a 40,000byte ﬁle. The sequential read/write
test read and then wrote 641 50-byte
lines to another ﬁle.
The dBASE II benchmarks used

200 records, each containing name,

address, telephone number, and zip
code ﬁelds. These records were
sorted on one key, indexed on one
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key, and indexed on two keys. The

word processor benchmarks were
performed with WordStar and

WordPerfect (Personal WordPerfect
for PCir), in conjunction with a

30,000-byte ﬁle.
The programs were run under
several different conditions with the
Cluster hardware always in situ, except for the control tests in the standard single-user PC-DOS environ-

ment. User node number one was a
Portable IBM PC with 256K mem-

ory. The second user node was a

PCir set up to boot remotely from
the disk server. The shared unit was
an IBM PC with 512K memory, a

lO-megabyte Apparat ﬁxed disk, and
an Epson FX-80 printer.
The single-user tests were done
on each unit, while the other user
node was Off the Cluster. Next, the

text were performed with the two
remote stations running the benchmarks simultaneously from different volumes on the shared hard

drive. The disk server was not used
as a workstation while these tests

were being performed.

Under PC-DOS alone, the ran-

dom access test took 6 seconds, the
sequential read/write test took 29
seconds, and the sequential read

took 14 seconds. Under the Cluster

software, performance at the disk
server station was only slightly affected, if at all, regardless of the size
of the BUFFERS parameter. Remote

ﬁle tests. Performance on the disk
server and on the Portable computer
was only slightly affected on all of
the word processor benchmarks.

PCir, however, had a more difficult
time with saving ﬁles.
With BUFFERS=90 (see table

3), the performance of the input/
output benchmarks was about
twice as fast as it had been with
BUFFERS=4,- this still represents
about a three- to sixfold increase

over the stand-alone PC-DOS times.

CONCLUSIONS
In the arena of multi-user environments, the Cluster makes a mediocre showing. To begin with, the
installation instructions are baffling.
And, although the Cluster software
is easy to use once it has been in—
stalled, it is irritatingly overprotective. For example, the Cluster does
not permit a ”SuperUser” who can

write to any system volumes. This
feature would eliminate the tedious
chore of using the Public Volume
Manager and rebooting all Cluster
stations. Small conveniences have

been left out: it is not possible, for

example, to get a directory of the

public volume from within the
Public Volume Manager program.
The lack of facility for sending
a group of ﬁles using the Infor-

mation Transfer program is a particular inconvenience, and the 512byte limit for messages restricts

stations, however, suffered an as-

communications to terse dispatches,

With BUFFERS=4 (see table 2) the

ﬁce,” for which the telephone has
proven to be effective.

tounding loss of execution speed.

Portable, for example, took 1 minute 20 seconds to do the random access test and 2 minutes 16 seconds

for the sequential read/write.

When two users simultaneously

performed these tests, the perfor-

mance declined even further: to 2
minutes 21 seconds for the random
access; 3 minutes 3 seconds for the
sequential read/write; and 44 seconds for the sequential read.
The Cluster software had a sim-

ilar effect on the dBASE 11 tests as it

did on the random and sequential
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such as “Let me see you in my of-

There are other drawbacks to

using the Cluster. For example,
users cannot efﬁciently share a

printer in the Cluster; the desire to
do so is one of the most common
reasons for installing a network.
PCirs must be stripped of all peripherals, which converts them from
semi-serious business machines to
limited-memory terminals with. excruciatingly slow video update. In
addition, the Cluster requires costly
coaxial cable instead of the cheaper

and more ﬂexible twisted-pair wire
used for inexpensive LANs.

0 be fair, IBM refuses to call the
Cluster a network;
it is reserving this term
for an arrangement that
would provide sophisticated communications.
A more serious problem is that
of software compatibility. IBM does
not guarantee that its own programs
will run in the Cluster, let alone
that third-party software will. A
company that has spent thousands
on word processors, spreadsheets,
and data base managers would more
sensibly invest a few hundred extra

dollars to purchase a network that

can run these programs. Similarly,

little money is saved by buying the

Cluster if expensive peripherals can-

not be shared effectively.

To be fair, IBM refuses to call
the Cluster a network; the company

is reserving this term for an arrangement that permits effective peripheral device sharing and provides so-

phisticated communications. PC
Tech Iournal, not having a separate
category for products such as the
Cluster, views the IBM offering as

an inexpensive networking environ—
ment. Although the price is moder-

ate, the limitations of the Cluster

program make it an unattractive al-

ternative to slightly more expensive,
but exponentially more powerful,
third-party offerings.

IBM Cluster
IBM
PO. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33432
305-998-2000
CIRCLE 459 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A Fix for DOS Users

with UNIX Habits

Ease those Withdrawal pains with these undocumented

UNIX-like features of DOS 2.0

In many ways, DOS 2.0 is similar

to the UNIX operating system.

Unfortunately, there are some differences in the command processor
that can be frustrating to people
who regularly use both DOS 2.0

and UNIX. the symbol used to sep-

arate directory names under 2.0 is a
backward slash (\),~ whereas under
UNIX it is a forward slash (/); the

symbol used to denote a command
switch under DOS is a forward

slash, whereas under UNIX it is a
dash; and device names under DOS
consist of a string of characters fol-

lowed by a colon— for instance,
CON: or PRNz—rather than the

form used under UNIX—/dev/con
and /dev/prn.

These differences can be elimi—
nated. DOS already recognizes forward as well as backward slashes at
the DOS function call level, the
only reason ﬁle names can’t have
forward slashes is that the com-

mand processor interprets a forward

slash as the command switch char-

acter. An undocumented command

can be used to get the command
processor to interpret some other
character as the switch character.
Chapter 9 of the DOS manual

contains descriptions of commands

that can be included in the ﬁle
CONFIGSYS. Among those commands is one of the form

SWITCHAR = x

If this command line reads
SWITCHAR=-

the command processor will take a

dash, instead of a forward slash, as
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the switch character. After this
change is made, the forward slash
may be used as a directory name
separator, and the dash may be used
as the switch character, exactly as

in UNIX. Furthermore, the command processor will keep track of
which kind of slash was used last,
and it will use that character whenever it has to print a slash as part of

a directory name.

Why was this command not
documented? Probably to make the
documentation simpler. The switch
character is used throughout the
manual in the description of com-

mands, it would be annoying to
have to include, everywhere the
slash is used, a footnote saying “or,
the current character assigned by
the SWITCHAR command.” Such a
note would be necessary, however,

to avoid confusing novice users.
Further, confusion could result

if, on a system used by more than

one person, each user chose his

own switch character. The omission

is therefore understandable, at least

I. ERIC ROSKOS
system call to open a device or a

ﬁle, Without special distinctions.
According to the manual, how-

ever, DOS writes device names as

NAME. If such a name is used in
the UNIX-compatible OPEN function call (DOS call 3D), the open
will fail. A careful reading of the

manual reveals (on page D-IS) that

all the devices are pre-opened, the
user might conclude that he is expected to use these pre-opened ﬁle
descriptors instead of doing an
OPEN call. Anyone who designs
programs according to the UNIX

principles will not ﬁnd this to be

acceptable: in general, there is no

reason why a user shouldn’t be able

to open a device just as he does a

ﬁle, as long as sequential character
1/0 is given to the device. Using
the pre—opened ﬁle descriptors complicates this considerably.
Again, the failing here is only
in the manual. DOS does allow ﬁle
names of the form /dev/name, and

these names can be used in an

for the introductory parts of the

OPEN system call, in which the
documented names would fail.
These undocumented features

article on the DOS RESTORE com—

use for people who are accustomed

DOS manual. (For another reason
for this omission, see Dan Frank’s

mand in this issue.)

There is one other, less forgivable, omission that affects the oper-

ation of programs written using
calls from the new Xenix-compatible (hence UNIX-compatible) Ver-

can make DOS 2.0 more pleasant to

to UNIX. Like all undocumented
features, however, they must be
used with discretion,- they could be

deleted in a future release. For the
sake of UNIX users, I hope that

sion 2 system. UNIX writes device

they will be retained, if not improved upon, in future releases.

good reason for this: the syntax is
identical to that of a ﬁle name, and

I. Eric Roskos is a graduate student in

names as /dev/name. There is a

the name can be used in an OPEN

computer science at Vanderbilt University.
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UP
GOES
THE
mouse

Menus to use with mouse packages are popping up all over. Here are three
or the PC operator who would choose to take a
multiple-choice rather than an essay exam—
even an open-book essay exam— mouse pop-up
menus are made to order. Like a multiple choice
test, a mouse and a pop-up menu will lay out all the
;. options. The user need not remember the syntaxof
commands or even which function keys to press.
Program commands are placed on menus that ”pop
up” on the screen when a mouse button is pressed

.‘

J

~
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Customized keyboard overlays and key labels can
be thrown away, and typos are almost eliminated.
The mouse pop-up menu software packages reviewed in this article, Designer Pop-Up Menus
from Mouse Systems, visuALL from Trillian, and
Mouse Menu from Microsoft, have some features in
common. In each, the mouse menu driver manages
the display of menus and the selection of menu
items The user has merel to s ecify what action is

I
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,

from Mouse Systems, Trﬂlian, and Microsoft.
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MENUS
to occur in response to selection of a
menu item, pressing of a mouse but-

ton, or movement of the mouse. He
can choose to have another menu displayed, send keystrokes to the pro—

gram, or redeﬁne responses.
Additionally, each of the three

packages contains a resident menu

driver that intercepts any interrupts
that are caused by movement of the
mouse or the clicking of mouse buttons. The program that is running
when an interrupt occurs is sus-

pended, and the menu driver takes
over control of the screen. It puts a

menu on the screen, replacing part of
the current display. Then, in response to movement of the mouse, a
highlighted bar is scrolled through
the menu items. When the user selects a menu item, the menu driver

either displays another menu or re-

stores the original screen contents, inserts keyboard scan codes into the

keyboard type—ahead buffer, and relinquishes control. All this is invisible to the application program,
which receives its input as if it came
directly from the keyboard.
Designer Pop-Up Menus,

visuALL, and Mouse Menu all provide prewritten menus to be used
with the most popular programs.

Mouse Systems’ Pop-Up Menus have
the biggest selection, including

menus for Lotus 1-2—3, Multiplan,
VisiCalc, SuperCalc 3, WordStar,
Volkswriter, IBM Personal Editor,
PPS: Write, and Multimate.
VisuALL is delivered with a DOS
shell, and menus for Lotus 1-2-3,

functions be placed on a menu. A
good working knowledge of the program is helpful, of course, but the
best test is using the menus.

To test each menu-deﬁnition

language, a customized pop-up menu

program was written for a word processor, WordPerfect by Satellite Software International (SSI). Although
WordPerfect is not difﬁcult to use
from the keyboard, it was chosen be—
cause it operates at the same level of
complexity as the programs for
which the vendors have supplied
prewritten menus.

The sample menu programs
written for WordPerfect manage
only a subset of its functions: those
that would best illustrate the features
of each menu-deﬁnition language,
the variety of menus possible, and
the actions that can be deﬁned.
Mouse Systems’ Designer
Pop-Up Menus
Of the three languages reviewed,
Mouse Systems Designer Pop-Up

Menus is the simplest and most robust. It isn’t overloaded with fea-

tures, but what it does, it does well.
Designer Pop-Up Menus communicate with the Mouse Systems
PC Mouse, which can be connected
to COM1:, COM2:, or what Mouse
Systems calls a nonstandard COM2:,

such as is found on a Davong multifunction card. The resident mouse
device driver, called MOUSESYS,

SYS provides mouse support and re-

serves memory for menu deﬁnitions.

When a menu is displayed on the
screen, MOUSESYS writes the menu

directly to the display buffer without
going through the BIOS interface.
Menu deﬁnitions are placed in a
source ﬁle conventionally called
M _<programname>.MSC. Any

text editor may be used. The source
ﬁle is converted by the menu compiler, MSC, into a .COM ﬁle that,
when executed, transfers the menu
deﬁnition information to the
MOUSESYS program.

It is important to note in all of
these systems that, since the pop-up
menus are independent of the appli-

cation program, once a menu ﬁle is

loaded it will continue to operate
even after the corresponding applica-

tion program terminates. The burden
of assuring that the appropriate menu
program is running at any given time

rests with the user. Fortunately,
MOUSESYS allows the user to
change to another menu ﬁle or to
stop menu support without rebooting
the system. The following commands, for example, could be used to

run pop-up menus ﬁrst with WordStar, then with Multiplan:

MOUSESYS (Install resident device

driver)
M _WS (Install WordStar menu ﬁle)
WS (Invoke WordStar)

M _ MP80 (Install Multiplan menu
ﬁle)

MP80 (Invoke Multiplan)
MOUSESYS/S (Stop menu support)

tion languages can be used to write

This process can be simpliﬁed, of
course, by including the MOUSESYS
command in the AUTOEXECBAT
ﬁle and by invoking WordStar or
Multiplan with batch ﬁles that load
the appropriate menu, run the program, and then stop mouse support.

not supported. In designing menus

Menu Definition for

WordStar, IBM Personal Editor, and

Multiplan can be added for $49.95
each. Microsoft furnishes Mouse
Menus for WordStar, Lotus 1-2-3,

Multiplan, and VisiCalc.
In each system, the menu deﬁni-

customized menus for any software

for a program, many factors must be

Designer Pop-Up Menus

considered: which functions should
be put on a menu, which functions

either can be installed as a system de-

The Mouse Systems menu-deﬁnition

menu, and in what order should the

program. When it is loaded, MOUSE-

button response, deﬁne menus, and

should be grouped on the same
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vice driver (DOS 2.0 only) or can run
as a ”terminate but stay resident"

language allows the user to set global
parameter values, specify cursor or
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comment statement identifying the
menu ﬁle can also be deﬁned and
will be displayed when the menu ﬁle

is loaded. Explanatory comments and
white space are permitted through-

out the source ﬁle. All of these fea-

tures render a simple and readable
language, as illustrated in the sample

menu deﬁnition ﬁle for WordPerfect
that is found in listing 1.
The MOUSE deﬁnition statement at the end of listing 1 identiﬁes

statements that set the initial values
of the left, middle, and right buttons
and the response to mouse movement. For WordPerfect, the left but-

ton invokes the main edit menu (pho-

to l), the middle button invokes the

motion menu, and the right button
invokes the ﬁle commands menu.
Object deﬁnition statements take
the following form:

label: Object name
( action-statements )

where action statements can be a

combination of menu statements
(display a menu), key statements

(send keystrokes to program), and

button statements (change the deﬁnition of a button).
Global parameters control the
screen location and display attributes
of the menu and the sensitivity of the
mouse. The menus can be centered
about the current location of the
hardware cursor or displayed in a

ﬁxed place on the screen.

when an interrupt occurs, the currently running

prugral is suspended ml the IBM! lriver takes over control
PM
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Main Menu for visuALL

The cursor deﬁnition statements

specify what to do when the mouse is

moved. Normally, the user is in-

clined to make the motion of the

mouse cause movement of the cursor

in the corresponding direction. In
listing 1 the Arrowkeys statement indicates that the corresponding cursor

arrow keys are to be sent to the pro-

gram when the mouse is moved. It is
possible, however, to make mouse
motion cause cursor movement in

the opposite direction, or in a perpen-

dicular direction, although this is

considered user-unfriendly.
In the menu statements each
menu is given a title. For each item
on the menu, some identifying text is

deﬁned, along with the action to be
taken when the item is selected. The

Designer Pop-Up Menu software au-

tomatically generates a no-op "exit”
item that discharges the menu with-

out taking any action. In addition,

each time a menu is displayed, the
highlighted bar is positioned over the
item chosen the last time the menu
was presented. This makes possible
what Mouse Systems calls ”mousing

ahead” — two clicks of the mouse

button repeats the action that was deﬁned by the last selection.
If keystrokes are to be inserted
into the type—ahead buffer, they are
speciﬁed using the key statement.

Text is enclosed in quotes, and
through a very pleasant design fea-

ture of Designer Pop-Up Menus,

PI 1

every key on the keyboard can be
identiﬁed using a logical name — in

most cases, the same legend printed

on top of the key. To specify the
Shift, Alt, or Ctrl forms of a key, the

key name is prefaced with s-, (1-, or 0-.

Keys can also be identiﬁed using

scan codes, but this is unnecessary
since all of WordPerfect’s commands

can be expressed by giving the logical
key name, even though WordPerfect
requires some unusual key combinations, such as Ctrl-Enter (to form a

new page). Mouse Systems’ menu

ﬁle can handle all the key sequences
in the same ﬁle with no trouble.

Button-deﬁnition statements assign actions to the clicking of buttons. Normally a menu is displayed.
Since menus can be nested— that is,

selecting an item from one menu
can cause another menu to be dis-

played— the question becomes
which menu should be displayed the
next time the button is clicked. If all

menu items are grouped accord-

ing to a particular mode of operation,

such as editing or ﬁle commands,
then once the menu is selected, it

should be displayed each time the
button is clicked until the user exits

that Operating mode.
Mouse Systems calls this a sticky

menu, and it is easily induced by

changing the deﬁnition of the button
that invokes the menu. Initially,

when the left button is clicked in the
sample program, the main menu is
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displayed. If the item Format Docu-

ment is chosen, the FormatDoc menu
is displayed and the left button is re-

deﬁned so that the FormatDoc menu
will be displayed the next time the

being separately compiled. The

Photo 2 shows the main menu gener-

menu system is installed by invoking
visuALL and giving a proﬁle name. If
visuALL is used with the Microsoft
mouse, the mouse driver, MOUSE,

ated by the sample proﬁle. To dismiss
a menu without making a selection,
the user must move the cursor out—

side the menu and click the mouse
button. By default, command menus

left button is clicked. But beware of
mousetraps! The FormatDoc menu
must contain an item that redeﬁnes

must be loaded ﬁrst.

Since the syntax of the menu
deﬁnitions is checked when the pro-

are sticky, when a menu is displayed,
it becomes the current window.

the user can never escape from the
FormatDoc menu. This escape item is

little slower than installing Mouse
Systems or Microsoft menu systems.

section contains a deﬁnition of the

Designer Pop-Up Menus have
some limitations. They cannot be

seconds to load from a hard disk— not
a big deal, but the proﬁle is not a
complete implementation of Word—

for the mouse buttons, cursor movement, and keyboard use, if any. The

memory use , the same proﬁle uses
almost 42K (without the DOS shell).
VisuALL offers more functionality
than any of the other mouse menus.

on COM1.. Actions can be assigned to
as many as four buttons depending
on which mouse is used. Unfortunately, since it is not possible to as-

the left button to its initial state, or

Go to Main Menu in listing 1.

used with a program that has its own
keyboard interrupt handler. Also,
since the keystrokes are pushed into

the type—ahead buffer, a maximum of
15 keystrokes can be sent to the pro—
gram atone time. (This doesn’t seem
to be a serious hindrance, however.)

ﬁle is loaded, installing visuALL is a

The proﬁle in listing 2 takes about 10

Perfect. The big drain on resources is

As shown in the sample proﬁle
in listing 2, the proﬁle initialization

mouse being used and initial values
sample proﬁle is conﬁgured for use

with the Mouse Systems’ PC Mouse

sign an action to the simultaneous

The menus can be used on either a
monochrome or color display in text

clicking of both Microsoft mouse

deﬁnition ﬁle in listing 1 generated
3,548 bytes of menu data and used

whereas clicking the second, third, or
fourth button will send the Enter

buttons, the use of the Microsoft
Mouse is limited. In listing 2, clicking the ﬁrst button (select) will display the current command window,

mode only. Mouse Systems claims
that the minimum memory use is
11K, however, the sample menu-

character to WordPerfect.
VisuALL allows conditional ex—
ecution of statements depending on
the screen location of the cursor. The

just over 9K when booted up.
The documentation is quite
good, aimed at people who are some-

what familiar with the PC. It has an
especially sagacious section on menu
‘ design considerations.

Trillian visuALL
VisuALL is a powerful package that is
rich in features; unfortunately, it
doesn’t allow deﬁnition of all possible key sequences. If Trillian can correct these problems, this will be a

‘ super pop-up menu system.

The only package not supplied

by a mouse manufacturer, visuALL

cursor command in the sample pro—
ﬁle speciﬁes that mouse movement
should be reﬂected in cursor movement, unless the cursor moves into
the last row on the screen. In that

case, the cursor should ”ﬂy”; that is,

Each time a different proﬁle is
used or the mouse is moved to a different com port, the system has to be
rebooted and visuALL reinstalled.

Shells can be combined into one proﬁle, so that, for example, WordStar

and Lotus 1—2‘3 both could be run
supports a variety of other vendors’
mice, including Microsoft, LogiTech, . without rebooting; that would require more memory and a longer
and Mouse Systems, and it can even
initial boot—up time.
be used without a mouse. 1 tested
visuALL with the Microsoft mouse
Menu Definition for
and Mouse Systems’ PC Mouse and
visuALL
did not have any problems.
VisuALL command menus, also
With visuALL, the menu deﬁ—
called windows, are always displayed
nitions are stored in ﬁles called
in the top left corner of the screen
proﬁles, which are passed directly to
with a highlighted background.
. the resident menu driver without
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the cursor should move on the screen
without the program being aware of
its movement. This is a very handy

feature for WordPerfect.
When the visuALL DOS shell is
loaded, Fl can be used in the same
way as the select button on the
mouse, and F2 the same as the mark
button, so that visuALL can be used

without a mouse. With this conﬁgu-

ration, these keys are no longer available to the application program. Because WordPerfect uses the F1 and F2
keys, the select and mark values were

equated to ”no— action” in the sample
ﬁle so the keys could be used to invoke the WordPerfect functions.

PC TECH IOURNAL

The Shell command deﬁnes a set
of window deﬁnitions typically used
for one program. A proﬁle can contain multiple shells, but cannot exceed 48 window deﬁnitions.

type of prompt is used in the sample
proﬁle (listing 2) in the format docu-

ment window. To set margins, a

Shift-F3 is sent to WordPerfect (the

sending cursor movement commands
to the program. This feature can be

buffer, it allows up to 60 characters to
be passed to the application program

used to implement a soft function
key. In the sample program, again in
the ﬁle commands window, the ac-

instead of the lS-character limitation

imposed by the other menu systems.

Like Designer Pop-Up Menus,
visuALL allows typewriter keys to be
written in single quotes and other
keystrokes to be deﬁned using logical
names. A narrower range of values is

tion statements for Print Text use

this feature. The cursor deﬁnitions
have speciﬁed that when the cursor
moves into the last line on the screen,
it is to ﬂy. When Print Text is invoked, WordPerfect displays a mini—

supported by visuALL, however. It
would not accept the Alt form of the
+/ = key or the Ctrl-Z combination.

menu on the last line of the screen,

with the selections Full Text Print,
Page Print, and Change Print Attributes. The user simply moves the
mouse until the cursor is over the ap-

Although specifying linefeed (for
Ctrl-Enter) and home backspace appears to generate the correct codes,
they did not work with WordPerfect.
In WordPerfect many key combinations do not directly invoke the
desired function, but cause the word

sired function can be selected. If only

the ﬁrst layer of selection is implemented in a pop-up menu system,
then some functions will be chosen

using pop-up menus and other func-

tions will need to be selected using

rent directory for drives a:, b:, and c:.

ble to ”ﬂy” the cursor— that is, move
the cursor on the screen without

mediate buffer to hold keystrokes before they are put into the type—ahead

display a menu from which the de-

window, until the desired ﬁle name
is found. VisuALL displays the cur-

As mentioned earlier, it is possi-

Because visuALL uses an inter-

processor either to prompt the user
for more speciﬁc information or to

be scrolled into and out of the display

propriate text and then presses the
mark button. The action statements
conditionally deﬁne the value of the

Set function), which invokes a menu

from which item 3 is chosen (Set

Margins). VisuALL prompts for the
left and right margin settings and
passes them to the program. Thus,
the complete function is performed
using the pop-up menu system.

mark button based on the cursor’s location when the button is pressed.
Documentation for writing application shells is included with the

Design Kit, which is purchased separately. Aimed at the novice user, it

never reaches the precision that is
necessary to implement a menu deﬁ-

nition with conﬁdence. Menus are

keyboard input. The user may be

In the silent prompt, ”sprompt,”
the user’s response is not passed to
the program, but can be used to con

best written by referring to the examples in the book and experimenting
with different statements.

plementing functions as completely

This type of prompt is illustrated in

Microsoft Mouse Menu

confused about when the pop-up
menus are supposed to be used. Im—

as possible in the mouse menu system gives continuity and cohesion to

program execution.

VisuALL offers such a wide

range of actions in response to menu

item selection that it is possible to

add this second layer of implementa-

tion to the menu deﬁnitions. All of

the actions provided in the Designer
Pop-Up Menu system are also available here, as well as many more. For

example, three types of prompts are
supported. The simplest form

prompts the user for text input that is
passed directly to the program. This
AUGUST 1984

ditionally execute action statements.

the ﬁle commands window in the
save text action statements. If the
user’s response is y to the prompt
”Save to current ﬁle,“ then a y is

passed to the program. Otherwise,
the user is prompted for the ﬁle
name, which is sent to the program

instead of the current name.
The last form of prompt,
fprompt, is used in the ﬁle commands window for the retrieve text
action statements. It displays, in
menu format, a directory of ﬁle

names on diskette. If all ﬁle names do

not ﬁt on one menu display, they can

The ﬂexibility that Mouse Menu
allows in the design and placement
of menus is this package‘s strong

point. Mouse Menu is especially
good if an application program re-

quires different input depending on
its current operating mode.
The Microsoft Mouse Menu def-

initions are stored in a source ﬁle
(.DEF extension) that, like that in
Designer Pop-Up Menus, is converted into menu code (.MNU exten-

sion) by the utility MAKEMENU.
To install the menus, the resident
mouse driver, MOUSE, is loaded
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the Microsoft Mouse), after which
the resident menu driver, MENU, is
invoked and given the name of the
menu ﬁle. Rebooting is not necessary
to change the operating menu ﬁle or

to disable menu support; the MENU
command can be issued with a differ-

ent menu ﬁle name, or the command
MENU OFF can be given.
Mouse Menu has a few restric—

signed to the simultaneous clicking
of both buttons— an effective way to
overcome the Microsoft mouse twobutton limitation. These initial settings can be redeﬁned later using the
ASSIGN statement.
Each menu can be placed any-

required 13K when loaded.

The Microsoft mouse comes

to 3 shows the main menu that was

in jumper block I4, where the jumper
should have been on iumper pin pair

2, not 5. Microsoft is aware of this
problem, has corrected it, and has
notiﬁed dealers of the ﬁx.

Menu Definition for

Mouse Menu
The ﬁrst statement in a menu-deﬁni—
tion ﬁle, BEGIN, deﬁnes the initial
settings of the mouse by specifying
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Pan

8

when a menu is displayed the last
item selected is not highlighted, so

pop-up menu that can be created using text and graphics characters. Pho-

were improperly conﬁgured for use
with a ﬁxed disk. The problem was

Ln 18

button clicking. An action can be as-

response to mouse movement and

action pairs, and a multiple—column

board that can be installed in any
available slot. Some Microsoft mice

antral

course, an Escape item must be de-

piled to a ﬁle about 3K bytes long,
and, together with the mouse driver,

with its own hardware interface

Cnnull

mouse sensitivity and supplying the
labels of statements to be executed in

ﬁles can have a maximum length of
6K after compilation. The sample
menu deﬁnition ﬁle in listing 3 com-

mouse. Also, Mouse Menu deﬁnition

3:! Print eihl

Photo 4: PrintTextPopUp for Mouse Menu

where on the screen by specifying
the beginning cursor coordinates and
can be displayed with the normal, in—
verse, or bold attributes. Two differ»
ent types of menus are supported in
the Mouse Menu package: the singlecolumn menu, deﬁned with option—

tions. It cannot be used with programs that have high—resolution
graphics or directly handle the

Print Henu

Page Print:

U

Photo 3: Main Menu Created by Mouse Menu Deﬁnition File
(Mouse Menus can only be used with

i-(Nt-Ielli u! the Ioust: or the clicking ul

Hhvn an Interrupt orcurs, the currently runnlny

created by the sample Mouse Menu
deﬁnition ﬁle in listing 3.
The single—column menu will

display as many as 20 items, but it is

the user’s responsibility to assure that
the beginning cursor coordinates
specify a row that allows all the items
to ﬁt on the screen. As the manual
states, ”Otherwise, one or more

ﬁned for exiting sticky menus. Un-

like in the other two menu systems,

mousing ahead is not possible.
The pop-up menu allows the definition of multi-column, variable-

width menus or message boxes. It is
possible, for example, to create a popup menu that extends the entire
screen width. TEXT statements are
used to build the custom menu in the
desired shape. Borders for these
menus are user-supplied and may be
created using graphics characters.
SELECT statements specify the selection areas on the menu by giving row
and column coordinates relative to
the beginning of the pop—up menu.
”PrintTextPopUp“ in listing 3

(shown in photo 4) combines text and
graphics characters to create a pop-up
menu that implements the print
menu for WordPerfect.
In menus of both the single-column and pop—up types, the label of a

statement to be executed is given for
each selection item. This may be a

MENU, POPUP, ASSIGN, MATCH,

screen.” (Quite a feat!) The user must

or TYPE statement. Or, a series of
actions can be speciﬁed with an
EXECUTE statement.

created by specifying option text

to the other menu systems, only a

menu items are displayed off the

also assure that a Cancel item is deﬁned for dismissing the menu without making a selection. This is

with no corresponding action. Of

The TYPE statement deﬁnes as
many as 15 keystrokes to be sent to
the application program. In contrast

few of the special function keys (EnPC TECH JOURNAL

ter, Tab, Backsp, and Esc) have been
given logical names. All keystrokes
other than the typewriter keys must
be identiﬁed using scan codes. This
unfortunate design does not allow

could have helped the user more by
including an appendix that lists the
keyboard scan codes rather than re—
ferring the user to Appendix G in the
BASIC user’s manual.

key combinations than the Designer

Rating Mouse Pop-ups
As is the case with many software
packages, deciding which mouse

any more ﬂexibility in expressing

Pop-Up Menus package does, makes

the menu deﬁnition ﬁle less readable, and causes unnecessary work

for the user, who must look up each
scan code (even those, like up-arrow,

that are used in all menu deﬁnition
ﬁles). As in visuALL, the keystrokes
Crtl-Enter and Home followed by
Backspace appeared to be sent cor-

rectly to WordPerfect, but the corre-

sponding functions did not work.
The MATCH statement, on the

other hand, is quite useful for an application program that has operating

modes. Using this statement, actions
can be executed conditionally, depending on what text is displayed on
the screen. ASCII strings up to 255

characters long can be matched beginning anywhere on the screen.
Two statements labels are given as
parameters to the MATCH statement— one is to be executed if a
match is found, the other is to be
executed if no match occurs.
Microsoft uses the MATCH

menu system is best depends on the

user’s needs and technical prowess.
Mouse Systems’ Designer Pop-

Up Menus are beautifully and simply designed. The system is easy to
use and menu programs are easy to
write. This is the best choice for the
user who wants to implement an

Designer Pop- Up Menus 3.0
Mouse Systems Corporation
2336H Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051

408—988-021 1
$295 (with PC Mouse and software)

$95 (software only)
Menus included for Lotus 1-2-3,
WordStar, IBM Personal Editor,

Multiplan, VisiCalc, SuperCalc 3,

Volkswriter, PFS.-Write, Multimate

CIRCLE 463 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VisuALL 3.09A

Trillian Computer Corporation

uncomplicated interface. A novice

PO. Box 481
Los Gatos, CA 95030

Designer Pop-Up Menus than the

VisuALL with DOS Shell $99.95

user is more likely to understand

408—358—2761

other systems reviewed here.
Trillian visuALL delivers a lot of

VisuALL Design Kit $49.95
VisuALL Shells $49.95 each

power without supplying much ﬂex—
ibility in menu design. It uses more
memory than the others but is rich in

functionality and can be used with a
variety of mice or with the keyboard
alone. Its more complicated language
structure makes visuALL difficult for
the novice to understand.

Shells available for Lotus 1-2-3,
WordStar, IBM Personal Editor,

Multiplan.

CIRCLE 462 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mouse Menu 200.101
Microsoft Corporation .
PO. Box 97200

10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98009
800-426—9400
In Washington state call

statement in its WordStar menu to

distinguish between the ﬁle and noﬁle modes. However, some maintenance problems surfaced when the

206—828-8088

$195 (includes mouse and software)

Menus included for Lotus 1-2-3,

screen display was changed in Word-

WordStar, Multiplan, VisiCaIc

Star version 3.3. A simple ﬁx can be
applied to the existing WordStar

CIRCLE 461 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mouse Menu so it can be used with

version 3.3; in the future, through an
arrangement between Microsoft and

MicroPro, the appropriate Mouse

Menu will be shipped with every
version of WordStar.

Mouse Menus are supplied with

a 60-page pamphlet containing in-

structions on using the prewritten
menus, as well as on writing custom-

ized menu deﬁnitions. A tutorial sec-

tion, combined with a precise refer-

ence section and the sample prewrit—
ten menus, simpliﬁes the process of

writing menu deﬁnitions. Microsoft
AUGUST 1984

Microsoft Mouse Menus are
best used when control over physical menu design and screen placement is required, or with an appli-

cation program that requires different input depending on its current
operating mode.
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MENUS
Listing 1 Mouse S stems

Designer Pop-Up

Item
Item
Item

enus

Item
Item

("Configured for Hard Perfect (version 3.0)“)

Comment

Item
Item

(“Erase Rest of Line“.Keys
(“Erase Rest of Page“.Keys
Keys
(“Forward Search“,
Keys
(“Reverse Search“,
(“Find and RepIace“, Keys
Keys
(“Move Text“,
Menu
(“60 to Main Menu“,

((c-EndIII
([c-PgDnll)

(CFZJII
([FI]))
(Ea-F2]))
(ta-91))

(Main),Button (LBD))

Parameters

;

Sensitivity

(I3, 8)

Hysteresis

( 1, 1)
(Yes)
(No)
(No)

ReverseVideo
FixedMenu

EnabIeBeep
I
;

HeIp: Menu

(

Cursor

Item

(“Forward Search“.

Keys

(Es-FBI [FZIII

Item
Item
Item

(“Indent".
(“Move Text“,
(“Print Modes“,

Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys

(Es-F3] [a-0]))
(Is-F3] [a-7II)
([s-F3] [F1]))

(“Block Start/End",
(“Retrieve Text”,
Item (“Reverse Search“,
Item (“Save Text".
ItEm- (“Find and RepIace',
Item (“Set Margins“.
Item (“Set Spacing“,
Item (“Set Tabs“,
Item (“Set Page Format“,
Item (“Subscript“_
Item [“Superscript",
Item (“Underline',

Item

Left
Right

UP

Down

([Left])
([Right])

Item

([qJ

([Downll

Button D efinitions

;

Keys (Is-F3] [F51))
Keys (Es-Fl] [FSJII
Keys (Es-F3] [F7]))

Item
Item

Cursor D efinitions

Arrowkeys:
(

Item

(“HeIp‘)
(“Bold“,
(“Center“,
(“Flush Right".

T1tIe

.

; InitIaI Settings for LeftI Middle, and RIgnt Buttons

LBD:
MB:

Button
Button

RB:

Button

(Menu (Main))
(Menu (Motion))
(Menu (FileCommandsI)
for Left Button

LBFD:
LBFT:
LBEC:

(Menu (FormatTextII
(Menu (EditCommanGSI)

(

(Menu (FormatDocl)

TitIe (“Motion Commands“)
Item (“Top of Document“.
Item

Item

Item
Item
Item

Menu Definitions

;

I
Main: Menu
(
Title (“Edit“)

I

(

Item (“Edit Cmnnands“. Menu (EdItMenu), Button (LBEC))
Item (“Help“, Menu (HeIDII

Keys
Keys
Keys
Menu

([s-F7]))
([s-F6] '3“))
(Es-FE] “4“))
(Main)I Button (LBDII

Item

Item
Item

(“Format Text“)
("BoId Text“.
(“UnderIine‘,
(“Block Start/End“,
(“Center Text",
(“FIush Right“,
(“Indent",
(“Page Break“,
(“ReveaI FunCtion“,

Item

("Rewrite Screen“,

Item

(“Go to Main Menu“,

("Next Page“,

(“Previous Page",
('End of Line',
(“Start of Line“,

Keys ([Home] [Home] [Up]))
Keys ([Home] [Home] [Doun]))
Keys ([PgDnll)
Keys ([PgUDJI)
Keys ([Home] [Right]))
Keys ([Home] [LeftIII

Keys (Ia-71))
Keys (ta-31))
Keys ([s-PrtSCIII
(“Print Text“,
Keys (Ea-31))
(“System Commands“,
(“Exit Hord Perfect“. Keys ([a-=]))

Left

(LBD)

M1ddIe

(MB)

(RB)
(Arrowkeys)

)

Listing 2 Trillian visuALL

Keys ([F5]))

SYSTEM
MOUSE

Keys ([a-OIII
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Keys
Menu

([F7]))
([F4ll)
([c-EnterIII
([s-F2]))
([s-FIIII
(Main) , Button (LBDI)

baud

comm

button

=

SPORTSTER

=

1200

1

=

seIect

=

command

mark

=

enter

execute

=

enter

=

enter

=

5

user

EditCommands: Menu
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(Is-F3] {FBI}

Keys ([FSIJJ
Keys ([FBI))

)

TitIe (“Edit Commands“)
Item (“Erase Mord",

(“End of Document“,

Right
Cursor

FormatText: Menu

Title
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

([s-F3] [a-ZI))
(ts-F3] [c-zll)

Mouse Definition

;

J

(

(Es-F3] [s-F7]))

TItIe (“File Comnands“)
Item ('Retrieve Text“,
Item (“Save Text“.

Item ("Format Text“, Menu (FormatText), Button (LBFTI)

Formatooc: Menu
(
TitIe (“Format Document“)
Item (“Set Page Format“,
Item (“Set Margins“,
Item ("Set Spacing“,
Item (“Go to Main Menu“.

[a-81))
[a-ll)
[s-FG] "3'l)
[S‘F6] "4"))
[s-FG] "1"))

FileCommands: Menu

Item ("Format Document“, Menu (Formatooc), Button (LBFDII

I

(Es-F3]
(Is-F3]
([s-F3]
([s-F3]
(Is-F3]

Motion: Menu

; Redefinitions

Button
Button
Button

Keys ([s-F3] [F4]))
Keys (Es-F3] [a-9ll)
Keys ([s-F3] [a-dIl)

Cursor

Keys ([Home][Backspace]))

speed

PC TECH IOURNAL

up

=

down

=

Home Home Uparrow

not (0-79 24 leftarrow)

=

Home Home Downarrow
Pgdn

not (0-79 24 uparrow) +

a

=

End of Document
Next Page

if (0-79 24 fly)

r

if (0-79 24 fly)

if not (0-79 24 downarrow) +
if (0-79 24 fly)

Pgup

=

Home Rightarrow

Go to Main Menu

=

Home Leftarrow

=

window (UP Commands) command

noaction

Center

noaction

Flush Right

uparrow
=

=
=

leftarrow
rightarrow

window (File Commands)
Retrieve Text
=
Save Text

=

window
window
window
window
window
window

(File Commands) command
(Format Document) command
(Format text) command
(Edit Commands) command
(Motion Commands) command
(Help) command

Move Text

=

s-F3

a

Print Modes

=

s-F3

a

Range on/off

=

s-F3

a

Retrieve Text

=

s-F3

a

s-F3
s-F3

a-B
a—FZ

Set Margins

=

s-F3

s-F6 ‘3'

Set Spacing

=

s-F3

s-F6 '4‘

=

s-F3

=

s-F3
s—F3
s-F3

s-F6 '1‘

s-F7
a-2
c-2
F8

Search and Replace

Set Tabs
Set Page Format

Subscript

Superscript

s-FB

end

Listing 3 Microsoft Mouse Menu

c-Prtsc +
+

BEGIN EditMenu.MotiO nMenu,FileMenu,Left,Right,Up,Down.12,Z4

I
EditMenu:

=

Exit Hord Perfect

=

a-=

=

window (WP Commands) command

MENU
OPTION

OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

OPTION

window (Format Document)
Sét Page Format
= s-F7

prompt (left margin: ) enter t
prompt (right margin: ) enter

Underline

=

Range Edit

=

) enter

window (HP Commands) command

FormatOoc: MENU
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

FormatText: MENU

"Bold Text",KeyF6

=

Reveal Functions
Rewrite Screen

=

s-FI

s-FZ

OPTION

Go to Main Menu

=

window (HP commands) command

OPTION

OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

Linefeed

OPTION

=

Erase Rest of Page

=

c-End

c-Pgdn +
enter

Forward Search

=

Reverse Search

=

Move Text
Go to Main Menu

=

=

=

window (Motion Commands)
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F2 prompt (Search string: )
F1 prompt (Search string:

"Underline",KeyFB

"Block Start/End",KeyAltO

I‘Center Text'.KeyF5

"FIusn Right'.KeyF7

"Page Break",KetrlEnter
"Reveal Functions',KeyShftF2
"Rewrite Screen",KeyShftF1

"Go to Edit Menu'.GotoEditMenu
"Cancel“

MENO

Home Backspace

prompt (Erase rest of page ? ) +

Find and Replace

OPTION
OPTION

window (Edit Commands)

Format Text Menu -------------- ~ -----

OPTION
OPTION

= F4

=

" Go to Edit Menu",GotoEditMenu
" Cancel”

OPTION

Page Break

Erase Hord

- Format Document Menu ----------------

” Format Document",2,2,Normal
" Set Page Format“,Key5nftF7
' Set Margins",5etMargins
“ Set Spacing",SetSpacing

"Format Text',2,2.Normal
"Indent”,KeyF4

=
=

Erase Rest of Line

" Help“,HelpMenu
" Cancel"

MEND

F6 button (mark = F6 +
button (mark = enter))
F8 button (mark = F8 +
button (mark = enter))
a-O button (mark = a-O +
button (mark = enter))
F5
F7

Center text
Flush Right
Indent

=

" Format Document“,GotoFormatDoc
" Format Text",GotoFormatText
" Edit Commands".GotoEditCommands

-

window (Format Text)
Bold text
=

s-FG '4' +

prompt (set spacing to:

- Edit Menu --------- ~r ------------- ~-" Edit Menu“.2,Z,Normai

MEND

= s-F6 '3' +

=

1

=
=

window (HP Commands) command

System Commands

=

= s-F3

Reverse Search

Save Text

F

=

button (mark=enter))))))
a-3

Go to Main Menu

s-F3
s-F3

=

ifIIO-EJ Z4 '2'

Set Spacing

=

Underline

ifI34-54 24 '3' +
if (55'79 24 enter +

Set Margins

F2
F4

Indent

Go to Main Menu

button (mark = if(O-18 24 '1' +

Go to Main Menu

F7

a-8 +

response (‘y') enter ‘y' +
response not ('y') *
prompt (Filename: ) enter
=

F5

s-F3

a-7 fprompt (Filename: ) enter
sprompt (Save to current file? I +

Print Text

s-F3 F6
s-F3

Forward Search

downarrow

SHELL (wp.vsh)
window (HP Conmands)
File Commands
=
Format Document
=
Format Text
=
Edit Commands
=
Motion Commands
=
Help
=

=
=

<2

Ieft
right

=

End of Line
Start of Line

~q

=

mark
UP
down

Previous Page

window (Help)
Bold

Keyboard

select

=

to

=

Top of Document

if (0-79 24 fly)

J:

left

not (0—79 24 rightarrow) +

4

=

a

right

)

a-FZ prompt (Search string: ) +
prompt (Replace with: )
a-9

window (HP Commands) command

EditCommands: MENU

OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

- Edit Commands Menu -----------------“Edit Comnands",2,Z_Normal

"Erase Hord",KeyHomeBacksp
"Erase Rest of Line',KetrlEnd
“Erase Rest of Page",KetrnDn
”Forward Search",KeyF2

"Reverse Search",KeyF1
"Find and Replace',KeyAltF2

"Move text”,KeyAlt9

"Go to Edit Menu'.GotoEditMenu
"Cancel”

HEND
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MENUS
NeTDReverseSearch:

- Help Menu --------------------------

)

HeIpMenu:

MENU

HelpSaveText:

"Help is on the Nay”,1,Z,Normal

OPTION

”Cancel”

OPTION

"Bold“,HeTpBold

OPTION

HelpFindRepIace:
HeTpSetMargins:

"Center“,HeTpCenter

HeIpSetSpacing:

OPTION

“Flush Right“,HEIpF1usnRight

HeIpSetTabs:

OPTION

“Forward Search”,HeIpForwardSrch

HelpSetPageFormat:

OPTION

"Indent“,HeTpIndent

HeIpSubscript:

OPTION

"Move Text",HeIpM0veText

HeTpSuperscript:
HeTpUnderIine:

OPTION

"Print Modes',He1pPrintModes

OPTION

"Block Start/End“,HeIpBTock

EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE

KeyShftF3,KeyFI

KeyShftF3,KeyA1t8
KeyShftF3,KeyA1tFZ

KeyShftF3,SetMargins
KeyShftF3,SetSpacing
KeyShftF3,SetTabs

KeyShftF3,KeyShftF7
KeyShftF3,KeyATtZ
KeyShftF3,Ketr12

KeyShftF3,KeyF8

OPTION

"Retrieve TeXt",HeIpRetrieveText

OPTION

"Reverse Search”,HeIpReverseSearch
"Save text",NeIpSaveText

--------------- Key Assignments ----—----------—-—--—-----0,75
TYPE
Left:
0,77
TYPE
Right:

“FInd and Rep]ace",HeIpFindRepIace
“Set Margins“,He1pSetMargins

Up:

TYPE

OPTION

Down:

TYPE

OPTION

“Set Spacing“,HeTpSetSpaCing

KeyAItO:
KeyAitZ:
Keynlt}:
KeyA1t4:
KeyAIt7:
KeyAItB:

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

OPTION
OPTION

OPTION

”Set Tabs".HeIpSetTabs

OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

“Set Page Format",HelpSetPageFormat

OPTION

“Subscript“,HeIpSubscript
'Superscript",NeIpSuperscript
"Underline",HeIpUnder1ine

MEND

- Motion Menu -------------------------

.
MotionMenu: MENU

“Motion Commands',2,30,Bo

KeyAItQ:

TYPE

KeyAItEquaI:

TYPE

KetrIZ:

TYPE

KeyAItFZ:

TYPE

OPTION

'Top of Oocument",KeyHomeH0meUp

OPTION

"End of Document",KeyHomeHomeOown

KetrlEnd:

TYPE

OPTION

"Next Page“,KeyPgDn

KetrIEnter:

TYPE

OPTION

KetrIPgOn:

"Previous Page",KeyPgUp

TYPE

OPTION

"End of Line",KeyHomeRight

KetrIPrtSc:

TYPE

OPTION

“Start of Line",KeyHomeLeft

KeyFI:

TYPE

OPTION

“CanceT”

KeyFZ:

TYPE

KeyF4:

TYPE

MEND

FiTeMenu:

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

- FiIe Menu --------------------------"File Commands",2,59,lnverse

KeyFS:

TYPE

KeyFﬁ:

TYPE

KeyF7:

TYPE

KeyFB:
KeyNomeBacksp:

TYPE
TYPE

”Print TeXC",Got0PrintTextP0pUp

KeyHomeHomeUp:

TYPE

"System Commands",KeyA1t3

KeyHomeHomeDown: TYPE

OPTION

"Exit Hard Perfect",KeyAItEquaI

KeyHumeLeft:

OPTION

"CanceI“

KeyHomeRight:

TYPE

KeyPgDn:

TYPE

MENU

"Retrieve Text",KeyA1t7

OPTION
OPTION

“Save Text“,KeyA1t8

OPTION
OPTION

MENO

- Print Text Pop-Up ------------------PrintTextPopUp: POPU P 23,2,Inverse
TEXT "1——_———Print Menu

Pri nt; Page Print; Print Attrib; CanceI

TEXT " FuTT Text

TEXT

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
PENO

FUITTextPrint:

TYPE

PagePrint:

TYPE

CanceTPrint:

TYPE

SetPrintAttrib: TYPE

GotoEditMenu:
LBEditMenu:

"
"

Z,2,I6,Fu11TextPrint
Z,19,II,PagePrint

TYPE

KeyPgUp:

TYPE

KeyShftFI:
KeyShftFZ:
KeyShftFl:
KeyShftFT:
SetMargins:
SetSpacing:

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

SetTabs:

TYPE

0,72
0,00

0,129
0,121
0,122
0,123
0,126
0,127
0,128
0,131
0,105
0.3
0,117
10
0,118
0,114
0,59
0,60
0,02
0,03
0,54
0,55
0,66
0,71,8ACKSP
0,71,o,71,0,72
0,71,0,71,0,80
0,71,0,75
0.71.0,77
0,81
0,73
0,34
0,35
0,86
0,90
O,89,'3“
O.89,"4“
O,B9,"1"

2,31,13,58tPrintAttrib
Z,45,6,CanceIPrint

"1"
"21
“3"
no"
- Execute Statements -----------------EXECUTE LBEditMenu,EditMenu
EditMenu
ASSIGN

GotormatDoc:

EXECUTE

LBFormatDoc,F0rmatDoc

LBFormatDoc:

ASSIGN

FormatOoc

GotoFormatText:

EXECUTE

LBFormatText,F0rmatText

LBFormatText:

ASSIEN

FormatText

GotuEditComnands:
LBEditCummands:

EXECUTE

LBEditComnands.EditComnands

ASSIGN

EditCommands

GotoPrintTextPopUp:

EXECUTE

KetrIPrtSc,PrintTextPopUp

‘ Help Statements --------------------HeIpBoId:
HelpCenter:

HeIpFlushRight:

HeTpForwardSrch:

EXECUTE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE

KeyShftF3,KeyF6
KeyShftF3,KeyF5
KeyShftF3,KeyF7

EXECUTE

KeyShftF3,KeyFZ

HeIpIndent:

EXECUTE

KeyShftF3,KeyF4

HeIpMovetext:

EXECUTE

EXECUTE
EXECUTE

XeyShftF3,KeyA1t9

HeTpPrintModes:
HeIpBIock:
HeIpRetrieveText

EXECUTE

KeyShftF3,KeyA1t7
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KeyShftF3,KeyA1t4
KeyShftF3,KeyA1t0
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Is Your PC
Buried By

Cartridge Tape System ‘__‘:?::Egttte:*
”“BlGl—tjATA

Digi-Data’s Model 70 PC cartridge tape system lets you back-up your

PC’s Winchester drive without getting buried in floppies. One cartridge
holds 16.5 Mbytes of data, more than you can put on 51 floppy disks!
And you can back-up your 10 Mbyte PC XT® drive in less than 15 minutes of unattended operation. That is a small fraction of the time it
would take with the PC’s floppy, with you standing there changing
disks.
Our file-oriented structure makes it possible for you to back—up
only what has to be changed on your disk. That saves still more time
and storage capacity.
70 PC comes ready to run on your IBM PC XT and most compatibles like Compaq, Columbia Data Products and Eagle. Complete with
controller board, driver software and cables.
Digi-Data’s products also include 1/2 inch and 1/4 inch start/stop
and streaming drives and systems.

858°D°’56VR“"H
Jessup, MD 20794 °"‘"

(301 ) 498-0200 Telex 87580

In Europe contact:
DlGI-DATA LTD
Unit 4
Kings Grove
Maidenhead, Berkshire
England SL6 4DP
Tel. 0628-2536666
Telex 847720
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RANDOM
NUMBER
PAUL F. HULTQUIST

Spin the BASIC roulette
Wheel inside your PC
andom numbers are the lifeblood of certain kinds of computing. They introduce the vital
element of chance in game programs. They are used to test statistical software. Simulation programs
depend on random numbers to

establish simulated situations.
Auditors select ﬁles for reviewing

with them. Pollsters use them to select participants for surveys.

Several years ago my household

was chosen to participate in a mar-

keting survey about some ”serious”
matter, such as the relationship of
income to the kind of cereal consumed. Households were selected by
starting with the house on the
southwest corner of each block and
polling every ﬁfth house in a clockwise trip around the block. If that
method had been used in my old
hometown, it would have led to a
serious bias in the survey results.

Paul F. Hultquist is a professor of electrical

engineering and computer science at the
University of Colorado at Denver. He has a

PhD. in physics and has been teaching in the
computer ﬁeld for almost 30 years.
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RANDOM NUMBERS

9
89988756

7241
19281786 35647362
52217899 89766 154453421
5344332 15879887746 952433229148
12813859685726 75 413 2712:
18394837 655 84 93 82 51

Figure 1: Output from Listing 1

Figure 2: Output from Listing 2

Each side of the street in that town
had six houses, so one ”inside” and

The idea of random numbers
was born long before computers.

selected on each block. Thus, the
pollster would have sampled 669/3
percent corner houses. Almost all of

use mechanical devices to generate
random numbers, including cards,
dice, and roulette wheels. These
mechanical methods are not satisfactory in the computer era, however,
because they tend to suffer from
“nonrandomness,” and they are difﬁcult to couple to computer hardware in such a way that a random

two corner houses would have been

the big, expensive houses were on

corner lots. Practically any random
selection method, whether very
good for all purposes or not, would
have avoided the bias toward upperincome households.
However, random number gen-

eration can cause, as well as avoid,
some problems. In order to simulate
the behavior of a sophisticated com-

munications system in which a sig—

nal is to be extracted from a background of noise, the programmer
must not only generate the signal
on the computer— which is easy—
but also the background noise—

which is another matter entirely. If

the random number generator used
in simulating the noise has certain
statistically cyclical properties, the
simulated system may very well detect the ”signal" of the random
number generator rather than that

of the simulated signal generator.

Because of computer users’ de—
pendence upon random numbers, it
is necessary to know how good they

are, how to generate them quickly
(especially if they are needed by the
millions), and how to avoid some of
the pitfalls presented by random
number generators included in proprietary software.
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History reveals several attempts to

number can be obtained, on de-

mand, in binary form.
Many efforts were made over
the years to develop computerized
methods for generating random
numbers in the same machine that
is doing the computation. Even so,

every computer center continued to
have its punched card deck of numbers, often derived from the Rand
Corporation publication, A Million

istic) processes. How can the use of
a deterministic computer to generate a nondeterministic sequence of

numbers be justiﬁed? The answer is
that it can’t be. The issue is sidestepped, in a sense, by taking the
pragmatic approach: if the sequences are so highly complicated
that another computer is needed to

predict the members of those sequences, and if the sequences behave statistically the way sequences
of truly random numbers should,
then the numbers will be accepted
as random numbers. Note that no

single number is random; only random sequences of numbers are
meaningful. The statistical behavior
and lack of predictability are keys to
accepting such sequences.
The desire for computer-generated random sequences led Iohn von
Neumann to propose the middle
square method. Von Neumann, a
universal genius who grew up in

Random Digits with 100,000 Normal

Deviates (Rand, 1955), a book whose

title made more interesting reading
than its contents.

RANDOM NUMBERS ON

NONRANDOM MACHINES

A computer is a deterministic machine, whereas random numbers are

products of stochastic (nondetermin—

Hungary, was responsible for establishing a rigorous mathematical
foundation for quantum mechanics,
developing the theory of games, and
suggesting that the binary number
system is the natural one for computers. (Considerable evidence indicates, however, that the idea of us—
ing a binary system for computers
was independently proposed by
Iohn Atanasoff of Iowa State Uni—
versity at the beginning of World
War 11. His contribution was not

generally recognized until recently.)
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How do you sell power? You
don’t. Power sells itself. That’s why
you need to know about CDI/100,
the powerful information manage—
ment system.
Suddenly your customer,
whether novice or sophisticate,
has the power to control and

focus the computer, to get it to
do what it was meant to. And the
dynamic menu system makes it all
so easy.
Our relational data base management system features variable
length ﬁelds as well as a unique,
open-ended ﬁle structure. The

result is tailored formatting with
virtually limitless record keeping and information management
capability.
And CDI/100 allows the
operator to use a host of existing
application programs, maximizing
the computer’s efﬁciency and

How_to turn _
power Into profit.

eﬁectiveness.
Try CDI/100 for yourself. If
you haven’t received one of our
free trade kits, call 1-800—426-8931
today Go ahead, put CDI/100
through your paces. We think
you’ll be pretty enthusiastic. And

enthusiasm, like power, sells itself.

Exceptional New Software Concept
- Everyone's Filing System
~ English-like Inquiry Language
- Dynamic Menu System

- Integrated Help Features

- Relational Data Management

- Enhanced Basic Compiler

- Dictionary Supported Data Base

- Task Master

TM
CDI Information Systems, Inc.

1309 114th Ave. S.E.
Bellevue,WA 98004

(206) 455-5117

INCREASE YOUR PERSONAL POWEFi‘.TM
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RANDOM NUMBERS

Figure 4: Output from Listing 4

Figure 3: Output from Listing 3

Von Neumann’s middle square

process involved using the middle
digits of successive squares in order
to produce a random sequence. For
example, if 9,268 is the nth num-

ber, then its square is 85,895,824,
and the n+ lst number is 8,958.
Unfortunately, this method tends to

fall into short cycles, the most pernicious of which is all zeros. Nonetheless, it helped in the early days
of Los Alamos to solve, by simulation, problems that were intractable
to classical mathematics.
Most of today’s random number
generators use some variation of the
linear congruential method ﬁrst proposed by Professor Derrick H.
Lehmer of the University of California at Berkeley. His method can be
expressed as an equation
xnﬂ =axn + c

modm

where KH and a are the succes-

sive members in the sequence, a is

the multiplier, c is an additive con-

stant, and m is the modulus. For ex-

ample, if m = 101, c = 23, a = 21,
and KH = 38, then axn+c = 798,
which when divided by 101 is

tor are a = 214,013, c = 2,531,011,
and m =2“. PC BASIC also contains an instruction RANDOMIZE.

If included in a program, it calls for
an integer between —32,768 and
+32,767 that may be supplied from
the keyboard or supplied with the

\

instruction. This provides a new
seed, or starting value, to create a

different sequence. The ability to

reseed is important in that it allows

the user to generate different and
(presumably) independent sequences for statistical replication.
However, the ability to reproduce
the same sequence is helpful, during debugging for example. (That

points out another drawback of
physical devices for random number
generation— it is usually impossible
to repeat the same sequence.)

then a = 91.

One difﬁculty in random num—
ber generation is the production of
very long sequences without repetition. No congruential sequence can
exceed 111 in length; as soon as all of

random number generator RND
that is of this type. According to

been generated, it must repeat. Why
should the user want all of the in—

7 + 91/101. Because mod m means
the remainder after division by m,

The IBM PC BASIC contains a

Richard E. Farmer, manager of product support for Microsoft Corporation, the parameters for this genera-
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the integers 0 through 111—1 have

tegers 0 through m— 1? With a large
value of m, he can generate enough
numbers in the sequence to have

many independent subsequences

and thus can replicate his statistical
experiments. In other words, the
user can reseed the random number
generator and use it many times

without worry about duplication.

Another reason to produce all

of the integers from 0 through
m—l is that if “chunks” of the region from 0 to m—l were missing,

the random number generator
might not be uniform. Also, having
all of the integers enables the user
to know the length of the sequence
of numbers before the generator begins to repeat itself.
It is known [Knuth, 1981] that

the congruential generator can be
made to cycle through all of the integers 0 through m—l in some order if these conditions are met;
6 must be relatively prime to m

(the two cannot have any common divisors)

a—I (sometimes called 13) must be
a multiple of every prime number
that divides into 111; if m is prime
then 1) must be a multiple of m
If 4 divides m, then a—l must be

a multiple of 4.

For example, if m = 100, then
c can be any prime number under
100, say, 29. Now m=22*52, so
b = a—l must contain 5 (second
condition above) and 4 (second
and third conditions) as factors.

Thus, a suitable b is 20, and a = 21.
PC TECH IOURNAL

Beyond

Board-Driven
Networks
Multi-User PC Networks. Their ability to
share expensive peripherals, programs, and
files has always made sense. At least, in
theory. The catch is that, previously, every

workstation required its own PC . . . PLUS a

kilobuck “Network Interface Board.“ In other
words, your cost-per—user was over $3,000.
And that doesn’t make sense. Not any more.
The Multi-Tasking, Multi-User Network

That‘s Software-Driven. MultiLink'“ represents a major breakthrough in networking
systems. Network interface boards are not
required. In addition, only one lBM PC/XT is
needed in your network.
Four Workstations for the Price of One.
MultiLink'“ is a unique software package
which transforms ONE IBM PC/XT (or PCCompatible) into the CPU of a multi-tasking,
multi-user network. It utilizes inexpensive terminals as workstations. Up to eight can be
connected to a single PC with appropriate

serial ports. Currently, four of these terminals
cost less than one PC.
MultiLink’“ runs under all releases of PCDOS (except 1.0) and certain implementations of MS-DOS. Leading programs such as
WordStar, Lotus 1-2-3, PeachText 5000, and
dBASE II are supported. In addition, most
text-oriented software is fully-compatible.
A Resource-Sharing System. Multiple
users are able to access all of your computer's resources, locally, or from remote
locations using a terminal with a modem.
Disk, printer, program-sharing, and a com—
prehensive print spooler are fully-implemented.
Make the MultiLink'” Connection
Today. Call The Software Link TODAY, and
get the whole story. MultiLink‘” is immediately available for $295 and comes with a
money-back guarantee. VISA, MC, and
AMEX accepted.

Mwﬂ
ﬁﬁlﬁm
lki
(Q THE
SOFTWARE LINK, INC.

6700 23-8 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328 Telex: 4996147 SWLINK

CALL: 404/255-1254

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Multﬂjnk" is a
Terminals co‘

RANDOM NUMBERS

Figure 5: Output from Listing 5
The user now knows that a = 21,

m = 100, and c = 29 will "go maximum cycle” or will generate every

integer 0 through 99. Any integer

(usually required in software to be

less than 111) will do as a seed, or

starting value. For example, in this

Figure 6: Output from Listing 6

common methods generate fractions

mod m can be found simply by re—
taining the ”remainder” (least sig-

numbers include 0 but not 1.

length register used for multiplica-

indicate that the set of possible

generator the sequence that is
shown in ﬁgure 1 can be generated

with these numbers in sequential

order (as read across the page), he

would undoubtedly catch on imme-

diately to the pattern of the unit’s
digits, it would probably take more
time to see the pattern in the 10’s

digits. That is a characteristic of
random number generators: the

least signiﬁcant digits are generally
the least random.
Why does the IBM PC BASIC
function RND give fractions? Most
generators embedded in commercial
software have several options for

presenting results, even though the
underlying process is one using in-

tegers. The most common way of
presenting random numbers is in
the form xnﬂ/m. That is, the ran-

dom integer is divided by the mod-

ulus and expressed in ﬂoating point
form as a fraction in the range 0 to
1, but not including 1. Because the
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niﬁcant) portion in the multiple

tion. This is attractive because it
eliminates the need for a division to

carry out the modulus operation.
Those who wish to pursue the
technicalities of the c = 0 case, plus

by starting with zero as the seed.

The BASIC program to do this is
shown in listing 1.
The sequence as generated
doesn’t look very random when displayed in this form (as shown in
ﬁgure 1). If the user were presented

when ax“, + c has been com-

puted, whether 0 is zero or not, the

that are uniformly distributed between zero and 1, the mathematical
notation U[O,1) is sometimes used to

the use of the word size for m,

THE URGE FOR SPEED
Programmers who use random numbers by the millions are concerned
about the speed of generation. For
this reason most generators are writ-

ten in machine language and called

as functions. Often, a desire to speed
up the generation process leads to
the omission of the addition of c.

This creates a set of new problems,

such as how to guarantee maximum
cycle, which in the c <> 0 case
was dependent on c not being zero.
If c is chosen as zero, then a
must have much more severe re-

strictions. Since zero cannot be included in the cycle, the seed must
be restricted to be non-zero and rela—
tively prime to 111. Furthermore,

maximum cycle is always less than

111; the best solution is to make m a
prime number, in which case the
cycle length is m—l for proper a.
The urge for speed also suggests
that the value of m be made the
”word size" of the computer. Then,

should read Seminumerical Algorithms.- The Art of Computer Programming (Knuth, 1981). The mathematics and the arguments are difﬁcult reading, but most PC users are
not so pressed for speed that they
need to use the more esoteric methods—if so, they should have been

using the Cray or the Denelcor HEP
from the beginning. Perhaps the
c <> 0 version will serve as well
as the faster versions, considering
the speed of the PC.

RND SURPRISES

The toy random number generator

discussed previously is obviously
not enough for most users; it is far

from random. Because IBM BASIC
(and other high-level languages) do
not support integers beyond the value 32,767, generating good congruential sequences using programs
written in these languages is impossible. N0 values of m larger than
181 can be used in the linear congruential generator written in

PC TECH JOURNAL

YOU DON’
HAVE I.
REMOIEL
”RAID ON
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Figure 7: Output from Listing 8

BASIC because of integer overﬂow;
therefore, sequences cannot exceed

181 in length.
This is totally unsatisfactory for
most purposes, so the user may be
forced to write a congruential generator in assembly language and
couple it to the high-level language
as a function. He may also use what
has been provided in the language
(which I started to do with RND)
or one of the ”randomizers"
with RND to give better sequences.
Figure 2 shows what I was expecting to get using RND, and ﬁgure 3 shows what I actually got. See
listings 2 and 3 for the BASIC programs to run these ﬁgures. The
coordinates on the screen were

Figure 8: Output from Listing 9

The differences among the ﬁgures
appear because, in the case of ﬁgure
5, there is a do-nothing call to RND
between the calculations of I and I,
and in ﬁgure 6, there are two such

spectral test, cannot be run on the

particularly in ﬁgure 4, are charac-

generate displays such as those
shown in the accompanying ﬁgures.
This is easy and enlightening.
Other tests are statistical. One
that is often applied, but that few
generators ever fail, is the test for
uniformity of distribution. This test
asks if there are as many random
numbers in the interval from, say,
0.1 to 0.2 as there are in the interval

calls. The very pronounced stripes,

teristic of congruential generators.

All congruential generators behave
this way, the trick is to make the
modulus very large and the multiplier very good. Then the stripes
can be made so close together that
they are practically unnoticeable.
The points on the screen will occur

in such a complicated order that the
process appears to be random. (See

listings 4, 5, and 6.)

I = 100 + 425n(0.3nW + 0.4uX
+ 0.3aY)
I = 25 + 150* (0.3uX + 0.4:1’
+ 0.3#Z)
where W, X, Y, and Z were found

PUTTING GENERATORS TO

PC in a high-level language.
A more practical method to test

sequences of random numbers (per-

haps from a generator whose method is embedded in software) is to

from_0.8 to 0.9. The distribution

test is usually applied in the following way: the user decides how
many intervals he wants to be
tested, for example, 101; then inside
of a DO loop, or FOR— NEXT loop,
he multiplies each random number
by 101, truncates, and adds 1 to
avoid a zero index, this number is

by making four calls to RND. The
pattern is supposed to show how

THE TEST

(Statisticians please note that the

cussed in Donald Knuth’s book,

used as the index to raise the count
of occurences in an array of occurrence counts, the limit on the loop
should be chosen so at least 5 counts

correlated random variables behave.

The crucial test for good multipliers
is the spectral test, which is dis-

display coordinates are upside-down,
the correlation is really positive.)
My next attempt to understand

mentioned above. He gives a table

of several multipliers, both good and
bad, along with the ﬁndings from

”bin.” The BASIC program is
shown in listing 7.

these diagrams, the coordinates of
the points were determined by

gram should take time to investigate

of the bins had precisely 10 (the expected number in the statistical

what was going on led to ﬁgures 4
through 6, which were helpful in
learning something about RND. In
I = 80 + 465¢RND

I = 35 + 130mm)

96

the application of the test. Program~
mers wishing to go to the trouble of
writing an assembly language prothe multipliers. Unfortunately,

without big-integer software some

of the conclusive tests, such as the

(10 is better) will occur in each

The calculated quantity CHSQ
is called chi square. Note that if all

sense) then chi square would be

zero. In real life, the counts in the
bins typically would be 8, ll, 10,
PC TECH IOURNAL

13, 7, 12, 9, . . . , so that chi
square has some nonzero value. If,
however, the generator is very bad,

so that counts are such numbers as
0, 15,3,25, 1, 2,30, . . . ,then the
value of chi square will be large.
The values of chi square, based

upon a theoretical consideration of

true randomness, are tabulated and

are available in many places

[Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964,
CRC Tables, various editions]. For
this particular example the value of

Seminumerical Algorithms and in
many statistics books.
One of the more critical tests is
the so-called runs test. A run is a

monotonic sequence of numbers in

which each is larger (or smaller)
than its predecessor. For example, in
the sequence of digits 8,3,5,9,2,4,7,9
the set 3,5,9 is a run (up) as is
2,4,7,9. The ﬁrst one is of length 3,

and the latter one of length 4. The
distribution of the lengths of the
runs is sometimes an indicator of

the quality of the generator; particularly, this distribution seems to
show up too-small multipliers.
Knuth shows a very compli—
cated method for determining the
value of a variable he calls V, where
V is chi-square distributed. The

chi square should lie in the range of

about 90 to 109 (the so-called 75
percent and 25 percent points, 75

percent of the time chi square
should be greater than 90 and 25
percent of the time it should exceed
109). The number of degrees of freedom, needed to ﬁnd the correct entry in the table, is 100. (Only 100 of
the bins can have their contents as-

signed arbitrarily, the 101st bin
must take what is left over.)

A single application of this (or
any other) statistical test is not
enough. The random number generator ought to be reseeded and tested
over a number of sequences. The

failure of the generator— indicated
by chi square values that are too
low or too high (below the 95 percent value, for example, or above

the 5 percent value)—in isolated

cases is generally not of concern.
Forty repetitions of the test applied
to RND yielded values of chi square

that ranged from 87.8 (about 70 per-

cent of the time chi square should

exceed this value) to 113.6 (about 20
percent of the time chi square

should exceed this value), indicating

that one cannot reject the hypothe-

sis that chi square is distributed uni~
formly with this set of data.
A somewhat more sensitive test

for uniformity is the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test. It compares the shape

of the statistical distribution function for the generator with what ac-

tually occurs and measures the maximum excursions from the ideal.
These values are also tabulated.
This test is explained in Knuth’s
AUGUST 1984

Btrieveim
Network and single—user file management for all
your programs. All your programming languages.
Say goodbye to writing file management
routines. Because now BtrieveTM can han—
dle file management for all your program
development on the IBM PC. All your
programming languages.
Based on the brtree file indexing
system, Btrieve provides the most
sophisticated file handling powers
available for your PC. And for multiple
PCs. BtrieveTM/N lets you share files
among PCs in NetWarefM PCnet,TM
EtherSeriers,TM or MultiLinkTM networks.

And both Btrieve and Btrieve/N offer the
same superior performance characteristics:
0 Interfaces all major IBM PC
languages—BASIC, Pascal,
COBOL, C, and IBM Macro

Assembler

' Written in 8088 Assembler for the
IBM PC
0 Multikey access to records
0 Automatic file recovery on system
crash.
Btrieve and Btrieve/N also have userr
defined transaction management.
Unlimited number of records per file.
Complete error control and recovery
within an application. Duplicate,
modifiable, and segmented keys. Variable
cache buffer from 16K bytes to 64K bytes.
Moreover, record retrieval is fast with
Btrieve—no matter how large your data
base. So you can begin writing programs

faster with Btrieve.
Say goodbye to file management

routines. And hello to Btrieve.

% SoftCraﬁ Inc.

P. O. Box 9802 #590

Austin, Texas 78766

Suggested retail prices: Btrieve, $245; Btrieve/N,
$595. Requires PC/DOS or MSW/DOS, version 1
or 2. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(512) 346—8380

IBM, MS, Btrieve and Btrieve/N, PCnet, MultiLink,

Net, and EtherSeries are trademarks of International
Business Machines, Microsoft Corporation. SoftCrafr Inc,

Orchid Technology, Davong Systems Inc., Novell Data
Systems, and 3Com Corp, respectively.
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The best IDEA :
We’re IDEA. The best IDEA since the IBM“ PC.
We have a full line of peripherals that are compatible
with the IBM PC. But, more importantly, they’re compatible with each other. So you can build a better PC, piece
by piece.
Each IDEA peripheral is the best you can buy. More
features. Better features. Higher quality. And all at a
lower price.
IDEA is unique. Very unique. For example, we design

our own products. So they’re all integrated. Meaning
that they work together to give you a system that’s
systematic. Efficient. And compatible.
Integration also means that we don’t buy someone
else’s ideas and resell them to you. So, if you call our
Customer Hotline with a question, you’ll speak with
technical support people who are directly involved in
the design and production of our products.
Designing our own products also assures you of

IDEAmax 384

The Multifunction Card with the unique backplane
° Serial, parallel and game ports cabled directly from the
back of the board. ° Up to 384KB of parity checked memory.
- Includes disk emulation, printer spooler, printer selector,
perpetual calendar and diagnostic software. ' IDEA multifunc—
tion family includes IDEAmini I/O card, IDEAplus disk host
adapter card. ' Purchase only as many options as you need.
From $295

IDEAcomm 1200
Internal modem for 300/ 1200 baud communications
° Slim profile construction uses only one slot in the IBM PC
or IBM PC/XT. ' Easy—to-use, menu driven software for your

communications applications. ° Runs Smartcom? Crosstalk,up

PC Talk and most other software. ° Extra serial port for COMI
or COMZ configuration.
$495

“emEAmaxts’i
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IDEAcomm 3278
The performance leader for PC—to-mainframe communications
' Unique dual—ported memory design enables 20% —40%
faster file transfers. - Includes file transfer (upload/download)
software for VM/CMS, TSO. ' Software configurable keyboard
for customizing your application. ° 3278 Emulation, Bisync

mm§m 3278
The
V“m’rx*~;;

and SNA/SDLC support; coax connection to IBM 3274/3276
controllers.
$995 includes board and software

IBM and the IBM logo are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Smmcom

Products, Microstuf, and MicroAge Computer Stores, respectively. IDEAmax 384, IDEAmr
.
and IDEAgraph are registered trademarks of IDEAssociates, Inc. . ' .
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nee the IBM PC.
dependability. And quality. All our boards are burned in
for 168 hours. Plus, we perform functional testing on
each peripheral as a system to assure reliability. As a
result, every IDEA product, including disk drives, 1 S
covered by a one-year warranty.
At IDEA, we also offer you the only trade—up policy
in the business. If what you buy today, you want to
update tomorrow, you haven’t wasted your money.
You‘ve invested it.

But having the best peripherals for the IBM PC isn’t
enough. They have to be available. And you’ll find our
products at all Math Box, Computer Depot, Amerisource,
and Northeast Computer stores, as well as many Compu—
terland, Inacomp and MicroAge0D locations. Call 800257-5027 for the IDEA store nearest you.
IDEA. When all is said and done, it’s little wonder

why the best IDEA since the IBM PC is the best IDEA
@ the IBM PC.

_ IDIIAdisk
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IDIiAgmph

IDEAdisk
The high capacity disk system with built-in backup
° Removable Winchester cartridge: Faster, more reliable, easier
to use than tape backup. ° Wide range of storage capacities: 5,
10, 15, 25 and 45 megabytes. - Internal or external mounting
versions. ° Includes high performance software for disk
caching, dynamic partitioning, public or private files, self
booting. ' IDEAdisk Plus version lets you add memory, serial
and clock options without using another expansion slot.

From 81645

IDEAnet and IDEAshare
Cost-effective networking products for the IBM PC
- IDEAshare software for up to four users. ° Fully upgradable
. t0 IDEAnet hardware and software for up to 20 users. ' All
PCs on the system remain fully operational. ° N0 dedicated
file server required. ° Security features include User IDs,
passwords, file and record locking. ° Includes software for
remote printing, print spooling, disk and file sharing. °
IDEAnet and IDEAshare are totally integrated with IDEAdisk.

From $275 to $495 per node

IDEAgraph
High resolution, high speed color graphics card
° Transforms the IBM PC into a powerful graphics workstation
for CAD/CAM, medical imaging, broadcasting, graphic arts.
° 256 colors displayable at one time; up to 1024x1024 re—
solution. ° Analog, digital TTL and composite video outputs.
From $995
In“ I

IDEAssociates

‘m-tm um» i » 'rwm strewn-1.

IDEAssociates

The best IDEAS for personal computers.

iDEAssociates, Inc, 7 Oak Park Drive, Bedford, MA 01730 (617) 275-4430 Telex 9478245.

1DEAssociatesS.A., 5, Route de Cherie, CH1207 Geneva, Switzerland (2386.11.19 Telex 428 588 KBSCH

RANDOM NUMBERS
pendency problem. This version
gave similar results.
Other statistical tests include
the poker-hand test (using random
numbers to generate digits 0
through 9 in sets of, say, 5 digits
and determining if there are appropriate proportions of two pairs, three
of a kind, etc., in these sets), the
coupon collector test (determining

complexity of the method results
from the fact that successive runs
are not quite statistically independent. I have used this procedure on
RND and found that the values of
V seem to be satisfactory. There is a
simpler test that involves dropping
the variate (uniformly distributed
random number) immediately following a run, which relieves the de-

THE GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
Library; for C Programmers

Total Access to IBM PC and KT

Compatible with DOS 2.0, 1.1, C1 C86,

Lattice, and MicrosoftC — Versions 1 and 2.

MO ST

H

3

Supports All Memory Models

.

FULL

sooner: .
cons ‘

A GOOD WAY ,
TO LEARN C L

. _

PARTIAL CONTENTS

_

_

there is cause to worry.

0 DOS 2.0 — over 25 functions ’ Complete Video:
Access for Text and Graphics 0. Over 60 String -

fi 1 759°

ALTERNATIVES T0 RND
Suppose that a user needs to use random numbers and has little else to
use except RND in BASIC. RND
does not appear to be the world’s
best random number generator.
What does he do then? Is there any

’'

Functions (including “justify” and “centerf’l
9 Rainbow Series Color Text ’ Time and Date

9 Over 40 IBM Graphics Printer functions ° Total
Access to Function and Special Keys 0 R8232 Async
\ 0 All BIOS Functions ’ Some funCtions are “BASIC
Equivalent” 0 Software Diagnostics ’ Disk functions
», ﬂ
,. .,
’ Utility functions 9 and more i . .

Add $7.00 for

hai‘é‘iiZQEP...
has" ($15“)
Maggy; and “SA

THE GREENLEAF MOTIONS?

Demo Programs

'

Accepted

Prices subject to change without notice.

(214) 446-8641

‘ If

save Months 'of

’ ﬂPainstakingy'
,
Work

C1 C86 Compiler. .‘
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

way out except to (a) punt, (b) write

Nearly 200 functions, 180 page manual, 3 Libraries,
ExtensiveyExamples of eachJuncti " Full- j” j
:
Source Code in C and Assemble

ALSO AVAILABLE:

,

’

,

LI}

‘

’

2

_‘

f;

how long it takes to collect a full set
of digits from 0 through 9, generated in sequence), and many others.
Knuth describes and provides the
relevant mathematics for most of
the commonly applied tests.
In all such tests the user must
remember that exceptional results
can occur by chance. If a cardplayer were dealt l3 spades in a
bridge hand, he would fall over
dead of surprise, or at least be
highly suspicious of the dealer.
Nonetheless, such an event can happen with precisely the same probability that we are dealt any nondescript hand. Thus, an occasional bad
result from a statistical test of a random number generator should be
expected just as an occasional “fallover-dead” hand in bridge should be
expected. The judgment involved is
how often to expect either. This is
why more than one test is necessary. If the test shows up bad in the
5-percent sense signiﬁcantly more
than 5 percent of the time, then

'

.

an assembly language generator
with better properties, or (c) give up
and go to a big machine at some service bureau and use an unknown
generator that may be even worse?
Two schemes allow for the generation of more—random sequences
from less-random ones. The ﬁrst

uses a vector of, say, 50 variates that

have to be loaded into the vector at
the beginning of use. One extra
variate is kept as a spare. When a
new random variate is needed by

FOR THE IBM PC AND PC XTV'

GREENLEAF '
SOFIWA RE 3

The Greenleaf Functions in trademark ofGreenleaf Software. C86 is a trademark ofCompurer
lnnnvatious Inc. IBM, 1314‘ PC. PC XT, and I’CDOS arctjrf’adcmarks of'IInﬁgrnarional Business
Machines Corp. Lattice is a rrademark of Lattice inc. Microsoft C and MSDOS are trademarks
of Microsoft Inc.
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the program, the spare is used to
calculate the ”random index” of one
of the cells of the vector; the contents of that cell are then used to replace the spare and are furnished to
PC TECH IOURNAL

EVEN WHEN YOUR MODEM
SENDS I'I' BY WAY OF THE
OKEEENOKEE SWAMP.
When you send data by telephone

through nasty environments like this,

it can run into problems tougherthan
just alligators. Problems like impulse
noise. Chatter from the switchgear.
Static from the atmosphere or bad
weather. Distortion due to crosstalk
or just plain white noise.

To get your message through,
your IBM PC or XT needs the advanced performance featuresof the

two, four or more juPs (and even more
oscillators), and still accomplish less.
How do we do this? By creating
architectural
innovations in
firmware, and
by pushing the
chip to its limit,
close to 12 MHZ.

Since it uses fewer

parts, the PC:IntelliModem's
PC:IntelliModem.TM It’s got the best
no—compromise design offers
receive sensitivity available today—
higher reliability, a more comactually down below -50 dBm. So
pact form factor, and lower costs.
now you can achieve a high level of
This design elegance leads natudata transmission integrity. Even with
rally to more elegant performanceTake
bad connections.
line status detection, for example. The
Get patented modem technology. PC:IntelliModem’s adaptive, decisiondirected logic monitors line status more
The PC:IntelliModem is elegantly
closely than other modems. Even at weak
simple. Its patented design does it all
or degraded signal levels. 80 it can
on a single microprocessor Chip, with
make connections with less chance of
just one crystal. Other modems take
error, by detecting signals for dial tone,
remote ringback, busy and voice—
Bizcomp: A history of
innovation.
some of which other modems ignore.
1980 Invented first command-driven
Plan ahead with integrated
modem
voice
and data.
1981 Introduced proprietary lineFor opening up a whole new world of
status monitoring
integrated voice and data applications,
1983 Designed first single—yP 212A—
compatible modem
there's nothing like the PC:IntelliModem.
1983 Introduced first integrated
Literally. Its easy—to-use software packvoice/data modem for IBM PC

1983 Granted patent on commanddriven modem

age—PC:IntelliComTM— lets you switch

repeatedly between talking or listening
and sending or receiving data. All at

Make sure your modem has all
these PC:IntelliModem features
Integrated Voice/Data
I Switch between voice and data
communications
I Programmable telephone handset jack
Status Reporting
I Line status detection (dial tone,
busy, remote ringback, voice answer,
modem answer, incoming call)
I Audio monitor
I Programmable status LED

I
I
I
I
I
I

PC:IntelliComTM Software Included

99-name on-Iine telephone directory
Auto-dial, auto-repeat dial, auto-answer
Link to another number if busy .
File transfer
Data capture to diskette
Programmable auto log—on sequences

Compatible with CrosstalkTM and

PC-Talk IllTM
Pulse and Tone Dialing
Receive Sensitivity: -50 dBm
Speeds: 110, 300,1200 baud

the touch of a single function key. That
means now both you and your com-

puter can talk on the same line.Without having to hang up, re-dial or plug
and unplug a lot of cables.
80 if you're designing microcomputer datacomm products—orjust
looking for a PC/XT modem for your—
self, check out the PC:IntelliModem at
your local dealer. You’ll get the mes-

sage. And so will they. Or contact:

Bizcomp, 532 Mercury Drive, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408/733—7800.
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BIZCOMP®
We’ve got people talking.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Guaranteed into the next
century...and beyond.

All printed circuit boards manufactured by Apparat and sold afterJune 1,

1984, including RAM boards, COMBO
cards and CRAMBO cards for the IBM
PC, XI‘, Pe and portable PC, are cov-

ered by our exclusive lifetime limited
warranty covering parts and labor.

4401 South Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80257—Customer Service 503/741-1778

Apparat retail outlets—DENVER: 4401 S. Tamarac Pkwy. 505/771-2052 ° 5224 W. Warren Ave. 505/985-1217

CHICAGO: 1844 s. Arlington Heights Rd. 312/640-0322
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Imagine your PC with
Apparat add-ons. Imagine
where it could take you.
Special values from the hard disk

experts. For example, imagine your IBM

PC or Portable PC with hard disk capability.
Apparat’s external Hard Disk Subsystem
is completely compatible, running DOS
2.0 or 2.1 without modification or device
drivers. And now you can get more capac-

ity—22 and 33 MB formatted configura-

tions—for less money. 22 MB for $2,295,

53 MB for $2,995. Apparat also offers
internal or external 10 MB drives at similarly low prices.
XT owners—trade in your 10 MB
drive for a larger Apparat hard disk
drive. Our 22 MB drive is $1,299, but

you pay just $899 with a trade-in of your

existing 10 MB drive. Our 33 MB drive is

just $1,799, but you pay just $1,399 when
you trade in your existing 10 MB drive,
Call the Apparat ordering hotline for
trade-in details and shipping instructions.

the program. Next a call is made to
RND to replace the contents of the
cell. This method seems to provide
sequences of random numbers that
have good statistical properties in
spite of the lack of randomness of
the underlying generator. This procedure (lines 1100 through 1130,
listing 2) was used to "clean up” ﬁgure 3 to get ﬁgure 2.
Execution time for producing
these random sequences is somewhat longer than otherwise. Figure
7 shows the results of using this
method to produce a diagram similar to those in ﬁgures 4 through 6.
Reseeding this generator requires re-

seeding RND and then reloading
the array. The BASIC code is given
in listing 8.
The second method for generat—
ing more—random sequences from
less-random ones needs another random number generator to get it
started. It is called an additive generator because its method of generation relies on addition rather than
multiplication. The equation for the

TEAC or Panasonic ﬂoppies. These
half-height ﬂoppies are perfect for your

nth random variate is given by

full-height floppies.

x1: = (xii—24 +xn-55) mad m

Now Apparat has a new Prom Blaster for
the PC, XT, PPC and Pe to program most
28 pin EPROMS (including the 2764, 128,

where it is clear that n > 55. The
choice of 24 and 55 for subscripts is
not mere whimsy, these values
guarantee that the period of the sequence will be very long, with a
minimum period of 255 — 1, which
is in excess of 3.6 x 1016. If the modulus is less than this number the
generator obviously must repeat
some of the integers. The sequence
will not repeat itself in fewer than
this number of variates.

PC, PPC, or XT. Call for trade-in prices on
New 28 pin EPROM programmer.

256), in addition to our original Prom

Blaster that programs most 24 pin EPROMS
...each $129. We also make an EPROM

cartridge for the Pe to accept your newly

programmed EPROMS.
PPC and Pe. Apparat has developed
new products for the IBM Portable PC,
Now available is a 256K RAM card and a

Combo card (P & S). Both fit the PPC short

slots. New for the Pe is a 128K RAM card
and a Combo jr card (P & clk). Both fit the
side attachment.
Other Apparat add-ons. RAM cards
for the PC and XT—64K $189, expandable
to 512K. COMBO II card for the PC and XT,
5 functions on one card—$189. CRAMBO

card for the PC piggybacks COMBO II on
64K RAM card—$359. 64K internal PRINT

SPOOLER with arallel interface— $299.
Stand—alone at 319.

Warranty. All Apparat manufactured

P.C. boards sold afterJune 1, 1984 covered

by our exclusive lifetime limited warranty
covering parts and labor.

i‘iApporo’rJnC.

ADD ON AND ON AND ON AND ON AND ON
ORDERING AND DEALER

INFORMATION

In this case, 16,384 can be used

as the modulus because of the addi-

tive nature of the generator. At the
beginning of the program, declare

DIM x (55)
DEFINT I,I,K,X
I = 24: K = 55
(RANDOMIZE)
‘If desired
FOR I = 1 to 55
X(I) = INT (16384mRND)
NEXT I

To call for a number that is uni-

formly distributed on [0, 1), write

X(K) = (X(K) + x0» MOD 16384
U = X(K)/16384
I=I—1:K=K—1
IF 1=o THEN I = 55
IF K=o THEN K=55
The statements following

U = X(K)/16384 convert X into a

circular buffer so that nothing but
pointers need be moved as the program progresses. Reseeding the addi-

tive generator also requires reseed-

ing RND and reloading the circular
buffer with 55 new numbers.
A ﬂoating-point variation of
this method was used to produce
ﬁgure 8. In this version the array X
is loaded directly from RND and
thus avoids the integer operations
entirely. Instead of
X(K) = (X(K) + X(I)) MOD 16384
U = X(K)/16384
write

X(K) = X(K) + X(I)
IF X(K) => 1.0 THEN X(K) =
X(K) — 1.0
U = X(K)
This provides a little more speed
than the integer version. Listing 9 is
the program for this variation.
1s RND good enough? It probably would be satisfactory for taking
a poll or running a game, but not
for very sophisticated applications
such as studies in communications
theory or simulations in which successive calls to RND are expected to
produce independent variates. For
those purposes one of the randomizers described above would be
better. The user could write his
own generator in assembly language

using a set of multiplier and modulus recommended by Knuth.

EDITOR ’5 NOTE
On a hunch, we compiled all of Pro-

fessor Hultquist’s programs using the

IBM BASIC Compiler. We were surprised to learn that the BASIC Compiler’s random number generator

800/ 525-7674

Prices subject to change without notice.
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YOUR CODE MAY BE WASTING ITS TIME!
THE PROFILERTM CAN HELP

. Statistical Execution Profiler

- Works with any language

'

'

'

does notexhﬂaitthe erraticsymp—

toms found in the interpreted

- Time critical code optimization

BASIC 1n paw-agar, programs 3 and

- Abnormal code behavior tracking

4 generated random patterns such as
those in ﬁgures 2 and 5. Therefore,

. Graphic presentation of results
. Completely configurable
. Up to 16 partitions in RAM/ROM . Easy to use menu interface

Wlth 0’ Wlthout Hultqm“ S “47115"

THE PROFILER is a software package which, gives you, the programmer, a powerful

ments to compensate for the madequacies of interpreted BASIC's RND,
compiled BASIC programs seem to
generate random sequences.

tool for locating time consuming functions In your code and allows you to performance
tune your program. With the THE PROFILER you can determine where to optimize
your code for maximum benefit, then measure the results of your efforts.
Using THE PROFILER, you can answer questions like:

Readers working with random

Where is my program spending its time?

numbers in BASIC, whether inter.

Why is my program so slow? What is it doing?

meted or compiled, are weﬂadmw

ls my progam I/O bound? CPU bound? Are data buffers large enough?

to entrust the generative algorithm
carefully and bui1d in one or more
-IA
tests of randomness
‘

.
'
How much improvement did my changes make? .
driver
resrdent
system
a
of
conSIsts
and
based
THE PROFILER IS completely software
and a monitor program. The memory partitions can range from 1 byte to 1 megabyte
in size and can be anywhere in the address space.
N0 ADDITIONAL HARDWARE IS REQUIRED!
. .
.
PC or compatible system With a minimum
an IBM
Requires
drive.
and one
64k

Refe ences
1:
Milton, and Irene A.
Abramowitz,
Stegun, eds., Handbook of

_

Mathematical Functions with

THE PROFILEH is available for $175.00 from DWB
Associate 5

Associates or ask your software dealer. To order or for
more information, call or write DWB Associates. VISA/MC

rigid; if:htffa111:1:{I‘éthe'

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp, MSDOS Is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.

0f Standards Apphed Mathemat-

Beaverton, Oregon 97906

(503) 629—9645

a

,

accepted. Dealers welcome.

P-O- 30* 5777

H°d§32225h§iiiiiai$acﬁre
(various editions), Chemical
Rubber Publishing Company

Programmers

/ﬂ DP PrOfeSSIOHals

.

Edlt T001

—

~

'

_

micro flexibility . . .
Multi—Window/File

full xL'rL‘L'rl editing. up to 20 files

Move/Copy /De1ete

any or more marked Hacks

Directory w /Free Space

also rcrul. write, runumc, r’msc files

Build New Commands

with key murrm'

Power Down Recovery

unrl uptimml (mm—buckup

Restore Deleted Text

plus l'IL’lI' 19’ scratch Imfﬂ'rx

List $225, demo disk $10

mainframe power . . .
Search and Replace
with T'l'pt'll! umI wildcurds

urea“

available in a reprint from Dover Publishing Company.)

EDITOR for
‘

1

ics Series 45, US. Government
Printing Ofﬁce , 1964 . (Also

THE PRDFILER is a trademark of own Associates.
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3

,

'

(various dates).

Knuth, Donald E., Seminumerical
Algorithms.- The Art of Com-

purer Programming, volume 2,

second edition, Reading, Massa-

chusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1981.
Rand Corporation, A Million Ran-

dom Drgits with 100,000 Normal

DeVl'ateS, Glencoe/ Illinois: The
Free P1853, 1955-

Large Files

t'tlil um I nu'gulwn'

Fixed Length Records

as lung rr.\' 60,000 Irvin's

Hex /EBCDI(’ Editing
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Ammﬂcyft m

(707) 778-8594 . ( 707) 762—0640
345 S. McDowell Blvd., Ste. 410

Petaluma, CA 94952
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MIND a «ping

NOW AVAILABLE—

THE MASTER
DIRECTORY
OF PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR
IBM PC
Nearly 400 pages of the most current listings

and information for IBM PC, PC XT, Pe and compatible hardware,

software, accessories and services—from the publishers of PC.

Be sure to order your copy of PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE

today—fill out the coupon and mail it now!

PHONE TOLL FREE 9 am-5 pm EST:
1-800-526-0790
(In New Jersey 201-540-0445)

organizing over 4,000 products and 1,500 vendors, services,
and support systems in one comprehensive, easy-to-use

GET MORE FROM YOUR PC
The documentation you received from IBM is only the be-

ginning. Finding the right hardware and software is what

really makes the difference in how effectively your IBM or
compatible PC performs—that's why you need PC: THE
BUYERS GUIDE! You'll also find detailed listings for the
following important services and accessories:
User Groups
Consultants
Insurance Services
On—Iine Bulletin Board
Professional Societies
Databases
Retail Clubs
Furniture
Computer Groups
Retail and Mail Order Outlets
Literature

Maintenance services

AND MUCH MORE!

ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND
AND COMPUTER STORE

.1

guide. PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE is the quickest and most
reliable way to locate exactly what you need to expand the
usefulness of your personal computer.
Because it's published quarterly in May, August, November and February, PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE is the most
Up-to-date guide of its kind, accurately describing each
product and its function and cost. Find out what level of skill
is required to get the most from the product and everything is
logically categorized and indexed with cross-references so
you won’t miss one listing!

_'I'HE

CNI9I4, Morristown, NJ 07960

I__________________

YOUR PRIMARY REFERENCE. ..

Please send me PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE. Enclosed is $9.50
($57.95* per copy, plus $I.55 each for postage and handling.)
($II.00 outside USA, send US funds only). *Residents of CA,
CO, CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, MI, MO, NJ and NY State add

applicable sales tax.
Charge My:

D American Express

E] Visa

[3 MasterCard

EXP. DATE

CARD NO.

MR./MRS./MS,

ADDRESS

print full name

L. __________________
C ITY/ STATE / ZIP

RANDOM NUMBERS
Listing 1 Multiplicative

m "m K

congruential MethOd

150 '

10 '
20 '
30 '

170 LINE -(500,190)
180 LINE -(25,190)
190 LINE -(25,10)

'loy random number generator
using multiplicative congruential method
— P. F. Hultquist, 1983

Print label for display

160 LINE (25.10)‘(600,101

200 LOCATE 23,35

40 '
50 CLS : KEY OFF : X = 0

'Starting value

210 PRINT ”Figure 2"
220 GOTO 2000

60 FOR 1 = 1 10 110

70 X = (21*)! 0 29) M00 100
30 PRINT USING "#HI"; X;

'Generate 110 numbers so that we
'can see the cycle begin to

90 NEXT 1

'repeat

1000 ‘
1010 '

1020 FOR K = 1 T0 50

100 LOCATE 10.35

1030 ARRAYlK) = RND

110 PRINT "Figure 1"

1040 NEXT K

120 END

1050 '

1060 '
.
0
L1.St1ng 2 Correlated Vgrlable

1090 ’

showing problems with RllD function

30 '

1130 RETURN

'by P. F. Hultquist. 1983

2000 END

1120 v = SPARE : ARRAHKA) = RND

40 '

'generate random index

'replace spare

‘replace used number

SCREEN 2 : CLS : KEV OFF

60 .

H_X,V,Z are obtained from successive calls to RND

80 -

and then used to

85 GOSUB 1000

Enter here on succeeding calls

1110 SPARE = ARRAYlKA)

Correlated variable display

:

to be used in the randomization

1070 SPARE = RND
1080 RETURN

10 ‘

50 01M ARRAV(50)

This loads the array with random numbers

1100 KA = INTlSPARE‘SD) + 1

Display Wlth Random1zer
20 '

Modification of random number generation
to introduce "randomizer"

points

9

enerate coordinates of dis la

90 FOR K = 1 10 5000

p ’

Listing 3 Correlated Variable

Display Without Randomlzer
0

10 ‘

n

Correlated variable display
showing problems with R00 function

30 '

'by P. F. Hultquist, 1933

120 J

n
<

V : GOSUB 1100

40 ‘

50 SCREEN 2 :
60 '

u

110 1

v : o0su13 1100

100 + 425*(.3'u + .4'X + .3*v)

70 '

11

103 Y
104 Z

u

20 '

101 W = V : 60503 1100
u

100 60508 1100

102 x

25 + 150‘(.3‘X + .4'V + .3‘1)

80 '

Have you heard?
During the last 12 months, thousands
of applications programmers dumped
dBASE ll.
Why?
Because dBASE ll hasn’t improved
a lick in years. And that makes it a
whole generation behind Q-PRO 4...
the 4th generation applications
development language for
microcomputers.

With dBASE ll, all the original bugs,
complicated operations and absurd
restrictions (like only two open files)
are still there. dBASE || just can’t
make it for applications in 1984.

-

CLS

: KEY OFF

H,X,Y,Z are obtained from successive calls to RND
and then used to generate coordinates of display
points
‘

90 FOR K = 1 TD 5000
100 H=RND: X=RND: Y=RND: Z = RND
110 I = 100 + 425'(.3*H + .4*X + .3*Y)
l20 J = 25 t 150‘(.3*X * .4’Y + .3‘Z)
13D PSET[1,J)

200 LOCATE 23.35
210 PRINT “Figure 4"
220 END

140 NEXT K
150 '

Listing 5 Usin Successive

160
170
130
190
200

Print_lahel

for display

Random Num ers with

LINE (25,10)'(600,10)
LINE -(600,190)
LINE -(25.190)
LINE '(25,10)
LOCATE 23,35

One Number Skipped

2L0 PRINT “Figure 3"

220 END

Listing 4 Using Successive Ran-

dom Numbers Generated by RND
10 '

Random number generator demonstration
Coordinates of points in the display are
derived from using successive random

20 ‘

30 '

40 ‘
50 '

numbers generated by RND
-by P. F. Hultquist, 1983

60 ‘

70 SCREEN 2 1 KEY OFF : CLS
80 FOR K = I TO 5000
90 I =

80 + 465*RND

100 J = 35 + 130*RNU
110 PSETII,J)

120 NEXT K
I30 '

140 '
150 '

Arrange display

150 LINE (25.10)

10 ‘

Random number generator demonstration

20 '
30 ‘

Coordinates of points in the display are
derived from using successive random

40 ‘

numbers generated by RND with one number

41 '
50 ‘

skipped between calculation of t and J
-by P. F. Huttquist, I983

60 '

70 SCREEN 2 : KEY OFF :‘CLS
80 FOR K = 1 TO 5000
90 I =

80 + 465*RND

95 Z = RND

100 J = 35 t 130*RND

110
120
130
14D
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

PSET(1,Jl
NEXT K
'
‘
Arrange display
'
LINE (25,10) ' (600,10)
LINE ‘(600,190)
LINE '(25,I90l
LINE ’(25,10)
LOCATE 23,35
PRINT “Figure 5"
END

- (600,10)

I70 LINE -(500,190)
180 LINE -(25,190)

190 LINE -(25.10)

dBASE || awav
Apparently, Ashton Tate (the dBASE ||
merchant) is gambling you don’t
know any better. It’s pitiful.

Well, we‘ve been blowing the whistle
on Ashton...and Tate, too.
And you can spread the word.

Be one of the growing legions
that’s moving up to Q-PRO 4...
the complete 4th generation
applications development system
for microcomputers.
You can use Q-PRO 4‘s super
efficient syntax to finish business
programs much faster. And the
extensive error trap and help screen
capabilities make the finished software products far more friendly, too.

As one convert put it, “ O-PHO 4

has it all...the formatted data entry
field edits, and report generator are
absolutely superb.

“Any applications programmer still

struggling with outdated 3rd generation data base managers or worse,
a 2nd generation language like

BASIC is ripping himself off ”

So what are you waiting for? Here is
your chance to dump all the dBASE l|
hassles and move up to Q-PRO 4...
the sensational 4th generation
language for faster, easier application
development.

You owe it to yourself, your career,
and your family to move up to

Q-PRO 4 now. It's that good.

Attention Q-PRO 4 Hotshots.
Current version 3.0 includes Multikey ISAM (true mainframe power).

Runs with PCDOS, MS—DOS, CP/M,
MP/M, CP/M86, MP/M86, TurboDOS.
MmmOST, MUSE, and NSTAR.

Single—user—$595; Multi—user—$795.
Author’s lock up package available.
Finished applications are freely
transportable between operating
systems. Multi-user with true record
and file look.
For Q-PRO 4 demonstration,
go to the nearest MicroAge store
or other fine dealer.

136 Granite Hill Court
Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 968-5966 Telex 291 -765
CP/M, MP/M, CPIMBS, and MP/MBE are trademarks 0| Digital Research TWDDDOS, MmmDST.

MUSE, NSTAFL MS»DOS and PCDOS are trademarks at Software 2000. Televineo Systems,
0.5M. Malewlar. Microsoft and IBM. respectively.

[Juic-n-easi products inc.
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,IExpandiyour'l'ﬁiM. PCTK'Meﬁoryv!

$520° / 64K

Listing 6 Usin Successive
Random Num ers with
Two Numbers Skipped

(9 chips)

,

Why Pay More? _

"Al: youjneedi's an add'Oﬂ memoryor multifunca

tion board with‘expanslon capabilities. Just snap
_ in, the extra chips (9 chips per row 64K memory).

Expand {othesmaXimum yo‘Urboard will aliow, oc . '
just 64K at a time as needed. it takes five minutes

our times —: anyone pantie list/lie include sim- ,
' ,
’ ‘
“. ‘ ' i
directions." '

'

J

One Year Replacement Warranty

:

\

IBM Compatible Drives
All Drives Double Sided Double Density

Teac 1/2 height FD-55-B
Installation kit for P.C.
Installation kit for XT.
Free Installation Manual

.,

RANDOM NUMBERS

$199

CDC Drives
Tandon Drives
Free Installation Manual

4.95

90 day Replacement Warranty

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
Corte Madera, CA 94925

“-
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Coordinates of points

'

derived from using successive random

numbers generated by RND with two numbers

40 ‘
'

skipped between calculation of I and J

—oy P. F. Hultquist, 1983

'

70 SCREEN 2 : KEY OFF

: CLS

80 FOR K = I TO 5000
90 I =

80 + 455*RND

95 Z = RND : Z = RND

100 J = 35 + 130*RND

110 PSET(I,J)
120 NEXT K
'130 '
Arrange display

I40 '

$289 ea.
$219 ea.

(415)927-0333

in the display are

'

150 '

14.95

520 Tamal Plaza

Random number generator demonstration

I0 '

160 LINE

(25,10) ‘ (600.10)

I70 LINE '(600,190)

180 LINE “(25,190)
190 LINE -(25,IO)
200 LOCATE 23,35

210 PRINT "Figure 6"
220 END

Listing 7 Program to Compute
Chi Square Test
10 '

Program to compute chi

20 ’
30 '

of distribution of RND random number generator

square test of uniformity

- P. F. Nultquist, 1983

40 DIM COUNTIIOII

'Allows for 100 degrees of freedom

50 FOR I = I TO 101

60 COUNTII) = 0

-

'Zero the count vector

70 NEXT I
80 RANDOMIZE

Engineering
Software
for your PC
0

Power plant and chemical process
ﬂowsheet analysis
Pressure drops in pipes and fittings
Thermodynamics of steam, air, fuels,
combustion products

0

Component simulation
Solvers and optimizers

Call or write for our free catalog

PSI/Systems

Research Park, PO. Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
(617) 475-9030
CIRCLE NO. 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD

108

90 FOR I = I TO 1010

100 K = INTIlOI'RNO) * 1
‘Compute index of count
IIO CUUNTIK) = COUNT(K) + I
‘Count the occurrence
120 NEXT I
130 SUM = 0
140 FOR I = 1 T0 101

'Start computing chi square

150 SUM = SUM * (IO ' CDUNT(II)‘Z

'10 is the expected number in

160 NEXT I

'eaCh 'bin"

I70 CHSO = SUM/ID

'Finish computing chi square

180 PRINT CHSQ

190 PRINT : PRINT "Another? (Y/N)";

200 AS = INKEYS : IF AS = "“ THEN 200
210 IF A$="Y" 0R AS=“y" TNEN 50
220 END

Listing 8 Usin

Successive

Random Num ers Generated by
RND but Randomized
10 '

Random number generator demonstration

20 '
30 '

Coordinates of points in the display are
derived from using successive random

40 ’

numbers generated by RND but randomized.

50 ’
‘by P. F. Nultquist, 1983
60 ‘
61 DIM ARRAY(50I
62 GOSUB 1000
70 SCREEN Z : KEY OFF : CLS
80 FOR K = I TO 5000
85 GOSUB 2000
90 I = 80 + 465*V
95 GOSUB 2000
100 J = 35 v 130*V
IIO PSET(I,J)

120 NEXT K
130 '
I40 '

Arrange display

PC TECH JOURNAL

3270 COMMUNICATIONS CO-PROCESSOR FOR THE IBM PC
ABMs PS—3270 Subsystem uses our intelligent
Communications coprocessor (ICP) board
featuring a ZBOB Processor with 64K memory,
4 serial ports, a parallel printer port and pow—
erful multi-tasking emulation software. it uniquely

continuous access to mainframe data bases
for integrated PC/Mainframe decision support
applications, You don’t have to worry about
dropping your mainframe link each time you
use your PC in a local mode.
provides concurrent co—processing, expand»
You can use a parallel printer connected
ability to a cluster of PCs, flexibility to support
to the ABM board to perform independent host
multiple protocols and substantial cost savings. generated printing in the background while
doing other applications on your PC.
CONCURRENT CO-PROCESSING
EXPANDABILITY T0 CLUSTERS OF UP TO 13 PCS
With ABM’s PS—3270 emulation subsystem
your PC can maintain host communications
ABM’s PS—327O provides low cost emulation of
while performing local processing. This allows
3276/3274 cluster controllers with downline

PC’s operating as IBM 3278 terminals. The IBM
PC functioning as a cluster controller remains
fully capable of local processing at all times.

FLEXIBILITY TO PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

ABM’s ICP with its own multi—tasking software
can support multiple emulations such as
3270 BSC, 3270 SNA/SDLC, 3780 RJE, 5251
and asynchronous terminal protocols on the
same hardware

COST SAVINGS
Multifunction lBM PC work stations with ABM’s
intelligent emulation software and hardware
cost up to 70% less than conventional singlefunction 3270 configurations without personal
computing capability
ABM’s incremental cost per workstation

for 3270 emulation in a level 3 configuration is

over 75% less than the incremental cost of
coax interfaces that connect PC’s to existing IBM
3274 cluster controllers.

So call us today and we’ll usher you into

Printer

the talkies,
Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome!

L

l

_.J

Level 2, Four IBM PC or IBM PC XT

Level 3,1hlrleen IaM PC or IBM PC in cliéter

___I
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ABM Computer Systems, 3 Whatney,
Irvine] California 92714

(714) 859—6531
A rwx 292427 ABM UR

RANDOM NUMBERS

WORK SMARTER . . .
. . .With AutoKey
If you use an IBM PC you truly need AutoKey.

SAVE HUNDREDS OF HOURS OF TYPING
With AutoKey you can create single key abbreviations

for frequently typed text or any other sequences of keystrokes on your computer. So.

you never have to type the same things over and

150
160
170
180
190
200

‘
LINE (25,10) ‘ (600,101
LINE -(600,190)
LINE -(25,1901
LINE -(25,101
LOCATE 23,35

210 PRINT "Figure 7"

220 END
1000 FOR K = 1 T0 50
1010 ARRAYIK) = RND
1020 NEXT K
1030 SPARE = RND
1040 RETURN

Randomizer

2000 ‘

2010
2020
2030
2040

‘Initiaiization uf the
‘randomizer

RA = 1NT(50*SPARE) + 1
SPARE = ARRAY(KA) : V = SPARE
ARRAYIKA) = RND
RETURN

over again, again.

AutoKey’ is the perfect mate for your spreadsheet, word processor,
software.

text editor or other

MAKE YOUR SOFTWARE EASIER TO USE
No need to remember tedious software commands

any more.

AutoKey lets you concentrate on the problem
instead of the mechanics of working with the
computer.

PERSONALIZE OFF-THE-SHEU= SOFTWARE
Personalize your software so that the same keys have
the same functions in all your programs.

Listing 9 Usin Successive
Random Num ers Generated

by an Additive Generator

Random number generator demonstration
Coordinates of points in the dispiay are

10 ‘
20 '
40 '

derived from using successive random
numbers generated by an additive generator

50 '

-by P.

30

'

F. Huitquist, 1983

60 '
70 01M ARRAYISS)
30 00500 1000
90 SCREEN 2 : KEV 0FF : CLS
100 FOR K = 1 TO 5000
110 GOSUB 2000
120 1 = 80 + 465*V
130 GUSUB 2000
140 J = 35 + 130*V
150 PSET(1,Jl
160 NEXT K
170 ‘
Arrange dispiay
180 '
190 '
200 LINE

{25,10)‘(600,10)

210 LINE -(600,190)

AUTOKEY [S EASY AND FUN TO USE

* You will learn how to use AutoKey in less than 15
minutes. After that you’ll wonder how you ever got
along without it.
‘ Create key abbreviations as you work by the
press of a button.

‘ Key abbreviations can be stored in files for future
recall.

220 LINE -(ZS,190)

230
240
250
260

LINE -(25,101
LOCATE 23,35
PRINT “Figure 8“
END

1000 FOR K = 1 T0 55
1010 ARRAY(K) = RND
1020 NEXT K
1030 JA = Z4 :

KA = 55

‘and return

2000

'Randomizer

2010 SUM = ARRAYIJA) + ARRAVIKA)

2020 IF SUM>=1 THEN SUM = SUM - 1
2030 ARRAY(KA)

= SUM

2040 JR = JA - 1

PERFORMANCE UNEXCELLED
Autokey provides unsurpassed performance at a very

'Initialize the pointers

1040 RETURN

:

KA = KA - 1

2050 IF JA=0 THEN JA
2060 IF KA=0 THEN KR

2070 V = SUM
2080 RETURN

55
55

'Move the pointers
'Mandge the circuiar
'buffer

low cost.

$79 Try it for 30 days. If you are not completely
satisfied, simply return your diskette for a full refund.
Strategic Automation, Inc.
33 Cherry Hill Drive, Danvers, MA 01923
617/777-5104 Support: 617/777-5161
MC/VISA Accepted
AutoKey and IBM PC are trademarks of 5A1 and IBM Corp
CIRCLE NO. 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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lET’S TALK EXPERT-Tﬂ-EXPEHT
PC TECH JOURNAL, the only magazine written for sophisticated
IBM PC users...talks with you expert to expert!

Subscribe today and save up to 36% off the full

Do you require a magazine that provides you with the
insight and knowledge to act as your silent partner

subscription price, and have PC TECH JOURNAL
delivered to your home or office every month! From

when developing new programs? Have you needed to
consult With authorities in telecommunications to

One Expert to Another: subscribe today!

resolve a nagging problem? Wouldn’t a

second opinion about connecting your

PC to a main-frame be helpful? With your
subscriptiOn to PC TECH JOURNAL,
you’re harnessing experts in your ﬁeld...
experts who will talk to you in the language you understand, about the concerns you have. . .EXPERT TO EXPERT!

PC TECH JOURNAL is the technologically sophisticated magazine written
for experts in the ﬁeld of personal com—
puting like yourself. . .discussing the con-

cerns experts have. . .developing elegant
programming methodologies only experts

can understand. . .covering the whole

ﬁeld of IBM PCs with thought-provoking
articles on communications, distributed
processing, office automation, network-

ing and programming.

F’T4S119

TE®H PO. BOX 2966, Boulder, Colorado 80322,

YES

I want to communicate with other experts and professionals about
, IBM PC’s and compatible machines! Please enter my subscription

to PC TECH JOURNAL for:

El One year (12 issues)

for $24.97—SAVE 17%!

Mr. /Mrs./ M 9

Company

1:] Two years for

$43.97—SAVE 27%!

[3 Three years for

$57.97—SAVE 36%!

please print name in full

Address

City

Qtate

Zip

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $29.97.

Check one:
Charge my:

Card No

El Payment enclosed. El Bill me later.
B Visa D MasterCard

[3 American Express

Exp. Date

Add $12 a year in Canada and all other foreign countries. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of ﬁrst issue.

Patchwork

Filling in the holes in DOS support for

the undocumented SWITCHAR=- command

DANIEL M. FRANK
In the March issue of this magazine, there was a letter regarding
the undocumented SWITCHAR

feature of DOS 2.0 (see also Eric
Roskos’s article in this issue). This

feature makes DOS easier to use,
both for people accustomed to
UNIX and for those who dislike
the placement of the ”\” key on
the PC keyboard. Care should be
taken when using this feature,

however, for several reasons.

First, including this command
in the CONFIGSYS ﬁle does not
make all programs automatically accept the right switch and path characters. Instead, each program must
use a special undocumented DOS
function to determine the current

switch character,- the program must

then make its own judgment about
the path character. The call that

must be used is as follows

MOV AX, 3700

; Function 37,

INT 21H

; Call DOS

subfunction 0

This function returns the

switch character in DL. (The character can be changed by putting the

desired character in DL and setting
AX to 3701 before making the call.

Do not use any other values of
AL—they have some obscure, unde-

sirable effects on ﬁlename qualiﬁ-

cation.) All DOS utilities seem to
make this call. However, some versions of the BASIC compiler will
silently ignore critical switches.
The most critical hole in DOS
support for SWITCHAR is that alAUGUST 1934

though the BACKUP command

will use the appropriate path char-

acter in creating back—up diskettes,
RESTORE does not do so when
reading them. Thus, diskettes that
are created by BACKUP with
SWITCHAR=- will store path-

names in the headers using the ”/”
character, but RESTORE will look
for ”\”—and will not ﬁnd it. All
back-up diskettes that are created

with SWITCHAR=~ are effectively

write—only disks. This is true under
both DOS 2.0 and 2.1.
The solution to this problem is
to use DEBUG to patch RESTORE

so that it performs correctly with

the alternate path character. Use
this sequence (the computer’s output is in boldface, and the user’s responses are in regular type):
A> DEBUG RESTORECOM
- A 69F
xxxx : 069E IMP 10A3
xxxx : 06A2
- A 10A3
xxxx : 10A3 CALL C16
: 10A6 MOV BL,[3F2]
: 10AA MOV [DCZ],BL
: 10AE MOV [DDC],BL
: 10B2 MOV [DE7],BL
xxxx : 10B6 IMP 6A2
xxxx : 10B9
-RCX
CX 0FA3
: FB9
- W

- Q

A>

The CX register is used by
DEBUG to determine how large the

program is. Since this patch adds
some code to the end, the number

in CX must be increased before the

program is written to the disk;

otherwise the program will be lost.
The new version of RESTORE

should work properly with the al—

ternate path character. Note, however, that diskettes must be saved
and restored with the same path

character in effect: to restore a dis-

kette backed up without the SWIT-

CHAR option, the user must remove the SWITCHAR statement

from his CONFIGSYS ﬁle and then
reboot (or use function code 37/01
to change the switch character back

to ”/” temporarily).
The reliability of the BACKUP

and RESTORE utilities has been
questioned. Although none of my
ﬁles has ever been mangled on restoration, I have had BACKUP fail
to copy a ﬁle to diskette.
There is no obvious reason for

these utilities to cause any problems, but there is something more

subtle: the utilities do not handle

ﬁle system errors. Once the transfer
has begun, errors are ignored. If a
ﬁle can’t be opened, it is skipped. If
it can’t be read, it is truncated,

sometimes to zero length.
File system backup is a crucial
function for which error checking

is essential. Perhaps a future DOS
version will improve its support in

this area.

Daniel M. Frank does program development
and systems consulting on the PC. His
current project involves transferring an
application from DOS to QNX.
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Put the Power
of the IBM PC
Bus into Your
OEMS stem

utter/PC Bus System

NEW Single Board C

then download them to the I-Bus
system for dedicated execution.

The power of the IBM PC is
now available to OEM system

gfjlﬁggrzavféthcgg 1:31—13“

You’ll have the best of both

g
p
and Enclosure
systems. NOW you
can make use of

the PC world and the
OEM bus- structured
world with this new
.

:igﬂelbgjsrd computer

that vast array of

PC-compatible
expansion cards—
for communications,
graphics, data acqui
sition, peripheral
control, and every
other imaginable task.

I-Bus Systems has
packaged Intel’s powerful
new 80188 CPU into a Single
Board Computer. It has

For all the details,
give us a call today
at (800) 382-4229.
In California, call
(619) 569-0646.

Then

Just add any of
the hundreds of PC bus
'

gfIBSKARotihbggfllfglfi: 26521381

cards already on the market, to

console port to talk to a terminal

customize your system.

I-Bus 6-slot chassis or 9-slot card
cage and you have the heart
of a computer system,
ready to run. V

perfectly as a software develop—
ment system. You ‘can assemble
and test applications
programs on the PC,

or a PC. Just plug the SBC into an

Modular PC bus packaging matches your
system needs, from basic cage to complete
enclosure system. Internal 40W power supply
ext mm 1
with
961%6-slot enclosure,

Best of all, the IBM PC works

S'T’STEMS

9235 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123

IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corporation
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CODES
An easy reference for use when
the PC fails its diagnostics

‘

‘

very time a PC is turned on,
no matter which operating

system is used or what disk is in the

drive, the PC ﬁrst cycles through a
sequence of diagnostic tests con-

tained in the BIOS ROM. The tests

(except for the RAM test) are also
done every time Ctrl-Alt-Del is
pressed. If any of these tests fails,
the result is an unusual sequence of
beeps, a cryptic error code on the

display, or both. What follows documents these error beeps and codes.

A failure of one or more of

these tests can occur not only if a

component in the PC fails but also
if the system is reconﬁgured with a
switch set incorrectly or if a defective expansion board is installed.
AUGUST 1984

Table 1 presents the tests in the

order in which they are performed.

Thus, if you get one of these error
messages, you will know that all

the tests that are listed above that
message in the table have been performed correctly. This can help in
pinpointing the problem.
If you have the IBM Expansion
Chassis, the messages above should

EXEC.BAT ﬁle install it for use at

boot-up. If the parity error always
occurs immediately at boot-up, before the new interrupt 2 routine is

installed, this of course will not
work. But if your PC has ever suddenly shut down with a PARITY
CHECK l or 2 error in the middle

of a program, a custom interrupt 2

routine might allow you to remain
up and possibly salvage much of
your work, if the memory problem
causing the parity error is not in a

always be interpreted as if you had
a 256K system board. This is true
because IBM supplies all Expansion
Chassis customers with the 256Ksystem-board ROM.
You can customize the PC’s re-

checking can be disabled at any

2 routine and having the AUTO-

software development department of a
large electronics ﬁrm in New Iersey.

sponse to the PARITY CHECK errors by writing your own interrupt

critical memory area used by DOS.
In emergency cases, parity

lack Wright works in the hardware and
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time by sending 0 to I/O port AO.

It can be turned back on by sending
80H to the same port. Some memory cards also have DIP switches

TabIe 1: PC Diagnostic» Tests
SYMPTOM

1. System does not respond at all
when turned on

that can be switched off to disable
parity checking on that card. This
can help to isolate the problem if
you have more than one memory
card. Generally, though, disabling
parity checking is unwise. For excould be caused if an undetected
parity error occurred while the

DISKCOPY command was in use.
It is interesting to note that

these power-on diagnostic tests were

put in the PC not just for the bene—
ﬁt of the end user in testing the PC
every time it is turned on, but for

several other important reasons as
well. These tests give IBM an efﬁcient method of burning in the PC
on the assembly line, they assist

technicians in repairing defective
PCs, and they aid dealers in conﬁguring PCs for the customer.
When a PC is manufactured,
IBM sets it up to cycle through

these tests (plus some other special

1 long beep, 1 short beep, then
stops
(1 long beep=3 sec., 1 short
beep=1 sec.)
. System beeps:
1 long beep, 1 short beep, but

continues the power-up sequence
. System beeps:
I long beep, 2 short beeps, con—
tinues powerup sequence.
See also 11 below.

. System beeps:
1 long beep, 2 short, I long, 2
short (64K system board only)
. ’1801’ appears at top of display
. ’XXYY 201’ appears at the top of
the display, where XXYY=four
hexadecimal digits

diagnostic routines) repetitively for

allow the disk drive to function will

ower-on diagnostic
tests were put in the
PC not just for the
beneﬁt of the end user in
testing the PC every time it
is turned on, but for several

. 'XX 301' appears at the top of
the display, where XX=two
hexadecimal digits
. ’131' appears on display

10. ’1701’ appears on the display
11. System beeps:
1 long beep, 2 short beeps, and

’ROM’ appears on the display
12. ‘601’ appears on display
13. ’PARITY CHECK 1’ appears

conﬁgures a machine, the tests will
many times point out the problem.
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—Internal 8088 problem
— BIOS ROM checksum error
— 8253 timer problem
— 8237 DMA controller error
— Error in lst 16K of RAM
NOTE: Try turning off power supply,

The 8088 has HALTed due to:

— 8259 interrupt controller error

— 8253 timer counting too fast or
slow
Checksum error in a BASIC ROM
(64K system board only)

Error in video RAM, or
error in 6845 video circuitry

The display card is probably not in-

stalled.

Error in the Expansion Unit Interface
RAM error. XX=the high order byte of
the failing segment; e.g., XX=2O would

indicate that the error occurred between

segment 2000 and segment 2400.

64K increments the segment by 1000.)
YY=the failing bit pattern, which can
isolate the speciﬁc RAM.
Keyboard error. Usually a stuck key,

where XX - the scan code of the stuck
key.

Cassette port error

IBM Fixed Disk error

Checksum error in a BASIC ROM
(256K system board only)

Disk drive A: or disk adapter error
A RAM parity error has occurred on the
system board. The INT 2 routine in the
BIOS gains control and HALTs the 8088

when a memory parity error occurs. Parity checking had been DISABLED prior
to this point in the test sequence, and is

other important reasons.

make it impossible for a repairman
to load any diagnostic programs
from disk. When this occurs, the
ROM test routines can be run and
may help ﬁnd the problem. Finally,
if a dealer or customer improperly

The 8088 has HALTed due to.

(Memory is tested in 16K blocks; each

three hours during the assembly

line burn-in; this weeds out most of
the ”infant-mortality” failures that
can occur. Any error that does not

The power supply has shut down, OR:

waiting 5 secs, then turning it on.

. System beeps:

ON

ample, think of the problems that

CAUSE

14. ’PARITY CHECK 2' appears on

the display

15 . 1 short beep

enabled here just before reading the
boot record from the disk.

A RAM parity error has occurred on an

add-on memory board. This message
comes from the BIOS ROM’s INT 2 rou-

tine, which then HALTs the 8088.
This is the normal system response just
before the system boots from the disk.
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Tecmar Provides Solutions
LabPadakes data acquisition quick and easy

ave your valuable time and money

rith LABPAC from Tecmar. instead of

pending days slaving over complex
rograms and languages, your data acuisition system can be up and running

1 hours. Now even novice programmers

an easily design highly sophisticated
ata acquisition and process control
ystems. LABPAC provides a library of
dvanced assembly language
.ibroutines that can be called by your
.ASlC, FORTRAN or Pascal programs.
‘hese subroutines can sample a chanel, convert the signal, and store the

alue in memory for later use. LABPAC
150 contains many specialized commands for more complex procedures. In
ddition to all this, LABPAC also can
‘perate in the background allowing you
3 sample, store, and analyze your data
.t the same time. LABPAC is compatJle with the Tecmar Lab Master, Lab
'ender and DADlO boards.

Lab MasterTM

Lab TenderTM

End the tedium of monitoring your experiments or processes with the Lab
Master. The Lab Master lets you save
time and money by having your PC do
the work for you. This board is powerful
enough for the most demanding lab or

The Lab Tender is the economical solution to your data acquisition needs.
Whether you are on a tight budget or

PAC software support package it is easy
to use. With Lab Master you have complete control over A/D conversion, D/A
conversion, counting, timing, and digital

channels of 8-bit D/A, at a conversion
rate of 50,000 samples per second. It

industrial applications, yet with the LAB-

l/O. This board is so advanced it can

sample (with options) up to 256 channels of data and can convert a single
channel up to 80,000 times in one second. The Lab Master doesn’t sacrifice
accuracy, since it comes with 12-bit
precision, and has options for 14 and 16
bit accuracies. However, the most amazing feature of the Lab Master is that it
can do all this and still cost less than

$1,000.

simply don’t need all the precision of

the Lab Master, the Lab Tender is the

perfect board for you. The Lab Tender
offers 32 channels of 8-bit A/D and 16

also has counting, timing and digital l/O

capabilities. No one else can offer you
this combination of features for less
than $500.

DADlOTM
The DADlO extends the capabilities of

the Lab Master or Lab Tender boards by
providing 4 additional D/A channels and

3 V0 ports.

the power behind the PC“

Tecmar, Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377 Phone: (216)349-0600 Telex: 466692
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If you own a PC with a large

alNles'
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angel“
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memory, you know how time-con-

suming the RAM test can be and
how rarely it ﬁnds a problem. If
you do any machine language programming, you quickly begin to
wish that the RAM test was not

done every time the PC is turned
on. Machine language programs in

the debugging phase have a nasty
habit of hanging up and responding
only to the big red switch. IBM pro—
vides no way to skip the RAM test
on power-up, nor is there any easy
software fix, but Security Microsysterns (16 Flagg Place, Staten Island,

NY 10304, 212-667-1019) sells a

BIOS ROM overlay called QUICK-

ON ($69.95). This module forces

fyou do any machine

language programming, you quickly begin to wish that the RAM
test was not done every
time the PC is turned on.

the PC to skip the RAM test, allowing boot-up in only three seconds.

An external switch can be connect-

ed to QUICKON to allow re—enabl-

ing of the RAM tests when desired.
Skipping the RAM test is not

PC FORTH TM
IBM PC & XT,
HP-150,
Macintosh,

Apple II,

CompuPro,
Sage & CP/M-68K,
Wang PC,
All CP/M and
MSDOS computers.

Try the professional language offering

the utmost performance in the shortest
development time. Transport your ap-

plications between any of our enhanced

really risky, since the hardware parity checking present in all PCs provides a constant check on RAM data
security. It does this by halting the
PC with a ”PARITY CHECK” mes—

sage whenever a memory parity error occurs. This happens whenever

83-Standard compilers or expanded

an odd number of data bits change

selection of programming tools including
native code compilers, cross-compilers,
math coprocessor support, and B-Tree

written and the time it is read.

32-bit versions. Choose from our wide

file managers. All fully supported with
hotline, updates, and newsletters.

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

Post Office Box 10430, Marina del Rey, CA 90295

in a byte between the time it is

Since RAM consists of 64K x 1

chips, a single failing chip can cause

only a 1-bit error, thus triggering a

parity error and forcing a type 2 in-

terrupt (see also the references to
the type 2 interrupt above).

Phone credit card orders to (213) 306-7412
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No Head is Better
than One!

Bubble Storage for the PC and PC XT.
Bubble memory combines the
best features of disk and solid state

memory with extreme reliability.

Unlike a ﬂoppy disk. it's entirely solid
state with no moving parts. This
makes it impervious to dust. dirt.
fumes. and vibration. And. unlike
normal memory. it doesn't lose data
when the power goes off.
Now you can enjoy all the
advantages of bubble memory
combined with the famous Pure Data
quality and reliability for your
lBM PC or XT.

0 PDl 8—1 28 provides 1 28 KBytes in one
slot

0 PDiB—384 provides 384 KBytes in one
slot
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Not affected by power failure
Faster than a ﬂoppy disk
Extremely reliable
Standard DOS 2.0 disk—type device
Compatible with all DOS software
No patching of any system files
Password option for computer
and/or bubble

0 Password cannot be bypassed by
software

PDlB-128

0 Comprehensive diagnostics and other
utilities
0 Fully illustrated installation and
operation manual
0 Technical support hot-line
0 Guaranteed 48 hour service
0 Bubble uses 2 [/0 addresses and no

memory space
0 interrupts are supported but not
required

0
0
0
0

DMA is supported but not required
On—board EPROM socket
Pure Data quality and reliability
No moving parts

PDI 8-384

Pure Data products are available through.

Data Ltd
860 Denison Street.
Markham. Ontario. Canada L3R 4H1

El (416) 475-2424

8 (416) 498—1616

1335 Vaiwood Parkway. Suite 108.
lillll
lDATA SYSTEMS Telephone (214) 620-8000
Carroiiton. Texas 75006

PO. Box 815155. Dallas. Texas 75381

Highland Computer Corporation. Keysoft international.
Computerland. Computer innovations. Compugroup.
ECOSEA Technologies and others.
lBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corporation.
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out the jazz
DRI’s new PC-DOS assembler
is smaller and faster,
but it’s lacking in amenities
I ’m a member of a dying breed—assem-

bly language programmers. I like all

those new-fangled structured languages,
but sometimes there’s just no substitute for assembly language, that old-

fashioned Pepperidge Farm of com—
puter languages. No artiﬁcial ingredients. Back to basics. Pascal,
C, LISP, Logo, Forth, APL, and
all the rest simply can’t match

assembly language's speed,

compactness, and intimacy

with the hardware. Highlevel programming is a genteel occupation,- assembly
language programming is
standing toe-to-toe with
the machine in a battle for
supremacy.

I told my computer dealer

that I didn’t care about the

other software I had ordered for

my new PC, as long as it was
delivered with PC-DOS and IBM's
Macro Assembler (MASM). And
I’ve been struggling with MASM ever
since that ﬁrst day.
It isn’t just that MASM is glacially
slow. Or that the assembler and linker together take up almost 110K of scarce disk
storage. No, there are bugs, too. Lots of
them. Arithmetic calculations are so un—

reliable that many programmers compute
Chris Dunford is an independent consultant
specializing in programming and technical services.
He can be contacted at CompuServe 71076, 1115 or

The Source STR211.
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HEN/086
constants at run time rather than
during assembly. Macro expansions

fail inexplicably. MASM goes west
at the slightest provocation (try assembling the statement DSEG SEGMENT ’DATA’ without the termi—

nating apostrophe), requiring a ma—
chine reboot. Also, decimal real constants assemble incorrectly.

When an alternative to MASM

was introduced I got pretty excited.

The name was enticing— RASM-86.
It sounded enough like Intel’s ASM86 to conjure up visions of a clone
of that excellent assembler. And

RASM-86 had good parentage: Digi-

tal Research, Inc. (DRI), the breeder

of CP/M in all its incarnations.
Early word was that RASM was fast,

dseg

0000

Buffer

rb

ZODOH

; Reserve byte storage: 08 ZODDH DUP l?)

2000 010002000300
04000500
200A 05
2008 04

Table

du

1,2,3.4.5

; Define a little table

db
db
db

length Table
last Table
type Table

200C 02

2019 05

ILLEGAL EXPRESSION ELEMENT
123456
Longlnt dd
Shorttabel
Pointer dd

"’ ERROR NO: 20
201A 00000000
201E 10300000

somewhat faster than MASM, but
not so much faster that I’d be will-

; ...no hex reals or decimal scientific allowed
; Define an ES segment. Note no ENDS statement necessary for DSEG.
; Here, are override RASM's assumptions on name, type. and alignment.

"‘ ERROR ”0:
0000 0000

10 «1—

UNDEFINED ELEMENT 0F EXPRESSION
NE AR : "2"
; Oops, no ? initializer
?
xxvarl dw
; Note error msg tells where error is

xxvarZ

0002 0000

ing to overlook its shortcomings.
RASM<86 turns out to be the Volkswagen of assemblers. It’s simple and

functional, but lacking in amenities.

Many of MASM’s special features
are absent in RASM-86.
Whether a programmer will
ﬁnd Digital’s new assembler to be

worthwhile depends on what he
wants from his assembler. For small
assembly language programs or com—

piled language subroutines, RASM86 may be just the ticket. For writ—
ing large, complex, segmented pro-

grams, however, IBM’s MASM is
still the only choice.
What follows is a comparison of
the two assemblers, with an emphasis on how RASM-86 differs from
MASM. Most IBM assembly lan—
guage programmers are reasonably
familiar with MASM, which

was written by Microsoft and released by IBM as Version 1.0.

0

cseg

; Nb PR‘JC statements!

main:

ds,ax
mov ax,

0005 A11000
" ERROR N0:

; Assam-ad name of data segment

ax,data

0000 830000
0003 BEDS
7

-, Equiv to MOV Ax,pS:[rol

. 10H

OPERANIHS) MISHATCH INSTRUCTION

0008 909090909090
000E B80000
0011 BEDS

E

0013 26A10200
0017 A10200

R

001A E800

001C

lea ax,main

-_ Don‘t know what‘s wrong with this

ax,XtraSeg
ds,ax
ax.xxvar2
ax,ds:xxvar2
jmps ShortLabel

;
;
;
;
;

Sher-”Label:

0010 900008
001E 9000062220
*" ERROR N0:

7

R

0020 9A00000000
0032 EA00000000
00120

Point to XTRASEG...
...in 05 segreg
Note unnecessary ES: override generated
This is the only way to get rid of it
Replaces JMP SHORT

; 3 not significant in symbols

fmul st0,st0

; 8087 supported...

fadd64 Somellumber

; ...with some nonstandard mnemonics

OPERANMSl HIS-“INCH INSTRUCT I OH

mov ax,cgruup
0014 909090909090
*" ERROR N0: 22
LABEL OUT OF RANGE
call Subrt
002A EBDRFF
0000

R

-. Group name not a label, bad operand
; Unsuccessful, even though GROUPed...

callf Subrt
jmpf Subrt

‘.

DosVer equ 200
IF DosVer E0 110
mov

...must

use unnecessary

far call

; ...or far jump

; IF tests zero/nonzero result of expression
; So this doesn‘t get assembled...

ax,1

ELSE
mov ax,2

0037 880200

: ...but this does

EHDlF
; Far RET to DOS (if this was a real program)

0031‘ CB

; Define a second code seg to be GROUPed with the first. Note that
-, RASM requires FAR jumps and calls between GROUPed segments

leased an updated version (1.25)

under its own logo. The new ver—

122

(in

cgroup group code, xxcode

Microsoft, however, has now re-

sion is somewhat faster and supports
the 8087 math chip. It also has its
own brand-new set of bugs.

; Illegal, DD operand must be an address
; This one is OK

2168H,9AAZH,IC90H.3FFEH ; Define a 64‘bit number for 8087...

SomeNumber dw

2022 6821A29A901C
FEJF

rushed to obtain this new product.
RASM—86 is, indeed, smaller

; Define a “big“ table
; This screws up the LENGTH operator...
6,7.8,9.10
length BigTable ; ...which only knows about the first 5 items

1,2.3,4,5

BigTahle db
db
db

200F 0102030405
2014 060708090A

small, and virtually bug-free. I

and close to error-free. And it is

offset Table +

dw

2000

; R items in Table
; Index of last item in table
; 1=byte. Z=word, 4=dwurd
(last Table ‘ type Table) : Ptr to last item

0000 C0
END OF ASSEMBLY .

.
xxcode cseg
Subrt:
retf

end
NUMBER OF ERRORS:

-, Have to use REl’F to match the CALLF

5.

USE FACTOR:

0:

J
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Etta. A
angle Slot.
Unleash your IBM-PC/X T with IDT’s hard
disks and SCSI technology.

Innovative Data Technology is bringing unprecedented
power and virtually unlimited expansion to IBM-PC/XT

users. Our new SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface)
hard disk subsystems put massive storage capacity at your
fingertips—from 11 to 126 MB in a single external drive.
With the capacity of configuring up to 14 drives through the
SCSI bus, that puts nearly two billion bytes of on-line
storage at your disposal.

Single slot expansion
Unlike most PC add-ens, IDT's SCSI hard disk subsystems

and other peripherals are connected through a single SCSI
host adapter on your PC—no additional expansion slots or
cards are necessary—future disks and other peripherals
and additional PC hosts are simply daisy—chained into the
SCSI bus.

Successful and easy installation assured
Supplied with each component are the required cables,
complete software driver package and user language
instructions. The user manual will have you quickly running

and appreciating the many features of the subsystems, such

as quick automatic boot load of the operating system from

the IDT disk subsystem.

Satistaction guaranteed
If not satisfied, the subsystems may be returned on approval
from IDT within a 10—day period. All subsystems and

components carry a six—month return-to—factory warranty on

parts and labor.

TO ADDITIONAL HOSTS
OH PERIPHERALS

IBM COMPATIBLE
1/2” MAGNETIC
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

Multi-user capability

IDT built the SCSI hard disk subsystem with multiple users

in mind. One, two, or more IBM-PCs can access disk drives
and other peripherals through the SCSI bus, allowing you
to build a sophisticated system tailored exactly to your
requirements.
1/4" STREAMING
.

!

tADDITIONAL

BACK-UP

The options are yours

TAPE SUBSYS'I‘EM

t

With IDT’s SCSI host adapter board, future
expansion becomes a snap. Additional
peripherals, including an extensive line of

J,

S031 BUS

1/2-inch IBM-compatible magnetic tape
transports, are available for immediate
shipment from IDT. You simply don’t
have to wait or worry about equipment

compatibility with IDT components.
Watch for 1984 announcements of

SCSI
HOST

ADAPTER

streaming cartridge drives, printers, etc.

We

...,.

DISK
SUBSYSTEM

Tomorrow's solution today

IDT's SCSI host adapter and

SCSI hard disk subsystems

will answer your data

storage and system design

requirements today. Contact

..
U
ti!
Lil imxmm — . IBM-PC/XT HOST
$32. .
COMPONENT PRICING CHAR-T
‘ “$1130?

IDT for complete system configuration information and

... 1,, ..

details on other products.

How to order:
Using the chart to your right, you may order IDT hard disk
subsystems and SCSI host adapters by calling:

1-800-522-1500 Ext. '11?
FOR IMMEDIATE ORDERS ONLY

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. No CODs. Send
cashier's check or money order. All other checks will delay shipping three Leg...
weeks. MasterCard and Visa accepted (include telephone number). Add
$12.00 for handling and shipping UPS ground within the continental U.S. -

California residents add 6%. Approval needed on all returns. 0—10%
restocking charge on all returned merchandise.

-

1.1"" . .15
U

f‘ ’

Model No.

RD 2011M
RD 2023M
RD 2035M
RD 2047M
RD 2126M

RD 20115

RD 20235

RD 20353
RD 20473

HD 21268

Description
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master

Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk

Subsystem
Subsystem
Subsystem
Subsystem
Subsystem

Slave Disk Drive
Slave Disk Drive

Slave Disk Drive

Slave Disk Drive

Slave Disk Drive

(619) 270-3990 ' TWX: (910) 335—1610
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Storage Capacity

Price

11MB
23MB
35MB
47MB
126MB

$2000.00
2550.00
2950.00
3150.00
6840.00

23MB

2130.00

11MB

35MB

47MB

126MB

RD Bllll-I/A IBM-PC/XT Host Adaptor
IDT 1/2” Magnetic Tape Subsystems
IDT 1/4” Streaming Back-up Tape Subsystems

For additional product or technical information please
111111111 call‘or write:
Ordering
|NNO\AT1VE
Example:
-DN THE RIGHT TRACK
DATA
TECHNOLOGY
PO. Box 178160 ' 4060 Morena Blvd. ' San Diego, CA 92117

I

ggiéljifsm

1560.00

2530.00

2730.00

6290.00

510.00
Consult Factory
Consult Factory

If your need is a 23MB Subsystem, your order

would consist of the following components:

l—RD 2023M @ $2550.00 + I-RD 8111HIA @
$510.00 + Shipping 8! Handling @ $12.00 =
A Total Order of $3072.00 + tax (if applicable)
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

PE LAcDln

EE?

The first full featured word processor for the IBM personal computer capable of
producing all mathematical, scientific and engineering symbols" including superscripts
and subscripts for complete equation editing on screen.

Multi-Iingual capabilities include the specific characters, accents and letters found in
French, Spanish, German, Italian and all other western European languages.
Advanced Word Processing features include:

0 Command line driven editor
0 Comprehensive, easily accessible on-line help
0 All features, including bold, italics, underlining and special characters appear on
screen exactly as they are printed.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $250 MAIL ORDER ONLY. OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31/84.

PELADA nnonmc mc.
87 Queen St, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada KTK 1A5

Tel. (613) 549-1747
'Requires Epson FX-80, FX-IOO or similarly featured printer.

FREE SAMPLE DISK AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
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Figure 1 contains samples of
various facets of RASM—86. The
”program” itself does nothing in
particular—its only purpose is to il-

lustrate RASM’s syntax.

RASM-86: WHAT AND WHY

RASM~86 is a relocating assembler
that runs under PC-DOS. It is packaged with its own linker, LINK-86
(along with several other utilities

RASM—86 is part of DRI’s As-

sembler Plus Tools package,- the

other parts are a linker (LINK-86), a
cross-referencer (XREF-86), an object
module librarian (LIB-86), and a

symbolic debugger (SID-86). (Signiﬁ-

cantly, all five programs are distrib-

uted on a single 160K diskette, with

25K to spare.)

The nicely packaged documen-

tation is not intended for beginners;

there are many complex statements,

such as ”The PTR operator creates a
virtual variable or label valid only
during the execution of the instruction.” The assembler section is
terse (the SID—86 debugger section of
the manual is longer, although SID
is a much simpler program) and
could use more examples.

that will be discussed later). A rela-

tively simple assembler, RASM-86
lacks many of the bells and whistles
of IBM’s MASM. As a result, it
seems to be inadequate for the de—
velopment of large, stand—alone pro-

grams. It could more reasonably be

used for smaller, self-contained utili-

ties or for the production of assembly language subroutines for highlevel language programs.
Yet there are problems here,
too. RASM-86 object modules may
be slightly different from Micro~
soft/IBM object modules,- thus,
RASM theoretically should not be

DEVELOP BETTER SOFTWARE

FASTER

,

mm AmmmSMmo

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENTTOOL
(PDFPC)

used to produce modules for any
compiler that uses the Microsoft/

IBM linker~ which knocks out

most PC—DOS compilers on the mar-

ket today. (Note, however, that
many RASM object modules actually will work with the IBM link-

er—more on this later.)

So the question is this: why

RASM? Why did DRI, the CP/M

king, release a rather modest assembler that runs under PC-DOS?

According to DRI, RASM-86 is

intended both as a stand-alone assembler and as a tool to produce
subroutines for its DOS compiled

languages. DRI has already ported
its C, PL/I, and CBASIC compilers
from CP/ M to DOS; FORTRAN is

next. RASM-86 is a virtual clone of

DRI’s (not Intel’s) ASM-86, which is

the CP/M-86 assembler. RASM
should therefore simplify the task
of porting subroutines written for
the CP/M versions of Digital’s languages. Pascal MT+, however, has
its own assembler and is not compatible with RASM.
AUGUST 1984

for IBM-PC* and Compatibles

PDT-PC TRANSFORMS YOUR IBM-PC/XT INTO THE MOST POWERFUL
DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS TOOL AVAILABLE FOR THE PC ENVIRONMENT:
0 SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS
0- LOCAL AND GLOBAL SYMBOLS
'0 HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE LINE NUMBERS
00 FULL SYMBOLIC SUPPORT FOR OVERLAYS AND CODE MODULES
0 SUPPORTS BOTH INTEL AND PC-DOS OBJECT MODULE FORMATS
° DISPLAY BUFFER TO RECALL UP TO 200 LINES OF INFORMATION
' INTUITIVE HUMAN INTERFACE
' REAL-TIME PROGRAM EXECUTION MEASUREMENT
- REAL-TIME MEMORY UTILIZATION MEASUREMENT
' STANDARD IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR FEATURES

ONLY THE PDT-PC INTEGRATES A FULL-FEATURED DEBUGGER WITH AN 8088
EMULATOR AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS, PROVIDING A SINGLE ANSWER TO
YOUR MOST DIFFICULT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS!!!

AmtSMmmme
Corporation

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., Bz-C, Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-7515

'lBM-PC is a registered trademark oI Internalional Business Machines Corporation
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Unlike IBM’s MASM documentation, RASM’S contains little infor.
mation on 8086/88 operations. This
manual describes how to use the as—

sembler, not how to program the
CPU. The manual is generally accurate, although I found a few operations that (according to the RASM

documentation) should have worked
but did not. It’s hard to say whether

these anomalies were the result of
minor bugs in the software or
whether they resulted from errors

INVOKING THE ASSEMBLERS

RASM-86 occupies about 39K
on disk, compared to MASM's 68K.
The rest of the programs in the
package are comparable in size to

parameters include the mandatory
source ﬁle name and ﬁve options,
each consisting of a one-character
speciﬁer followed by a one-character
argument. Options may be in any

in the documentation.

their IBM equivalents (see table 1
on page 130).

Pascal and C Programmers
Blaise Computing's productivity tools allow Pascal and C programmers

to develop reliable software taking full advantage of the capabilities of
the IBM PC and XT. Support for Microsoft and IBM Pascal; and Microsoft (Lattice) C or CI-C86 is provided. Because all routines are carefully

constructed in the language for which they were designed, the tools

provide an excellent model. Pascal procedure support is implemented
as separately compiled units, and the C functions are delivered as part
ofa function library. Now you can write your applications rapidly in
the two most powerful languages available for the IBM PC. All pack-

ages come with a comprehensive Reference Manual. extensive exam—
ples and sample programs.

V

TOOLS

All Source Code is included

Total string capability, complete screen access, keyboard handling a graphics interface.
access to all BIOS functions, and much more are provided in over 40 routines. All routines

are carefully crafted and documented to give you the information and ﬂexibility you need.

A general Macro Assembler BIOS gate allows you to access any BIOS function from Pascal

or C, and demonstrates how to interface assembly language routines. Everyone using Pascal or C should have TOOLS. User Manual only. $30.
V

All Source Code is included

TOOLS 2

The power of DOS 2.0 is supported using high level Pascal procedures or C functions.
Program chaining. DOS internal and external command execution, use of all available
memory, extended file handling, and other utilities are some of the features provided. A
gePersal DOS gate allows you to access any DOS function from Pascal or C. User Manual
on y. 30.

V

VIEW MANAGER

Source Code available

VIEW MANAGER is a screen support system of a mainframe for the IBM Personal Computer. VIEW MANAGER is a menu driven. screen oriented system allowing you to develop
user oriented screen interfaces. Screens are constructed with a true Screen Painter sup-

porting any attribute or color, and the screens are stored efficiently in a Screen Database.
Database utilities allow you to copy screens to stand-alone databases and to archive

screens. VIEW/LIBRARY supports access to screens and true block mode data capture and
display from application programs. Available soon will be VIEW/LIBRARY for Microsoft

(Lattice) C. The source to the procedure library is available for an additional $50.00.

Demonstration diskette and User Manual $35.

RASM-86 is strictly command—

driven. All parameters must be entered via the command line. The

order on the command line.

Four of the ﬁve options simply
specify devices: the input device for
the source ﬁle and the output devices for the object, symbol, and list
ﬁles. The user has no choice as to
RASM-86’s output ﬁle names, he
can select where the ﬁles will go,
but not what they will be called.

The ﬁle names will always be the
same as the source ﬁle name, and

the extensions will be .08) for the

object ﬁle, .SYM for the symbol ﬁle,
and .LST for the list ﬁle.
The ﬁfth optional parameter,
LO, instructs the assembler to in—
clude local symbols in the object
ﬁle (MASM has no equivalent
option). During linking, the

LINK-86 program produces a symbol ﬁle based on the symbols con-

tained in the object modules linked.

If the LO parameter is omitted at assembly time, the linker’s output
symbol ﬁle will include public symbols (those named in PUBLIC state-

ments in the source). If the LO pa»
rameter is included, all symbols declared in the source ﬁles will be
contained in the linker’s symbol
ﬁle. This is useful, because the “S”
in SID-86, the debugger, stands for
symbolic. SID«86 can read the link-

er’s symbol ﬁle, and the symbols
can be used during debugging.

>VIEW MANAGER, TOOLS and TOOLS 2 run on the IBM Personal Com
puter and XT. TOOLS 2 requires DOS 2.0; TOOLS and VIEW MAN—
AGER can be used with any version of DOS. Specify if you wish Pascal
(Microsoft and IBM) or Microsoft (Lattice) C versions. Blaise Com—

In contrast, MASM can be either command—driven or interactive.

with qualified support. Call or write for details.

prompt for them. MASM options
include the source, object, listing,
and cross-reference ﬁle names. Unlike with RASM-86, complete ﬁle

puting can also provide you with the Microsoft Pascal and C compilers

TOOLS

TOOLS 2

|25.00

100.00

VIEW MANAGER
275.00
VIEW MANAGER (with Library Source) 425.00
MS—Pascal Compiler
275.00
Microsoft C Compiler
4 r50.00

A

___7V m

W

2034 Blake St. Berkeley, CA 94704
415/540-5441

If options are not speciﬁed on the

command line, the assembler will

names, rather than just devices, can

be speciﬁed. MASM command lines
tend to be slightly longer than
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ALL AT ONCE!
ANDNEVERA ”LOCKED OUT”USER!

'llin9 “19.1111?

akes

2- 5' of b'
n99

Apex Industries Customer Data

'

Customer Id: Acme
Customer Name: Acme Industries
Credit Rating: AA Credit Limit: 25000

Current Balance:
30 Day Balance:

12500
4000

60 Day Balance:

1500

90 Day Balance:

0
Billing:
Address: 2701 South Bayshore Drive
City: Miami

Shipping:

State: FL Zip: 33133

_

Address: 913 Majorca Avenue

.

City: Coral Gables State: FL Zi :33134
Phone:305-856-7503 Contact: erald Green

takes to actually write it to the file! The updated
record is then immediately available. The
number of users who can access, and change,
records at the same time is limited only by
the number of terminals on your system or
network. Call or write today for all the details

DAM?

on DataFIex. . .the true multi-user database.
I

changed, and only during the micro-seconds it

1

DataFIex is the only application development
database which automatically gives you true
multi-user capabilities. Other systems can lock
you out of records or entire files for the full
time they are being used by someone else.
DataFIex, however, locks only the data being

8525 SW 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156 (305) 238-0012
Telex 469021 DATA ACCESS CI
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Compatible with CP/M-BO, MSDOS networks, MP/M—BB, Novell Sharenet, PC-Net, DMS Hi-net, TurboDOS multi-user, Molecular

N-Star, Televideo MmmOST, Action DPC/OS, IBM PC w/Corvus, OMNINET, 300m EtherSeries and Micromation M/NET.
MSDOS is a trademark 0t Microsoft. CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research.

RASM~86
RASM-86 command lines. They are

constants to be declared in binary,

names must be speciﬁed in the order listed above. MASM output can
be directed to the serial port or to
any other device deﬁned to DOS,
whereas RASM output is limited to

tion. The radix identiﬁers (B, O for
RASM and Q, D, H for MASM) are
the same. MASM allows the default
number base to be changed via the

also position-dependent; I/O ﬁle

octal, decimal, or hexadecimal nota—

disk ﬁles, console, and printer.
In general, invoking RASM-86

always defaults to decimal. RASM
also lacks MASM’s decimal scientiﬁc and hexadecimal reals, but this
is a small loss, because MASM
sometimes doesn’t assemble decimal
scientiﬁc reals correctly anyway,

is somewhat simpler and more efﬁcient than invoking MASM. The
penalty for this simplicity is reduced ﬂexibility, a statement that
could constitute RASM’s epitaph.
IDENTIFIERS

RASM identiﬁers (labels, variables,
segment names, etc.) may be 80

characters in length, and all characters are signiﬁcant. The length of
MASM identiﬁers is not limited,
but only the ﬁrst 31 characters are
signiﬁcant. Both languages, of

course, allow all alphanumeric char-

acters in identiﬁers. Also legal are
question marks, at signs, dollar

signs, and the underscore character.
MASM adds the period, which is

valid only as the ﬁrst character of
an identiﬁer. The dollar-sign character is not signiﬁcant in RASM—86
identiﬁers and therefore is used
only to improve readability.

"data$error$ﬂag” is identical in
meaning to “dataerrorﬂag.”

.RADIX pseudo-op, whereas RASM

and hex reals can be assembled in
other ways since they are really just

CONSTANTS

128

Both assemblers support the PUB—
LIC/EXTRN directives, which al—

low the user to declare variables and

tured variables and packed bit-rec-

Finally, MASM supports struc—

MASM has a clear advantage over

ords via the STRUC and RECORD

dard DB, DW, and DD directives to
deﬁne variables with (respectively)
byte, word, and doubleword attri—
butes, MASM also offers the DQ

LABELS

RASM—86 in its data deﬁnition and
initialization capabilities. Although
both assemblers provide the stan—

and DT operations, deﬁning quadwords and 10-byte variables. These
are particularly useful for 8087 programming (yes, it is possible to do
8087 programming with MASM,macros are available from several
sources, and the Microsoft 1.25 as-

blocks of data to be initialized with
a single value. For example,

Character and numeric constants in
the two assemblers are similar.
Character constants consist of one or
two ASCII characters enclosed by
delimiters. RASM-86 delimiters are
single quotes; MASM delimiters are
either single or double quotes. Both
assemblers allow 16-bit numeric

buffer db 4000 (1111) (2)

VARIABLE DEFINITION
AND INITIALIZATION

is closer to ASM—86 than RASM is).
This in itself is not so bad, but the

linker to link RASM modules. (This
will be covered later.)

is equivalent to MASM’s

labels in one module that can be
used by other modules. Use and
syntax are identical.

Both assemblers’ identiﬁers are

fact that they are nonstandard in
different ways could create problems in using the IBM/Microsoft

buffer 113 4000

sequences of hex digits.

sembler supports the 8087 directly).
MASM is also more ﬂexible
with regard to how the data are ini-

nonstandard, if Intel’s ASM-86 is
considered to be a standard (MASM

used with languages (such as C) that
support long integer arithmetic.
RASM also does not support the
indeterminate initializer, ”?”. Instead, the RS, RB, RW, and RD directives are substituted:

tialized. The DUP statement allows

directives. These are missing entirely from RASM.

MASM provides three ways to declare labels, and RASM sports only

one. The label declaration common
to both is the familiar “label:” construct, such as

labell: mov ax,100

which declares a label with a NEAR

attribute and segment and offset attributes equal to the current seg-

ment and offset.

MASM, however, goes on to

provide the PROC directive, which
is usually used to deﬁne the beginning of a block of related code, such
as a subroutine:

buffer dB 4000 dup ( ’ ’ )

editor proc far

initializes a 4,000-byte buffer with
ASCII blanks. As far as I have been
able to determine, there is no way

The label EDITOR will have seg-

to do this in RASM-86.

RASMv86 has more subtle restrictions as well. For example, the

DD operand can be used only with
an address expression; that is, the

statement

long_integer dd 123456
is not legal. This is a severe restriction, particularly if RASM is

ment/offset attributes as though it
were declared with a colon, but it

will have a FAR attribute, the
PROC directive allows either a
NEAR or FAR attribute to be speciﬁed for the label. The PROC declaration also tells the assembler
whether to use a near or far return
when RET statements are encoun—
tered. RASM requires the nonstandard mnemonic RETF to be used to
specify a far return. (To call a far la-
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These are some of the
programs and applications you will
have at your fingertips to expand your IBM PC:
Now you can build a library of software
programs with amazing ease and at
amazing savings! Imagine, adding to your
home a library of utilities, sub-routines,
games and data ﬁles for as little as $3 per

mm: m.“
mum.
mmm -

H.

program! PC DISK MAGAZINE, a new con-

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
AIDS: Advanced pie, bar and

HOME/PERSONAL PROGRAMS: Income tax return

UTILITIES AND DIAGNOS-

TICS: Print graphics and screen

line chart graphics...compute
helper...maintain mailing
images...simulate a conversa»
cept for your IBM PC gives you this and loan
payment tables. . .calculate
Iists...personal cash flow anational terminal...sort files...
the
Present
Value
and
Internal
lyzer...speed
much more!
reading traintransfer tiles to or from anRate of Return for investing...SAT test preparation
other computer. . .diagnose and
ments . . . Visicalc“ templates
at s...games of dexterity, skill
correct problems!
Every issue you get is a thoroughly for
Real Estate, Lease/Purand MORE!
tested, ready-to-run ﬂoppy disk with chase and Tax Shelter Analysis.
up to 8 programs, accompanied by a
ALL THIS FOR AS LITTLE AS $3 PER PROGRAM!
fully illustrated user manual.
PC DISK MAGAZINE
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS INSERT THE I
PO. Box 5930, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
FLOPPY DISK AND GO!
YES I want to begin to build my library with PC
I
, DISK MAGAZIN

Subscribe today and save up to $60 for your
order of PC DISK MAGAZINE! Send us the
full payment by check, money order or credit
card and save an additional 10%.
ACT NOW...SAVE MONEY
AND BEGIN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
TO PC DISK MAGAZINE TODAY!

Product Speciﬁcations:
0 Programs will run on IBM PC, PC XT, Pe. and most compatibles under PCDOS and MS-DOS versions 1.1, 2.0, and 2.1, requiring a minimum of 64K under

DOS 1.1 and 128K under DOS 2.0 and 2.1.

- Most programs will be written to run on monochrome and color display; however, some games and utilities may be developed forcolor display only! (Monitor
vs. TV recommended)

- Most programs will be written in advanced BASIC; however, some machine

language and compiled code may be used,
~ All disks are fully tested and guaranteed to run. Damaged or faulty disks will be

replaced at no charge.

- All programs and documentation are copyrighted by Zitf-Davis Publishing
Company. All rights or reproduction in all forms and media strictly observed.

We guarantee full satisfaction!

I

E for:
El 3 issues for $84. Save over $20!
[1 6 issues for $149. Save over $60!
III 1 issue for $34.95—SPECIAL OFFER!

I

I
I
I
I
I
|
I
|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Mr./Mrs./Ms
PDBH716

Address
City
State
[3 Payment Enclosed $
Charge My: El American Express
Card No.

7i_n

III Visa

1:! MasterCard
Exp. Date

Deduct an additional 10% when you pay by money order,
check or credit card! (Offer valid in US. only.)
'MAGA:

[I Bill me later. Does not apply to Special One Disk offer.
Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue. Canadian and foreign
orders shipped Air Printed Matter; add $5 per issue and include payment
in US. funds with order.

RASM—86
bel, the CALLF instruction, also
nonstandard, must be used.)
MASM also provides the LABEL
pseudo-op, which allows the user to
create a label at the current seg—
ment/offset location with any attribute he chooses: BYTE, WORD,
DWORD, QWORD, TBYTE,
NEAR, or FAR. Among other uses,
LABEL can create multiple labels,
with differing attributes, for the
same location. RASM-86 does not
have this facility.

Both assemblers include the ”$
symbol, which creates a temporary
near label with segment/offset attributes equal to the current segment
and offset. MASM plays a little fast
and loose with the $ label, particularly with regard to the segment at-

II

tribute. Consider, for example, the

following program fragment:

data segment

—
Table 1: Comparison of Program Sizes of IBM/Microsoft and Digital Research Assembler Tools

IBM/Microsoft
Macro Assembler

Assembler
Linker

1.0 and DOS 2.0
MASMEXE
LINKEXE

Size
67584
39936

Plus Tools

RASM86.EXE
LINK86.EXE

Size
38912
42496

CREEEXE
DEBUGCOM

13824
11904

XREF86.EXE
SID86.COM

19456
17920

—

——

LIB86.EXE

14464

Cross-

reference
generator
Debugger

Obiect code
librarian

sembles (correctly) with a segment

assume cszcode, dszdata

labell equ $
mov ax,$

mov ax,labell

code ends
Logically, the two MOV state-

ments should assemble identically,
but they do not. The second one as-

data ends
code segment

DRI Assembler

override (CS:), the ﬁrst does not.
Thus, the ﬁrst statement will move
to AX the contents of the address
generated by adding the current
code offset to the current data seg—
ment register. Clearly, this is not

what was intended by the programmer who wrote this fragment.

Advanced Screen Management
Made Easy

SIMPLIFY . IMPROVE

ADVANCED FEATURES

WINDOWS
FOR C“

. Complete window system
. Unlimited windows and text files
Nest and overlap windows
Overlay. restore. and save
windows
Horizontal and vertical scrolling
Word wrap. auto scroll
Print windows
Highlighting
Fast screen changes
- No snow. no flicker

FOR THE IBM PC

WINDOWS++

Lattice C. DeSmet C
C86. Microsoft C
All versions

Much more than a Window display
system. Windows for C is a vrdco
toolkit that simplifies all SClCGﬂ
management tasks

+ COMPATIBLES

Windows for C
Demo disk and

manual

$150
$ 30

(applies toward purchase)

0 Menus
- Data screens

ALL DISPLAYS

C SOURCE MODULES
FOR
pop~up menus. multiple window
displays. label printer. cursor
control. text mode bar graphs.

Plus complete
building block subroutines

DESIGNED FOR
PORTABILITY

*Minimal dependence on
IBM BIOS and 8086 ASM

FULL SOURCE AVAILABLE
NO ROYALTIES

A PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE TOOL FROM

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
21 Elm Ave, Box T8. Richford, VT 05476
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0 Helpfiles
_- Editors

802-848-7738

MasterCard & Visa Accepted
Shipping $2150
VT residents add 4 0/0 tax

AND NOW BESIDE THE TI PROFESSIONAL, TOO.

Beside The IBM PC
0r XT, The Best Box
You Can Sell.

The Bernoulli Box:w The Superior Storage Solution.
For owners and users of IBM PCs, XTs,

and TI Professionals, where to put and
secure the substantial amounts of data

they are processing can get to be quite a

problem.
Well, IOMEGA has quite a solution.
We call it The Bernoulli Box.

Hard Disk Performance And

A Handful of Cartridges Or A
Desktop Full Of Hardware. You
Decide.

The bottom—line beauty of The
,
,_
Bernoulli Box is
that when your
customers need

more mass stor—

Reliability. Flexible Disk Economy

age, they buy
more
cartridges—

And Convenience.

The Bernoulli
Box is a mass stor—
age system that
uses 10-megabyte
removable cartridges to deliver
incredible versatility and
» M'
virtually
unlimited
storage capacity. Powerful primary stor—
age. Quick and efficient backup. With the
performance, data integrity, mechanical
reliability, and low cost per megabyte
equal to Winchester hard disks.

not more

iron. 50 they
save space,

" ‘

time, money,

and get higher performance and a more
reliable storage solution to boot.

Check Out The Bernoulli BoxToday.

Computer dealers across the country
are coming to the same conclusions about
The Bernoulli Box from IOMEGA. Stock
it. Because it’s really a mover. Which
only makes sense when you put it beside

the IBM PC, XT, or T1 Professional.
For more information, call IOMEGA at
(801) 776-7330.
H

I'M-GA
-

-

IOMEGA Corporation
1821 West 4000 South

Roy, Utah 84067
(801) 776-7330
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ARITHMETIC, LOGICAL, AND
RELATIONAL OPERATORS

Both assemblers boast a full complement of arithmetic, logical, and relational operators. Arithmetic oper—

ators include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, modulo division, and left/right bit shifts. Relational operators include all necessary tests of equality and inequality.
Logical operators include AND,
NOT, OR, and XOR. The syntax

and notation is the same for both
MASM and RASM.
Even though the two assem-

blers’ capabilities appear to be identical, I’d score this round in RASM86’s favor, for two reasons. First,
DRI has carefully documented all of
these operators (and what types of
operands are legal for each); IBM,
on the other hand, mentions most
of the operators only in passing, in a
table of operator precedence.
Second, RASM’s operators work
correctly; MASM’s often do not. In
fact, MASM's arithmetic is posi—

glowl'ag Xfwgg
64K I-‘IAM CHIPS ...... 552
(Set of 9) 150 NS
64K RAM CHIPS ...... $49
(Set of 9) 200 NS
OKIDATA 93 .......... Call
Printer (Dot Matrix)

HERCULES

OM
FR
$250
OUADRAM
PLANTRONICS
PARADISE SYSTEMS
AST MONOGRAPH PLUS

tively disgraceful. (For an interest—
ing exposé of MASM’s arithmetic

and logic, see Ray Duncan’s article

in the February 1984 issue of Dr.
Dobb‘s Journal; I recommend that
MASM users read this article before
trying to use any MASM arithmetic
in their programs.)

WORD, and DOUBLEWORD vari—
ables. MASM can return 1, 2, 4, 8,
10, or (if its operand is a structure) a
structure size. MASM can also re-

turn the NEAR or FAR attribute of
an operand that is a label. Digital
Research’s documentation does not

specify what is returned if the

ATTRIBUTE AND VALUE

TYPE operator is used with a label
operand, although it does state that

The SEC, OFFSET, and PTR oper—
ators are identical in the two as—
semblers. SEC and OFFSET return
the segment and offset values of
their respective operands. PTR tem-

number of elements in a DUP‘d ar-

OPERATORS

TYPE can be used with a label.
The functioning of the
LENGTH operator in the two assemblers is subtly different.
MASM’s LENGTH returns the

ray, it is not meaningful for other

porarily changes the type or distance attribute of its operand

variables. RASM’s LENGTH returns

(BYTE, WORD, or DOUBLE—

the actual number of bytes associated with a variable. 80, RASM’s

WORD; NEAR or FAR) to a speci-

LENGTH is similar to MASM’S

ﬁed type or distance.

SIZE. However, SIZE, like MASM’s
LENGTH, is meaningful only for
variables declared with a DUP ini-

The TYPE operator returns a

number reﬂecting the ”type” attribute of its operand, if that operand

tializer (SIZE = LENGTH * TYPE).

is a variable. RASM’s TYPE operator

Note that the actual utility of

can return only 1, 2, or 4, because
RASM can deﬁne only BYTE,

For your IBM PC or compatible.
5%" FUL L HEIGHT DISK DRIVES

TANDON TM 100-2
TANDON TM 1014
CONTROL DATA 9409

cm
F399

5%" HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVES
TANDON 50-2
TANDON 55-4
FROM
CONTROL DATA 9428
$180
OUME 142-A
TEAC 555
TEAC 55F

a" THINLINE DISK DRIVES
TANDON TM 848-1E .......... can
TANDON TM 848-2E ......... $325

I2 INTERFACE
10, 15. 21 & 33MB

MAYNARD
WSI, 2. & 3

RASM’s LENGTH operator is lim-

AST RESEARCH

AST-3780
(3780 RJE bisync emulation) . Call

FROM
$1070

AST-5251

(5251 remote emulation) ..... Call

TANDON
TM 5112 10MB
AST RESEARCH
All options available. Expandable memory.

MAYNARD
All options available.

FDC (5%")
FDC/SP

SIX PAK PLUS (64K)
MEGA PLUS II (64K)

FROM

I/o PLUS ll

5160

(51/4" with Serial Port)

FROM
5130

DUADRAM
All options available. Expandable memory.
OUADBOARD
EXPANDED OUADBOARD

FDC/B (8”)

FDC/B PP (8” with Parallel Port)

MAYNARD

Sandstar Series
Modular Controller Cards ...... Call

DUADBOARD 0

FROM
5240

BROTHER (Letter Quality)

......... Call ' AMDEK VIDEO 310-A ........ $175
12" Amber Monitor
HR-25 ...................... Call

OKIDATA (Dot Matrix)
ML 92 ..................... Call

PGS HX-12 ................. $470

12” Hi Res Color (RGB) Monitor

TERMS: Prepayment, COD, Visa and MasterCard
accepted. Add 2% shipping and handling on all orders.
Add 3% surcharge for Visa and MasterCard.
I
Prices subject to change without notice. 20% re—
stocking charge for all returned items.

TALL TREE
J FORMAT-2. WINDRIVE,
JETDRIVE .............. Each 840

FOR XPRESS SERVICE, PHONE
Toll Free 1-800-632-8515
California 1-714—632-8512
Hours: 8 AM - 5 PM Mon.-Fri.

For Customer Service Call 1-714-632-8996
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'
HAYES
SMART MODEM 1200 ......... Call
SMART MODEM 12008 ........ Call I

WARRANTY: Microxpress honors all manufacturer
warranties.
RETURNS: Call our Customer Service Department tor
an MBA (Material Return Authorization) Number for all
in and out at warranty returns.

ANNOUNCING CREATIVE COMPUTING’S 1984

BUYER'S GUI
DE
H; I- .
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TOP+ SONAL COMPUT 4. %S&:‘P

4‘ ALS

ADVICE YOU CAN TRUST ON SELECTING PERSONAL COMPUTERS,
PERIPHERALS AND ELECTRONIC GAMES
expect. Easy-to—understand
comp risons between different .nodels. Tips on bugs
and design problems. Plus
“inside” information you
won’t get from manuals or
sales people.

You may even discover that
you need Iess equipment
than you think. The 1984
Buyer’s Guide to Personal
Computers & Peripherals
helps you avoid overbuying
by showing you how to cus—
tomize your current system.

Plug into the 1984 Buyer's
Guide to Personal Computers & Peripherals and
find out what's hot in...

That’s why you need the
1984 Buyer’s Guide to Personal Computers 8: Peripherals. It‘s a comprehensive
collection of product reviews
and consumer—oriented
shopping advice put
together by the experts at
Creative Computing
magazine.

|:J Memory expanders

What else does the 1984
Buyer’s Guide to Personal
Computers & Peripherals
give you? Book reviews,
glossaries of new terms,
evaluations of batteries for
electronic games and calculators, and lots of other useful information.

E] Joysticks and paddles

Don't buy until you’ve con—
sulted the 1984 Buyer’s
Guide to Personal Computers & Peripherals! Order
your copy today.
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E]

You’ll get a rundown of
what's new on the market.
Analysis of new product
performance, reliability,
operation, applications,
cost— even what kind of
repair service you can
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Personal computers
Pocket—sized computers
Telecomputers
Disk drives

Word processors
Dot matrix printers
Electronic games
Video game cartridges

Game port extenders
Color graphics boards
Speech synthesizers
Do—it—yourself kits
And more

L.____________

Send to: Creative Computing Buyer’s Guide
CN 1914, Mon'istown, N] 07960

“6F

Yes! Please rush me Creative Computing's 1984 Buyer’s Guide to Personal Computers & Peripherals. Enclosed is my check or money order for
$3.95 plus $1 for postage and handling.
Mr./Mrs./Ms

(please print)

Address

City

State

7.in
.

Please make check payable to Creative Computing Buyer's Guide. CA, N] and NY
State residents please add applicable sales tax. Price outside U.S.A. is $6.

——————————————I

Unless you have the memory of a computer there's no
way you can keep track of all
the games, programs and
peripherals available for
your computer. And even if
you could, you’d still have a
problem figuring out what's
best for your needs and how
to get the most for your
money.

_________________ _____ ____|

RASM~86
ited by the deﬁciencies of the as—
sembler’s data deﬁnition capability.
Because there are no structures or
initializing DUP statements, the
deﬁnition of a variable (as far as
LENGTH is concerned) can consist
of only as much code as can be

packed into one line of source.
RASM-86 also provides a LAST
operator: if LENGTH x is greater
than 0, LAST x returns LENGTH
x — 1,- if LENGTH x is 0, LAST x
returns 0. This feature provides a
convenient means’ to access, for ex-

ample, the last element of an array.
The LAST operator is not present in
IBM’s MASM. LAST shares
LENGTH’s limitation as it was de~
scribed above.
MASM includes several attribute operators that are not present
in RASM-86. The SHORT operator,
for example, speciﬁes that the target
label of a jump instruction be
within 127 bytes of the instruction.
RASM-86 uses the nonstandard
mnemonic IMPS for the same pur-

pose. MASM’s THIS operator de-

ﬁnes a memory location and speci-

ﬁes a type attribute. It is also missing in RASM, but I have yet to ﬁnd
a use for THIS that cannot be duplicated by using other means.
Obviously, all of the operators
that deal with records and structures are also missing from RASM-

86: speciﬁcally, MASM’s shift
count, MASK, WIDTH, and dot (.)
operators are not implemented in

RASM. RASM does have a dot operator, but its meaning is entirely different. The dot in MASM speciﬁes
that one ﬁeld of a-structure is being
referred to (e.g., customername); in
RASM it creates a temporary vari-

able in the current data segment.
For example, the RASM statement

mov ax, .380H

is equivalent to MASM’s
mov ax,ds:[380H]

Finally, MASM’s HIGH and LOW
operators, which return the high

and low bytes of a 16-bit value, are
not present in RASM-86.

PROGRAM SEGMENTA’I‘ION

The two assemblers part company
on program segmentation. Program
segments are deﬁned in MASM
with the SEGMENT/ENDS pair.
The SEGMENT directive deﬁnes
the beginning of a logical program
segment: an area of code, data, stack,
etc. SEGMENT syntax is

name SEGMENT [align-type]
[combine-type] ['classname’]

The name ﬁeld tells the assembler
and the linker what name to use for
the segment; it can be any unique
MASM identiﬁer. The align-type
instructs the assembler where to
align the beginning of the segment.
Valid align-types are BYTE, WORD,
PARA, and PAGE. The combinetype speciﬁes how segments with
the same name are to be combined

at link time; it can be PUBLIC,

COMMON, STACK, MEMORY, or

MicroWay T” 8087 SUPPORT and FORTRAN
87FORTRAN/RTOS'" - our adaptation

of the Intel Fortran-86 Compiler generates in
line 8087 code using all 8087 data types

including BO-bit reals and 64-bit intergers. The

compiler uses the Intel large memory model.

allowing code/data structures of a full megabyte, and supports overlays. Includes RTOS

MWS-286m Configured to your specifica-

tions, our computer runs RTOS-286 or XENIX
Includes one Intel compiler, seven slot multibus
chassis, hard disk streaming tape backup and

Intel Service Contract Six to twenty times faster
than your PC ............................. CALL

8087-3
CHIP ........ $175
including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty
64K RAM Upgrade............ $47.50
87/88GUIDE - an excellent tutorial on

and support for one year ............. $1350

87BASICm includes patches to the IBM

writing 8087 code and interfacing it with
compilers Full of code that runs! .......... $30

87 PASCAL/RTOS” is Intel‘s ISO-

USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087

Written in assembly language, our runtime

Standard Pascal with 8087-8088 exceptions.
These make it possible to use all the 8087 data
types directly, while generating modules in
one ofthethreeintel Memory Models. Includes
RTOS and support for one year ...... $1350

RTOS DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for

support. Provides super fast performance for
all numeric operations including trigono»

metrics, transcendentals. addition. subtraction,
multiplication. and division .............. $150

87 MAC R0” - our complete 8087 software
development package. It contains a "Pre—pro

MATRIXPAKm manages a MEGABYTE!

package accurately manipulates large matrices
at very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion
and the solution of simultaneous linear equa-

tions Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87MACRO,
87BASIC, and RTOS ................ each $150

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.2...3239
MICROSOFT PASCAL 3.2 ...... $209

includes 87FORTRAN, 87PASCAL, RUM-86.
Utilities,TX Screen Editorand RTOS. . . $2500

cessor." source code for a set of 8087 macros,
and a library of numeric functions including

RTOS—
REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING/
MULTl-USER EXECUTIVE

encoding, decoding and conversions... $150

double precision and the 8087

87 DEBUGm - a professional debugger with

Lattice C and the MS Librarian ........... $350

iRMX-86. Includes ASM-86, LINK-86, LOG-86.
LIB-86, and the ROM Hex Loader ..... $600

which include the ability to skip tracing through
branches to calls and software and hardware

800 XENIX f‘f‘f‘f“.°?°.’f. ..

87 BASIC/I N LIN Em generates inline

on guarded addresses in RAM ......... $150

RTOS is a Micro Ware configured versron of

8087 code! Converts the IBM Basic Compiler
output into an assembly language source listing

which allows the user to make additional

refinements to his program. Real expression

evaluations run five times faster than in
87BASIC.................................. $200

Mic
W

PO. Box 79
Kingston, MA

02364

(617) 746-7341

transcendentals, trigonometrics. hyperbolics,

8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented
macro command processor, and trace features
interrupts. Breakpoints can be set in code or

FOR->BASm - a library of interface routines

which allow MS Fortran programs to call the
IBM Basic Compiler library and access

features such as the RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR, SOUND, PLAY, DRAW and
SCREEN commands .................... $150

You Can
121!k Us!
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These IEEE compatible compilers support

MICROSOFT C COM PILER includes

LATTICE C with 8087 support ....... $350
Unisource VENIX/86
FLOAT87 for MS C

SuperSoft Fortran 66 .
Computer Innovations

..
6

STSC APL* PLUS/PC .....
TURBO PASCAL.........

ENERGRAPHICS
Professional BASIC .....
COSMOS REVELATION .........
SuperCalc III with 8087 Support.
MAYNARD W81 HARD DISK..
MAYNARD W82 HARD DISK .
256K RAM CHIPS..................
..
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS Boards ...... CALL
NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE

AT. Finally, the classname is a user-

deﬁned string; the linker will place
segments with the same classname
near one another in memory.
The purpose of all this is to tell
the assembler and linker what the
segment is to be used for, how it
will be combined with other program segments, and where it should
be placed in memory. MASM’s
SEGMENT directive is complete: it

allows the programmer to do almost
anything he wants. In fact, it is a
virtually complete implementation
of the Intel assembler’s SEGMENT
directive, missing only that assembler‘s INPAGE align-type.

As a necessary complement to
the SEGMENT directive, MASM

provides the important ASSUME

statement. Aside from affording programmers the opportunity to code
the most sagacious statement I have
ever seen in any computer language
(“ASSUME NOTHING”), the AS-

SUME directive tells the assembler
what values it can expect to be in
the segment registers at run time.

This is critical information, because
the assembler must know how to
address variables and code. Examine
the following program fragment:
data segment public
varl db 7

data ends
code segment public
assume cs:code,ds:nothing,

es:data
mov ah,var1
code ends

The ASSUME statement tells the assembler that to address VARl in the
data segment it must use a segment
override; the assembler will actually

generate the instruction
mov ah,es:varl

because it was informed that what

will be in the DS register at run.
time is unknown.
Finally, the GROUP directive
in MASM instructs the assembler/

linker to collect a set of logical pro-

GET “C”APPLICA TIONS OFF TO A FL YING S
WITH

C-TRE

:‘CLSORTT”

SORT/SEEK .
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.
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SINGLE UNIT LICENSE
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Compatible Linkable 8086-ﬁle
format modules for Lattice-C
Compliers. others soon.
Complete documentation.

AccuData Software”

of Field
select Records According To
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C ;tes Tag (Index) Sorting File
' Automatic Interface To B—Tree

SOURCE CODE OPTION

$249 per program plus shipping.
“C” Source Code is also available:
requires license. A credit is
allowed for object license
purchased previously.
MULTIPLE COPY OPTION
Multiple copies of object code
may be made with this license at a
very low unit cost.

Dept. T-8

P.O. Box 6502

Austin, Texas 78762

Telephone Orders Accepted

Visa/Mastercard

(512) 476-8356
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Say goodbye to the Tower of Babel with. . .

XENO-ISK
The disk production system
for your PC!

Read, write, format and duplicate
70 disk formats on your IBM-PC or
compatible under MS-DOS. Developed

from our popular Xeno-CopyTM utilities.

Now supports popular 8"and 96 TPI formats.

XENO-DISK ................. $379.50
Also ava ila ble:
‘ XENO COPY’NI ...................................................... $99.50

Read and transfer 70 formats to PC/MS-DOS [oneway transfer]
- XENO-OOF’Y PLUSTM ................................................ $149.50
Read and write 70 formats (bi-directlonal file transfer]
- ADVANCEDTM Option ............................................ add $50.00
Supports 8.” 96 TPI, parameter input for other formats. Included in XENO-DISK.

RUN CP/M-80 PROGRAMS ON YOUR PC. . . . $99.50!

80MATEI",' our CP/ M emulator, will run almost any CP/M-80 program under
MS-DOS. No need for expensive co-processor boards!
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Los Angeles, CA 90048
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gram segments into one contiguous
physical segment of 64K or less. All
segments so collected can be ad-

dressed via a single segment register;
that is, offset addresses are relative
to the base of the group, not to the
base of each segment.
With SEGMENT/ENDS, ASSUME, and GROUP, the MASM
programmer has all of the tools necessary to exercise complete control

over program segmentation, use of

segment registers, and generation of

in which seg-type must be CSEG,

DSEG, ESEG, or 35130. RASM

makes all kinds of assumptions
based on the seg-type. For example,

if the word ”CSEG” is included in a
ﬁle, RASM assumes a seg—name of
CODE, an align-type of BYTE, and a

combine-type of PUBLIC (all of
which, however, can be overridden).
Further, RASM does not have
an ASSUME statement. RASM

makes its own assumptions; if they
are not what the programmer

segment overrides for addressing. In
contrast, RASM-86 has only those
tools needed to get the job done.

sumptions are established by the
seg-type of the segment in which

is a simpliﬁed version of the SEC-

cated (although this is not men-

RASM’s segmentation directive

MENT statement. The only align~
types available are BYTE, WORD,
and PARA, and the only combine—
types are PUBLIC and COMMON,

there is no classname ﬁeld. The ac-

tual syntax is

[seg-name] seg-type
[align-type] [combine-type]

nnin HEIU

wants, that’s too bad. RASM’S as-

the symbol being referenced is lo-

tioned in DRI’s documentation).

For example, if variable VARl

is declared in an ESEG, any refer-

ences to VARl are coded by RASM

as ES:VARl. There is no way to tell
the assembler that DS also points to
the ESEG. If DS does, in fact, refer

to the ESEG containing VARl, all

references must be explicitly coded

.
F;
mm" ”1
m iH7-aa 823a,»
512a Hs-aa 1:49p
32334 W
5123 1117—93 19:39,;
12832 11-97413 9:57p
1992 11-37-93 IBIBOp
9:57..
PRODUCT NIHRERI 1234s
PROCUCT ”MEI Inverted Tanker
19.23

i bé. ‘95

QURII’TITY ON mun: 13265
REORIIER POINT: 2838

In some cases, the programmer
can trick RASM into doing what he
wants. For example, in the creation
of a COM file, variables can be put
in a DSEG, and then the code and

data segments can be GROUPed together. (If the variables were placed

in the code segment, as would be
the case in a MASM-produced COM
ﬁle, RASM would preﬁx every ref-

erence to every variable with a CS
override.) However, there are many
cases in which this sort of grouping
will not work, and the programmer
will be forced to code his own over—
rides. The lack of the ASSUME
statement is a serious deﬁciency.
Obviously, RASM does provide

the GROUP directive, albeit somewhat differently from MASM. First,
the OFFSET operator always returns
the offset of a symbol within its

group, never within its segment,MASM allows either offset to be accessed. Second, I have not been able

Don't just put your applications in windows—put windows in your
applications with VSI—the window manager.
VSI is a high-speed screen management tool.You can create up to 255
simultaneously active overlapping windows—large or small—for any
application program. Read to or write from any window and display them

with borders and user declared priorities.VSI is callable from any com-

piled language and supports all color and monochrome video attributes.

Cut Development Time
VSI‘s powerful primitives simplify your screen management chores
with a complete library of functions. And you can preview and edit your
screen layout before you actually program it
But that’s only the beginning.

Free Demo Disk

Our free handson demo disk will have you doing windows, too.

Use the up and down arrow PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Reverse Icuflange for
or type the "usher for th Tea-ilgning hent horugwes.
,
7*
Press (ENTER) in select 0.
Press (ESC) to exit in. this new.
Press '1 Tor help uilh the highlighted lelm 11’.

as DS;VAR1 in order to avoid all
those unnecessary ES overrides.

Return the coupon with $4.50 for postage and handling

15:39 12

MasterCard orVisa accepted with phone orders only.
VSI is used with IBM PC, XT and compatibles as well as T1
Professional, and Wang PC.

___ "I
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I—I develop
software for 8086/8088 based machines and I want to do windows. too.

AMBER SYSTEMS, INC.
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BEFORE YOU BUY
ANOTHER PIECE
OF SOFTWARE
(

CONSULT THIS BUYER’SGUIDE

\ electing the rograms.
sstems andpgames for
your personal computer can be
an ordeal. You want the best
package that‘s compatible with
your system—at [he right price!
LOOK NO FURTHER.
THE OLYMPIC EDITION
OF THE CREATIVE
COMPUTING 1984
SOFTWA RE BU YER ’S
GUIDE IS HERE!
The Editors ofCREATIVE
COMPUTING have awarded
the Olympic Gold. Silver and
Bronze medals to the leading
software packages in the following categories:
Full-feature word
processors
Home word processors
Education: Pre-school. Elementary and Secondary
Spreadsheets
Database packages
Games
Full descriptions. product
reviews and screen photos of
each award winner make this
the deﬁnitive guide to the leading software of 1984!
In addition to the Olympic
Ratings Guide. you’ll ﬁnd:
A complete directory of
software products with full
program descriptions. system requirements and
prices. PLUS
A full listing of software

manufacturers, with names.
addresses types of software
made and compatible hardware for each product!
Ifyou own an Apple. Atari.
Commodore 64. TRS-80 Color
Computer. or any IBM PC, and
you’re in the market for new
business. educational. personal
productivity. recreational and
utility programs. take the ordeal
out ofshopping. . .save money
and get the best package for
your system at the best price!

Order your copy of the
CREATIVE COMPUTING
1984 SOFTWARE
BUYER’S GUIDE today!
Also available at your local newsstand and computer store.

r--—__________________________

Creative Computing 1984

SOFTWARE BUYER’S GUIDE
CN 1914. Morristown. NJ 07960

If
.

'
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Mr./Mrs./Ms

FA3F

I’m enclosing $4.95 ($3.95* plus $1 postage

& handling) for the 1984 SOFTWARE

BUYER‘S GUIDE. (Outside USA $6.)
prlnl [1111 name

Addresq

City/State/Zip
*Residents ofCA. NJ and NY State add applicable sales tax.

Super assemblers

pl_us the world’s

largest selection of
cross assemblers!
z-so
Macroassembler $49.50
Power for larger programs! This
2500AD macroassembler includes:
- Zilog Z-80 Macroassembler (with
the same powerful features as all
our assemblers)

- powerful linker that will link up to
128 files. Corn files may start at
any address

. Intel 8080 to Zilog Z—8O Source
Code Converter (to convert all
your Intel source to Zilog Syntax
in one simple step)

' COM to Hex Converter (to convert
your object files to Hex for PROM
creation, etc.)

- 52 page User Manual
8086/88 Assembler

with Translator

$99.50

Available for MSDOS, PCDOS, or

CPM/86! This fully relocatable macro-

assemblerwill asemble and link code

for MSDOS (PCDOS) AND CPM/86
on either a CPM/86 or MSDOS
machine. This package also includes:

- An 8080 to 8086 source code
translator (no limit on program
size to translate)
- A Z-8O to 8086 translator

- 64 page user manual

- 4 linkers included:

—MSDOS produces .EXEfile

—CPM/86 produces .CMD file

— Pure object code generation
—Object code and address

information only
Linker features:
- Links up to 128files
- Submit mode invocation

- Code, Data Stack and extra
segments
- Handles complex overlays

- Written in assembly language for
fast assemblies.

- MICROSOFT .RELformat option

Z-8000 Cross Development

Package $199.50
Instant Z-8000 Software! This
package allows development and
conversion of software for the
28001, 8002, 8003 and 8004 based
machines on a Z-80, Z—8000 or 8086
machine. This powerful package
includes:
- a Z-80/8080 to Z-8000 Assembly

Language Source Code Translator
. Z-8000 Macro Cross Assembler
and Linker
The Translators provide Z-8000
source code from Intel 8080 or Zilog
Z-80 source code. The Z-8000
source code used by these

packages are the unique 2500AD
syntax using Zilog mnemonics,
designed to make the transition
from 280 code writing to Z-8000
easy.
All 2500 AD Assemblers and
Cross Assemblers support the
following features:
Relocatable Code — the
packages include aversatile Linker
thatwill link up to 128 files together,
orjust be used for external

reference resolution. Supports
separate Code and Data space.
The Linker allows Submit Mode or
Command Invocation.

Large File Handling Capacity
—the Assemblerwill process files

as large as the disk storage device.
All buffers including the symbol table
buffer overflowto disk.
Powerful Macro Section—

handles string comparisons during
parametersubstitutions. Recursion

and nesting limited only by the

amount of disk storage available.

Conditional Assembly—allows
up to 248 levels of nesting.
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Assembly Time Calculator—
will perform calculations with up to
16 pending operands, using 16

or 32 Bit arithmetic (32 Bit onlyfor
16 Bit products). The algebraic
hierarchy may be changed through

the use of parentheses.
Include files supported—

Listing Control—allows listing
of sections on the program with

convenient assembly error detec-

tion overrides, along with assembly
run time commands that may be
used to dynamically change the
listing mode during assembly.

Hex File Converter, included
—for those who have special

requirements, and need to generate

object code in this format.

Cross reference table
generated—
Plain English Error
Messages—

System requirements for all programs: Z-80 CP/M 2.2 System with
54k TPA and at least a 96 column

printer is recommended. Or

8086/88 256k CP/M-86 or MSDOS
(PCDOS).
Cross Assembler Special Features
2-8—User defined registers
names, standard Zilog and Z-80

style support. Tec Hex output option.
8748—standard Intel and Z-80

style syntax supported.
8051 —512 User defined register

or addressable bit names.
6800 Family—absolute or

relocatable modes, all addressing

modes supported. Motorola syntax
compatible. Intel Hex or S-Record
format output.
6502ﬂStandard syntax or Z-80
type syntax supported, all
addressing modes supported.

2-80
CP/M®
8086/88 ASM
8086/88 XASM
80186 XASM new
16000(all) XASM I'IGW
68000 XASM neW
280000 XASM coming soon
Z-8000® ASM
2-8000 XASM
2-800 XASM coming soon
2-80 ASM
2-80 XASM
2-8 XASM
6301 (CMOS) neW
6500/11 XASM neW
6502 XASM
65C02(CMOS)XASM 08W
6800,2,8 XASM
6801,03 XASM
6804 XASM 09W
6805 XASM
6809 XASM
8748 XASM
8051 XASM
8080 XASM
8085 XASM
8096 XASM new
1802 XASM
F8/3870 XASM
COPS400 XASM
NEC7500 XASM
NSC800

Subtotal

ZILOG
SYSTEM 8000
UNIX

$199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50

IBM P.C.
8086/88
CP/M 86

$ 99.50

$ 99.50

199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50

199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50

750.00

199.50
199.50

199.50
199.50

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00

99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50

99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50

$750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00

199.50
199.50
49.50

99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50

$

IBM P.C.
8086/88
MSDOS

$

Name

199.50
. 99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50

$

products you want in the price columns above,
enterthe subtotal at the bottom of that column

Address

City _____ State — Zip —

EXt-

Make and model of computer
system
D C.O.D.(2500ADpays C.O.D.charges)

El VlSAorMasterCard #, Exp. Date(mo./yr,)
Signature

$

$199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
299.50

TO ORDER. Simply circlethe productor

Company

Phone

$

OLIVETTI
M-20
PCOS

and add up yourtotal order. Don’t forget
shipping/handling.

Check one:

D 8” Single Density
B 51/4” Osborne
D IBM PC.

g 263819881182?d)

Total $

shipping/handling

($6.50 per unit,
$20.00 perunitfor
|nt'l.airmai|)$

cyfgaglpmﬁnﬁgm

D Kaypro DSDD
otherformats available, please call!

#211

WWREIKC

--——---------------------------------------------—--—-—---J

--------- 8086 and 2-8000 XASM includes Source Code Translators ---------

------------- 17200 E. Ohio Drive, Aurora, CO 80017, 308-752-4382 TELEX 752659/AD --------------I

RASM~86
to ﬁnd any use for the group name.

dBASE ||® & |||®
PROGRAMMERS
*Why use dFLOW?

It is accepted neither as an operand

nor as a modiﬁer. If the programmer needs the segment address of
the group, he must request the address of the ﬁrst segment in the

group. Finally, RASM requires the

use of far jumps and calls between
segments that have been grouped,
the assembler does not take advan—
tage of the grouping. MASM permits near jumps and calls between
grouped segments.

.1q non) o -v no. NW) 0 mu as.» my us run we n1 WV :1 m
nunuu mum -- - .100. exam: 0 mname uv'nmx-ncmvm-rrmn

MACROS AND CONDITIONALS

RASM—86 does, however, have a
code-macro facility. Code-macros es—
sentially allow the programmer to

deﬁne 8088 instructions, the as—
sembler uses code-macros internally

—
Figure 2: Example of MASM

Macro Use
lids

locate 0,0

.repeat

read_thar
.if EOL
print_yesult

There’s no comparison between

MASM and RASM-86 regarding
macros and conditionals. RASM-86
has only a limited conditional assembly capability, and does not support traditional text macros at all.
MASM’s conditionals test the
zero/nonzero value of an expression, whether two symbols (usually
macro parameters) are identical,
whether a symbol is present or ab—
sent (again, usually a parameter),

. Jun) 0 'u'_' '

n: n: um um :1 am

whether a symbol is deﬁned, and
whether the assembler is currently

executing pass 1 or pass 2. RASM-86

provides only the ﬁrst test.

The absence of macros in

RASM will not concern some
people, but I use macros extensively
and would disqualify RASM-86

'NOVICE:
Points out errors in coding technique and
labels the precise location of their occurrence.
INSTANT FEEDBACK provides the quickest
path to improved technique.

from consideration as a serious as
sembler on this point alone. Macros
can provide program structuring;

'PROGRAMMER:
dFLOW your sophisticated and/or
lengthy source code and have hard-todiscover typos and logic mismatches
uncovered in seconds.

they can generate local variables on
the stack so that subroutines can be
made automatically reentrant, they
can simplify repetitive sections of
code; above all, when they are used
correctly, they can make programs

*PROFESSIONAL:
Free your time for billable and
interesting projects by having
dFLOW catch basic coding errors during system development.
l

3(- YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE SPEED
AND PRECISION OF dFLOW

PRICE $50:

wALLSOFT SYSTEMS INC.

233 Broadway, Suite 869 New York, NY 10279

Phone: (212)406-7026
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more easily understood and maintained.

I

Figure 2 shows an example of
MASM macro use. I would probably
more easily understand the frag—
ment in this ﬁgure six months after

I wrote it than I would an extended
series of register moves, interrupts,
subroutine calls, compares, and con—
ditional branches, no matter how

well the code was commented.

.else

write_char

parse
.endif
.until EOF

to generate opcodes. This facility is
interesting, but not very useful. As

an example, the following code-ma-

cro generates a MOV to the CS register, which is supposed to be illegal
on the 8088:

codemacro MOV dst:S(CS) ,
srczEw
segﬁx src

db 8EH
modrm dst,src
EndM

Brieﬂy, the above series of directives instructs the assembler to
watch for any MOV instruction
whose destination is the CS segment
register. When it ﬁnds one, it will
construct a multi-byte opcode, preﬁxed by a segment override if necessary. The ﬁrst byte will be 8EH.
The rest of the opcode is based on
the nature of the operand: it will
consist of the standard 8086/88
ModRM byte, possibly followed by

addressing bytes. Any of these state-

ments can then be assembled:
mov cs,ax
mov cs,seg_ptr
mov cs,es:6[bx+si]

In fact, any type of move for
which the DS register is a legal desPC TECH JOURNAL

IBM PC USERS

TeamMate is breaking installation
and performance records.

TeamMate by Data Technology ._ "a
2775 Northwestem Parkvday
Santa Clara, CA 95051

TEL: (408) 496—0434
TWX: 910—338—2044

‘

RASM~86

_

.

tination can now be duplicated with

Table 2: Comparative Assembly Times

CS. (Note: skeptics may want to try

this out in DEBUG. Version 2.0 will
actually assemble and execute

Empty ﬁle

'

8K

asked to.) However, I do not recom-

16K

mend using CS moves in programs.

0,323,

0,499

0.35.1

0.45.7

0,570
043.0

0.40.5

2:337

1:410

48K

This method works on current versions of the 8088, but it is docu—
mented as illegal, and it may not
work on future versions of the chip.
In any event, code-macros do
not substitute for text macros. Codemacros do not allow the programmer to do the same operations that
he can do with text macros (nor, in

0:230

0:160

0:165

,

4K

moves [0 the CS register If It IS

MASM MASM/MACROS
_
0103.7

RASM-S6
0033

task of converting a MASM ﬁle to
assemble under RASM depends on
the sophistication of the original
ﬁle. A ﬁle containing macros, structures and records, complex data declarations, and multiple ASSUME

IBM’s ”small" assembler, ASM,
which lacks many of the same features missing in RASM) may be
converted fairly painlessly, by
changing the segment declarations,
removing the PROC and ASSUME

COMPATIBILITY
Knowing that signiﬁcant differences
exist between RASM-86 and

of work to convert.
Aware that there would be errors, I tried to use RASM—86 to as—
semble SDIR, Iohn Chapman’s publie-domain sorted directory program.
RASM ﬂagged no fewer than 284

As a sample of the conversion
task, I altered IBM's virtual disk device driver (from the DOS 2.0 reference manual, beginning on page 1427) to assemble under RASM-86.
The following steps were needed;

that RASM-86 will not correctly as—
semble a program written for
MASM. The actual scope of the

(half or more of which is made up
of comments). On the other hand, a
simple ﬁle (such as one written for

statements, and assembling.

statements will require a good deal

fairness, are they intended to). The

lack of a macro processor is a critical
deﬁciency in RASM-86.

1.

errors in SDIR, a ﬁle of about 48K

MASM, no one should be surprised

2.

Convert macros to in-line

code.
Remove PROC/ENDP
pairs. Restate the proc
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ello, Mainﬁame’.’

Introducing SNA Exchange: the direct, dial-up

micro-to-mainframe connection.

Plug the SNA Exchange“ board into any
expansion slot in an IBM® PC, XT or PC-compatible computer, and you’re talking mainframe.
Your PC can reach out and touch any software

application running in the SNA environment—
IMS, CICS, TSO, SPF, VM/CMS.

With SNA Exchange, a PC can emulate a
3274 cluster controller (51C), a 3287 printer, and
a 3278/9 terminal, with dial-up capability for
synchronous communication with an IBM or

IBM-compatible mainframe. SNA Exchange also

lets an IBM PC emulate a 3777-1 Remote Iob
Entry Station, so you can upload and download
files from an IBM mainframe and print files

from the host computer.

SNA Exchange gives you the additional

telephone lines, or a 9600 baud modem using
a leased line. So you can easily establish the

micro-to-mainframe connection from any

telephone, anywhere.
And the connection can also be immediate.

SNA Exchange is available for delivery now! For

more details about our SNA Exchange package
or any of our other Exchange Series” products—
PC Exchange,” PC Exchange with SNA, Bisync
Exchange,” ClusterNet”
3270 and our Coax Connect product, write or
call: Intelligent Technol-

ogies, 151 University
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA

94301, (415) 328-2411,

(800) 523-8396. In the

,

East call (212) 370-9244. s» .

mm SNAExchan

@

power of multi-sessioning: you can connect
concurrently to four different mainframe applications and toggle back and forth, without
logging on and off.

The SNA Exchange system runs on an
external modem, up to 4800 baud, using standard

—

..,

haggligenﬂe nologlesm

a

company

@1984 Intelligent Technologies International Corporation. SNA Exchange, Exchange Series, PC Exchange, Bisync Exchange, ClusterNet and Intelligent
Technologies are
trademarks of Intelligent Technologies International Corporation. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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RASM~86
names as regular labels.

Change the RET statements

3.

4.

5.

6.

in the EAR procs to RETF.
Fix syntax of segment declaration. Remove ASSUMES.
Fix DUP and ”DW ?"

statements.
Alter the ”DD -l” in the

device header to two DWs.

Change one LABEL statement to the “label:” con-

struct.
7. Change all LEAs to MOV/
OFFSET statements. (This
should not have been necessary, but it was,- the LEA
statements would not assemble without error.)
8. Change all references to
labels in the IF statement
from ”label” to ”offset
label.”
9. Alter a few listing control
statements.
The virtual disk conversion was, no
doubt, a fairly simple one. There
were no records or structures, a few

small macros, and one segment.
Incidentally, even when the ob—

vious changes are made in a conversion task, minor differences will

still remain in syntax. For example,
the MASM statements .
mov byte ptr es:[bx], 13
mov [si+6], all

must be coded in RASM as
mov es:byte ptr [bx], 13
mov 6[si], al

The issue of object module
compatibility is more interesting.
Obviously, code that is assembled/
linked with RASM is compatible
with DOS,- what I am speaking of
here is the compatibility of RASM’s

unlinked OBI ﬁles with the PC-DOS
linker. The official word from DRI

would make any New Englander
proud: “Mebbe ’tis, mebbe ’tain’t.”
Digital Research does not claim
compatibility in that area, does not
support the DOS linker, and is not
responsible if RASM object ﬁles
cannot be linked in that manner.
AUGUST 1984

The fact is that it usually works
ﬁne. Both linkers use Intel-type ob—
ject module formats, and, in several
weeks of testing, I created no ﬁle

that the PC-DOS linker rejected (ex-

cept as noted in the next paragraph).
Furthermore, all of the ﬁles I tried
executed properly.
Certainly, that is not to say that
it will always work. One potential
problem lies in the area of identiﬁers. RASM identiﬁers are signiﬁcant to 80 characters, and it is quite
possible that LINK, expecting only
31 characters, would choke on long
identiﬁers. A few quick tests indicated that, in fact, LINK did not
mind 40-character public symbols.
However, it did fail (Without com-

ment) if there were tWo RASM

identiﬁers that differed only after
the ﬁrst 31 characters.
If it's possible to use PC-DOS’s
LINK on RASM-produced ﬁles, it
makes sense that it would also be
possible to use LINK-86 on MASM
ﬁles, and, indeed, that appears to be
true. AlthOugh I ran fewer tests in
this direction, I had no difﬁculty
linking MASM object ﬁles with the
DRI linker. Again, however, there
are potential problems. It is unclear,
for example, what LINK-86 would
do if it were to encounter one of
MASM’s MEMORY segments, since
MEMORY is not one of RASM’s
segment types.
The implication of this semi—
compatibility is that it may well be
possible to use RASM to produce
small assembly language subroutines for compiled languages that
produce Microsoft-style object ﬁles.
I successfully linked a RASM-assem—
bled subroutine with a C program

written under Computer Innovations’ C86 compiler. In view of
RASM’s potential for the production

of simple programs or subroutines,

this is good news.

Perhaps more importantly, it
should also be feasible to use the

greater power of MASM in the pro-

duction of assembly language modules for the DRI languages. This

My Programs Always
Compile the FirsTime’“
Yours can too!
FirsTime is an intelligent editor that
knows the rules of the language being
programmed. It checks your statements
as you enter them, and if it spots a mis—
take, it identiﬁes it. FirsTime then posi—
tions the cursor over the error so you
can correct it easily. FirsTime will idem
tify all syntax errors, undefined variables, and even statements with mismatched variable types. In fact, any
program developed with the FirsTime
editor will compile on the ﬁrst try.

Unprecedented

FirsTime has many unique features

found in no other editor. These powerful

capabilities include a zoom command
that allows you to examine the struc—
ture of your program, automatic pro-

gram formatting, and block transforms.
If you wish, you can work even faster
by automatically generating program
structures with a single key-stroke. This
feature is especially useful to those
learning a new language, or to those

who often switch between different
languages.

Other Features: Full screen editing,

horizontal scrolling, function keys
labeled on screen, help screens, inserts,
deletes, appends, searches, and global
replacing.

Programmers enjoy using FirsTime,
because its powerful features allow
them to concentrate on the program
logic without having to worry about cod—

ing details. Debugging is reduced dramatically, and deadlines are more easily

met.

The Spruce FirsTime editor is imme—
diately available for PASCAL ($245)
and C ($295) on the IBM Personal

Computer and its compatibles. A demonstration disk is available for $25. (N.J.

residents please add 6% sales tax.)
For programs that compile the

FirsTime.

To order, call or send check to:

Spruce

Technology Corporation
110 Whispering Pines Drive

Lincroft, N.J. 07738

(201) 741-8188 or (201) 663-0063
Dealer enquiries welcome. Custom versions
for computer manufacturers and language
developers are available.

FirsrTime is a trademark of Spruce Technology
Corporation.
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RASM—86
would spare MASM owners the expense of buying another assembler.

PERFORMANCE

As I mentioned earlier, one of the

factors Contributing to the excitement that greeted the news of

RASM's release was that it was supposed to be signiﬁcantly faster than

MASM. Indeed, RASM is somewhat
faster, though perhaps not as much
as had been hoped.
Table 2 lists assembly times for
ﬁve ﬁles ranging in size from a few
bytes to about 48K. The ”empty”
ﬁle is a minimum assembly lan—
guage ﬁle, consisting of a single
END statement, this timing shows

how long it takes simply to load and
execute the two assemblers. The
tests were conducted on a standard
IBM PC with 512K of RAM and a
Davong hard disk. The timings include load time from the Davong.
Both assemblers were instructed to
create object ﬁles only—no listing,
symbol, or cross-reference ﬁles.

Obviously, since the assemblers

are not source-compatible, the ﬁles

used for comparison are not identi-

cal; however, I attempted to make
as few alterations as possible in converting. There are two MASM timings for each ﬁle. The MACRO column shows the timings for the ﬁles
in their original condition, including all macros, and the MASM column shows the timings for the ﬁles
after all macros had been converted
to in-line code. All other MASM
code, such as structures and structure references, remained intact.

The timing information clearly
shows that RASM’s performance
improves relative to MASM as the

size of the ﬁle being assembled increases. For small ﬁles, there was
very little difference; MASM was
actually a little faster for a very

small (3.5K) ﬁle. On the other end

of the scale, RASM was much faster
than MASM in assembling the
largest ﬁle, the 48K SDIR program.
RASM completed the job in l min-

NOW YOU CAN WORK
IN C WITH ONLY
BASIC KNOWLEDGE

ute, 41 seconds, whereas MASM
took 3 minutes, 40 seconds.

Bear in mind that the version of
SDIR being tested makes fairly extensive use of macros and structures. As a result, it’s readable, understandable, and maintainable,

even by someone who didn’t write
it. For example, I have no difﬁculty
understanding what the SDIR code
does. The same code, after conversion, was much less clear. If I were

going to make any changes to the
program, I would still use the original MASM version. The extra few
minutes spent assembling are a

small price to pay for a more signiﬁcant (though unmeasurable) reduction in coding and maintenance
time.

THE REST OF THE T0013

As mentioned above, RASM-86 is

one part of a DRI package called Assembler Plus Tools, including the
linker, an object librarian, a crossreferencer, and a debugger.

Until now, IBM BASIC and C were about as far apart as apples
and oranges — and if you wanted to move from BASIC to C, you

had to go back to square one. Not anymore!

There’s no denying that BASIC is a ﬁne language: it has
probably helped you learn a lot about programming computers.
But now that you know how to program, isn't it time to take the
next step — to a language that was designed to help you quickly
develop software that is fast, compact, and portable?

BASIC_C can help you make the transition smoothly: it's a

library of C functions providing BASICS high level capabilities
you've come to know so, well. Functions for string handling,
sequential‘and random i/o,’ graphics, and many more — all

designed to look and work like BASIC.

Enjoy the Beast of Bo Worlds
with BASIC_C”!
Write or Call Collect

‘ OURCE

C Source
12801 Frost Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64138

816-353-8808

You get the source code to BASIC_C: extensively documented,
it provides many examples to help you learn how to write C
functions, and if a function doesn’t happen to suit your speciﬁc
needs . . . change it!
C Source provides a complete development package: the
BASIC_C Library, a full screen editor, and a choice of three C
compilers. Buy it all, or just the pieces you need.

BASIC_C Library - source code .........................
EC - full screen editor .... .............................
BASIC_C & EC ........... .............................
BASIC_C & DeSmet C Compiler ........................
BASIC_C & Computer Innovations C compiler ...........
BASIC_C & Lattice C compiler ..........................

$175
$ 85
$225
$275
$475
$550

BASIC_C, DeSmet C Compiler, & EC .................... $325

BASIC_C, Computer Innovations C compiler, & EC ...... $525
BASIC_C, Lattice C compiler, & EC ..................... $600
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Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed

a new method of tuning, you had to
change instruments practically every time
you wanted to change keys.Very difficult.

Before Avocet introduced its family of
cross-assemblers, developing micro-processor software was much the same. You
needed a separate deVelopment system

for practically every type of processor.

Very difficult and very expensive.

But with Avocet’s cross-assemblers, a

|\_‘3 u 0.59

single computer can develop software for
virtually any microprocessor! Does that
put us in a league with Bach? You decide.

-I\\ 05‘)

The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler
Development Tools That Work

Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable

and user—proven in over 3 years of actual

Cross-assembler

Target
Microprocessor

XASMZSO
XASM85
XASMO5
XASM09
XASM 18

Z-80 8085
6805
6809
1802

Avocet

use. Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX or the hun—

dreds of other organizations that use them.

Every time you see a new microprocessorbased product, there’s a good chance it

was developed
assemblers.

with

Avocet

cross-

Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.

XASM48

They run on any computer with CP/M'
and process assembly language for the
most popular microprocessor families.
51/4" disk formats available at no extra

XASM5 1

cost include Osborne, Xerox, H-P, IBM

Turn Your Computer Into A
Complete Development System
Of course, there‘s more. Avocet has the
tools you need from start to finish to enter,
assemble and test your software and finally
cast it in EPROM:

Text Editor VEDIT -- full-screen text edi—
tor by CompuView. Makes source code
entry a snap. Full-screen text editing, plus
TECO-like macro facility for repetitive

tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals

and personal computers as well as in userconfigurable form.

CP/M-80 version .................... $150
CP/M-86 or MDOS version ....... $195
(when ordered with any Avocet product)
EPROM Programmer -— Model 7128

EPROM Programmer by GTek programs
most EPROMS without the need for per-

sonality modules. Self-contained power
supply
accepts ASCII commands and
data from any computer through RS 232
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex object files can be down-loaded directly.
Commands include verify and read, as
well as partial programming.
PROM types supported: 2508, 2758,

2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A,
27C32, MCM8766, 2564, 2764, 27C64,
27128, 8748, 8741, 8749, 8742, 8751,
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS.

805 1

6502
6800/01

XASMF8

F8/3870

XASM400
XASM75

each

$200.00
each

28

$300.00

COP4OO
NEC 7500

(Upgrade kits will be available for new
PROM types as they are introduced.)
Programmer ................ $429

Options include:

Software Driver Package --

enhanced features, no installation

required.
_
CP/M-80 Version ........... $ 75
IBM PC Version ........... $ 95
RS 232 Cable .............. $ 30
8748 family socket adaptor . . . $ 98
8751 family socket adaptor . . . $174
8755 family socket adaptor . . . $135

67228 Programmer by GTek -- baud

each

$500. 00

Call Us

If you’re thinking about development systems, call us for some straight talk. If we
don’t have what you need, we’ll help you
find out who does. If you like, we’ll even
talk about Bach.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-448-8500
(In the US. except Alaska and Hawaii)
VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular disc formats now
available -— please specify. Prices do not include shipping and
handling -- call for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.

‘Trademark of Digital Research

‘ 'Trademark of Microsoft

superfast, adaptive program-

ming algorithms

minute.

Versions

$250.00

Coming soon: XASM68K. . .68000

to 2400

CP/M'85

IBM PC, MSDOS' ‘

ersion
V

8048/8041

XASM65
XASM68
XASMZ8

PC, Kaypro, North Star, Zenith.
Televideo, Otrona, DEC.

CP/M-80

programs 2764 in one

Programmer ................ $549

Ask us about Gang and PAL programmers.
HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Converter -- Converts to and from Intel,

Motorola, MOS Technology, Mostek,
RCA, Fairchild, Tektronix, Texas
Instruments and Binary formats.

Converter, each version ....... $250

AVOCET
SYSTEMS NC:
DEPT. 884—PCT
804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 467210
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RASlN/leﬁé

Your Key To
Microcomputer Software!

LINK-86 performs the same
function as does the standard DOS
linker and has the same characteristics regarding compatibility. In
some ways, LINK-86 has more ﬂexibility than IBM’s LINK, for ex-

ample, the programmer can tell it to

allocate an arbitrary number of ex—
tra (unused) bytes to any segment.

LINK—86 can be instructed to get its
command input from a disk ﬁle,

which reduces repetitive typing and

permits long command strings that
could not be entered directly.

More
software
for more
computers
and more.

One slightly tricky feature of

LINK-86 is the NOPREFIX Option.

The linker normally adds some preﬁx code at the beginning of the
linked EXE ﬁle. According to DRI,
the preﬁx code allows the linked
program to behave as though it
were running under CP/M—86. The

preﬁx code is required for linking
object modules created by DRI’s

compilers, but it is not needed for
linking only RASM-86 modules.
NOPREFIX suppresses the preﬁx code and produces a standard

Whatever your software needs, all
you need to know is Westico. We
have hundreds of business and
professional software programs
in formats to fit more than 120
microcomputers, including IBM
PC, MS DOS and CP/M-compatible
systems. Our large inventory means
you get the software you want,
when you want it. Plus, our after
sales service is designed to keep
you smiling. Westico helps you get
the most from your microcomputer.
Find out more with our new
directory. Detailed descriptions of
all our programs help you select
the correct software to fit your needs.
Start getting more with Westico.

EXE ﬁle. The option must be used

to convert the EXE ﬁle to COM
format; because the preﬁx code contains segment references.

As far as I could tell, LINK-86

r- - Order Your Copy Today- I

I
I E] Rush me the brand new Westico
I software directory.

Name
Firm

Address
City

State

the library when it is needed.

Zip

The advantage to using object
libraries is that the programmer can
avoid cluttering up disk storage

Mail to:

VVES'I'ICO

with too many small modules, thus

simplifying disk maintenance and

The Software Express Service"

25 Van Zant Street 0 Norwalk, CT 06855I

(203) 853-6880 - Telex 64-3788

C) Copyright 1984 Westico, Inc. WES-37.

|

L-------------J
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cannot create a high-loading code
ﬁle; RASM has no functions equivalent to the IBM linker’s /HIGH and
/DSALLOCATION switches.
LIB-86 is an object code librarian. That is, it permits object modules to be separately assembled and
placed into a library ﬁle for future
use during the link process. For ex—
ample, a CLS procedure to clear the
screen might be created, assembled,
and placed into a library. CLS could
then be declared as an external label
in any RASM source ﬁle, and the
linker will extract the module from

reducing wasted space. PC-DOS does

not provide a librarian (although,
oddly, MS-DOS does). LIB-86 is rea-

sonably easy to use and appears to

perform well. Unfortunately, no
source librarian is provided.
XREF-86 is an assembly lan~

guage cross referencer. It reads a list
ﬁle and its associated symbol ﬁle
(both of which are created by the
assembler) and creates a duplicate of
the list ﬁle, with each line of source
code preﬁxed by a line number. It
then appends a symbol cross-reference listing to the end of the ﬁle,
the cross reference lists all symbols
and indicates where they are deﬁned and/or referenced. XREF-86 is
similar to IBM’s CREF program.
The ﬁnal part of the Assembler
Plus Tools package is the debugger,
SID—86. In many ways, SID is similar to PC-DOS’S DEBUG, but it has

one major advantage: SID can read
the symbol ﬁle created by LINK-86
and use the symbols contained
therein. Thus, during a SID-86 run,
the programmer can refer to vari—
ables and labels by name, rather
than having to use the listings and
symbol ﬁles directly. Symbols also
appear in the disassembly:

GET_INPUT:
xxxx:0100 CALL 01C6
.GELKEY
xxxx:0103 MOV 0017, AX
.INCHAR
xxxx:0106 LOOP 0100
GET INPUT
Using symbols lessens the pain of
the debugging process considerably.
SID and DEBUG are both com-

mand—driven debuggers, but the
commands are just different enough
to be confusing. SID seems to have
all the functions DEBUG does, plus
a few more (decimal data entry, di-

rect creation of an input command
tail, fancier breakpoints, tracing

with calls executed in full, etc.).

One curious omission is that RASM86 supports 8087 mnemonics, but

SID does not. Although DRI would
not ofﬁcially conﬁrm our information, industry sources say that
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It’s a headache, of sorts.
hether your mailing list, accounting package, DBMS, or other end—
user application is currently under
development or already on the market,

you’ve probably discovered that ex—

ternal sorting can be a difﬁcult, costly,

and time—consuming headache. Es—
pecially in today’s ﬂoppy- disk storage
environment.

hat's why we developed
BFAMSORT': the revolutionary in—

place OEM sorting module. The older
algorithms eat up valuable space on
your user’s often over-crowded disk-

ettes. By installing BEAMSORT'”
you get today’s techP
nology at a fraction
it.
of it’s true devel-

a mela, net! 4

file formats, and interfaces to all major
languages. Custom interfacing, operating environments, and file formats
are available.

hat about performance?

BEAMSOKT” runs SuperSorﬁ’s

own benchmark faster than SuperSort“
does! It’s amazing but don’t take our
word for it. Write us on your company
letterhead for our OEM evaluation kit.
You must see this for yourself!

For fait relief.

2L5j

the company is planning to include
8087 support in a future release.
My only real complaint about
SID-86 is that the trace (single-step)

display shows the machine state
prior to the most recently executed
instruction: in other words, the programmer cannot see the results of a
traced instruction until after he has
traced the next instruction.

CONCLUSION

A few months ago, during a CompuServe on-line conference on IBM’s
MASM, a frustrated newcomer to

PC assembly language programming

wailed, ”Isn’t there any way to just

ORG and go? Why do I have to AS-

3‘:

and you've got
one less problem
to worry about.

CP/M—86", MS-DOS,‘ and PC—DOS,
supports multiple-volume files, ASCII,
Microsoft .RAN, and dBASE H" .DBF

:;.i:uaﬁ

opment cost,

FAMSOKF” runs under CP/M-80",

RASM~86

SUME and SEGMENT and PROC

Phlexible Data Systems, Inc.
’CFM, MS—DOS, dBase IL and SuperSort are trademarks of Digital
Research, Microsoft, Ashton-Tate, and Micropro, respectively.

3017 Bateman Street, Berkeley, CA 94705
(415) 540-7181
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‘SYMD \
SYMBOLlC'DEBUGGER

Faster,

easier and
more productive

an address or offset is
required. Symbols are
easier to remember, more
efficient to use. SYMD

SYMD—the unique new also lets you: Examine
programming aid for PC— and/or change real
DO T'“ and MS—DOS“1
systems—dramatically
reduces the time and
effort needed to identify
and correct programming
errors. SYMD simpliﬁes
debugging by utilizing
source code symbols and
line numbers wherever

number data; assign per;

manent or temporary

breakpoints, including
pass counts to control
looping; check instruction
execution sequences with
backtrace commands; use
profiling commands to
identify the most active

TMMS-DOS IS a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

parts of a program. And
much more. SYMD can

be used with compiler

or assembly language
programs. System
requirements: PC—DOS
or MS—DOS 1.1 or 2.0;
192K recommended;
80—column display.

SYMD is introductory
priced at only $90. Free
literature on request.
VISA or MasterCard

and all that stuff?”
ORG and go. Well, if that’s
what you want, maybe DRI’s
RASM-86 will be just your cup of
tea. But I keep thinking back to the
response given the CompuServe
newcomer: the reason that MASM
is a little more complex than a Z80

assembler is that the chip it creates
programs for is a lot more complex.
MASM's role in life is to let the
programmer take advantage of the
ﬂexibility of the PC’s brain.
The price for RASM’s relative
simplicity is loss of control over the
CPU; the price for RASM’s small—
ness is loss of ﬂexibility in manipu-

lating the objects that are created. If

you don’t need those functions,
RASM may be a good choice for
you. As for me, I’m sticking with
IBM’s Macro Assembler.

RASM-86

Digital Research, Inc.
160 Central, PO. Box 579
Paciﬁc Grove, CA 93950

408-649-3896
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accepted.

TMPC-DOS is a trademark of the IBM Corporation.

D+VSystems

400 Amherst Street Nashua, NH 03063 (603) 881-7140
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NOW AVAILABLE—

THE MASTER
DIRECTORY
OF PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR
IBM PC
Nearly 400 pages of the most current listings

and information for IBM PC, PC XT, Pe and compatible hardware,
software, accessories and services—from the publishers of PC.

Be sure to order your copy of PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE
today—fill out the coupon and mail it now!

YOUR PRIMARY REFERENCE...
organizing over 4,000 products and 1,500 vendors, services,

PHONE TOLL FREE 9 am-5 pm EST:
1-800-596-0790

and support systems in one comprehensive, easy-to—use
guide. PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE is the quickest and most
reliable way to locate exactly what you need to expand the
usefulness of your personal computer.
Because it's published quarterly in May, August, No-

(In New Jersey 201—540-0445)

ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND
AND COMPUTER STORE

up-to—date guide of its kind, accurately describing each
product and its function and cost. Find out what level of skill
is required to get the most from the roduct and everything is
logically categorized and indexe with cross-references so

you won't miss one listing!

GET MORE FROM YOUR PC
The documentation you received from IBM is only the beginning. Finding the right hardware and software is what

really makes the difference in how effectively your IBM or

compatible PC performs—that's why you need PC: THE
BUYERS GUIDE! You'll also find detailed listings for the
following important services and accessories:
Consultants
User Groups
On—Iine Bulletin Board
Insurance Services
Databases
Professional Societies
Furniture
Retail Clubs
Retail and Mail Order Outlets
Computer Groups
Literature

Maintenance services

AND MUCH MORE!

I
I
I

:——__—__—_——_—__——N-)EE_I
_THE

CNI9I4, Morristown, NJ 07960

L_________________

vember and February, PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE is the most

I Please send me PC: THE BUYERS GUIDE. Enclosed is $9.50
I ($795" per copy, plus $1.55 each for postage and handling.)
($II.00 outside USA, send US funds only). *Residents of CA,

I CO, CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, MI, MO, NJ and NY State add
I applicable sales tax.

I Charge My:

| D American Express

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

|:] Visa

[:| MasterCard

CARD NO.

MR./MRS./MS.

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

EXP. DATE
print full name

I_ __________________

“I just found the
ideal solution to
my telecomputing
problems. And it’s
right here in ide my
IBM® PC. Plus I got a
free bonus to boot!”

Hayes ‘
Smartmodem 1200B“ and
Smartcom II“ software.
The complete, easy-to-use plugin telecomputing system for the
IBM® PC and compatibles.

’IIIIIII/IIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIA

Looking for ’ust the right telecomput-_
, ‘ing system or your PC? Hayes has it!
Smartrnodem 1200B and Smartcom II
communications software. The most
reliable and easy to use modern and
software for your IBM PC or compatible computer. At a great singlepackage value for you. And when
you bu now, you’ll also receive a
valuab e free offer. From Hayes, the
telecomputing leader.

Smartmodem 12003.

Your PC's telephone.
Everything you need to communicate—computer to computer—is on

one, convenient plug-in board. Smartmodem 12003 easily slides into an
expansion slot ofyour PC (your dealer
can install it in minutes). You’re ready
to send and receive information at up
to 1200 bps. For speedy. economical
transmission to personal computers.

data bases and information services

throughout North America.
So what could make communications easier? Smartcom II software.
designed by Hayes speciﬁcally for

Smartmodem and your PC!Smartcom II.

Your Smartmodem's software.

Smartcom II maximizes the outstanding capabilities of Smartrnodem
1200B. At the same time, it minimizes
your effort.
Thanks to Smartcom II’s menudriven ease. the first time out you’ll
be creating messages, sending and
storing them to disk. Simultaneously!
And when you’re on the receiving

end. your PC will do all the work,
completely unattended.
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Smamriodem 12008 and Smartcom II are trademarks of Hayes
Microcomputer Products, Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
*‘nademarks of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. Corona

A complete,
plufg-in telecomputing system
, or 9 popular PC models!
Whatever our PC model, Hayes
has the de ' itive connection!
Smartmodern 1200B and Smartcom
II are com atible with the: IBM PC.

DireCt IPC 1000*

Free introductory subscriptions.
Free access time.

Smartcom 11 comes with more
“built-in" beneﬁts, as well. Your Hayes

telecomputing system includes intro-

ductory subscri tions and access
time to several eading information

services!

,

Get on-line with

the telecomputing leader.
See ‘ our computer dealer right away!
AndIplug in to the exciting world of
telecomputing. With Smartmodem
1200B and Smartcom II. A smart buy
for your IBM PC or PC compatible!
Ill/[W [ll/I /ll//[/// ///
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AMERICA'S INFORMATION

UTILITY.SM A va1ue ofup to $200, free!
Act now throulgh August 31!

Get an additiona $69 value free.

Act right away, and you‘ll receive
a free introductory subscription to
CompuServe's Executive Information Service. For accurate, up-to-theminute investment information, as
well as news, home shopping, travel.
education services and more! Direct
from CompuServe to your PC screen!

I— ___________
Save thiscoupon! It's your ticket ,
to a $69 value from Hayes.
Offer good through August 31, 1984.
To receive your ﬂee introductory subscription to Com uServe's Executive

Information Service, and your corn lirnentary copy of3Free Software for the
IBM PC.- Complete this coupon an mail direct to Hayeswith your Product
Registration Card (inside your Smartrnodem IZOOB and Smartcom II package).
Name

ofDow Jones a Company. Inc
OAG EE is a registered trademark ofthe Oﬁicial Airline
Guides. Inc.

Date of Purchase

@1984 Hayes MicrocomputerProducts. Inc.

guide free, when you purchase a
Smartrnodem 1200B/Srnartcom II
telecomputing package!
,
But remember. To take advantage
of these great bonuses, you need to
get moving fast!

Sample a wide variety ofpractical
services from CompuServeEi’OAG EE®
(Official Airline Guide), Dow Jones
News/Retrievalf’and THE SOURCE,SM

City

subsidiary of The Reader's Digat Association. Inc.

hel of your Hayes Smartrnodem.

' ‘ And Hayes offers you this valuable

PC XT an PC Portable, COMPAQ

trademark of CompuServe. Inc., an HSIR Block Company.

THE SOURCE. AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY IS a
service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation, a

download more than 600 varied soft—

ware programs to your PC, with the

and COMPAQ Plus, Corona, Televideo Portable, Columbia VIP and

Address

Dow Jones NewsIReuieval is a registered trademark

the IBM PC, a practical resource book

that tells you how to access and _

strokes. And if you ever need it,

on-Iine “help" is right there at your
ﬁngertips.

Data Systems. TeleVideo Systems. Inc., Columbia Data
Products. Inc. and Direct. Inc.
CompuServe Information Service is a regstered

And we‘ll also send you a com limentary copy ofFree Software or

Smartcom II stores frequently called

numbers and parameters for Ien y
log-on sequences. 80 calling ano er
system requires just a few quick key-

State

' Zip

Place of Purchase

Mail to: Hayes Microcomputer Produ‘cts, Inc., Dept. 1200B.
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd, Norcross, Georgia 30092.

The introductory offer for CompuServe’s Executive Information Service inc-13d; gee-SMOE— —

plus $15 worth of free connect time.

_l

PCT

.twems ava‘i
.
.,
Cables, external c
tape back—up, and datumehtati‘on
Our line is expansive, notemensiv
‘ , Needteven more storage for yo
,
We offer hard disk subsystems incl
—_—all designed fortsuperb quality at the ve
prices. Ahd we stand behi f all 011 rod”
hat’s because our quality‘lives

warranty,

III

"I!

I If
‘m ‘

l |"'l l"’|l|

Available at leading dealers ever-gibbon '

We‘live up-to: urfirs name
.7

,

_ _

ggms Road-,gHoffmmEs

1-80.0-323-6836/1731‘ 884-72
\
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AUGIE HANSEN

TH Depending upon the prescribed use, either of these

IBM communications packages could outperform the other

Among communications products on the software shelves today are two from IBM—one works well for mainframe
communications but not so well for general or personal use; the other fills in the gap for general or personal use
and is especially well—suited to electronic mail functions. The ﬁrst product is an updated version of IBM’s Asyn-

chronous Communications Support package (ACS). The second is Microcom’s Personal Communications Manager
(PCM) draped in the wraps and banner of IBM.
Asynchronous Communications Support was one of the ﬁrstcommunications packages available for the PC.
ACS was and is basically a dumb terminal emulator with some capabilities added to permit ﬁle transfers with IBM

host machinesThe Personal Communications Manager is a neat package designed to whisk the user and his PC

into the age of the electronic, or paperless, ofﬁce. PCM handles several types of mail electronically in unattended
send/receive operation and even has a terminal emulation mode.

Both of these programs were tested for the following review on a variety of machines in the PC family, talking

to each other and to a range of other host machines.

Augie Hansen is a programmer for a major telecommunications company. His interests include commercial and
amateur radio communications.
He is the author of Chrome Ranger, an arcade game for the IBM PC that is published by Omniware.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Asynchronous

Communications
Support, Version 2.0

IBM’s ﬁrst attempt at communi-

cations software for the PC did reasonably well in the marketplace,
largely because of a dearth of competition. The ACS package worked
well with IBM host systems, but it
offered little except dumb—terminal
features for users of bulletin boards
and other mainframe and minicomputer operating systems.

Its strongest following appears
to be in the business community, in
which literally tons of IBM mainframe equipment hold down little
squares of raised ﬂooring in ﬂass
and steel structures around the
globe. Most communicators of the
shirtsleeves bulletin-board crowd,
on the other hand, prefer PC-TALK
and other such programs that were
designed for that environment.

ACS’s version 2.0 is an improve-

ment over its predecessor. It is still
completely menu driven, which disappoints those who ascribe to the

command-oriented approach, but it’s
a serviceable product. Several deﬁciencies of the original product have
been rectiﬁed (destructive backspace
works now) and some new features

have been added. Table l is a summary of new and revised ACS features. Additions include a much-

needed help feature, support for a
second serial adapter card in case

the ﬁrst is committed to some other

task, and control character ﬁltering.
In addition, ACS now has more of a
general-purpose ﬁle transfer capability andthe ability to capture data to
a printer and to disk.
Like its predecessor, the new

version of ACS is not copy protected
and may be run on virtually any

IBM PC or clone having at least 64K
RAM, a ﬂoppy or hard disk drive,

either an async port card and modem or an internal modem, and either a 40- or an 80-column display.

IBM has added displays of the
default values of the communica-

tions parameters to the terminal fea-
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Feature Description _-

, Status

Comments

Terminal selection
Dow Jones/The Source

new

Added to top-level menu
selections

User-speciﬁed ‘

revised

Combines user-specified
full- and half-duplex entries

Terminal session printing

new

<F7> toggles ON/OFF

Data Capture to ﬁle

new

<F8> toggles ONIOFF

new

XON/OFF control ﬂow

General purpose ﬁle transfer

protocols

’

,

new

Prompted (CR)

COM2 support

new

Option in set-up fiie

Control character ﬁltering

new

Up to 4 and sets

HELP menu in terminal mode

new

invoke with <F10>

File format conversion

new

Binary-ASCII & back

4i

Table 1: Summary of New and Revised Features of AC8 2.0

ture menu (see ﬁgure I) so the user
doesn’t have to make unnecessary
menu selections just to ﬁnd out the
current settings. The procedure

would have been even easier, however, had IBM put the three items
that don't change from one terminal
menu to the next, such as 1-3, in
the same location. Then, the user
would not have to press 13 to start
one ”type” and 3 to start some other
"type." The quotes are used because
the terminal feature ﬁles do not really deﬁne terminal types. Rather,
they simply set the basic communi—
cations parameters for the particular
host environment in question.
One of the choices offered for
terminal descriptions is which control characters to delete upon receipt. Figure 2 shows the menu/
work screen that is used to select

VM/370 operating systems, if the
needed line-oriented editors were
available. Version 2.0 adds support
for sending ﬁles to remote systems
using either XON/XOFF flow control or prompting with a carriage-

return character. This function is
called ﬁle sending. Files may be received in unattended auto-answer
mode using the ﬁle writing function. The user can name only one
ﬁle that will receive transferred
data, whether the data consist of
one character or a hundred ﬁles.
The individual ﬁles must be extracted at a later time.

A ﬁle conversion program enables the user to send and receive binary ﬁles as ASCII text ﬁles. The
process makes a ﬁle to be sent swell
to twice its original size and doubles
the transmission time compared to

the ﬁrst control character to delete.

an ASCII ﬁle of the same original

of the unused control characters

the separate FILECONV program,

The user can select up to four, with
any one of the selections being all

size. Even worse, to send a binary

ﬁle the user must leave AC8 to use

File Transfers

then go back into AC8 to use the
ﬁle transfer function. The procedure is reversed for receiving a ﬁle.
That is the price for ACS’s use of

be transferred between IBM PCs and
between the PC and IBM mainframe hosts running MVS/TSO and

thermore, if the user is in the ﬁlewriting mode and is sent an unconverted binary ﬁle, the editor may be
unable to sort the ﬁle’s contents.

(those that are not used for normal
screen and printer formatting).
Version 1.0 of Asynchronous Communications Support allowed ﬁles to

seven data bits instead of eight. Fur—
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First Character to he Deleted

Terminal Feature Henu
Choose:

Choose?

1 Line Bit Rate [388]
2 Type of Parity Checking [ﬂarhl
Number of Stop Bits (One Bit]
XON/XOFF Support {Present}
Line Turnaround Char Sent to Host [CR]
Local or Host Character Echoing {Local}
First Character to be Deleted [Hone]
Second Character to he Deleted [Honel
Third Character to he Deleted [Hone]
Fourth Character to be Deleted [Hone]
Line End Character Sent by Host [CR]
Con-unicaticns Adapter address [1]
Start Up Selected Terminal
Save This Terninal Specification
Return to Terminal Selection Menu
nil-her and press Enter __

Type number and press Enter

Figure 1: ACS Terminal Feature Menu

Data Capture

ACS version 2.0 allows the user to
record what he receives either to a
printer or to a disk. IBM calls these
functions terminal session printing

and writing of host output to a ﬁle.
Most communications programs call
the process of writing to a ﬁle (or to

memory) data capture, but IBM, as
usual, takes its own course.
What does the user do if he
cannot remember—or never

** 1 Ho Character Specified
2 Carriage Return (HEX 8D)
3 Linefeed (HEX BR)
4 Bell (HEX 87)
5 XOH (HEX 11)
6 XOFF (HEX 13)
7 Escape (HEX 18)
8 Tab (HEX 89)
9 Backspace (HEX 88)
18 all Unused Control Characters
‘** Indicates current default

Figure 2: Selective Deletion of Received
Characters in ACS

and general system interactions in
these environments are smooth and

essentially trouble-free.
In other environments, however, ACS provides little or no help
with any task requiring more than a
simple dumb-terminal interface.
The XMODEM protocol, because of

its wide acceptance in the micro-

computer world, would have been a

welcome addition to AC8 to en-

learned—the command to start data
capture to disk? Figure 3 shows an

hance its use in transferring ﬁles to
and from bulletin boards and other
such systems. The ﬂow control and

illustrates the effect of pressing the
F10 key to get on—screen help, a fea—
ture that was not available in the
earlier version of the program.

into version 2.0 are a step in the
right direction but represent only a
partial solution to the general prob—
lem of ﬁle transfers.

interactive session in progress and

The F7 and F8 keys toggle data
capture to the printer and disk, respectively. The printing and disk

writing functions may be run simultaneously. If the host computer
recognizes and responds quickly to
the XON/XOFF control codes, no

data will be lost. If the response is
too slow, the data can be captured to
disk only and printed out later.

The ACS package interacts well

with IBM mainframe computers
and other IBM PCs and work—alikes.
The mainframe connection appears

to be the primary reason that ver—

sion 2.0 is selling well. File transfers

AUGUST 1984

prompted techniques incorporated

Another much-needed feature
is a dialing directory. This would

avoid the manual repetition of tasks
such as ﬁnding a telephone number
and keying it in each time a call is
started, which is especially annoying if the call is to a busy system.

Regardless of the host environment involved, perhaps the most

troublesome aspect of ACS is its
poor user interface. In a word, it is

tedious. Menus have a place, espe-

cially for the novice or infrequent

user of a program, but they really

slow down and irritate even moder-

ately experienced users. Programs

should provide a method to bypass

certain steps if the user knows what
to do without getting screens full of
instructions and help messages.
ACS prevents accidental data
loss in download situations by offering the options of exiting the function (E), appending to the named receiving ﬁle (A), or overwriting it
(0). The product, however, does not
have a directory-listing display of
disks that can be used to ﬁnd out
the name of a ﬁle to send. The user
must guess what’s on the disks.
There is a way to get a direc-

tory listing, although it’s undocumented: quit the program by typing
Ctrl-Break (type it twice if necessary) and use the FILES command in
the BASIC interpreter to get the

directory listing, then type CONT

to return to the ACS program. Depending on where the user was
within ACS when he broke out, he
may have to hit ENTER a couple of
times to restart the program.
A few additional complaints:
the program is slow to load, even
when the TERMINALBAS ﬁle is
in the tokenized storage format; the

screen displays of incoming data are
jerky because of the method used to

display data from the receiving buf—
fer; and the program will not allow
the line to be disconnected until the
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When operating as a terminal- use function keys as follows:

Fl
F3
F5
F?
F9

attention (Break) sent to host
Clear (Displag next) error message
Switch to SEND state (131/373 only)
Turn Oil/OFF printer function [OI-TI
Unused
F10 This HELP Henu

F2 access Function Selection Henri
1'4 Turn ON/OFF receive errors [0?“
F6 Turn Oil/OFF hex listing [OFF]
F8 Turn Oil/OFF file writing [OFF]
[ON or OFF] indicates current status.

‘
I Enter Terminal hulator
. Enter Electronic ﬂail

. Edit File
. Reconfigure
. Exit Progra-

You are back as a terninal

"“0 “lent-i0“ (1'5): [-1

r7<PRINT> ra<rILEunIT£> t‘iBUllIIJ"

Figure 4: PCM Top-level Menu

Figure 3: ACS Help Display During Terminal Session

other end drops off—the modem
must be turned OH, which is not
convenient with built-ins. The dis-

Personal
Communications
Manager

gram, MCl.EXE (which contains
the top-level menu and the code for
terminal emulation, conﬁguration,

terms, such as UNIX, that wait for
another user to log in on a terminal
just vacated by someone else.

some written in assembly language
and some in compiled BASIC. The
ﬁle PCM.COM calls the main pro-

and to the electronic mail module.
PCM is not copy protected, so necessary back-ups can be made and in-

PCM consists of several modules,

connect problem occurs with sys-

GAME BOOKS

CREATIVE COMPUTING

FR

BASIC COMPUTER GAMES, Microcomputer Edition, edited by

and 93 others! With an introduction. notes on Microsoft BASIC. and
conversion instructions for other BASICS. 8%" x 11”. softcover illus- trated. with an index 183 pp. $7.95 ($1.50). #6C

MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES, edited by David H. Ali! and
Steve North. In this sequel to Basm Computer Gamesyou'll findl 84
challenging new games. complete with sample runs. program istings and illustrations. All run in Microsoft BASIC. Raceyour Ferrari.
become a millionaire. joust with a knight. crack a safe. and more!

Conversigngoble '0 (£3 BgslcécirédUded- 8‘4” X 11"- SOflCOVer.
150 #
pp. $7.
illustrate .
. TRHO MicrocomputerEdition,$7.95(s1.50).#6C4
’

TRS-SOisa registered trademarkoithe RadioShack DivisionolTandyCorp.
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CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS MoririsPlains.N107950anover ve
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David H. Ahl. Here's a great collection of 101 fascinating games. all
written in easy-to-use Microsolt BASIC. Play Craps, Combat. Super
Star Trek. Lunar LEM Rocket. Gomoko. Checkers. Boxing. Bowling—

'
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IHE NEWS
WEEK“ Hill
IBM SVSIEM
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The first newspaper designed to give top
level management the latest IBM Personal
Computer news and analyses—up to
2 months faster than any monthly publication.
Finally, a newspaper that keeps up
with the rapidly—changing developments in the IBM Personal Computer marketplace for today’s busy
executive. PC WEEK is the first
and only weekly newspaper to
offer the news of a tabloid and the

features and analyses of a monthly
publication. Which means you get
the news you need to make impor—
tant business decisions . . . up to
2 months faster than any other '
publication.
PC WEEK delivers the latest
breaking stories—as they develop.
Unlike monthly magazines, which
require almost 2 months lead time
to publish a story, PC WEEK fol-

lows and reports the news up to 48
hours before publication. 80 you
learn what's new when it’s new.
PC WEEK updates the research,
analyzes the strategies, reviews
the hardware and software releases, offers insights on future
industry concerns, relates the

timely information you need to help

make you more productive.
Here are just some of the features and departments you’ll get
each and every week in PC WEEK...
0 News: PC WEEK brings you
analytical reports on the major
topics of the day. Trends are
analyzed, product announcements and company changes
put into perspective.

0 Strategies: Each week, you get
an in-depth profile of a leading
user company and how it handles the Personal Computer.
Case studies tell why an application succeeded or failed.

0 Software Review: What packages are right for you PC
WEEK compares and analyzes
important releases. . .tells you
how to use them effectively.
0 Hardware Survey: A business-

oriented buyer’s guide and

a product directory detail
the features of product classification and give you the
technical and financial considerations involved.
0 DataComm Lines: How to communicate with other Personal

Computers . . . without the jargon . . . without the confusion.

0 Data Base Report: We’ll examine outside data bases, such
as the Dow Jones News Retrieval Service, and tell you
how to access them to in-

crease your efficiency.

Now, you won’t have to wait for
the news you need. You can get it
first . . . with PC WEEK.
All this and more is yours in
each issue of PC WEEK. Best of
all, your subscription is complimentary, if you quality. 80 take a
moment to complete and mail the
qualification form at the right.

Ziff—Davis Publishing Company. 381 Elliot Street, Newton, MA 02164 617-965-8850
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stalled on any IBM PC-compatible
system with at least 128K of RAM
and one of the following minimum
disk conﬁgurations:
0 two single—sided disk drives
0 one or two double—sided
disk drives

0 one ﬁxed-disk drive and one
disk drive.
Each original of the program
bears a serial number. Copies of the
same PCM program diskette are prevented from talking to each other to
gain some measure of protection

MORE
POWER . . .
MORE
SPEED. . .

against software pirates. PCM oper-

ates in the PC-DOS 2.1 environment
so that it may work on all current
IBM PCs, including PCir. The necessary DOS 2.1 ﬁles are included with
the package. Set-up ﬁles that take
care of the picky details are also included for each of the supported
conﬁgurations. No problems were

encountered in setting up PCM for

three different versions of the PC

and one work-alike. A communica—

«_,‘Electronlc mail
‘

:1. sendlne‘c‘eive mail

_

; Send/ReceiVe work mail screen

Send/Receive status display
. L ,2. Review/Address outgoing Mail

1 Address mail
,,
- ‘ ~ 1. .~Address message ’to
mailbox/v
,
2. Address message to list
3. Address message to phone

number
- 4. Address data to mailbox
:5. Address data to list
6. Address data to phone
number
7. Display directory (disk)
. Review log
. Print 109,

. Print mail

. Retry mail not sent
. Delete mail already sent
. Delete all mail

.' 3. Review incoming mail
2‘ n *1. Review 1109 *
‘ r : 2. Print log
3, Print text

4. Delete all mail
{4. Address book maintenance

«1. Mailbox maintenance -

'

~ 2-.
3.
4.
5.

List maintenance
Display mailboxes
Display lists
Print address book

Table 2: PCM Electronic Mail—
Hierarchy of Menus and
Work Screens

C86, The Leading C Compiler For PC-DOS,
MS-DOS Systems Is Better Than Ever.

The latest release of 086 has the features that serious
programmers want the most.

‘ FAST EXECUTION - 50% faster

0 FULL & STANDARD IMPLEMENTATION OF c - includes all the
features described by K & R. It works with the standard MS-DOS Linker
and Assembler; plus programs written under UNIX can often be

compiled with no changes.

0 POWERFUL OPTIONS - include fast 8087 support; D082 and DOST
support and interfaces; graphics; librarians; and much more.

0 FULL LIBRARY WITH SOURCE - object libraries with full source code
for the "large" and “small” models, software and 8087 floating point,
D082 and DOSALL.
0 FULL RANGE OF SUPPORT PRODUCTS - including file
management, graphics, screen management, source code
management, communications, and more,

0 HIGH RELIABILITY - time proven through thousands of users.

0 DIRECT TECHNICAL SUPPORT

MORE POWER...MORE SPEED...
STILL ONLY $395

CIRCLE NO. 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR To ORDER CALL:

800-922-0169
Technical Support: (201) 542-5920

COMPUTER INNOVATIONS
980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Suite TJ
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
086 is a trademark of Computer Innovations, Inc. MS-DOS Is a trademark of
Microsoft. PC-DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.
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tions path is needed through a 103or ZIZA-compatible modem that is
smart enough to respond to commands to dial, detect incoming calls,
pass 8-bit data, and hang up.
Figure 4 shows the PCM toplevel menu. Selections are made by
typing a number followed by EN—
TER. In addition to a conﬁguration
form for customization, PCM has an
interesting editor function and two

major modes of operation: unattended electronic mail and attended
terminal emulation for general communication with information services and other host computers.
Personal Communications Manager has no built-in editor for creating and modifying mail items. Instead, it allows the user to specify
the editor of his choice by writing
the editor's name on a conﬁguration
form. The editor program ﬁle(s)

must be on disk in a place accessible
to PCM. The EDLIN program provided with PC-DOS is used if no
other editor is speciﬁed.

WordStar 3.2, the IBM Personal
Editor, and VEDIT 1.34 all performed on the PCM program without any difﬁculties. Emerging Technology’s EDIX 2.0 loaded and ran
with no trouble, but the hand-off of
the ﬁle name from PCM was not
entirely smooth. With the EDIX
program, the editing function must

CM operates in the
PC-DOS 2.1 environment so that it may
work on all current IBM
PCs, including Pe. The
necessary DOS 2. 1 files are

included with the packagi
be selected from the main menu using the normal method. Specifying a
ﬁle name, however, is not necessary. After EDIX is loaded, the regular commands can be used to begin
editing or creating a ﬁle.

4.1

We’ve continually improved Microstat since it was introduced in

1978, and the latest release includes many new features you’ve
wanted.

Expanded Data Management
Subsystem with New Data
Transforms

Reading data files created by other

programs
3 types of Analysis of Variance
Time Series

Crosstabs and Chi-Square
Factorials, Permutations. and
Combinations
Hypothesis Tests

Data sets that can exceed memory
Multiple Regression (including
Stepwise)
Scatterplots (including best fit
regression)
Correlation Analysis
12 Nonparametric tests
8 Probability Distributions
Descriptive Statistics
Easy Installation

Microstat’s algorithms have been designed to prevent numeric overflow errors

and yield unsurpassed accuracy. Microstat's price is $375.00 including the user's
manual and is available for the 280, 8086. 8088 CPU's and CP/ M80, CP/MBo,

MS—DOS, and PC-DOS. To order, call or write.

EE

6413 N. College Ave. . Indianapolis. IN 46220

(317) 255-6476

7:9

Trademarks: Microstat (Ecosoft), CP/ M (Digital Research), MS—DOS (Microsoft),
PC-DOS (IBM), Z80 (Zilog), 8086, 8088 (Intel).
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In the unattended mode, PCM can

send and receive message and data

ﬁles. This mode of operation is also
entered to address mail items, to examine incoming and outgoing logs
and mail items, and to maintain address books. The code for electronic
mail is contained in a program ﬁle
called MCEMAILEXE and can be
called from the top-level menu.
Table 2 is a hierarchical view of the
menus and work screens.
Electronic mail is categorized as
being in one of three classes: message, text data, and binary data.
Message ﬁles contain only standard
printable characters (including formatting) and may be printed or displayed as is. These are transferred
using 7-bit data codes. Data ﬁles
(text or binary) may contain special
characters and usually cannot be

printed or displayed without undergoing some processing ﬁrst. Such
ﬁles require the use of 8-bit codes
during transfers.

Personal Communications Man-

New Release

Interactive and Batch Processing

Electronic Mail/
Unattended Operation

ager uses the concept of an address
book consisting of up to 40 mailboxes and 10 mailing lists, each of
which may contain from none to all
of the mailbox entries in the address
book. If this does not provide a sufﬁcient number of entries, additional
address books may be created. Each
mailbox contains the addressee’s
name (no more than 25 characters),

telephone number (no more than 33
characters), and modem speed. Flexible management of mailboxes and
lists is provided.
Outgoing mail items are prepared by a multi-step procedure.
First, the text of the item(s) to be
sent must be created using the edit-

ing function. Then mail headers are
prepared by addressing the item(s)
to mailboxes, lists, or even speciﬁc
telephone numbers that may or
may not be contained within an address book. The process of addressing mail items also deﬁnes the

times at which PCM will send each
PC TECH IOURNAL
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PC TechJournal Program Listings on Diskette.
HAT’S RIGHT! You don’t have to

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-526-0790

from this August issue. You can order

OR MAIL COUPON BELOW

them on a LISTING DISKETTEW

from PC Tech Journal. And on the

same diskette you’ll also receive the

program listings for the upcoming
September issue.

Certain listings require use of

other material (e.g. Pascal compiler).

New Jersey residents: (201—540—0445)

I'

----------------

PC TECH JOURNAL
TEQlHl
]OURNAL Listing Diskette Service
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains, NJ. 07950
Please send me the following Listing Diskettes:

D No. 5—Aug. & Sept. ’84 issues ........ $19.95

[I No. 4—June & Ju y ’84 issues ........ $19.95
C] No. 3—Apr. & May ’84 issues ........ $19.95
Total S

Please consult relevant article in
magazine.

For your added convenience, we
also offer two other LISTING

DISKETTES from previous issues.

They’re all listed in the coupon. To
order, simply ﬁll it out. Charge—card
customers can also use our toll-free

telephone numbers. (Sorry, no C.O.D.
or “bill me” orders.)

El Check Enclosed
Cl MasterCard
No.
Signature

C] Visa

El Please charge my credit card:
El American Express
Expiration Date

Name
Company

Address
City

Zi
State
Please allow approximately four to six weeks for delivery.

----------------

L-------

type in detailed program listings

LOWER
PROGRAMMING MAINTENANCE
AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS

{SETz SCIL...}
The Source Code Interactive Librarian

for microcomputers.

SCIL keeps a historical record of all changes made to the library.

SCIL maintains any source code regardless of language, including user
documentation and text material.

SCIL allows software engineers to work with source code as they do

now, using any ASCII text editor.

SCIL saves disk space by storing only the changes made to the program.
SCIL provides a labeling capability for ease of maintaining multiple
versions and multiple releases.
SCIL offers unlimited description in the program library directory.

High visibility display: with varied intensity for ease ofviewing insertions
and deletions.

SCIL is available on CP/M, MP/MII, MS-DOS, PC-DOS and
TurboDOS.

Demonstration disk available on request.
Multiple copy discounts available.

{

T
SE

Get {SET} for Success
{SETzSCILm} is a producr of System Engineering Tools, Inc.
645 Arroyo Drive, San Diego, CA 92103.

Registered Tradcmarks: CP/M, MP/M. Digital Research Inc; MSADOS, Microsoft Corp; PC-DOS. IBM Cor-1).; TurboDOS, Software 2000, Inc,

For more information call (619) 692 ~9464.
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item to its destination. At any time,

the user can review the status of
outgoing mail items, print or delete
them, or create new items.
Figures 5 through 8 show the
sequence of menus and work

screens used in handling outgoing
mail. Note that the top few lines of
the screen always give the present
location in the menu structure.

'When the send/receive mail
option of electronic mail is selected,
the program prompts for some
items— time to start sending, for example— then goes into the unattended mode. It waits for incoming

calls and sends mail items at the
times the user indicated in outgoing
mail headers. As many as 100 items
may be in the outgoing queue.
The send/receive status screen
contains a two-line window called
the monitor block that, during active transmissions, shows the most
recent four characters from the incoming and outgoing data streams
in order to indicate when messages

are being transferred.

Incoming mail items are stored

CopyWrite
backs up all
IBM PC Software.
There are no exceptions. Copy-protected software is copied
rea dily. CopyWrite needs no complicated parameters.

Requirements:
IBM Personal Computer or XT.
64k bytes of memory.
one diskette drive.
CopyWrite will run faster with more
memory or another drive.
CopyWrite is revised monthly, to keep up with the latest in copy
protection. You may get a new edition at any time for a $12 trade
inf ee.
CopyWrite is available at a price of $50 US funds from:

Quaid Software Limited
620 darvis Street, Suite 2412

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2R8

Telephone (416) 961—8243

on the disks selected using the conﬁguration form. As items are re-

ceived, entries are made in the incoming mail log and the message
text is saved on disk for later retrieval. The modern speed is automatically adjusted to match that of
incoming calls. Received items may
be displayed, printed, or deleted using appropriate selections of the
examine-log-entry menu and work
screen. When an item’s log entry is

deleted, the text may be either
saved or discarded.
Error checking and handling is
excellent in PCM. If an item cannot
be transferred at the designated
time, eight additional attempts are

made to send it at 15-minute intervals until the item is either sent or
marked not sent. Mail that is
marked not sent can be retried.
The Microcom networking protocol is a very good implementation
of the 180 Reference Model for
Open System Interconnection. This

CIRCLE NO. 194 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Business Graphics

Symbol Sets ‘

PLOTCALL is a graphics system that processes standard plotter instructions into a
form that can be printed on over 20 dot
matrix printers. This is not another print
screen program; presentation quality graphics

are created directly on the printer to achieve
the maximum resolution possible. (120 x
216 dots per inch for Epson printers)
PLOTCALL includes 17 symbol sets for
sign making and plot labeling. Symbol sets
may be altered, or create your own' Character
strings may be created from any symbol set,
rotated to any angle, and scaled to any
srze.
Plots can be created from any language or
from digitized data. An interactive plot
debugging program allows you to preview a
plot on the screen before sending it to the
printer.

All plots in this ad were created with
PLOTCALL on an Epson printer. No ad-

ditional hardware is required, not even the

color graphics card!

Also included are the following easy to use,

interactive programs
PLOTCALL system:

that

utilize

the

SURF creates high resolution three dimensional surface plots with hidden line removal.
TOPO creates contour maps using the
same data as SURF. TOPO uses the
character routines in the PLOTCALL system
to provide inline contour labels.
GRAFIT creates charts and graphs of all
types — XY graphs, bar charts, pie charts,
and line graphs.
IBM PC or compatible with a minimum of
128K of memory and a dot matrix printer
with graphics option are required.

Contouring

ENTIRE PACKAGE UNLY ............. $l99

DEMO DISK (include printer model) ..... $10

To order or obtain further information, contact:

VISA AND MASTER
CARD ACCEPTED
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GOLDEN SOFTWARE, P.0. Box 281, Golden, CO 80402 - (303) 279-1021
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Electronic Mail
Review/Address Outgoing Hail

Electronic Hail

. Send/Receive Hail

. Address Hail

. Review/address Outgoing Hail

. Review Log

. Review Incoming Hail

. Print Log

. address Book Maintenance

. Print Mail
. Retry ﬂail Not Sent
6. Delete ﬂail already Sent
7. Delete All Hail

There are 8 entries in the log

Hake selection (1—7): [_J
Press Esc to exit

Hake selection (1-4): l_J
Press Esc to exit

Figure 6: PCM Review/Address
Outgoing Mail Menu

Figure 5: PCM Electronic Mail Menu

Open System Interconnection. This
level-2 protocol implements the
lowest three layers of the sevenlayer model: the session/ﬁle transfer layer, the link layer, and the
physical layer. Messages called ses-

sion protocol data units (spdu) are

sent between equivalent layers on
each end of the communication

path to effect the desired transfers.

PCM is compatible with other

systems that support level 2 of the
Microcom Networking Protocol, in-

cluding MICRO/Courier, version

SPF/PCT”

ACTUALLY, there is no comparison. SPF/PC Is

the best full-screen editor available for the IBM
Personal Computer.
It looks and works like IBM’s large system SPF

editor.

OSPF/PC can use up to 786K of memory as workspace.
-Word processing commands.
o4-way scrolling.
OSpIIt screen support.
OOn-Iine help facility.
OCan edit up to 240 character records.
~Monochrome or color supported.

olnstantaneous screen display.

OBlock Move/Copy/Repeat/Delete/Overlay/Shift/Exclude
0Automatic line numbering supported.
040 user-definable Program Function Keys.
ODirect interface to DOS commands for PCDOS 2.0 users.

OBrowse sub—system.

0Move/ Copy sub-system copies any file format.

°Utilities include: Rename/Delete/Print/Directory list.
AND MUCH MORE. . .

UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD sub-system available to SPF/PC users for

$50 00

$149 - 9 5

SPF/PC requires 128K, PCDOS,
and 1 disk drive.

2.0. Interaction with standard ASCII
terminals is also allowed.

Terminal Emulation/
Attended Operation

In the attended mode of operation,
the program expects the user to be

THE ODD-COUPLETM

Allows the APPLE and IBM/PC to
communicate with each other.

0Cor|iDnect APPLE to PC, APPLE to APPLE, and PC
to C.

OTransfer any file In either direction.

OCHAT mode allows direct communications

through the keyboard.

OAn Equipment Profile allows description of
your operating environment.

oCommunicate Direct or through a Modem at

speeds up to 9600 baud (bps).
OWritten entirely in machine language for speed
and effICIency.
REQUIREMENTS:
APPLE — 48K,1 disk drive, Serial Interface
64K, 1 disk drive, Serial Interface
IBM —

$79.95

For orders and dealer information write or call Rogue River Software, 2822 Tahitian Ave., Medford, OR 97504,
(503) 779-3002. Mastercard/Visa, Check, or PO. accepted. Add $5.00 for shipping. Canada $10.00. Foreign $15.00.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. APPLE is a registered trademark or Apple Computer Inc.
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WE’VE GOT YOUR PACKAGE”
SOFTWARE. INC.

== Shipping Dept.

We offer you the most ﬂexible, cost efﬁcient means of introducing your
programming staff to the Ada Language. You can choose the level of
Support you need, when you need it! These Janus/Ada packages are
customer-tested and available now. . .
(C-Pak) Introductory Janus/Ada Compilers
(D-Pak) Intermediate Janus/Ada Systems
(S-Pak) Advanced Janus/Ada Systems

Janus/Ada “Site” Licenses

'

Janus/Ada Source Code Licenses

Janus/Ada Cross Compilers
Janus/Ada Maintenance Agreements

(P-Pak) Janus/Ada Language Translators

Coming Soon: New Computer and Operating Systems Coverage

Selected Janus/Ada packages are available from the following:
National Distributors
Westico, Inc.

25 Van Zant St.

Norwalk, CT 06855

(203) 853-6880

Ash II

A-OK Computers

Micronix

Progesco

Houston, TX 77083

Silver Spring, MD 20901

Windsor 4030

St. Denis

7407 Marisol

P.0. Box 604

(713) 933-1828

Trinity Solutions
5340 Thornwood Dr., Suite 102
San Jose, CA 95123

(408) 226-0170

International Distributors

(301) 588-8446

Compuview Products, Inc.
1955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 200
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

(313) 996-1299

11 Blackmore St.

QLD. Australia
(07) 57 9152

Microprogramming, Inc.
P.O. Box 3356
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 993-0640

155, rue du Fauburg

75010 Paris
(1) 205-39-47

Lifeboat of Japan
8- 13-14, Shiba
Minato-Ku

Tokyo 108 Japan
03-456-4101

CP/M. (IF/M“, CCP/M-Eé are nldemarks oi Dlgiul ﬁne-rd. InK.
‘ADA I: a xradrmalk ol lh! U.S. Department ol Delenu
MS-DOS k I trademark ol Microsoll

©Copyright 1984 RR Software

specialists in state of the art programming

SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 1512 Madison, Wisconsin 53701
= (608) 244-6436 TELEX 4998168
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ntroducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO'.‘
COMPAQ combined the best features of the best
desktop computers. And then added exclusives you won’t
find on others. Today they're together in one personal

It’s the most rugged desktop. too, because it's the only
desktop with a shock-mounted mass storage compartment
to help keep disk drives in alignment and help protect you
from losing data. downtime, and dollars.

desktop you can buy. It can grow as you grow, with up
to six available expansion slots and four storage devices,
including a unique fixed disk drive backup—all inside the
computer instead of out, saving your desk from clutter.

most popular personal computers. The COMPAQ
DESKPRO runs thousands of programs written for the
IBM” PC and KT right off the shelf. Which brings us to the
next point.

computer. The COMPAQ DESKPRO.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO is the most expandable

It's also the most compatible desktop, giving you true
hardware and software compatibility with the industry’s

“1984 COMPAQ' is a Registered Trademark and COMPAQ DESKPRO" is a Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. IBM‘ is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

Dream computer.
The industry leader in compatibility

Text andgraphics on one screen, not two.

Power and space for almost unlimited

expansion.

\

Add up to 640K ofmemory on
system board and save expan-

sion slots.

\

Runs software 2X to 3X faster \
10MB fixed disk drive

10MB fixed disk backup

Two diskette drives

Exclusive tape backup helps

protect data.

Unique shock mounting helps
protect your data and hardware

investment

Familiar layout enhanced

with LED's on caps and num- ————'

lock keys.

The COMPAQ DESKPRO is the fastest truly compatible
desktop you can buy. It’s two to three times faster than the
industry standard. That saves time now. And in the future.

as software becomes more sophisticated and integrated, it

will save you even more time as well as protect your per—

sonal computer investment.
But there's more. We gave the COMPAQ DESKPRO one
other feature not found on any other machine. You can
Choose between an amber or green dual-mode monitor
that displays high-resolution text and graphics with equal

It simply works better.

brilliance. saving you the cost and clutter of a second monitor.
See the Dream Computer. Then pinch yourself. It's for real.
For the location of the nearest Authorized COMPAQ

Computer Dealer, or for a free brochure. call 1-800-

231-0900, Operator 5 or Telex #795437 COMPAQCOMP HOU.

2*
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NEWS FOR BUSINESS USERS 0F IBM MINI’S...

Announcing
DBA 34/36 . . .
the RPG" Data Base

5 Reasons Why DBA 34/36 Will Increase the Facility, Speed, Accuracy
and Flexibility ofYour Information Processing and Lower
Your New Business Applications Costs
DBA 34/36 can be up-and-running in less than a
I week because it does not change existing ﬁles.

Now there is a true data base management system (DBMS)

for IBM System 34 and 36 users which organizes computer
ﬁles into a single, coordinated information bank that is

accessible in a variety of logical groupings—DBA 34/36
from Fits Systems Inc. Here are ﬁve reasons why you

should be using it with your mini:

DBA 34/36 is the only data base management
I system designed for both the IBM System 34 and
the new System 36—3 true data base, not just a scaleddown version of mainframe software or retrieval tool.
DBA 34/36 makes it easy to deﬁne and produce

I recurring reports including simple user—deﬁned
calculations. All requisite support programs, including

Data Base Maintenance, a powerful Universal Inquiry

Program. RPG II Interface and a Report Generator come
with the package.

Because DBA 34/36 is written in RPG II, your pro—

I grammers can adapt any of its calling subroutines
into your own programs, signiﬁcantly reducing program-

ming time for new applications.

Instead, DBA 34/36 creates an external structure that man—

ages references to your ﬁles with remarkable efﬁciency.
An experienced programmer can install DBA 34/36 and
have it running inquiry against your ﬁles in just a few days.

5

No schooling is required—your staﬁ will quickly
I become proﬁcient with DBA 34/36 by simply using
the “user friendly” manual supplied with the package. The
manual describes installation procedures and includes
complete instructions for tailoring DBA 34/36’5 functions
to reference the ﬁles selected for installation.

You Can Try DBA 34/36 For 45 Days FREE
We offer qualiﬁed users a free 45 day trial of DBA 34/36 in
order to demonstrate what it can do for you. We’ll send
you a copy of the software, and complete installation doc—
umentation, for a 45 day free trial to use on your own sys—
tem. We think you’ll wonder how you ever did without

it—but, if you’re not completely satisﬁed, simply return

the package—there‘s no further obligation.

Free Demonstration Disk Available

'_______...___.._..____..__._.._.______._-____

_— _______________________ 'l
Casey Stern, Vice President
I
FITS Systems, Inc.
I
I
DBA Department
I
65 West Red Oak Lane

White Plains, NY. 10604
212—269—5540 ° 914-694-1554

E] YES, I’m interested in your
DBA 34/36 Software Package.
Please send me:

El FREE DEMO DISC which illustrates DBA 34/36

El COMPLETE PACKAGE for 45-day free trial

El MORE INFORMATION—have a sales rep contact me.
Title

Name
Company

Address
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7ip

State

City
Telephone (

\

Best Time

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

}

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Connonrwrons
Electronic Mail
Review/Address Outgoing ﬂail
Address Hail

Electronic Hail

Review/Address Outgoing Hail
Review Log
Exanine Log Entry

. address ﬂessage to Mailbox

1. Display Message Text

. Address Message to List

2. Print Hessage Text

. address Message to Phone Number

3. Delete Log Entry

. address Date to Mailbox
. address Data to List

6. address Data to Phone Number
7. Display Directory

Status:

to he sent at 01-81-88 8828?

To:
Tel:
Subject!

Santa Claus
381—333-4444
furs. jeuelrg and Mercedes ZBBSL

Presents.dat

Fi lei

There are 8 entries in the log

Speed: L

Message

Class:

Mai Ibox: (phone)

ﬂake selection (1—3): l_l
Press list: to exit

ﬂake selection (1-7): L]
Press Est: to exit

Figure 7: PCM Address Mail Menu

in charge of the communications

Figure 8: PCM Work Screen for Examining
Outgoing Mail

ing terminal options lists, called terminal set-up ﬁles, and for preparation of user functions. The latter ca-

session. The user can send and re-

ceive ﬁles, storing them on disk if
necessary, and print information

pability permits the creation of pre-

while it is being received. Menu options also exist for creating (see ﬁg-

deﬁned strings of interactive commands and other characters that
may be sent to a remote computer

ure 9), modifying, saving, and print-

{—1

Contemporary
ComputerWear
DUST COVERS
FOR
THE IBM PC

at the press of a function key. As

many as 10 user functions may be

deﬁned in a terminal set-up ﬁle.
User functions lend ﬂexibility

to the interactive terminal mode—
even without an extensive program—

ming language. Commands and

LATTICE®

Q

C Compilers

”My personal preferences are Lattice C in the top category for its
quick compile and execution times, small incremental code, best
documentation and consistent reliability; .

BYTE AUG. 1983
R. Phraner
. . programs are compiled faster by the Lattice C compiler, and it

produces programs that run faster than any other C compiler avail-

able for PC-DOS.”

PC MAGAZINE JULY 1983
H. Hinsch

. . Microsoft chose Lattice C both because of the quality of code

generated and because Lattice C was designed to work with

Microsoft's LINK program,"
PC MAGAZINE OCT, 1983
D. Clapp

Attire your IBM PC in style! ComputerWear is dust protection

with class. Design features include select, woven fabric and
embroidered emblem. Order now. Satisfaction guaranteed.

1:1 YES, PROTECT MY PC IN STYLE! SEND ME:

_ Keyboard(s)

$16

_ Drivels)
$18
__ 1pc Mon/Drive$35
PrintName:

_ Monitor(s)

$18

[3 CHECK
E1 VISA

_ Printer(s)
$18 E1 MC
Add $2.00 Shipping Total: $—
(CA. Res. add lax)

Address:

City/Slate:
Credit Card ll:
Signature:

Zip
Exp.

& Contemporary ComputerWear Att: TJ

1320 36th Ave/San Francisco, CA 94122 0 415/564-0506
IBM PC is a trademark of international Business Machines Incl
CIRCLE NO. 258 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUGUST 1984

“Lattice is both the most comprehensive and the best documented of
the compilers. In general it performed best in the benchmark tests"

PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE NOV 1983
F. Wilson

"This C compiler produces good tight-running programs and provides a sound practical alternative to Pascal,"

SOFTALK AUG 1983
P, Norton

, . the Lattice compiler is a sophisticated, high-performance package that appears to be well-suited for development of major application programs,"

BYTE AUG 1983
Houston, Brodrick, Kent

To order, or for further information
on the LATTICE family of compilers, call or write:
LATTICE, INC.
”
l
—
PO. Box 3072
%
Glen Ellyn, IL 60138
1312) 858-7950
W 910-291-2190
CIRCLE NO. 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMMUNlCATlONS
Terminal Emulator
Change Connunications Settings

Baud rate.
Parity .......

Duplex mode ......
Filter control char
Transmit CR-LF...
add LF on recei
Flow control ...... .....

no

Options:

118 388

Press l or I to change selection
Press Spacehr to change option
Press Esc to exit

Figure 9: PCM Terminal Em ulatot Work Screen

for Setting Parameters

functions are provided for looping,

awaiting speciﬁed times and events,

matching text strings, and calling
other user functions. Table 3 is a
summary of available interactive
and user function commands for
PCM terminal emulation.

Terminal set-up files are provided for Dow Jones, CompuServe,
and THE SOURCE. The manual for
Personal Communications Manager

gives advanced examples of user
functions that are extended to pro-

vide unattended terminal operation.

The terminal mode uses the 10cal processing and storage capabili—
ties of the PC effectively to handle
the ”intelligent” functions just described. But is this truly an intelligent terminal emulation? No local
editing functions are provided, and
no control sequences are assigned to
manage the keyboard and display,
apart from the usual formatting control codes available on even the
dumbest terminals.
Because it does not emulate
even one widely used terminal type,
PCM cannot be easily identiﬁed to a
host computer. Therefore, it cannot
be used effectively with many application programs that must control cursor positioning and other
editing functions. Perhaps this was
done deliberately to keep PCM from
competing with the IBM 3101 emulation package, a separate communications product sold by IBM.
The Microcom implementation
of the RM/OSI networking protocol
is very well done. It operated reli-

OPT-TECH SpOlilTTM
SORT/MERGE program for IBM-PC & XT
Now also sorts dBASE ll files!

Written in assembly language for high performance
Example: 4,000 records of 128 bytes sorted to give
key & pointer file in 30 seconds. COMPARE!
Sort ascending or descending on up to nine fields
Ten input files may be sorted or merged at one time

Handles variable and fixed length records

Supports all common data types

Filesize limited only by your disk space

Dynamically allocates memory and work files
Output file can be full records, keys or pointers

Can be run from keyboard or as a batch command
Can be called as a subroutine to many languages

Easy to use. includes on-line help feature
Full documentation — sized like your PC manuals

$99 —VlSA, M/C, Check, Money Order, COD, or PO
Quantity discounts and OEM licensing available

To order or to receive additional information
write or call:

OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING

Fret. (sist'tirjssss ‘
CIRCLE NO. 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PO. Box 2167 Humble, Texas 77347
(713) 454-7428
Requires DOS. 64K and One Disk Drive
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AT LAST! TEN IBM PCIXT
FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE

THRU ONE SLOT!

it”.
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REWESR

MAGNUM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FEATURES:

1. SuperSmart MODEM - 212A type (300-1200)
intelligent modern with Auto Answer/Auto Dial

such popular terminals as DEC VT- 100 (ANSl
standard), Data General 605x series, ACT-5A

5°9°N9591P93N

(touchtone/ pulse). Mounts inside PC/XT where it

belongs. 52 number Auto—Dialer optional.
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
SERIAL PRINTER/COMM. PORT.
GAME/MOUSE PORT
QUARTZ CLOCK/ CALENDAR
MEMORY - 64K to 512K bytes
TurboRAM - Extra RAM used as hard disk.
TurboSpool - Print job buffer/spooler.
TurboComm - SuperSmart MODEM control
program includes: Single key, built-in emulation of

and ADM—5A. Supports all standard baud rates to
19,200. Single keystroke connection to host.

Screen transmission status reporting. Full printer
and disc drive controls. Full buffering and interrupt
driven l/O). Error detection and logging. Capability to interactively download and upload disk files.

1 0. TurboFile - TurboComm’s file transfer utility
featuring: Automatic unattended file transfer

initiated any time, day or night. Transfers any file

supported by PC/ DOS. Automatic error

detection and recovery. Password computer
access protection.

CHECK OUR STANDARD FEATURES

MAGNUM MODEM
MAGNUM MEMORY
MINI-MAGNUM

V

w

w

w

w

MAGNUM 10

V

V

V

V

V

* OPTIONS

V

*

V

V

*

*

V

V

V

V

V

3rder now! Check, M.O. Visa and Mastercard accepted . Satisfaction guaranteed. 2 years warranty

MULTI-FUNCTION AT IT’S BEST FROM

.
AMERICAN HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIES, Inc.
'
' ELEVEN-ONE-ELEVEN WILCREST GREEN DRIVE “Minlcnl

SUITE 201, HOUSTON, TEXAS
(713) 952-7332
CIRCLE NO.
104 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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More power
to you.

Remember the magic you
expected when you first purchased
a PC?
It’s here.
dBASE 111”“ is the most power—

_. .

'

5‘

ful database management system
ever created for 16-bit

than reading for hours.
And to make matters

microcomputers. It pulls
every ounce of energy
out of your PC and puts

1t to work

.,

On “9? Of that, 1ts

fast and 1ts easy.

You’ve never seen

anything like it.

dBASE 1]] can handle over a billion

records per file, limited only by your computer s stem. You can have up to ten files

open, or sophisticated applications 1310'
grams.
_
.

When you have two related files, mfor-

mation in one can be accessed based upon

data in the other.
dBASE III now handles procedures,
parameter passing and automatic variables.
You can include up to 32 procedures in a
single file. With lightning speed. Because

once a file is opened, it stays open. And
procedures are accessed directly.
.

dBASE IE::::;?£§£§:} Simple

mm

commands that are the next best thing to

If you’re unsure of a command, HELP
will tell you what to ask for.
If you don’t know what command
.

comes next, a command aSSIStant does. All

you have to know is what you
want it to do.
Our new tutorial/manual
will have ou entering and
Viewing ata in minutes rather

easier, you get a full screen
report setup for simple information access.

Faster than no time at all.

dBASE III isn't just fast. It’s ultra-fast.

Operating. And sorting. Even faster,- is no
sorting. Because dBASE 11] keeps your

records in order, so you really don’t have to
sort anythmg. Unless you want to. Then

watch OUt!
What about dBASE II®?

It’s still the world’s best database management system for 8-bit computers. And

it’s still the industry standard for account-

ing, educational, scientific, financial, busi-

ness and personal applications.
Tap into our power.

.
For the name of your nearest authorized

dBASE Ill dealer, contact Ashton-Tate, 10150

West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA

90230. (800) 437-4329, ext. 333. In Colorado,
(303) 799-4900.
CIRCLE NO. 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMMUNICATIONS

How to teach

ably under a variety of test conditions and worked smoothly with
other PCM-equipped systems and
standard dumb terminals.
Microcom did a ﬁne job of integrating the use of an external editor
into the program. To run PCM on a
ﬂoppy-only system, the user should
choose the smallest editor that suits
his needs in order to minimize the
time it takes to load it and to reserve as much working space as possible for mail ﬁles and related lists.

your kids

about the
IBM PC.
Computers for Kids teaches
children age 8 and older to
write their own programs in
less than an hour— without the
necessity for previous knowl—
edge of algebra, variables, or
computers. And there’s a special section that keeps parents
and teachers on the same
successful command path.
Starting off with an easy-to—
understand explanation of
how to use the IBM PC, your
kids will progress quickly to
flow charts and simple print
programs. . .to loops, graphics,
and other programming con—
cepts that show the young
user how to make the PC do
exactly what he wants— in
non—technical language that
makes life easier for both
of you.
So do your children a favor.
Do yourself
a favor.
Order the
PC edition
of Computers for
Kids today!

Command Description

Switches modern to autoanswerrstate 1 '

Alt-A

Sends calm-millisecond ,

Alt-B

BREAK signal on the commu*
nications line *

Clears screen except for sta-

Alt-C

._ tus and message areas:

Alt-D

Dials phone number; last
dialedgnumber, it any, is de?1' fault; hangs up it no connection is made within 30 seconds

Ail-E

Exits interactive; modeoi terminal emulator feature ‘

:

Disconnects phone (hangup)——jrequires conﬁrmation

Alt-M

Toggles command state of

Alt-H

modem (only applicable to

i - Microcom modem)

F—_——_—_——_—
Creative Computing Press

Alt-P

Toggles printer on or oft

Alt‘Q

Displays help in the formof
the interactive mode command

screen

Alt-R ' Starts receive mode for ”saving

Dept. NX4C 39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains, NJ 07950-

incoming text to a ﬁle

Send me __ Computers for

Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus $1.50 post»

age and handling each. #lZK

Cl PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_—.
Residents of CA, N] and NYState add

appIicable sales tax. Outside USA add

$3. 00 per order.
El CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone
order $10 minimum)

Alt-T

Waits, tor a definable time

new

Wait tor any character, for a

period or until a speciﬁedtime
'
of day

string matches are case-

El American Express
El MasterCard [1 Visa

sensltlve

Fn

Card No._____p. Date
Signature

MI./Mrs./Ms

(please print full name)

State

Zip

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

El Send me a FREE Creative Computing
Catalog.

L___

Addressf—JpL—
City

defined text string. or fer a
time-delay period to expire;

‘

,

-

,_

Function key-controlled user
functions are sent to the
remote computer; ten user
functions (F1-F10) per terminal set—up file

Table 3: PCM Terminal Emulation—Interactive and User
Function Commands

This is the only situation in which
I would deliberately select EDLIN
over other editors.
The terminal emulation that is
provided is essentially dumb, not intelligent as the manual says. It is adequate for communications with
another PCM-equipped system, for
use with information utilities, and
for reading and writing disk ﬁles. It
is not too useful with minis and
mainframes that run programs requiring complex interactions with
the screen and keyboard of a remote
terminal. For good terminal emulations (IBM-3101, Televideo 910/920,
etc.), try Crosstalk XVI, Icom, or
IBM’s own 3101 emulator package.

Documentation

The documentation for both ACS
and PCM is up to IBM’s usual high
standards for appearance and packaging. Both manuals are well organized, and coverage of most topics is
good to excellent. IBM decided,
with good reason, to eliminate from
the ACS manual the diagram that
purported to explain AC8 1.0 functions, as well as the chapter on the
operation and use of the base (machine-language) program. The nowdeleted information probably confused more of the product’s users
than it helped. I mourn the loss of
the base program documentation,
however, because ACS is a program
that demands enhancements, and
information on the base program is
vital to programmers who want to
take up the challenge.
Appendix F of the PCM manual
contains a high-level description of
the networking protocol used in the
electronic mail portion of the program. It is worthwhile reading for
those interested in the magic that
goes on behind the scenes during
unattended ﬁle transfers.

The Good and the Bad

The ACS package is handy for communications with IBM mainframe

computers. It was originally designed to serve the needs of users in
PC TECH JOURNAL

YOU DON’THAVE TO CRAWI.
THROUGHMANUALS ANYMORE.

that environment and this latest

version continues that strong bias. It

is a poor choice for general and personal use because it is handicapped
by limited ﬁle-transfer and terminal

capabilities. Several low-cost and

Now you can put them online with Explain”... the documentation system from Communication Sciences, Inc.
CSI’s Explain takes you a step beyond the editing/
printing cycle used for the traditional manual. With Explain,
writers create and update documentation online, as a data
base. And they don’t have to be programmers to do it.
Once your documentation is online, it can stay online.
Readers can get to it with the touch of a key, either directly
from your applications or through Explain itself.
User help. Program guides. Procedures. Standards.
Put it all online with Explain, the paperless documentation system.
For more information, please
call us at (612) 332-7559, or write to
Communication Sciences, Inc., 100
North Seventh Street, Minneapolis,

free programs are available that are

far more suited than AC8 to communications with information utili-

ties, bulletin boards, and non—IBM

hosts. ACS seems to have grown up

out of a series of unrelated events.
The result is a package that lacks
coordination among its main fea—

tures and that makes its user work
too hard to do simple tasks.

PCM, on the other hand, is a
well designed and implemented set
of programs that offers operating
conveniences to individuals and cor—
porations alike. It has very strong
electronic mail features. Although,
like ACS, it is menu driven, PCM is

MN 55403.

pleasant to use and ﬂows more

smoothly from one frame to the

next than ACS. In addition, its work
screens are easy to use. PCM suffers
from a very limited terminal emulation, but owing to its secondary im-

<- Copyright 1984, Commumcalion 5
h;
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the d ir

portance to the whole package, this
is not a serious limitation.
Asynchronous Communications
Support (Version 2.0)
IBM

Personal Communications Manager
IBM
PO. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33432
305-998-6048

3100
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SYSTEM

IBM PC & XT

Boca Raton, FL 33432
305-998-6048

$6.0

COMMAND
for the

Which would you prefer?

PO. Box 1328
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DIRECTORY
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’ misﬁts

13 User files
34384 bytes left

— Designed

with the
“N W User”
.
e .
in mind

— A must for
.

Hard Dlsk

systems

— Compatible

w/DOS 1.10

and 2.00

x

1

‘
I

» Hum-y Usage 44
95312 bytes left
35768 bytes used

.

131372 bytes mm

'

1

.

a

V» Talley Is «4
Hednesd
the 28“!

9: :27“

The 1 Bill - Uersinn 1.28 (c) Copyright Bourbalni. Inc. 1983

Idlr replaces the DOS prompt with an interactive command system that
eliminates the need to type commands and/or filenames to the command line.
Files are accessed and programs are executed by positioning Idlr’s scrolling
FILE and COMMAND CURSORS, and pressing <ENTER>. Controlled by the arrow
keys, the CURSORS are easy to use “pointers.”

Suggested Retail by Bourbahl INC:“ V?
AUGUST I984

$9 5 .00

HO. Box 2867, Boise. ID 83701, (208) 542-5849
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PC Mouse makes you
more productive with
popular business appli-

cations. With Lotus 1-2-3,
for example, moving

around the spreadsheet
and entering numbers
can be incredibly easy.
Put PC Mouse in your
left hand and you’re free
to enter numbers with
your right. With no more
switching between
cursor controls and
numeric keys.

For word processing,
PC Mouse makes it simple to highlight a block
of text. And move it,
copy it, or delete it. Take
WordStar; for instance.
Instead of memorizing 25
control code sequences,

just move the mouse.

It’s that simple.

You can even design
your own menus to fit
the way you work. We
provide everything that’s
necessary to move your

personal menu onto your
program diskette.
Whether you’re using
a spreadsheet, word

processing, data base,

or graphics, PC Mouse
helps you do it faster
and easier. So you can
get more done in a day.

SYSTEMS

Pointing the way.

he kind ofmouse you
select should depend on
how far you want to go.
PC Mouse brings you
today’s most advanced way

to use a computer. Pointing.
For your IBM PC, PC-XT, Pe or
compatible, PC Mouse lets you move
the cursor across the screen as fast
as you think.And select commands
just as fast.

Take Command of Your
Software.
PC Mouse makes itself at home
with your system immediately. Just
plug it in and it’s ready to work with
today’s most popular programs.
PC Mouse’s exclusive Designer
Pop—Upm menus show what the power
of pointing can do for your existing
applications. They eliminate the need
to memorize complex commands or
hunt for the right sequence of keys.
At the touch of a button, a pop-up
menu appears on the screen in a
window. Simply point at the
command you want and press one of
PC Mouse’s three buttons. That’s all
it takes. The pop-ups disappear until
the next time you need them.
PC Mouse is pre-configured for
Lotus 1-2—3, Multiplan, VisiCalc,
SuperCalc,3 WordStar, PFS:Write,
Personal Editor, and Multimate. It’s
also fully compatible with Microsoft

Word, Visi On and DesQ.And as

more advanced software is developed, you can be sure PC Mouse will
never become extinct. Our Designer
Pop-ups even let you personalize

menus to fit individual needs. Or
create new menus for any program
that runs on the PC.

Only the Strong Survive.
PC Mouse has the most advanced
optical and electronic technology.
The result is unsurpassed tracking
and reliability compared to its
mechanical ancestors.
Its gentle-sloping ergonomic
design maximizes user comfort. PC
Mouse glides effortlessly and silently
across its pad. It actually becomes
an extension of your body. So what
you’re thinking appears on the screen
just as effortlessly.
Taking care of PC Mouse is easy,
too. With no moving parts, it lives

a long, long time. So long, in fact,
that we have the confidence to back
it with a full 12-month warranty. Our
technical support team and unique

update program will
let you keep pace
with future changes
in the personal computer world as well.
Break away from
the pack by choosing the leader in its
field. PC Mouse.
We’ll take you
where you want to
go. And get you

D_es_igner Pop-_up_
menus let you move
through Lotus 1-2-3
with unprecedented
speed and accuracy.

there fast. For more details, see your

dealer or contact Mouse Systems
Corporation at 2336H Walsh Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051. Telephone

(408) 988-0211 or Telex 467848.-

Mouse Systems and Designer Pop<up are trademarks of Mouse Systems Corporation. 1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks
of Lotus Development Corporation. Microsoft and
Multiplan are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. SuperCalc 3 is a registered trademark of Sorcim Corporation.VisiCalc
is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. Volkswriter
is a registered trademark of Lifetree Software lnc.WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation.
Multimate is a trademark of SoftWord
Systems, Inc. PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation. IBM and PC-DOS are J
' of '
'
' Business I“ L'
'
Copyright ((3 [984 by Mouse Systems Corporation.
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Editor

A Fast, Powerful. Easy to Use drawing

program that lets you create. edit, and store
colorful images

for the IBM Personal Computer

'
'

' full-screen

‘ colour support

I
'
'

° function keys

Host Communications

' VM/370 CMS, RSTS/E, VAX/VMS

' file transfer micro to/from host
° access host files from micro programs

Terminal Emulation
For further information contact:
WATSOFT Products Inc.
158 University Ave. W.,
Waterloo, Ontario

(519) 886-3700

Telex No.2 06—955458

N2L 3E9
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Perfect for Artists, Designers.
Animators, Programmers, Educators
G Graphics Editor is available for $95 from
MICRO MARKETING ASSOCIATES
3497 East Livingston Avenue
Suite A

Columbus, Ohio 43227-1..i-:=

(614) 231-4956

ll”...--l
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Professional Lab and

Develop your own circuits

sible at the breadboard. Simply
plug in IC's and connect with ordi—

nary hookup wire. Idea booklet
included. Only $124.95 plus

$5.00 SSH.

e2 Card for IBM- PC F:

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC—
Draws professional graphs of

your data. Line or scatter plots,

u

(In

semi-log or log-log plots, bar
graphs, exploded pie charts,
stock charts with high, low,
close. 320 x 200 resolution in 4
colors. Automatic or manual
selection of axis length and position, tick marks and numeric
I“ I“
1
~".‘ l
ll
1
labels. Features 20 plot symbols,
III!!! in RI (In I- alt—Z)
error bars, multiple labels in 4
orientations and versatile printer hardcopy. Format and data files ma b e
saved on disk. Includes 11 demos on disk plus manual ............ 95
.

eZ Board — the solderless bread—

board which plugs into your PC's
expansion slot through an integral
lBeinch cable. Clearly marked tie
points make the entire system bus
easily and conveniently acces~

for Your IBM* PC

'Innr'u

quickly and easily.

Business Graphics Software

CURVE FlTTER-PC—Select the
best curve to fit your data.

Transfer your designs to the
(:2 Card, which features a fully

Scale,

wire-wrap area which can easily
accomodate overbO IC sockets.
(:2 Card has gold plated contacts
and all IC's are socketed. Only

curves, multiple labels in 4
orientations, and versatile

buffered address, data and con—
trol bus with switch selectable
address decoder and a generous

$89.95 plus $5.00 S8 H.

'SPECIHL OFFER

Order both the e2 Board and (:2 Card development system
now and save $45.00! Pay only $174.95 plus $5.00 S8: H*.
California residents add 6%.

Sabadia 6:: art Cor .

PO. Box I 132, Dept PT, orba Lin 0, CH 92686
Telex: Easylink 756582
Phone (714) 630—9335

.
n

Editor

Intricate detail
Easy to remember, single key commands
Variable cursor speed & brush width
User defined color combinations
Commands for basic geometric shapes
Images can be erased, repositioned, copied,
mirrored, ﬂipped
Save to disk / Load from disk
Images can be loaded into user's BASIC
programs
“HELP” and “UNDO” commands
Text in variable sizes, colors, directions
Designed for the IBM PC and compatible
machines with 128K RAM, single disk
drive, color graphics capability

u

Waterloo
NefWorkation
Tools

G Graphics

null)

Announces

i—

A subsidiary of the University 0! Waterloo

transform,

average

or

smooth, interpolate (3 types),
least squares fit (8 types),
evaluate unknowns from titted
curves. Features auto-scaling,
statistical evaluation of fitted

It.

MTSOFTPRODUCTSINC

‘.
i

Cabin Pit
of “an. Cl’ni‘u

1'“)

1'“,

l

',

-. . - -'

.

a
5
4
2
a
printer hardcopy. Format and
""‘"“‘"‘
data files may be saved on disk.
S 95
.......
..................
manual
plus
disk
on
demos
Includes 5

SPECIAL: SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC and CURVE FlTTER-PC—on 1
disk ...................................................... $175
Add $2.50 shipping on all US orders. VISA or MASTERCARD orders
accepted.
'Trademark at International Business Machines, Inc.

.
m I
l

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
PO. Box 139, Dept. 237
State College, PA 16804

*UST—l only. Outside USR add $20.00 SE‘JH (Rirmail)

Phone: (814) 238-8294 0 Telex: 705250
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LEGAL BRIEF

Go for Broker

How to protect yourself if you choose to use a broker

MAX STUL OPPENHEIMER
ecoming very, very rich re-

B quires only two steps: Write a

very, very good program for those
throngs of ﬁrst-time computer
buyers (note: the deﬁnition of
“good” is ﬂexible); sell very, very
many copies of the program.
It has been eight months since
I explained the options for protect-

ing the rights to your software. Last
month I explained how to keep
those rights while negotiating a
consulting contract. Are you rich
yet? If not, don’t give up.

Writing a commercially valuable program is difﬁcult. Commercializing such a program is hard,
too. Getting from step one to step
two can be downright dangerous.
In this age of specialization,
there is no reason that a good pro—
grammer should also be good at
marketing. It may make sense to

turn to a specialist. However, if you

have looked longingly at those ads
that offer to market your program
for you, be advised that unless (and
even if) you take some preliminary
steps, you may be risking some
rights by sending in your program.
You may recall from prior col-

umns that you obtain some protection for your copyrightable work
simply by the act of ”ﬁxing” it in
Max Stu] Oppenheimer is a partner in the
Baltimore law ﬁrm of Venable, Baetier, and
Howard.

AUGUST 1984

some tangible medium. Traditionally, this was done by writing it on

paper, but the chances are good that

recording it on a disk or burning it
into a ROM chip will serve. This
gives you at least threshold copy-

right protection for your program.
You do not have copyright protection for your concept, or for a program that incorporates all of your

good ideas but expresses them dif~
ferently. There is also the possi—
bility that, if your program is the

unique way to accomplish its purpose, you have no copyright protec-

tion at all. Refer to ”The Basic
Tools of U.S. International Property
Law” (November/December 1983,

p. 213) and ”Disputing the Rights

to Custom-Designed Software” (Iuly

1984, p. 185) for more details.
In any event, you will probably
want more than threshold copy-

right protection for your initial encounter with commercial software

marketing. Before you deal with
the diﬂicult issues relating to pro-

tection of property rights, there are

several simple bargaining points
that should be agreed upon. Begin
by asking questions.
What will the software broker

do for you? Some propose to seek
buyers actively; others will do no
more than list the availability of
your program on their data base.
What will he charge you and

when? A ﬁxed fee, a share of sales
or profits, a ﬁxed commission per
sale, or some combination of these?
How do you compute proﬁts? (Do

you deduct the cost of your computer?) Does he pick up the expenses pending the ﬁrst sale? How

much does he plan to spend?
Does the broker insist on the

exclusive rights to market your program? If so, for how long, and do
you have any right to terminate the

relationship? A broker may work
harder if he has the exclusive
rights, since he will be assured the
beneﬁt of every sale. On the other
hand, shouldn’t he produce sales in
order to keep the exclusive rights?
Remember that once you have
granted exclusive rights, you have
given up most of your bargaining
power—the broker ought not to be
able to sit back and wait for light—
ning to strike (after all, you could
do that yourself).
These points are between you
and the broker. The harder negotiating points involve protecting
yourself from actions the broker

might take that will affect your
rights vis-a—vis third parties.
Normally, a broker will act as
your agent. The limits of his au-

thority as your agent should be

agreed upon between you. He
should report to you occasionally
on his progress. There should be
agreement on what he can do on

your behalf in terms of pricing and

other sale-related decisions. Perhaps
he should do no more than ﬁnd a

potential market and let you do the
negotiating over price, credit, re—
turns policy, and so forth, or per-

haps you would prefer that he han-
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dle those details. In any event, at
some point you should have the ﬁ-

work out the actual language.

buyer he has found. (The broker
might legitimately ask that you be

remember that in most states you
can appropriate one simply by us-

or that you pay him something if
you reject a perfectly good deal on a
whim.) Agree on who has the ﬁnal

you can—on the documentation, on
the program title page, salted

nal say on whether to accept the

reasonable in making that decision,

say about whether there is a deal.
Once you and your broker have

Now you can print letter quality on
your Epson FX printer at full textmode speed, up to 10 times faster

reached an agreement on the limits
of each other's authority, you must
take one further step. A legal con-

mode. Printer BossTM software
gives you two-pass dot-matrix letter quality and lets you create a

protects innocent third parties dealing with an agent. The broker will

than with programs using graphics

printer buffer of up to 32K. Or print

multi—page spreadsheets as wide
as you like. sideways on your paper,

at high speed, in a choice of five different type sizes.

Printer BossTM also allows full

menu-based operation of all control
functions of all of the Epson MX, FX

and RX printers. Select

and de-

select pica, elite, compressed, italic,
enlarged, emphasized, doublestrike,
underline, superscript and subscript
for scores of different faces. Set line

spacing, right and left margins and
skip-over-perforation. Load USA,

France, Germany, England, Denmark, Sweden, Italy, Spain and

Japan language sets. Control unidirectional, half-speed and proportion-

ally-spaced printing. Store and re-

trieve 10 complete menu settings

with a few keystrokes. Emulate the
IBM-label printer for the IBM-PC
while retaining full printer versatility.

Download to FX printers five different IBM character sets, including graphics symbols, greek symbols, screen and APL characters.
Print at full text-mode speed. Ideal

for IBM graphics software, or
screen dumps, or printing text from
Wordstar, Lotus 123 or many other
fine programs.

Printer BossTM for the IBM-PC and
compatibles $59.95. With Letter
BossTM letter quality or SidekickTM
sideways print option $99.95. With
both $139.95. Visa, MC, or send
check. Free Info. Dealers welcome.

Printer Boss”
CONNECTICUT SOFTWARE
3O WILSON AVENUE
ROWAYTON CT 06853
203-838-1844

SIDEKICK IS NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH SIDEWAYS, A TRADEMARK OF FUNK SOFTWARE. PRINTER BOSS, LETTER BOSS AND SIDEKICK ARE TRADE—
MARKS OF SPEEFI RESEARCH CORPORATION.
WORDSTAR AND LOTUS 123 ARE TRADEMARKS OF
MICROPRO INT'L CORP AND LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
CORP RESPECTIVELY.
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cept known as ”apparent authority”

be presenting himself as your agent,

and he will have a copy of your

software and a contract. A third

party who does not know the limits
of an agent’s authority may assume
that the agent has the authority
such agents normally have.
This general statement of the
law raises fascinating legal issues:
What type of authority do software
brokers normally have? Can they
waive copyrights? Can they authorize reverse-engineering object code?
Can they make decisions on backup policies? Can they give warranties? I don’t know. Try to avoid
ﬁnding out. Remember that a third
party can assume that an agent has
authority only if he is not on notice
to the contrary: put him on notice.
For example, build a title
screen into your program that says,
“This program is my property. I
have the copyright and the trademark. My broker has possession,
but not ownership, of a copy of the
program solely to try to ﬁnd a customer for me. He's a nice person,
but the ﬁnal decision on whether
to sell it is mine. My broker has no

authority to do anything except
demonstrate the program. He can’t

authorize listing it, copying it, mod—
ifying it, or anything else. I’m not

sure it works, so he certainly can’t
make any warranties. If he prom-

ises you anything, you’d best check

with me ﬁrst. Here’s my phone

number.” You and your broker can
If you have a trademark (and

ing it in commerce with the intent
to appropriate it), put it everywhere

throughout the code, on the diskette jacket, on your broker’s
jacket-and remember to use the
symbol “TM” unless it has been

federally registered (in which case
use the symbol ®). Make the broker
promise not to obliterate it when he
presents your program. Similarly,
use a copyright notice. Unless you
have taken further steps, protection

stops at the border—ﬁnd out if

your broker plans to show your pro-

gram abroad and if so, take care of
the necessary ﬁlings.

In discussing the terms of your

agreement with the broker, remember that the broker is taking some
risks, too. The economic risks are

obvious. (Is he spending his own

money? Enough to give him the

right to call some of the shots?) Sup-

pose, in return for helping you es-

tablish your name in the software
pantheon, the broker asks for the
right to market any enhancements
of your program (or your next program, or any program you write in
the future). Once you get over be-

ing very ﬂattered, you should think
about whether you want to tie up

your entire career at this point.

Some of the broker’s risks are
less obvious: do not be offended if
he asks you to warrant that you are
the author of the work. His annoyance would be justiﬁable if he

signed a multi-million dollar contract, and you could not perform

because you did not write the program. It would even be reasonable
for the broker to ask that you in-

demnify him against any claims of
copyright infringement. Imagine
his embarrassment if he should try
to sell your program to the person
who actually wrote it.

PC TECH IOURNAL

INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYc DEDIcATED
' Pc SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS DNLY

II II I ...-III..II ...-J "1III

IN STORE WE DEMONSTRATE MOST PRODUCTS WE SELL—BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.—5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON-FRI.
Saturdays closed for months of July, Aug., Sept.
Terms, conditions and prices differ in our store.

I
I
.L::LJL.L:J_IL_‘_E
III ...-III.P0 LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH ST. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018
HELIXBUBBLEMEMORYBOARDS.......................................CALL

WE ARE CELEBRATING OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY.

All Prices Listed here are strictly subject tO our current stock Available for Anniversary Sale.
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ALPHA SOFTWARE
DATA BASE MANAGER II ........... 3205.00
EXECUTIVE PACKAGE .............
109.00
TYPE FACES ......................
89.00
ASHTON—TATE
dBASE III ..........................
BOTTOM LINE STRATEGIST ........
FINANCIAL PLANNER ..............
FRIDAY ............................

CONTINENTAL
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS .........
ULTRA FILE ......................
TAX ADVANTAGE ...................
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT .........

CALL
299.00
399.00
179.00
85.00
139.00
45.00
319.00

NORTON COMPUTER
NORTON UTILITIES ...................

55.00

PC SOFTWARE
CREATABASE ......................

65.00

PEARL SOFT
PERSONAL PEARL .................

CALL

ROSE SOFT
PROKEY 3.0 .......................

89.00

SOFTWARE ARTS
TK SOLVER ........................
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT .........
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING .......

299.00
89.00
89.00

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INC.
MULTIMATE .......................

295.00

ENERTRONICS
ENERGRAPHICS ...................

CALL

SORCIM
SUPERCALC ||| ....................

299.00

FOX & GELLER
D. GRAPH .........................
DIUTIL ...........................
GRAFOX .........................
OZ ...............................
QUICKCODE .......................

189.00
69.00
209.00
CALL
189.00

VISICORP
VISICALC FOUR ....................
DESKTOP PLAN ...................
VISIFILE ...........................
VISITREND 'VISIPLDT ..............
VISIWORD .........................

179.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00

DISK DRIVES
CORVUS .............................
PEGASUS ..................
OUME T142 ..........................
SYSGEN .............................
TANDON TM 100-2 ...................

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
200.00

FRIENDLYSOFT
FRIENDLY WRITER ................

50.00

HARVARD SOFTWARE
HARVARD PROJECT MANAGER .....

CALL

HAYES
SMARTCOM || .....................

95.00

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
TIM IV ............................

CALL

I U S
ACCOUNTING AR/AP/GL ea .........
INVENTORY CONTROL .............
ORDER ENTRY ....................
PAYROLL .........................
EASY WRITER IIJSHELLERIMAIL . , ,.
EASY FILER .......................
EASY PLANNER ...................

295.00
295.00
295.00
345.00
CALL
240.00
169.00

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORR
LOTUS 1-2-3. (NO MAIL ORDERS) ..
SYMPHONY (NO MAIL ORDERS) ...

CALL
CALL

MICRO DATA BASE
KNOWLEDGE MAN .................

CALL

MICRO PRO
INFOSTAR .........................
WORDSTAR .......................
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL .......

CALL
CALL
CALL

MICROSOFT
MULTIPLAN ........................
COMPILERS .......................

179.00
CALL

NORTH AMERICAN BUSINESS
MEMORY SHIFT ...................

69.00

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
64 RAM CHIPS .......................
AST CARDS ..........................
OUADBOARD CARD ..................
AMDEK MAI CARD ....................
PC MOUSE ...........................
FTG LIGHTPEN ......................
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS CARD .. ,
HERCULES ..........................
PRINCETON GRAPHICS ...............

55.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

DEADLINE ...........................

FRIENDLY PC INTRO SET .............

FROGGER ...........................
GORGON ...........................
HIDE & SINK .........................
HI REs #4 ...........................
MOON sues .........................

MY LETTERS, NUMBERS & WORDS...

PC CRAYON ..........................

PC TUTOR ...........................

CALL TOLL FREE 800-221-0343

27.00
27.00
27.00
27.00

$50.00
38.00
30.00
17.00
39.00
45.00

MONITORS
AMDEK 310A ........................
COLOR II + ..................
PRINCETON GRAPHIC HX»12 ..........
SR-12 ..........
ZENITH RGB MONITOR ...............

$175.00
CALL
489.00
CALL
499.00

MODEMS

HAYES SMART MODEM ...............
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 ..........
HAYES SMART MODEM 12OOB ........

$205.00
495.00
449.00

DISKETTES
DYSAN

S.S.’D.D .....................
D.S.I’D.D .....................

$30.00
38.00

SSNSD. ....................
D.S. D.D .....................

27.00
38.00

21144 HEAD/CLEAN KIT ......
SSJDD .....................
D.S./D.D .....................

10.50
26.00
36.00

VERBATIM (5 year warranty)

ATTACK ON ALTAIR ...................
COMPUTER FACTS IN 5 ..............
CONQUEST ..........................

39.00
25.00
CALL
29.00
29.00
39.00
39.00
49.00
27.00
25.00

ACCESSORIES
CURTIS PRODUCTS
DISPLAY PEDESTAL .........
MONO CABLE ...............
KEYBOARD CABLE ..........
SYSTEM STAND .............
KRAFT JOYSTICK ....................
HAYES MACH III JOYSTICKS ..........

MAXELL

ENTERTAINMENT 8: EDUCATION
ATI TRAINING PACKAGES ......... ea.

DIGGER .............................
THE EXTERMINATOR .................
FLIGHT SIMULATOR ..................
FRIENDLY ARCADE ...................

PLANET FALL ........................
SERPENTINE ........................
SPINNAKER SERIES ..................
SPYDER .............................
STYX ................................
SUSPENDED .........................
WITNESS ............................
WIZARDRY ...........................
ZORK I. II. III ...................... ea.
ZURAN DEFENDER ...................
FUNTASTIC
BIG TOP ...........................
COSMIC CRUSADERS .............
MASTER MINER ...................
SNACK ATTACK ....................

PRINTERS

32.00
25.00
29.00
22.00
27.00
29.00
32.00
39.00
49.00

DIABLO P32 D»MATR|X ...............
CALL
DIABLO 630 .......................... $1699.00
DIABLO 630 TRACTOR FEED ..........
249.00
DYNAX DX-15 OR DX—25 ..............
CALL
PROWRITER F10 .....................
925.00
IDS
PRISM 132 COMPLETE ..... 1499.00
OKIDATA 92P .......................
465.00
93F .......................
699.00
TOSHIBA P1351 ...................... 1499.00
TOSHIBA P1340 ......................
CALL
EPSON FX SERIES ...................
CALL
NEC 3550 ............................
CALL
PRINTER CABLE/PARALLEL ...........
25.00

”fit. IN NEW YORK CALL1-212-730-8036

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

We reserve the right to moan. replace or return to manuiacturer lor repair. all goods
acknowledged taulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer must call for Return
Authorization Number before returning any goods. Prompt attention wIIl be given to all
damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credIt are subject to 10%
restocking charge. plus shippIng charge. No returns lor credit on any software. Customer
must deal with the manufacturer directly if the customer finds any false claims made by

the manufacturer. All goods are shipped UPS. only. Add 2% of prIce. or minimum of $3.00
for shipping. We do not ship 0.00. Please allow one to two weeks for personal or
corporate checks to clear. To expedite shippIng send money order. ce'rtIed cashier‘s
check. or charge to your VISA, MasterCard, WE DO NOT Add a Service Charge For Credit
Card Usage. Prices subject to change without notice. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. CIRCLE NO. 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LEGAL BRIEF
A little distrust on both sides is
healthy: it helps deﬁne the relation-

ship. Negotiation'concerning the
risks—the author’s fear that the

broker will steal his idea or the broker’s fear that the author will claim
that the broker stole a program'—is
difﬁcult. The broker may open ne-

fit

0'

gotiations with the following:
”Author acknowledges that

Character Strings

Broker is dealing with many other
authors, all of whom have wonderful new ideas. Since there are 3 limited number of wonderful new
ideas, chances are that there is some
duplication. Broker is an honorable

Files
Machine Language Code

similar to Author’s program, it is

I DATA TYPES

Lists and Symbols
Unlimited Precision Integers
Floating Point Numbers
Multidimensional Arrays

I MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Full Memory Space Supported

Dynamic Allocation
Compacting Garbage Collector

I FUNCTION TYPES
EXPR/FEXPR/MACRO

Machine Language Primitives

Over 190 Primitive Functions

I I0 SUPPORT

Multiple Display Windows
Cursor Control
All Function Keys Supported

Read and Splice Macros

Disk Files

POWERFUL ERROR RECOVERY
8087 SUPPORT
COLOR GRAPHICS
LISP LIBRARY
Struotured Programming Macros
Editorand Formatter
Package Support
Debugging Functions
OBJ File Loader

I RUNS UNDER PC-DDS 1.1 or 2.0

lOLISP
51/4” Diskette

and Manual __ $175.00
Manual Only __ $ 30.00

[Cl Integral Quality
P 0. Box 31970
Seattle, Washington 98103-0070
(206) 527—2918
Washington State residents add sales tax.
VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.
Shipping included for prepaid orders.
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man, so if he markets something

because someone else had the same

idea or because Broker developed it
independently. In case of a tie, Bro-

ker's decision as to the winner will

be ﬁnal. Author hereby waives any

claims against Broker for infringe-

ment of copyright, trade secrets, or

patent rights. Author hereby agrees
never to sue Broker for anything.”

You might counter with:

”This program is the property

of and copyrighted by Author. It is
unpublished and contains valuable

trade secrets. Only the Author and

Broker have seen it, so if it shows
up on the market, we know who’s
responsible. Broker will take all
steps necessary to keep the program

conﬁdential and, if he fails to do so,
will pay Author the royalties he
should have earned plus attorneys’
fees. Broker hereby acknowledges

Author’s rights and agrees not to

contest them in any proceeding.”

Suppose the broker responds,

”How can I market your program if
I can’t show it to anyone, and how
can I show it to anyone at the risk

of being liable for the enormous
damages if, through no fault of

mine, someone else markets a simi-

lar program? Besides, that’s the

ninth combination spreadsheet-food

processor program I’ve been offered

today, and I understand that one is
already on the market in California

Time to look for some middle
ground. One approach would be for
you, as the author, to make a preliminary, unprotected, disclosure of
the general nature of the program
(use your imagination) and to ask
that the broker identify any areas

of similarity to other programs on

the market or under his considera-

tion. Depending on the broker’s response, a more focused conﬁdential

ity agreement might be constructed,
specifying what particular aspects of
the program are, in fact, unique.

The demonstration version of the
program might be supplied in
incomplete form, and the broker
might be asked to agree not to decompile, modify, or otherwise pry

into the program himself and not to

allow any potential customer to do

so. Perhaps the broker would be
willing to agree to take ”reason-

able” steps to keep the software
conﬁdential, or to take such steps as
he would if the software were his.
Return to the real world for a
moment. What if you are a pro-

grammer who hasn’t sold a thing
since the lemonade bankruptcy in

third grade? What can you realisti-

cally hope to accomplish before you

sign a boilerplate brokerage agree-

ment? You certainly can afﬁx copy-

right and trademark notices. You

can satisfy yourself that this broker

is a reasonably honest, reasonably
competent person. You can try to

get signiﬁcant promises reﬂected in
a written agreement (and be suit-

ably suspicious if you cannot). Fi—

nally, you can communicate your

expectations to the broker and try

very, very hard to leave yourself a

cheap way out if the broker does

not produce the results you expect.

If you cannot get a satisfactory

agreement, you can always keep the

program for your own private enjoyment or, if you are really cau-

tious, degauss the program disk and

turn off the computer.

under the name Avocado Spread.”
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PCnetTManatheB.O.S.SI
BUSiness-Oriented Software System fOr IBM-PC Networks

Multi-User Data Base Management Software
Designed for Use by Non-Programmers

I Easy to Use
First-time users often define multiple data bases, enter records, and

produce reports within three hours. The 8.0.8.8." is menu driven. it

COMPARISON OF
POPULAR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

presents options and responds to commands in plain English, while
preventing multi-user conflict without user programming.

I Multi-User Simultaneous Updating

Several users can update the same database without worrying about
losing data. The 8.0.8.8. automatically prevents multi-user conflicts.

Sophisticated record level locking protection procedures are used.

The
8.0.9.8.

The B.O.S.S. handles business oriented data files with thousands of

records as well as it handles small files. Sorting rarely is needed — The

8.0.8.8. updates all indexes (up to 15) when changes are made.

I Generates Reports Fast

Yes

No

No

No

No

Menu driven

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

1

Files open on line

8

2

N/A

100,000,000

65,600

32,800

The 8.08s full-featured Report Program Generator produces

options to design inquiries that match records in multiple files and

32,800 32,800

10,000

1,000

2,400

1,000

255

User must be programmer

No

Yes

No

No

No

Maximum number of indexes

15

1

1

1

1

Maximum bytes/record

automatically updated.

sophisticated business reports fast. First time users can select menu

TIMm Condor” Dataw
III
20
Star”

Multi-user network

Maximum records/file

I Handles Large Files

dBase’"
II

(Data are taken from most recent versions of programs available to American

Planning Corporation, Alexandria, VA)

perform computations.

I Versatile, Powerful and Portable

,

The 8.0.8.8. is fully capable on most 16-bit microcomputers and
operating systems, including MSDOS", CP/M-86", and MP/M-86".

Applications designed on one system may be transported easily to
another. The B.O.S.S.'s full power and versatility are most apparent when
used to create application systems for 16-bit machines such as the IBMPC" and to create applications for networking systems such as PCNet"

(Allows addressing of 1 full megabyte of RAM).

set of functions patterned after mainframe software development tools.
Large and complex programs are created easily and in record time.

Savings

60% and slashes required time by up to 95%.

Non programmers use Levels l and ll.

Level | consists of:
' A foundation module used to define individual data files. enter data into
those files, and to display, edit and print the data.
0 A powerful, fast sort capability.

Level ll consists of:

0 An inquiry function used to design and produce video pages.
0 A report generator that performs sophisticated calculations and
produces user designed output to the display screen. printer or other
files. The inquiry and report modules can access up to 8 separate data

_

Level III — Database modules for programmer use.

AMERICAN
PLANNING
CORPORATION

Experienced analysts and programmers use all levels to create
sophisticated business application programs.
The 8.0.8.8. provides analysts and programmers with a broad and varied

When used to develop programs, The 3.0.8.8. reduces costs by at least

I How It Works. ..

files simultaneously.

I Advanced Features

I 30-Day Money Back Guarantee

The 8.0.8.8. package includes a 30-day, no questions—asked money back
guarantee. Unlimited backup copies are allowed and the complete source
code is provided so that advanced programmers can further tailor the
program. Updates will be furnished for a nominal fee.

8.0.8.8. is a trademark of American Planning Corporation
PCNet is a trademark of Orchid Technology
CP/M 8. MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.
IBM PC is a trademark of “BM Corporation
TIM III is a trademark of Innovative Software
dBase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate
Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer Corporation
DataStar is a trademark of MicroPro. lnc.
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4600 Duke Street, Suite 425
Alexandria, VA 22304

Dealer Inquiries Invited

1—800-368—2248
(in Virginia, 1-703-751-2574)

Visa and Master Charge Accepted

For your IBM/PC

mbp COBOL:

4 tunes faster,
and now With
ORB;CHAI .

mbp COBOL Compiler executes

IBM/PC“ programs at least 4 times

faster (see chart). Fast also describes our new SOR’I; which can sort fourthousand 128-byte records in less than 30 seconds. A callable subroutine or
stand-alone, 9 SORT

control ﬁelds can be
speciﬁed. And our new
CHAIN is both fast and
secure, conveniently
transferring control from
one program to another, passing 255 parameters. Plus, new
extensions to ACCEPT & DISPLAY verbs give better, faster
interactive programming.
The
complete

E.

COBOL.

An Interactive Symbolic Debug Package
included standard; Multi-Keyed ISAM Structure;
listing options allow source & object code, map
& cross-reference checking;'GSA Certiﬁcation
to ANSI ’74 Level II; mbp has it all.
It’s no surprise companies like Bechtel,
Chase, Citicorp, Connecticut Mutual, and

b COBOL:

ﬂhﬁes fasten

Sikorsky choose mbp COBOL; make it your
choice, too. mbp is available at Vanpak Soft—
.
.
ware Centers, or direct; Just send the coupon,
or call for complete information—today
CIRCLE NO. 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

®

mbp Software & Systems
Technology, Inc.

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 560, Oakland, CA 94621
Phone 415/632—1555

Please send complete mbp COBOL information to:
NAME
COM PANY
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
PHONE

...

DOUG-O...OOOOOOIOOOOOOOOOO

Oloo-ooQQOOOoouuoouoo......

128K system with hard disk require . 'IBM/PC is an IBM TM; “Level II
is a Micro Focus TM; “‘A Ryan-McFarlandTM; "" A Microsoft TM.

cog-o-nooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooonooooo

BOOK REVIEWS

IBM PC Data File
Programming
Ierald R. Brown and LeRoy Finkel
(Iohn Wiley & Sons, New York, 1983)

367 pages, paper, $14.95

BM PC Data File Programming is a

well-written instruction manual for
the creation, modiﬁcation, and use of
data ﬁles from IBM PC BASIC. Data
ﬁles using both sequential and random
organization are covered. Although the
book is intended for novice program—
mers who have had some BASIC
programming experience, it is also an

excellent resource for programmers experienced in other languages, such as

FORTRAN or COBOL, who must learn

to program in BASIC.

The book emphasizes the importance of programming style and begins
with a clear description of the techniques programmers should use to be

sure their programs are well designed,
easy for others to understand, and as
compatible with other versions of
BASIC as possible. These concepts are

kept in mind throughout the book; the
sample programs adhere to them and,
when a choice must be made between
style and efﬁciency or portability, the
authors comment on their choice.

The second and third chapters are
a review of BASIC statements and a

short tutorial on the building of data
entry and error-checking routines. The
statements review focuses on those used
to input and manipulate data (e.g.,
LINE INPUT, MID$). Some funda-

mental programming necessities, such
as IF . . . THEN statements and subroutines, are also reviewed.

Once they have covered procedures
for ensuring that information has been
properly entered, is of the proper type,
and falls within the proper range, the

authors discuss techniques for making
sure that the data are entered and displayed in the desired format.
AUGUST 1984

The fourth chapter of IBM PC

Data File Programming introduces the

concept of data ﬁles, beginning with sequential data ﬁles. Through a series of
example programs and self-testing exer-

cises, the reader is shown how to ini-

tiate a ﬁle with the open statement;
how to tell the computer whether it is

an input, output, or existing ﬁle to

which data are to be added, and how to
read information from or write information to the ﬁle. The authors discuss
methods of copying information from
one sequential data ﬁle to another, correcting information on a sequential data
ﬁle, and merging the information from
two sequential data ﬁles.

The DIF File: For Users of
VisiCalc and Other Software
Donald H. Bell
Reston Publishing Company,- Reston,
VA; 1983

235 pages, $15.95 paper, $19.95 cloth

he data interchange format (DIP)

was developed by Robert M. Frankston, president of Software Arts, Inc.
(the creators of VisiCalc) as a way of
enabling data communication between
VisiCalc and other software packages.

The format can be used to organize data
on any storage device and, because it is
a concept rather than a product, it is
essentially hardware independent.

Last to be covered are the random
access ﬁles. Their treatment is similar
to that given the sequential ﬁles,
through a series of example programs
and exercises, the reader can learn to
develop programs that read, modify, or
create random access data ﬁles.
The book proceeds at a good pace,

The purpose of this book is to explain the process of exchanging data via
DIP ﬁles. People who are interested in
understanding DIF ﬁles, possible applications for this concept, and data exchange between different software programs will ﬁnd this book useful.

that gradually increase in their level of
complexity. The reader is given programming exercises for each phase of
instruction, and the authors have pro—
vided answers for all the exercises. This
in itself would make the book worth

another are presented, with an emphasis on the concept that the common
data format is only a part of the process.

with exercises and example programs

buying, but the authors have done even
more: the example programs are practi-

cal routines that can either be used as
they are or expanded to suit the individual requirements of the reader.
Some of the programs provided are:
a form—letter program that accepts ad-

dresses from an address data ﬁle; a pro-

gram to read, display, and provide the
option to modify the contents of either
sequential or random access data ﬁles,an inventory control program, and a
personal money management program.
These programs are also available on a

disk ($19.95) for those who do not wish
to enter them manually.

—MARILYN V. FLEMING

The steps involved to create a data

ﬁle from one program and read it into

The procedure of moving data from one
program to another is presented as a
multi-step process in which each step

must be performed carefully.
Guidelines are offered for those
who wish to exchange data between
software products; a chapter is devoted
to documentation of the exchange pro-

cess. The author presents actual examples of data exchange between: VisiCalc
and VisiTrend/Plot; VisiCalc and

PFS:Graph,- DB Master and The Execuv
tive Secretary; VisiWord and VisiCalc

via LoadCalc; CompuServe and VisiCalc
using MAINLINE; DIF ﬁles and 1-2-3;
and DIF ﬁles and TK!Solver.
In addition, there is a tutorial on
the DIP format, a section on the DIP

Technical Speciﬁcations from Software

Arts, a discussion of references in other
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books to listings of BASIC and Pascal
programs that process DIF ﬁles, and a
limited annotated listing of commercial
software that is capable of using data
ﬁles in the DIF format.
The author also correctly points

out many of the DIF format limitations,
including the fact that the DIF format
is designed for numeric data and is
awkward or unusable when transferring
both numeric and nonnumeric data.
Also mentioned are the problems with

unusual data that do not fit, such as VisiCalc’s repeating label. The author also
discusses the requirement that data
must be rectangular (that is, it must
have an equal number of records and
ﬁelds), which means that variablelength records need reformatting.
Another problem mentioned here
is that only labels and values, not formulas and formats associated with data
entry, are stored. Finally, the author
touches on the fact that the DIF format

Run More Than One Program With:
5.":
—_
, -—————v
_

MULTI-JOB

FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER AND XT
******

No special hardware is required (except memory).
Multiple programs can run concurrently using PC DOS.
Programs can be run simultaneously or one at a time.
Up to 9 separate jobs.
Free 30—day trial period.
Have a true multi-user system with the MULTITERMINAL-MONITOR (MTM) option.
* More cost effective than buying a second machine.

MULTI-JOB
$159.00
Gives you multi tasking using PC DOS.
$295 .00
MULTI-JOB/ MTM PACKAGE
Gives you multi tasking and multi users using PC DOS.
ELECTRONIC DISK
$ 49.00
Creates one or more super fast disk drives from memory.
$ 24.00
SPOOL PROGRAM
Will redirect printing to memory.

SET MEMORY UTILITY

$ 24.00

PC CALCULATOR

$ 35.00

Allows you to set the effective size of memory without
removing the cover or changing any switches.

Turns your computer into a calculator.

EXCITING NEW DISCOVERY! Have you ever had the need
for a letter quality printer? They are nice to have, but cost from
$600 to $3000. Although many of them allow different type
styles and fonts, changing fonts requires changing the physical
head on the machine. The FANCY FONT PROGRAM allows
different typestyles and font types and is printed by a standard IBM graphic printer. Available now for $179.00

w >

B&L COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, 7337 Northview, Suite B,
m
'
B ' , ID 83704 208 377-8088.
Dealers inquiries are welcome. Call or write for a free catalog.

is not the universal standard for data interchange. Different programs that
create DIF ﬁles do not always create the
same DIF ﬁle from the same data.
This book is well written, easy to
read, and easy to understand. The author has attempted to explain the DIF
ﬁles process and the steps necessary to
make it work for the user. Although
much of the book is devoted to VisiCalc
ﬁle transfers, the material presented
should also be helpful to people who
have other forms of spreadsheets, such
as MultiPlan and SuperCalc, that use
variations of the DIF format.
The DIF File is recommended for
anyone who is concerned with data
transfer between different software programs and anyone who is interested in
the subject of DIF ﬁles and their use.

—IAMES E. CREWS

Basic Engineering and Scientiﬁc Programs for the IBM PC
Wolfe and Koelh‘ng
(Brady,- Bowie, MD,- 1983)

358 pages, paper, $19.95

his is one of Brady Publishing

Company’s newest texts aimed at

the IBM PC and XT market. The book
contains many useful topics and programs for the engineering-scientiﬁc
community, as well as an optional dis-

kette containing all of the programs in
the book (38 major subroutines and programs). Like most books published by
Brady, this one is easy to read, accurate,

, and has plenty of appropriate examples.
The book is divided into 15 major

sections, covering the IBM Personal

Computer, data reduction, matrices and

vectors, curve ﬁtting with linear regres—
sion, solving simultaneous linear equations, roots of polynomials, numerical
integration, numerical solutions to dif-

ferential equations, linear programming,

forecasting with exponential smoothing,
project planning and scheduling with
CPM (Critical Path Method), sorting,
disk data ﬁles, data structures, and random numbers and simulation.
One of the features I like about
this book when compared to other
books for scientists and engineers is that
it is not just a collection of programs,
but an actual textbook that teaches theory, gives practical examples, and then
provides a program to solve those examples. This approach helps readers expand their horizons into applications

that may never have occurred to them
before. Another technique the authors

use is that of progressive examples, each

example building upon the one before

CIRCLE NO. 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE FILE CONNECTION
8” DISKETTE SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC

' Our-“FILE CONNECTION" programs provide 8" diSkette file exchange between

the IBM PC and most Micro-Mini-Main Frame computer systems.

Our “WORD CONNECTION” programs provide 8” diskette text document
exchange between .the IBM PC and many word processing systems.
Our “DISPLAYWRITER CONNECTION" programs transform documents from
Textpack, Wordstar, Multimate, etc. to the new DisplayWrite 2 format.
In addition to our hardware and program products, we also provide a conversion

service for customer supplied diskettes. Please contact us for information about the
hundreds of 5%" and 8” diskette formats and systems which we currently support.
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING / 2820 West Darleen / Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Telephone 602-774-5188 / Telex 70560‘9 FLAG-ENG-UD
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as a chapter progresses. The second
chapter, on data reduction, will serve to
illustrate both of these points.
Initially, chapter 2 appears to be a
standard treatment of simple statistical

concepts, such as mean, median, mode,
range, variance, and standard deviation.

Indeed, the text does teach these concepts clearly, presenting several examples. However, before a simple statistical program can be written, the authors
suggest the need for plotting the data,
which immediately requires knowledge
of concepts such as sorting and scaling.
The main program is created ﬁrst, and
these additional topics are brought into
that program as subroutines. The plotting routines in the main program use

14

Single Sided
Double Density

Soft sector 51/4” ﬂexible diskettes

the text screen for displaying the re—
sults and therefore will work on both
the monochrome and color graphics
screens. The chapter ends with some
examples to help the reader verify and
debug his program once it is entered.
Chapter 3 is a more or less stan—
dard treatment of matrices and vectors,
with examples of how to transpose, add,
subtract, multiply, and perform exponentiation. Chapter 4 is an outstanding

treatment of curve ﬁtting with linear
regression. Topics such as simple linear
regression, multiple regression, and
stepwise regression are presented in ex-

Double Sided
I Double Density

*Complete with hub reinforcing rings,
Tyvek sleeves. color coded user
labels. and write protect tabs.

Quality you ex ect
at a price you on’t.

Proven quality at a great price. BECK offers
you a full satisfaction money-back guarantee — you can‘t lose! If you like the quality of
3M, Dysan. Verbatim, et al, you’ll like BECK.
- Satisfaction. Money-Back Guarantee
- 100% Certified. 100% Error-Free
0 Full 7-Year Warranty
0 Tested and Retested 21 Times to 42 Rigid
Specifications
0 Meets or Exceeds ANSI Standards
For IBM, Apple. TRS, and 97% of popular

computers.

Order Toll Free 1~800-232‘5634.
Available in 25-Pack only plus freight.
Bulk product inquiries welcome.

smartest.
Order Now (all Free

Door to Beer In 48 hrs.

i708@@-BECMAWF@
(In New Hampshire call 924-3821)

amples and in two programs. The simple linear regression program teaches
the fundamentals of regression techniques, while the multiple and stepwise
regression program will form the foundation of a powerful analysis tool.
Many different examples are included
in this chapter to help the reader envision possible applications in his work.

Chapters 5 through 8 also deal
with conventional topics, such as solving linear equations, ﬁnding the roots
of polynomials, performing numerical

integration, and ﬁnding numerical solu-

tions for differential equations. Of all of
these chapters—indeed, of the whole
book—chapter 8 (”Numerical Solutions
to Differential Equations”) is the most
disappointing. There is such potential
in this chapter to give excellent engi-

ter is to include two problems for the

reader to solve, one dealing with a classical liquid mixture question and one
dealing with radioactive decay.
Chapters 9 and 10 are well written.
Chapter 9 presents the concepts and
deﬁnitions of linear programming. The
material suggests how to formulate a
problem and offers the traditional
graphical and linear algebra solutions
before discussing the Simplex method
of solution. The remainder of the chapter describes how to use the 350-line
Simplex program and provides many
practical examples. Chapter 10 returns
to graphing techniques and suggests several methods for exponential smoothing
of data. This topic is presented with the
anticipation of being able to project or
forecast future trends based on previously collected data.
Chapter 11 is devoted to CPM
(Critical Path Method). This technique
is used for project planning and scheduling. While the topic is interesting, it
probably should have been included in
a book for managers, not engineers.
The remaining four chapters cover
sorting techniques, disk data ﬁles, data
structures, and random numbers (used
for simulation). The topic of data structures is probably a new concept for engineers and scientists. The authors correctly point out that when large
amounts of data are to be handled, the
data structure can dramatically affect

execution time. Concepts for handling
data such as stacks, queues, linked lists,
and bidirectional lists are presented,
along with examples and programs.
Again, these programs can be used as
main programs or as subroutines.
This text will not be disappointing
for persons seeking engineering and
scientiﬁc methods of handling data.

The authors present their subject mat-

ter clearly and concisely.
—WILLIAM H. MURRAY

neering and scientiﬁc applications, and
the authors drop the ball. There is not

one example that is taken directly from
an engineering or scientiﬁc application.

Rather, all examples remind me of a
purely mathematical approach to differ—
ential equations: "Example #2 Solve the
following differential equation using

the Runge-Kutta formula from equation

(7) at x=0.2 and h=0.2.”

Does this sound like engineering?
Does this sound like fun? The closest

they come to redemption in this chapPC TECH JOURNAL
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ATRON Announces
A State of the Art Advance in
Software Debugging — PC Probe
PROGRAMMERS AND
MANAGERS knowthatfindingbugs

during new product development and

over the entire product life cycle adds up

to a significant portion of total product
deelopment cost and support time.
Investing in the right debugging tools will
greatly improve time to market as well as
minimize development cost. Atron Corp.

has the right debugging tools for the PC

enVironment. These are:

1) Pc PROBE
2) SOFTWARE PROBE
3) PERFORMANCE ANALYZER
PC PROBE plugs into a PC or compatible.

It is a total system debugger with features
like:

Real Time Trace

Program flow is saved in trace memory

while running at full speed, PC PROBE

can display trace data as high level
language line numbers. procedure names
etc. i or as 8088 instructions. In addition.
DMA cycles. interrupt lines and external
logic probes can be traced. Real time
trace answers the question "How did I
get here”?

Hardware Breakpoints
The PC PROBE has 8 breakpoints and

can trap conditions such as instruction
execution. read. write. to. DMA. interrupt.
or external logic probes. Breakpoints can
also be set on ranges of address or
data — symbolically tOO'

Enhanced Human Interface
The PC PROBE designers know the

importance Of EASE OF USE The PC

PROBE interface has a menu Window

which displays the syntax of each
command — so you never have to
remember how a command works, It also
recalls the previous invocation of each
command to save tedious typing 7 and
tedious thinking!

Symbolic Debugging
Avoid the tedium of sitting through link

maps to find out where things are, The
PC PROBE uses your C. PASCAL.
assembly language program symbols,

Macro Commands
Why be limited by a fixed set of de—
bugging commands? PC PROBE lets you
create your own powerful macro com—
mands With parameter passrng. nesting.

LOOPING and lF/THEN/ELSE control.

Memory Protection

ANNOUNCING
SOFTWARE PROBE
The same great software used on PC

PROBE is now available separately as

SOFTWARE PROBE —

ONLY $295
Software probe is the only software
debugger available which provides a
hardware reset and break box for

program crash recovery. What good is
a software debugger if you can't get

control Of run away programs?

PERFORMANCE ANALYZER
How do you find time critical program
problems or know where to start

performance tuning your software? Get
Atron's new Software Performance and
Timing Analyzer. Then you can display

histograms Of how your programs run —
by time or by events. You can perform

many different timing measurements.

Atron has many happy customers who
have made critical product schedules
because Of PC PROBE. Why waste time
on primitive debugging techniques? —
Call us today and ask for your lZ-page

data sheet. Manuals also available for $25.

What good is a debugger that can be
Wiped out by an undebugged program?
PROBE software is write protected and
can't be changed.

20665 FOURTH STREET 0 SARATOGA. CA 95070 0 (408) 741-5900
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“In the art
ofprogramming
the difference between
greatness and mediocrity
is often the quality of
the artist’s too/s. ”
In every top programmer’s tool kit there are usually :
few secret weapons. PolyMake and PolyLibrarian hav
become the newest essential secret weapons for hun
dreds of professionals who are setting new standards c
productivity and performance for themselves and th
industry.

Praise From Professionals
“PolyLibrarian is a powerful tool for serious
hobbyists and professional programmers. It

is a thing of beauty; a work of art. The documentation is excellent, the large selection
of commands are intuitive to learn and easy

to use, and the program itself provides a
service of inestimable value. It is refreshing
to see a tool of this caliber available for serious programmers. The design of this pro-

gram shows foresight and ingenuity. It sets
the human engineering standard for programming utilities. If all of 'a programmer’s

tools were so simple to work with, better
programs could be developed in less time

and with fewer headaches. Bravo, Polytron!
I look forward to your next product.”

Dan Rollins,
Programmer and Author writing in PC Age

“PolyLibrarian is an extensive, friendly utility

. an excellent tool for serious program-

mers. It combines professional quality with
a flexible user interface.”
Greg Estes

Editor, Programmers Journal

“I am thoroughly pleased [PolyLibrarian] is
definitely one of the best products of its

type that I have ever used on any system.”

An Unsolicited Comment from
Steve Kanﬂman

Consulting Engineer

To Order or Request Literature Call

1-800-54 7-4000
Ask For Dept. 310
VISA & MasterCard Accepted
Or Send Checks, P.O.’s To:

Polytron Corporation DS-310-F1

PO. Box 787, Hillsboro, OR 97123
Add $1.25 Shipping Charge For Each
Product Ordered.
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The Object Module Library Manager for MS-DOSTM

PolyLibrarian lets you create a single library from related Objects Modules. Ti
IBM PC Linker will then select only the modules necessary to produce an execu
able file. PolyLibrarian can: Cl Create, organize, reconstruct, dissect, and compre,
libraries of object code modules. Cl Add, delete and replace an object modult
Cl Extract a module from a library to create an OB} file. Cl Change public an
external names. D Optimize a module to shorten overall size of a library
El Modules are time-stamped within the library. El Supports full path name:
D Supports Microsofts' original and latest Linker (Version 2.4). CI Includes insta
lation program to customize options to your speciﬁc needs. Cl Features thft
Modes of Operation (Interactive, Command File, Command Line) that can l:

freely intermixed. El Surpasses performance of other primitive librarians. El Fe:
tures a highly functional user interface that uses simple meaningful key word:
El Requires 128K RAM, MS-DOS (PC-DOS) 1.1, 1.2 or 2.0. Cl Compatible wit
any compiler or assembler that uses the MS-DOS (PC-DOS) Linker. Cl Shippe
with comprehensive Users Manual including step-by-step tutorial for ..... 3 9‘

EPOWLIBRARIAN

‘

Extends PolyLibrarian’s power to IntelTM Format Libraries.

PolyLibrarian‘II is an enhanced version of PolyLibrarian. In addition to all th
features and functions listed above for PolyLibrarian, this version adds a ne‘
dimension of productivity for programmers using Intel Language Product:
{3 Compatible with any Intel Format Library and any Microsoft Format Library
|:l Compatible With Intel’s Link 86 under MS-DOS. .................. $141

ILYMAKE

The Intelligent Program Builder & Maintenance Tool for MS-DO!

PolyMake frees you from the need to remember which files depend on others an
which ﬁles have been modified. PolyMake will: El Remember the exact sequence (
operations necessary to make a new version of a program. This will signiﬁcantly r<
duce development time, prevent bugs & manage large software projects D ALIU
marically invoke your compiler, assembler, linker, librarian, or do whatever is nece
sary to bring all dependent files up to date. D Compare the date and time of all [Clt
vant files and use internal rules to rebuild a program or complete software systen
El Rules can be modified and expanded. Cl Extensive debug capabilities help COI
struct efﬁcient make files. El Includes features superior to UNIX Make. Cl Ful
automatic operation under MS-DOS 2.X. El Full path name capabilities under M1
. DOS 2.X. Cl Requires 128K. Shipped with a comprehensive Users Manual 39!
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Hardware, software,

and other developments

for the PC

Hercules Color Card

HARDWARE
IBM has announced price
reductions on many of

its products. First, less expensive versions of the PC and
PC/XT have been introduced. These new machines
come with 256K memory
and one 360K disk drive. A

typical conﬁguration consisting of a new 256K version

PC, one 360K disk drive and
adapter, and a monochrome
display and adapter costs

$2,520, a reduction of 23 percent. A new XT with 256K
and a monochrome display

and adapter now costs $4,920,
a reduction of 18 percent.
Other reductions were in
the price of the Portable PC
($2,595) and the PCir (entry

model—$599,- 128K model—
$999). In addition, a new
version of the Portable PC

with two factory~installed

disk drives has been intro-

duced ($3,020). The price for

other PC system units has
been lowered as much as 23
percent, and new, lower

prices are also in effect for

many PC options.

IBM

Entry Systems Division

PO. Box 2989

Delray Beach, FL 33444

305-241-7614

A color graphics card for the

PC and XT is now available
from Hercules Com- ,

puter Technology. The
company claims that its
Hercules Color Card
matches the performance of
the IBM Graphics Monitor/

Adapter card and even offers

a parallel printer port not
found on the IBM product—
all for $1 more than the IBM
card. The Hercules Color

Card is one-half the size of
the IBM card and can ﬁt
into one of the XT‘s short
expansion slots. The size re-

duction was made possible
by advanced gate array tech-

nology. The Hercules card is

compatible with all color
graphics software for the
IBM card. $245.
Hercules Computer
Technology

2550 Ninth Street

Berkeley, CA 94710

415-540-6000
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A lightpen that functions on
both IBM’s monochrome and
color displays has been devel—
oped by The Lite-Pen
Company, Inc. The product, called the Lite-Pen

System, talks directly to
the computer through the

CRT when the pen touches

the screen. In addition to the
Lite-Pen itself, the company
is offering eight software programs to be sold with the
pen, and plans to introduce
some overlay programs that

will enhance current sys-

tems, including Lotus 1-2-3
and WordStar. The Lite-Pen
is made of anti-slip stainless
steel. It self-compensates for
screen intensities and maintains a one-dot resolution.
The package comes with a
small, four-conductor I/O
cable that connects to the
computer. $295.
The Lite-Pen Company
PO. Box 45255
Los Angeles, CA 90045
213670-8658
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The, recently announced
Cabling System from
IBM is designed to reduce
the complexity and cost of
installing or moving computers within a building. To

wiring‘closet. A panel can

accept up to 64 cables. Two
‘devices can be connected

with patch cables at the closets where the cables converge. If a computer is
moved from one room to another, it is plugged into the
wall outlet at its new loca-

tion and the patch cable in
the wiring closet is recon-

nected. In conjunction with
the new cabling system, IBM

also announced a local area
network, to be implemented

in two to three years, that

would enable computers,

workstations, and other de-

vices to share resources and
exchange information.
IBM
Information Systems
Group
900 King Street
Rye Brook, NY 10573

9149344829
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be available in October 1984,
the system is similar to telephone lines, with connections made to outlet plates in

ofﬁce walls. The outlets are

connected by cable to a distribution panel located in a

The IBM Cabling Sy
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Genius VHR

A new full-page display has
been designed for the IBM
PC and compatibles by Micro Display Systems,

Inc. Called the Genius
VHR (for very high resolution), the monitor is 15
inches high with a density
of 720 by 990 pixels. The
user can select a full page
either with the traditional
25-line mode or with 66
lines. The Genius VHR has
a tilt-screen and is available
in amber, green, or white
phosphor. $1,150.
Micro Display Systems
PO. Box 455

to single letters. Besides the
13-inch-diagonal touch
screen, the kit includes an
intelligent controller and
RS-232-C serial interface. In-

stallation is done by Micro-

Touch or a qualiﬁed technician. Point-1 Color Kit is
fully programmable and is
supported by software devel0pment tools. OEM price:
$650; unit price: $1,045.
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.
400 W. Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801
617-935-0080
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Hastings, MN 55033

612-437-2233
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kit allows color monitors to

be equipped with a screen

that enables users to select
from menus, position the

cursor, and create graphics
merely by touching the
monitor with a fingertip.
The touch screen offers a
resolution of 1,024 by 1,024
. touch points. Accurate manipulation is possible down
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participate. It can simultaneously support CP/M,
CP/M-86, and MS-DOS applications. $495.
Digital Microsystems
1840 Embarcadero
Oakland, CA 94606
415-261-1034
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Princeton Graphic Systems

markets the Scan-Doubler interface card for an additional
$249. Prices: MAX-12, $249;
SR-12, $799.
Princeton Graphic Systems

1101-1 State Road

Princeton, N] 08540

800-221-1490
609-683—1660

MicroTouch Systems,

Inc. has announced the
touch-sensitive Point-1
Color Kit for the IBM PC
color display monitor. The

and features dynamic focusing circuitry, which ensures
sharpness from the center to
the edges and corners. The
SR-12 has 690 horizontal and
480 vertical resolution that is
achieved without using interlace technology. The result is an image without
ﬂickering, suitable for both
word processing and graphics. An interface card is required to support the resolution generated by the SR-12.
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Point-1 Color Kit

Two new monitors are now
available from Princeton
Graphic Systems. They
are the MAX-12, a monochrome monitor with amber

phosphor; and the SR-lz, a
high-resolution RGB color

monitor. The MAX-12 de~
livers 900-by-350 resolution

The HiNet/PC Adapter
from Digital Micro-

systems allows IBM PCs to

be a workstation on Digital’s

HiNet LAN. The adapter
adds 64K RAM, a 280 processor, RS-ZSZ-C interface
port, and HiNet network in-

terface to its host PC. The
HiNet LAN system allows as
many as 63 workstations to

HiNet/PC Adapter

Avatar Technologies,
Inc. has a new protocol converter that allows PCs to
emulate IBM 3278/79 terminals. The PAIN) offers help
screens and single-key
switching between PC and

terminal operation, with
screen buffers to retain information from the mainframe
environment when a user
switches to PC mode. Multi—

level security prevents unauthorized access to mainframe
data base ﬁles. Avatar also

has introduced the PAIOOE,
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Diablo Systems‘ Series 36

which allows any PC or

ASCII terminal to access
IBM mainframe environ-

ments and ASCII hosts. Like
the PAIOO, the PAIOOE
features help screens, the
ability to switch between
the minicomputer and IBM
mainframe environments

and the PC mode, and multi-

level security. For remote applications, the PAIOOE has a
disconnect feature designed
to prevent modern tie-ups.
Prices: PAlOO, $895;
PAIOOE, $1,095.
Avatar Technologies, Inc.

99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
617-435-6872
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IDE Associates has introduced a plug-in multifunction card with from 64K to
384K memory for the IBM -

PC and XT. IDEAmax 384
allows cabling of both serial
and parallel interfaces, en—
abling the computer to inter-

face printers, disks, and communications devices. The

product uses a four-layer design that has better noise immunity than two-layer designs. Optional features in-

elude serial interface, parallel
interface, clock/calendar,
and a game port. Every

IDEAmax 384 comes with
software for RAMFloppy
disk emulation, real-time
clock, parallel printer selection, print spooler, and diagnostic. Additional memory
and options can be added
later. Prices range from $320
for 64K memory and one option to $795 for 384K and
four options.
IDE Associates
7 Oak Park Drive
Bedford, MA 01730
617-275-4430
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Seattle Computer

1 1 14 Industry Drive
Seattle, WA 98188
206-575-1830
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Seattle Comuter‘s RAM +6

Diablo Systems, Inc.

has a new daisywheel printer
known as the Series 36.

The printer runs at 30-40 cps

and includes Diablo’s All
Purpose Interface with
IDEAmax 384

Also introducing a multifunction card is Seattle
Computer. Its card for the
IBM PC and PC/XT is the
RAM+6, which allows up
to 384K additional RAM.
Features include a clock/calendar, RS-232-C serial port,
parallel port and game port.
Also provided with RAM+6
is FLASH DISK software,
which speeds up certain disk
operations, and FLASH

PRINT software, enabling

AUGUST 1984

the printer to run at the
same time the computer is
being used. Seattle has 64K
expansion kits. Prices begin
at $395 for 64K memory.

RS-232-C, IEEE 488, and Cen-

tronics. A 12-bit parallel interface is available, making
the printer compatible with
most computers. Accessories
for the Series 36 include single-bin electronic and me—
chanical sheet feeders and a
bidirectional tractor for
graphics. The printwheel
library has 18 languages and
19 type styles. $1,595.
Diablo Systems, Inc.

24500 Industrial Blvd.

Hayward, CA 94545

415-498-7000
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An auxiliary cooling system

is available from Analytic

Information Processing (AIP) to help lower
the temperature in a PC or

XT when expansion cards or

hard disk drives are used.
PCool is said to drop a PCS
temperature an average of 15
degrees Fahrenheit by providing an intake air ﬂow directly across the expansion
cards. It is supposed to break
up hot spots by developing
turbulence. $99.95.
AIP
PO. Box 966
Danville, CA 94526
415-837-2803
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Hicomp Computer
Corporation is manufacturing a bubble memory
board for the PC and XT.
Bubble Drive offers either 256K or 512K of nonvolatile, high-speed mass
storage on a single card that
plugs into any I/O slot. It
functions as a ﬂoppy disk
and is compatible with PC

DOS 1.1 and 2.0. No hardware or software modiﬁca-

tions are necessary. Standard
features of the Bubble Drive

are the write-protect and

boot-enable switches and a
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The Chairman

self-installing feature that automatically installs the Bubble Drive software after
power-up. Available as an option is an RS-ZSZ-C port.

Prices: 256K version, $995;
512K version, $1,495.
Hicomp Computer Corp.

5016 148th Avenue NE
Redmond, WA 98052
206-881-6030
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The Chairman, a new
graphics board from Mylex
Corporation, offers
graphics enhancements for
the PC and XT. Using a single expansion slot, The
Chairman combines color or
monochrome display options
in one board. It allows graphics modes on the monochrome display in four

shades of green, or drives the
color monitor in 16 colors.

The Mylex software diskette

that comes with the package

provides APL characters and

supports the enhancements
of The Chairman. $595.
Mylex Corporation
5217 NW 79th Avenue
Miami, FL 33166

305-592-9669
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SOFTWARE
Micro Focus has intro—
duced the High Performance Level II COBOL
compiler for the IBM PC.
The new compiler is intended for large corporate
and government data processing departments. It is GSAcertiﬁed to the Federal High
Level ANSI 74 COBOL standard and includes fast compilation (typically more than
1,000 lines per minute) and

Ashton-Tate
10150 West lefferson Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230
213204—5570
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an 8088 Native Code Generator. Price‘: $1,995.
Micro Focus

2465 E. Bayshore Road
Pa10 Alto, CA 94303
415-856-4161
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duced dBASE III, a new re-

lational data base management software program designed for 16—bit and larger
computers. Initially, the

product will be available for
IBM PCs or XTs with at
least 256K and two disk
drives or a hard disk. Fea—

tures include storage capabilities of up to 2 billion records per ﬁle and 128 fields

The program requires 46K of
memory, one disk drive, and
a color/graphics adapter.
Price is $49.95.
Microsoft Corporation

10700 Northup Way
Be11evue, WA 98009
206-828-2020
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REA Computer Tech-

nology has introduced a
new design lab for engineers
and experimenters who

would like to use Programmable Array Logic (PAL)
technology. The PAL design
lab consists of a programmer
called PALBLASTER, that
comes either in kit form or
assembled, and a PAL compiler called PALCMP. The
PALBLASTER uses an

Ashton-Tate has intro-

per data base. Ten data base
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ﬁles can be used simultaneously. Also offered are the
ability to establish relations
between ﬁles, full—screen report generation, and mailing
label capability. A dBASE
Assistant provides help with
the commands for new users;
this feature can be turned off
when not needed. $695.

dBASE III‘S Report Facility

Microsoft Corporation
has announced a new version of Flight Simulator, a real-time simulator

program that puts the user

in the pilot’s seat of a Cessna
182. More detailed scenery

and lifelike airplane performance features have been added, and support for RGB
monitors is now provided.

RS-232-C port and can program all AMD 20-pin PAL
devices. PALCMP takes in
PAL device specs in the form
of equations and outputs a
fuse map image. From $275

to $795, depending on the

amount of assembly needed,

REA Computer
Technology
P.O. BOX 1408

Almonte, Ontario
Canada K0A 1A0
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s
LABCODEQC

SNA Exchange, a new

integrated hardware/software
package from Intelligent
Technologies, unbundles
the PC Exchange system’s
extensive range of PC-tomainframe SNA emulation
software from its asynchronous communications software and telephone manage-

job entry to the host mainframe computer. $395 for
IBM PC license.
Xi Systems Technology
P.O. Box 46126

Cincinnati, OH 45246
513-771-6263
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ment system. The SNA Ex-

change package provides
IBM PC users with a wide
variety of synchronous communications capabilities, including emulation of the
IBM 3278/9 terminal, 3274
cluster controller, and 3287

(LU3) printer. $895.
Intelligent Technologies
151 University Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94301
415-328-241 1
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Xi Systems Technology has announced its

DSNM, a data distribution
and global network commu-

nications utility. DSNM automatically dials and distributes data ﬁles and application programs to remote

workstations. The software

supports async, bisync, and

SDLC protocols. It allows
workstation users to load and
execute interactive applica-

tion programs at other workstations and permits remote
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BLAST, from Commu-

nications Research

Group, Inc., is an asyn-

chronous communications
package that provides truly
bidirectional full duplex
operation, allowing a system
to receive one ﬁle while
sending another. The BLAST
protocol continuously interleaves unit blocks of data
with check and acknowledgment blocks, thus minimiz—
ing delays because of echoes

and noise. BLAST operates

XI' Systems Technology's DSNM

LABCODE-QC, a statistical quality control system,

has been announced by

Granada Systems De-

sign. The system produces

a variety of different control

charts, such as p, c, x-bar,
range, cusum, and other
Shewhart-type charts. As

many as 12 diﬂ‘erent sets of
data can be plotted simultaneously. Statistical parame—
ters, including the mean,
standard deviation, and minimum and maximum values,

are calculated. $380.

Granada Systems Design
303 Fifth Avenue

New York, NY 10016
212-686-6945
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through RS~232-C ports and
asynchronous modems, over
dial-up lines or private networks, or from port to port

over a direct connection at

speeds up to 19.2 Kbps. $250.
Communications Research
Group, Inc.
8939 Iefferson Highway

Baton Rouge, LA 70809
5049230888
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Gateway Microsys-

tems has introduced Microgate/FT, a ﬁle transfer

package that employs the
IBM Bisync communications

protocol in an asyncronous

PC-to-PC environment. Features include interactive,
batch, and remote command

modes, conversational mes-

sage capability, error detection and loop control within
batch command ﬁles, and
built-in support for Hayes
300/ 1200 and Concord Data
Systems CDS 224 auto-dial
modems. $179.95 for two
complete sets of software and
documentation. $99.95 for
additional single-unit kits.
Gateway Microsystems
9401 Capital of Texas

Highway
Suite 105

Austin, TX 78759

512-345-7791
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The new DATABUS
compiler from Sunbelt

Computer Systems,

Inc. is designed for use

with micros based on the In—

tel 8086/88 that use MS-DOS
2.0 or PC-DOS 2.0. This compiler can be used with most
terminals. It generates assembler source from the
DATABUS text, and when
this code is assembled into
absolute machine code, it results in signiﬁcantly faster
performance. $495.
Sunbelt Computer Systems
Suite 120
5525 East 515st Street

Tulsa, OK 74135
918-660-0670
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A new programming language—Plain English—
has been announced by
Command Language
Systems, Inc. Plain
English employs a ”building
block” technique to create a
unique, personalized vocabulary. Most users can become

Software Labs has introduced the C Utilities

Monitor is a fully net-

produces compact code that

PC/XT. This package enables C programmers to call
functions for screen control,
graphics, animation, and
mathematical capabilities. In

gram that includes mail

manager capabilities to add,

only four hours. $595.
Common Language

for all of the IBM PC/XT‘peripherals. The package re-

ROMable. It can generate
either position-dependent or
position-independent code
and data, and it has features
that permit program segments to be selectively
placed under any of 16
location counters. $200.

proﬁcient in the language in

Systems

100 E. Sybelia Avenue
Maitland, FL 32751
305-628-5973
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Orchid Technology has
reduced the price of its

Package for the IBM

addition, it provides comprehensive omnibus I/O control

quires 128K, two disk drives,

and a C compiler. $119.
Software Labs
1221 Matisse Street
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

408-730-8108
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PCnet local area network

from $695 to $495. The company has also introduced a
new PCnet advanced produc-

worked electronic mail pro-

delete, or change user and
distribution lists and to monitor system usage. The LAN
package includes an editor,

an archive facility to save re-

ceived letters, the ability to

send data ﬁles with letters,

and the ability to check on

letters sent but currently un-

delivered. $695.
Davong also announced
that a print spooler will be

217 Humboldt Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

tivity software package, Version 2.4. PCnet uses a nondedicated server and can

408-734-4900
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The network allows up to
256 users with more than 16

Introl Corporation has

servers. The new software

C Utilities

and better performance.
Orchid Technology
47790 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont, CA 94539
415-490-8586
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A new package from

package gives PCnet faster
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Davong Systems, Inc.

allows the users of Davong’s

MultiLink local area net—
work to read, create, and
send mail to others on the
network or to other local
area networks. LAN: Mail

Introl Corporation
647 W. Virginia Street

Milwaukee, WI 53204
414-276-2937
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added to the software pack-

age accompanying the Davong MultiLink local area
network. Current MultiLink
users can add the print
spooler to their LAN for a
nominal upgrade charge.
Davong Systems, Inc.

share IBM XT disk space.

is re-entrant, relocatable, and

introduced a cross-software
version of the Introl-C/6809
C language compiler system.
The new cross-compiler,
called Introl p/n PC
6809, permits the IBM PC to
be used for developing pro-

grams in C for any 6809based target. The package

OTHER WARES
NPC Photo Division

has come up with a device to
take photographs of a CRT
screen. Screenshooter

uses Polaroid 600 high-speed
color ﬁlm, Polachrome
35mm instant slide ﬁlm, or
conventional 35mm color
and black and white ﬁlms.

The outﬁt includes a Polaroid One-Step 600 camera, a
CRT hood and adapter,
diopter lens, and 35mm SLR

camera bracket. $169.

NPC Photo Division
1238 Chestnut Street
Newton, MA 02164

617-969-4522
CIRCLE 466 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMPUTER/SERVICES
INT’L DOCUMENTATION
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION provides

reliable service in the preparation of foreign
documentation & mktg. materials. Service in-

cludes translation. typesetting, 8 graphic art.
Clear and accurate documentation in any lan—
guage is a must. Let INTERNATIONAL DOCU~
MENTATION make your foreign documentation
speak for you.
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION
120 Barranca Ave. Suite A
Santa Barbara. CA 93109
(805) 965-4761/(213) 990-4886

HARDWARE/ADD-ON
BOARDS

—

EPROM & MP PROGRAMMER
PC compatible APROM-2000 card can program
2716. 32. 32A. 64. 128, MCM 68764 EPROMS
and also 8748/49/51 processors. The software
(CP/M-86. MSDOS) can read. verify and pro

gram eproms and uses fast programming al-

gorithm. The zero insertion socket is mounted
on an external box. The external box for BI-POLAR proms and PAL is also available.
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEMS. INC.
6802 NW. 20th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
305-975-9515

DT2801 SERIES ANALOG I/O

256K NO SLOT MEMORY
IBM PC-1 owners. Let us install up to 256K RAM
on your EXISTING SYSTEM BOARD using N0
SLOTS, We improve your IBM PC so it can address the 64K RAM chip, 256K-$335 (expandable and warranted), DO—IT»YOURSELF KITS~
PC-KPC—$69.95 ($99.95 assembled). 64KRAMS-$5.85 ea.
ADD-MEM
22151 Redwood Rd.
Castro Valley. CA 94546
(415) 886-5443
BOOT PC FROM HARD DISK
FiXT boots from DATAMAC. DAVONG. PEGA—
SUS. PERCOM. GREAT LAKES. others. Adds XT—
like BIOS interface for your disk to IBM P02. Ends
need for installable device drivers. 008 20/21
reqd. Plug-in installation, Specify disk/controller model with order $70 + $3 shipping. (CA orders add 6%).
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
PO. Box 3039
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298—9349
TOTAL PC/XT COMMUNICATION
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING proudly
introduces two extremely versatile and powerful
communications adapters for the PC/XT and
compatibles. One is RS—2320 serial, the other
has 3 fully programmable 8 line parallel ports.
Both have full 64K SELECTABLE l/O address
decoders. Price is $139.50 each.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
PO. Box 572 D.T.S.
Portland, Maine 04112
MC/VISA (207) 773-7778

HARDWARE/

Plug-In data acquisition boards with SDI/168E
analog inputs. high or low level programmable
gains. 2 analog outputs. 16 lines of digital l/O.

PERIPHERALS

terminal panels.
DATA TRANSLATION INC.
100 Locke Drive
Marlboro. MA 01752
(617) 481—3700

PC/STD BUS+ SOFTWARE $119
STD EMULINK is a paralell interface to any STD
Bus motherboard for IBM PC with Tecmar baseboard. Comprised of STD Bus card. ribbon Cable+ BASIC drivers. STD EMULINK offers PC user

DMA. on-board clock. and on-board microprocessor. Optional software subroutines and screw

economical link to industrial quality STD Bus |/

O boards. [ideal for PROCESS CONTROL 8 AUTOMATION, Send check or money order.
STD EMULINK
PO. Box 673
Upton. NY 11973

RATES AND INFORMATION
Listings are grouped by category and consist Of a bold lead line (23 characters
maximum), 7 lines of ad copy (45 characters per line), plus 4 lines of com»
pany name, address and telephone number.
Listings are available only on a 3 issue basis at $60. per issue (5180. total).
Copy will have a set format and remain the same for all 3 months. Enhance
the appearance of your ad by including your Logo at an additional cost of $25.
per issue (575. minimum extra charge). Pre—payment is required by check,
money order, or American Express, Diners Club, MasterCard, Visa credit
cards. Closing Date: 1st of 2nd month preceding cover date.
Send copy and remittance to PC TECH JOURNAL, TECH BOOK, 12th
FLOOR, 1 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016. Call (212) 725-4215 for
additional information or assistance.

MAILING LISTS
_

SOFTWARE/

COMMUNICATIONS

IBM MAILING LISTS

_

owners (counts increase daily) available for rental
on labels or magnetic tape. Total 550.000 including other brands.
IRV BRECHNER
TARGETED MARKETING. INC.
Box 5125
Ridgewood. NJ 07451
(201) 445-7196

TELEX LINK SOFTWARE

Over 100.000 names of IBM personal computer

PUBLICATIONS
—

Link your computer to Western Union telex ser-

vice via TWX or EasyLink. Cawthon’s telex soft—

ware is specifically designed for telex
communications and is easy to use. has on-Iine
help. self»test diagnostics. frequently called

numbers. and an excellent User’s Guide. CawA
thon’s telex software is available for the IBM-PC
and many other computers.

4/».\ Cawthon

I Scientific

1;

DYNAMIC DUO RETURNS!
Two new disk magazines for the IBM~PC-PC
FIRING LINE (for programmers) and PC UN~
DERGROUND (for non-tech Iolk) are available
now. Send a self-addressed stamped disk mailer
and two formatted DS/DD disks for your free
copy.
ABCOMPUTING
PO. Box 5503
North Hollywood, CA 91616-5503
(818) 5099002

SECURITY

_

DATA PAD LOCK
DATA PADLOCK is a software implementation of
the National Bureau of Standard Data Encryption Standard. Written in Assembler. DATA PADLOCK offers max speed with no increase in file

size. An 8 character password provides the key

for encryption. Protect sensitive data. text or
program files from unauthorized access. Works

with all DOS versions $150. VISA/MC.
GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridge Ave.
Arlington Hts. IL 60004
(312) 392-2492

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

—

dINVOICER + PLUS
MENU—DRIVEN BILLING & ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. Produces
Invoices. Aged Statements. Invoice Journals.
Receipts Journals. Aged Customer Account
Status. Past Due Notices. etc. Available with
modifiable source code for dBASE If users $129
or as a stand-alone Run-time package $199.
DATAMAR SYSTEMS
819 Gage Dr.
San Diego. CA 92106
(619) 223-6444

was Group

CAWTHON SCIENTIFIC GROUP
24224 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn. Michigan 48124
(313) 565-4000 Telex: 810-221-1265

SOFTWARE/COMPILER

—

DESMET C—SIOQ

Full K&R C compiler. assembler. linker, librarian.
full-screen editor and example software. Both

8087 and floating point libraries. 0UTSTAND~
ING PRICE/PERFORMANCE. Rated fstor2nd in
August '83 BYTE benchmarks. No royalties on
generated code. C Ware newsletter. Unlimited
updates at $20 each, PC-DOS (Ver 1.1 8 2.0).
generic MS—DOS and CP/M-BB support. $109
for complete package. shipping included. Now

available with source level debugger, Price $159.

WARE
CORPORATION
C WARE CORPORATION—MAIL ORDER DEPT.
PO. Box 710097
San Jose. CA 95171 0097
WIZARD C COMPILER

The power of C with the thorough diagnostics of

PASCAL. Full LINT diagnostic integrated wrth

compiler, Full UNIX SYSTEM 3 compatibility.

Floating point library; last compact code; 1 reg—

ister variable. ln—Iine assembly code. UNIX emulation library. Uses MICRO-SOFT linker. PC/MS

DOS 2.0 only. $450.00.
WIZARD SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
11 Willow Court
Arlington. MA 02174
(617) 641—2379

TECH BOOK
C SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
-Full C Compiler per K&R

lnline 8087 or Assembler Floating Point

Full 1 Mb Addressing for Code or Data
OMS DOS 1.1/2.0 Library Support
Program Chaining Using Exec
Environment Available to Main
oc-window’“ C Source Code Debugger
COMBINED PACKAGE $199
c-systems
PO. Box 3253
Fullerton. CA 92634
(714) 637—5362

BASIC/USER INTERFACE

Give your interpreted BASIC programs a profes»

sional user interface with lull screen menus and

data-entry forms. by BLOADing our 4K ma-

chine—language module. This module con—

verses with your users via keyboard and video

while you focus on the user's needs. Send $30
for module and programming guide.
ALPENSTOCK ALGORITHMS
PO. Box 65
Golden, CO 80402-0065

C-INDEX+

C index plus provides complete data manage-

SOFTWARE DATA
MGMT.
THE FORMS DESIGNERm
Attention IBM Pascal. FORTRAN. and Assembly
users! Save time in designing formatted screen
l/O. Interactive Forms Editor allows you to draw
lines and boxes. define fields. and edit text. Access forms or read keyboard entry by writing only
one line of code, Provides sequential data retrieval and storage. Requires 128K RAM, Only
$275 complete. Demo and manual $35. Call or
write:
BIT SOFTWARE
PO Box 619
Milpitas. CA 95035
(408)262-1054

SOFTWARE/

DEVELOPMENT TooLs
ACTIVE TRACE
Adebugging 8 learning tool that lets you see how

your basic program works. As your program runs.
active trace shows you your variables 8 their

current value 8 line number. (Dynamic Symbolic Debugger). Output to screen, printer or disk.

No need to single step. Complete XREF mapping. Review in BYTE 4/83. p. 334. 8. Microcomputing 12/83. p. 22. $79.95. Call toll free for
info. (800) 358-9120. US; (800) 862-4948. CA.
AWARECO
PO. Box 695
Gualala. CA 95445
(707) 884-4019
FREE FREE FREE
BASIC AIDS FACT SHEETS and our guide titled
“MAKE YOUR PC PROFITABLE" are sent free to

persons who request them, Learn more about
developing Structured Programs in BASIC. This
new release of BASIC AIDS is the most powerful

program DEVELOPMENT and DOCUMENTA<
TION tool available!
TULSA COMPUTER CONSORTIUM
PO. Box 707. 1004 North Dogwood
Owasso, OK 74055
(918) 747-0151

ment for C language applications development.
includes variable length data storage, BL Tree

ISAM indexing. interactive tutorial. Supported
compilers. Lattice 8 CI»CB6. No application roy-

alty tee. Object code license: $400. Demonstration package: $25.
TRIO SYSTEMS
2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 289
Santa Monica. CA 90403
(213) 394-0796

BASIC/BASIC AX-REFERENCE

BXREF provides extensive cross reference services for the professional software developer.
BXREF handles both interpreter and compiler
source. Output is user selectable for VARI-

ABLES/LINE NUMBERS. STATEMENTS. FUNC»
TIONS. LITERALS. 0/oINCLUDE‘ed files for any
combination. BXREF may be started interactively with prompting or by the use of command

line parameters, $49.95 MC/VlSA/CHECK/MO.
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
PO. Box 116126
Carrollton. TX 75011
(214) 492-1315. tlx 4995 885 syscons.
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE
PROFILER

THE PROFILERw will tell you where your pro—

gram is spending il's time and allows you to do
performance tuning on your code. Works with any
language. data printed in histogram form. Easy
to use and interpret. Complete user manual pro-

vrded. Requires DOS 2.0 or better and 64K.
$175.00 VISA/MC 0K.
DWB ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 5777
BEAVERTON. OREGON 97006
(503) 629—9645

FORTRAN CODE EDITOR
IFCE is a program that renumbers. aligns 8 de—
tabs FORTRAN IV to 77 programs. IFCE works
on a routine by routine basis. IFCE is very out—
standing in situations where statement num—
bers are not ordered as a result of modifications
8. program maintenance. IFCE is a FORTRAN 77
program. Dealers welcome. $85.
La Mesa Research 8 Development

PO. Box 31
Louisville. CO 80027

C LIBRARY. TOOLS. SHELL
Library for lattice C compiler: all 008. Some BIOS
function calls. enumerated and sorted file-names.
Iongjimp. quicksort, random numbers. others.
Tools: improved DIR. change mode. word count.
walk directories. others. Source included. $50.
Improved shell: all DOS internal commands.

command history. etc. $55.
LEMMA SYSTEMS. INC.
1508 Calle del Ranchero NE
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87106
(505) 268—7220

COBOL GENERATOR
Generates IBM PC or MS COBOL
- Screen Design/Data Dictionary
0 Structured Program Generator

- Query/Report Generator

From $250~send for information

C LIBRARY UTILITIES

Don‘t reinvent the wheel. Save time 8 money.
Do a better job. Extensive library with source. Best
screen handling available. Sound. graphics. DOS

2, printer. comm, date. time. and more. 150+
functions. DOS/BIOS gate gives complete control of your PC. C86. Microsoft. Lattice. Intro. offer $79. Demo $30.
ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE. INC,
PO BOX 1003
(914) 762—6605

SOFTWARE/

232. 8 I/O ports. Line/circIe/ellipse/pie. clipping. windowing 8 animation. Terminal emula—
tor. random #. BIOS/DOS calls. W/150 pg.

PELADA TEXT ENGINEER
Engineering and Scientific Word processrng.

FILES without disturbing the test session—all with

NO COMMANDS and only 10 function keys! It’s
fast (assembler). small (60K). and only $75 with
‘ manual. DOS 2.0 or 2.1 IBM PC. XT. COMPAQ
PC»TEST
for the software developer

PO. Box 54068
San Jose. CA 95154

TATUM LABS
PO. Box 698
Sandy Hook, CT 06482
(203) 426—2184

PUBLIC DOMAIN FREEWARE

Rent PC Disk Libraries for 7 days. copy yourself

and return. Hundreds 01 business. games and
utilities free for the taking!

IBM PC-SlG—100 Vols.
$99.50
IBM PC-Blue 73 Vols.
$99.50
50’ "flippy" Disks (blank) $99.50
Rental is for 7 days after receipt (sent by VPS).
3 more days grace to return. Credit cards ac—
cepted. no deposit necessary.

NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE CENTER
1062 Taylor St. Visat. CA 92083
(619) 727-1015
24 hr. orders. (619) 941-0925 tech.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL
ATTENTION SOFTWARE AUTHORS
Our established literary agency is seeking to
represent talented freelance programmers. We
open doors for our clients at the leading soft—
ware houses and negotiate the best deal possi~
bie. Put our years of experience to work for you.

For further information on the benefits of representation contact:
THE ROBERT JACOB AGENCY
1642 Eveningside Drive. Suite 110
Thousand Oaks. CA 91362
(805) 492-3597

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FORTRAN GRAPHICS PACK
60 MicroSoft FORTRAN/Pascal (1.0 or 3.1)
SuperSoft FORTRAN callable subroutines.

Professional graphics power backed by a 90 page
user manual. filled with examples and designed
to be helpful to every level of user. Five packages

in one! General utility. 2-D interactive. 2D plots.

music. lightpen. mouse. joystick. printer. RS—

ANOTHER DEBUGGER??
This one has FULL SCREEN format and SCREEN
COEXlSTENCE with test program (including
i graphics—even SCROLLS THROUGH LISTING

fast. Price $150. For all MS-DOS. CP/M. CP/M-

86 computers.

Maplewood, NJ. 07040

ENGINEERING

manual. demos. Specify compiler. $119. Check/

electronic circuits. Features include full editing.
worst case. sensitivity analysis. ability to sweep
components. 64 nodes. It is easy to use and very

—The COBOL Experts—

0 Manlrame to PC conversions
BOMAC SYSTEMS
PO. Box 10670
Pittsburgh. PA 15235
(412) 795-3581

PASCAL/FORTRAN/C UTIL
Written lTI assembly language. Pascal/Fortran/
C Utilities control screen. keyboard. graphics.

VS/MC.
SOFTWARE LABS
1221 Matisse Street
Sunnyvale. CA 94087
(408) 73078108

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

ECA is a high performance simulator for analog

Technical symbols. special characters. super/

subscripts. italics. underlining. bolding. With

graphics hardware you can design any symbols

you want. up to 384 different characters. All

characters visible on screen and printable. Easy

English commands. $250.
PELADA INFORMATICS INC.
562 Johnson Street
Kingston. Canada K7L—2Ai
(613) 549-1747

3-D plots. and solid models (hidden line re~

moval!)$95,

MICROCOMPATIBLES
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901

(301) 593-0683

TECHTRONICS 4010 EMULATION

High resolution screen/printer graphics for the
IBM PC. Full interactive capabilities with file

transfer and cross-hair control. Utilizes PLOT 10.
ISSCOS DISSPLA. TEL-A-GRAF and SAS pro»
tocols. OFF»Iine review of graphics output. This
emulation software is easy to use with high
quality graphics at an affordable price. $80.00.
Technological Systems Group

5044 Haley Court

Lilburn. GA 30247
(404) 9234980

TECH BOOK
GEOGRAF'“

GEOGRAF‘” helps you prepare high‘quality.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Build any application in a fraction of the time it

customized graphs for business, engineering and
science GEOGRAPH'” cuts programming time

would take wrth BASIC or COBOL. TPL comv

or PASCAL. Versions available for most graph-

handler. and report generator in a powerful, yet

by up to 80%. Callable from BASIC, FORTRAN

ics' cards and plotters. Fully compatible with
Colcomp‘s FORTRAN standard plotting package.

GEOCOMP CORPORATION
342 Sudbury Road
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 369-8304

FORTRAN/PASCAL PEN PLOTS

PLOTMATIC: Complete support for H-P, IBM,
Apple and HI pen plotters. All primitives available as subroutine/procedure calls plus total 20

plotting support package. INTERFACES with

GRAFMATIC. Specify compiler (version num

ber) and plotter. $135 Plotmatic from

Microcompatibles.

Microcompatibles Dept P
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

SOFTWARE/

LANGUAGES

—

ADA ON A MICRO
JANUS/ADA is an exceptional programming
language for software development. Being a
subset of the Ada programming language

JANUS/ADA implements those features of Ada
which are directly needed by professional pro»
grammers. These features include separate
compilation, user defined data types and helpful
program debugging.

R.R.SOFTWARE
PO. Box 1512
Madison WI 53701
(608) 2446436

RUN IBM’S APL W/O 8087
The 8087 ELIMINATOR allows you to run IBM's
APL (versron 1.0) on your IBM PC (DOS 2.0)
without an expensive 8087 chip. Software package emulates functions of the 8087 required by
APL. 307day moneyiback guarantee. $49.
(Visa. MC, Check, or MO).
FORT'S SOFTWARE
PO. Box 396-TJ
Manhattan, KS 66502

PROFESSIONAL BASIC
A new version of BASIC language that can access the full memory of the IBM PC supports the
8087 co-processor. Professional BASIC is a

bines conventional programming language
constructs with a database manager. screen

flexible application development system. Full TPL
system $250. Manual /Demo $50.

Randak Systems
346 N. Kanan Road, #204
Agoura. CA 91301
(818) 706-3737

SOFTWARE/

MAILING PROGRAMS

—

PONY EXPRESS XL
Designed for commercial mailings or extra large
lists. Super fast machine code multi sort. Carrier
route sort. Prints labels: 15 across, srngale line
format. or user~defined format. Also CHESHIRE
FORMAT Unlimited files. Multi file merge. Rec—

ords can be selected by user-defined codes,
specific ztps or zip ranges. Phone list option.
Unique correction 8 deletion routines for updat—
ing. Instantaccess to all recordsAuto repeat for
ease of record entry. Interfaces w/most word
processors. $238.

COMPUTECH
975 Forest Ave.
Lakewood, NJ 08701
(201) 3646005

_

—

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS

MultiLink turns PC-DOS into an efficient multi—
user multi—tasking operating system. Additional

users are supported by attaching inexpensive

CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the

PC. and can run normal applications designed
for PCvDOS. Includes host communications
software for public dial—in.

THE SOFTWARE LINK INCORPORATED
6700 23B Roswell Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30328
(404) 255-1254

SOFTWARE/SORT

,—

purposes. Dynamic syntax checking labeled GO/

MORGAN COMPUTING 00., INC

other features. New also sorts dBASE ll lilesl

trace screens for debugging and educational

SUBS cross-ref 8 set break pts. $345.

10400 N. Central Expwy., Suite 210
Dallas. TX 75231

(214) 7395895

command or call as a subroutine, plus many

Compare before you buy any other. Write or call

for more info. $99.
OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO. Box 2167
Humble, TX 77347
(713) 454—7428

records in memory on up to 8 keys of mixed types,

ascending/descending. Like having a SORT built
into the language. Works with compiled and in
terpreted BASIC, all DOS versions. $49.95!
NATIONAL SOFTWORKS
65 East Elizabeth Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(215) 867-4800

SOFTWARE/STATISTICS

_

AUTOBJ/AUTOBOX/BOX/SIM
These PC statistical forecasting and modelling
packages are as powerful as their mainframe

counterparts. “Smart software" optionally al—
lows the user to automatically build the best
univariate and multivariate box-Jenkins models
including Intervention Models. Easily interfaced
with planning packages. Build 80 models in
minutes. From $195. Demo $5.
AUTOMATIC FORECASTING SYSTEMS, INC.
PO BOX 563
Hatboro, PA 19040
(215) 675—0652

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge program for the IBMPC. Can sort or merge multiple files containing
fixed or variable length records. Run as a DOS

window oriented system of more than a dozen

subroutine written in C and assembler. CALLable from BASIC, Sorts an unlimited number of

—

SOFTWARE/OPERATING

SYSTEMS

INTERNAL SORT FOR BASIC

NSORT—A FAST and easy to use quicksort

IBM-PC COBOL PROGRAMMERS
Screen coding is fun, fast and accurate with

OwikeScreen Builder, "Paint" screen layout and

create true COBOL source code for screen sec
tion in minutes, 100i pages of documentation.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Needs
DOS 1.1/2.0, two DS/DD drives, monochrome display and the COBRUN. EXE runtime
module. $50/Visa/MC.
THE COMPUTER WORKS
PO. Box 1371
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(208) 667—6152
DOS PATH Command For Data

Now your programs can access data files under

DOS 2.0i no matter where they are located.
DPATH, a system—resident program extending
the functionality of your DOS PATH command to
include data files, includes a screen—oriented
maintenance utility and a 60-page user manual.
Requires PC~DOS 2.0. $25.
PERSONAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS, INC.
PO. Drawer 757

CONVERTS ANY CPM TO DOS
CROSSDATA CONVERTS ANY DATA/TEXT FILE
format from CPMxx to MS/PC—DOS, CPMxx to
CPMxx 8 MS/PC—DDS to CPMxx. Cross data
runs on IBM PC or comparable computer using

MS/DDS 2.0. Cross data is a self‘contained
program. It comes with over 24 mats and user
can add own format, To order send $99. check

or money order to:

AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
236 North Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-2773

COPY PROTECTION

SLK/E places an assembled or compiled pro»

gram on a diskette with 4 different copy-resistant features in such a way that it runs normally,
but cannot be copied by backup programs such
as COPYPC. The rest of the diskette is available
as normal. and DOS may be added. Price $150.

OLIVE
BRANCH
SOFTWARE
OLIVE BRANCH SOFTWARE
1715 Olive Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 569—1682

COPY PROTECTION BY M80
The ULTIMATE diskette copy protection system
designed by software developers and publish-

ers. A variety of protection methods are available to suit your protection requirements. All IBM
PC and XT environments are supported which

includes. DOS. BASIC (compiled and interpre—
tive). Pascal, P-System and stand—a-lone sys-

tems. Customized systems also available.

Requires: 64K, two disk drives.
MICRO~SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, INC.
214% West Main Street
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
(312) 377-5151

THE SCREEN GENERATOR V3.0

If you can't display a FULL COLOR data entry
screen With up to 200 values and process it for
Add. Update, Delete or Inquiry in LESS THAN TEN
Basic or Assembler statements, then YOU need
the NEW SCREEN GENERATOR v3.0. Total screen
management and data entry processing for the
Novice to the Professional. $125.
K S SYSTEMS
PO. Box 643
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
(215) 449-2754

Frederick, Maryland 21701

SNOOP DISKETTE UTILITY
Produce graphic maps of diskettes and files.
Comprehensivediskette analysis.Add,delete or
modify labels. Pageable directory. Change file

attributes. Display, modify or search sectors or

files. Much more, all in a single. easy-louse
program. Documentation included. Introductory

price $40. SASE for information.
OTTER CREEK SOFTWARE
75 Hunting Lane
Goode, Virginia 24556

-——_—___L__;

TECH BOOK
DOS PATH Command For Data

Now your programs can access data files under
008 2.0+ no matter where they are located.
DPATH. a system—resident program extending
the functionality of your DOS PATH commandlo

include data files. includes a screen-oriented
maintenance utility and a 60-page user manual.
Requires PC-DOS 2.0, $25.
PERSONAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS. INC.
PO. Drawer 757
Frederick, Maryland 21701

SNOOP DISKETTE UTILITY

Produce graphic maps of diskettes and files.

Comprehensive diskette analysis Add. delete or
modify labels. Pageable directory. Change file
attributes. Display. modify or search sectors or
files. Much more. all in a single. easy-to-use
program. Documentation included. Introductory

price $40. SASE for information.
OTTER CREEK SOFTWARE
.75 Hunting Lane

Goode, Virginia 24556

FULL CONTROL FROM BASIC!
Cut development time. add speed & power to
your programs with NLlB. A library of assembly
language sub-routines callable from BASIC: ex»
ecute COM 81 EXE files. save & restore areas of
the screen. clear & scroll windows. much more!
Add DOS functions to your menus. Create fast
help screens. Unlimited uses. Complete manual
& sample programs. All DOS versions. $49.95.
Source avail. Call or write
NATIONAL SOFTWORKS
65 East Elizabeth Ave.
Bethlehem. PA 18018

(215) 867-4800

PADLOCK/PADLOCK II DISKS
PADLOCK furnishes the user with a method for
providing protection against unauthorized duplication from 008 commands $99, PADLOCK
ll disks come preformatted with finger-print and
serialization. PADLOCK l| disks offer superior
protection. Ask about our fast data encryption
product. All work with hard disk. EXE/COM files
and all DOS versions. MC/VISA.
GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridge Ave.
Arlington Hts. IL 60004
(312) 3922492

them to use, how to get around apparent limitations of a CP/M system
and why CP/M is far more versatile than you might have imagined.
Every article in Programmer’s Guide to CP/M originally

I

up to 384 characters. All symbols visible on
screen and printable. Easy English commands.
$250.
PELADA INFORMATICS INC.
562 Johnson Street
Kingston. Canada K7L-2A1
(613) 549—1747

appeared in MICROSYSTEMS between January 1980 and February

1982. Except for this colleCtion,

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Programmer’s Guide I

to CP/M at $12.95* plus $2.00 postage and

handling each. Outside USA add $3.00 per
order. # 14C

1:] PAYMENT ENCLOSED 55——
I

:“Residents of CA, NJ and NY State add
applicable sales tax.

I [j CHARGE MY:

(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.)
(:I American Express (:| MasterCard B Visa

I Card No.

EXD- Date
I Signatur
e
Mr. / Mrs. / MS.

these articles are now unavailable!

you an in-depth look at CP/M from
the viewpoint of the programmer—
the individual who creates the software that interfaces directly with
CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on
systems for which configurations
do not already exist.
Contents include "An Introduction to CP/M.” “The CP/M Connection,” “CP/M Software Reviews,"
“CP/M Utilities & Enhancement.”
“CP/M 86” and ”CP/M Software
Directories.” $12.95.

MICROSYSTEMS PRESS

Dept. NM5H - 39 East Hanover Avenue
Please send me

Programmer’s Guide to CP/M gives

202

ics. underlining. boldlng. With graphics hard

ware. you can use any symbols and any alphabet.

r—————————

Edited by
80/ Libes

Guide to CP/M tells you what these enhancements are and how to put

An in—dapm look at me «10“ widely used
mkvocompu'er 005 in the warld.

text. All IBM characters. Super/subscripts, ital-

cross-references; PNEAT prettyprints pro-

Here’s an important collection of CP/M insights that you’ll neverfind
in any CP/M manual. CP/M is the most popular microcomputer
DOS in use today, and this widespread use has generated many
innovative techniques and enhancements of CP/M. Programmer’s

m“”‘"‘"°"'°"°

PELADA TEXT ENGINEER
Word processing for scientific and multilingual

grams. PCASE highlights variables. Just $29.95
each. both for $49.95. VISA/MC accepted.
SEVEN VALLEYS SOFTWARE
PO. Box 99
Glen Rock. PA 17327
(717) 235-5470

CP/M
1'”?
,

PROCESSING

TOOLS FOR PROGRAMMERS
- FILE TOOL KIT. COMPARE lists file differences
COMPRESS shrinks files. ENCRYPT secures
valuable data. HEXDUMP lists files in hex and
ASCII
0 PASCAL TOOLKIT. PXREF prints program

PROGRAMMER’S GUIDE TO

k

SOFTWARE/WORD

(pmse primruii name)

Addre

ssg—

Apt-_

I City
I State
I

Zip

[:1 Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.
___———_—_

Also available at your
local bookstore or computer store.

For Faster Service,

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112
(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)
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0 IBM PC” 0
S

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs
200 ns @ $5.37
150 ns @ $5.37
256K DYNAMIC RAMS
150 ns @ $48.99
Place 512 Kbyie directly into IBM XT
motherboard sockets with 18 256K IO:

64K, 'I/360K Drive

and proprietary information kit !!I!!!I!Il!l!!

$1675

Add 512 Kbyte into XT @ $847.00
CONSUME 0 EXPANSION SLOTS!

Increase your xr motherboard memory to 640 Kayla!

We sell other memory l.
27128, 2764, 6264, 5565 etc.
MasterCard‘VISA or UPS CASH COD

Typical Configurations

Factory New, Prime Parts
J1 0°
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24.000 South Peoria Ave.

BEGGS. OK. 74421

IBM PC 64K

p

(918) 257-4961

1 Drive, Monochrome Monitor & Card

$2049

Prim lhclm above In to! My 21.!“

Please call IOI mm: a volume price: Prlces sunset to change Please expect in her

or add

a Insurance extra ash
dlscounl prices shown Small orders received by 6 PM snigcan usually be delrverod to
you by the nut momlng, vi.- Foomi Expm- suns-m Air to $5.9m
pllcss on some Dans due Io world wide snuﬂagus Shlp I

10 meg Internal Hard Disk

with these features:
—HaIf-height hard disk

GRAPHICS
0 Text/graphics genetics
0 2D interactive
0 2D plots (full support) including
auto-scaling, auto-axis genera—
tion. auto-labeling. tabular/log/
parametric curves, splines, bars.
pies, you name it. we have it.
3D Plots incl. 2 hidden line removal options—not just old<fashioned
wire frame.
PEN PLOTS
0 Standard plotter primitives plus
- FULL 2D support plus
0 Interface to screen graphics,
0 Limited 3D.
Clear and complete documentation.
GRAFMATIC
$135.
PLOTMA'I'IC
135.
MICROCOMPATIBLES

—Plug compatible w/IBM

XT"

THE MASTER DIRECTORY
OF PRODUCTS FOR THE
IBM PC, PC XT, PCir
AND MOST COMPATIBLES!
AVAILABLE AT YOUR
LOCAL NEWSSTAND AND
COMPUTER STORE.

(212) 725-7679

Or write:
713‘ lift-Davis Publishing
One Park Avenue
New York. NY 10016

Minimum order. 10 copies. We pay all shIppIng costs-

10 Meg Internal ........... $3065
10 Meg Internal Hard Disk ..... 3895
64K RAM chips for PCs ........ $49

Tandon TM 100-2, DS/DD ...... 5210
Control Data 9409, DS/DD ...... $210

Taxan Monochrome .......... $175
Amdek 310 A Monochrome ..... $175
Princeton PGS HX- 12 (R63) ..... $499
Quadram QuadColor I ........ $219

Persyst mono card w/parallel . . . . $239
Quadram Quadjet ........... 3695

T1 855 .................. $849

Juki 6100 ................ $469

Okidata ML92P ............ $469
Okidata ML93P ............ 3729

Create your own
unique PC interfaces
in minutes!

your store too. Because it goes

CALL COLLECT:

Compaq 256K, 2/360K drives . . . $2395

Compaq 256K, 1/360K drive,

PC: Tech Journal not only sells
itself at a nice proﬁt, it helps sell
the hardware and software in

home with customers and con—
tinues to influence buying decisions long after you’re closed for
the day. Let’s talk now.

—cuires no extra power

—Uses IBM DOS 2.1 $2939
—'I'HE

11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

POWER

—One year warranty

Epson FX-80 .............. 5509
Epson FX- 100 ............. $739
AST SixPack Plus (64K) ........ $259

Quadram Quadboard (64K) ..... $289

MultiMate 3.20 ............. $339

Multiplan ................ $149
ProKey 3.0 ................ $89
Norton Utilities ............. S60
Dbasell ................. $349
Open Access .............. $349
Lotus 1-2-3 ............... $349
Wordstar ProPack ........... 8415
Prices subject to change without notice.

The P0100 allows rapid development ol specialized
PC interlacas. ll lealuras a bullerod data bus.
switch-selectable address decoder. and a large
prototype area (up to 40 IC sockets). Tha HIS-page
manual covers basic interlacing concepts and details
implementing A/D. D/A converters. 1/0 ports.
connection oi transducers and dozens oi usolul
circuits.
P0100 w/manual -.599
REAL TIME DEVICES
plus 53.50 PM
1930 Park Forest Ave.
Manual only - $20 Postpaid P.0. Box 906
P11 rasidants add 6%
State College. PA16804
Check. MasterCard. or VISA (814) 234-8087

SHIPPING FREE WITHIN USA; EXTRA FOR NEXT DAY AIR
ALI EQUIPMENT CARRIES FACTORY WARRANTY
IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.
Credit Cards add 3%. Quantity Pricing Available.

PC'S LIMITED
(512) 452-0323

CALL FOR I.A'I'E$'I' PRICES
7801 N. Lamar, #F-l
Austin, Texas 78752

C!
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Software Link .................................. 93
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152
277

225
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Fox Research, Inc.
Ide Associates .....
Orchid Technology

10 Net

PC Net

273
107

ABM Superboard

218

Network Station

102
101
117
122
234
111
155
213
210
191
270
204
143
178
158

OTHER ACCESSORY CARDS
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PC Probe

Irma

Smartcon 11

181

PC Mouse

Tecmar Inc ...................
Flagstaff Engineering ..
Digital Commun. Assoc.
Quadram Corporation .....
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Multi Tech Systems
Davong Systems .......
Intelligent Technologies
Novation Inc. ....................
Hayes Microcomputer

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

Graphics Software

Golden Software ..........

SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS

128

C—Compilers
Coherent C-Compiler
Engineering Software

165
129

ec no ogy

Tall Grass Technologies ..
Data Technology Corp. .......

Mouse Systems ....................... 178-179

Assemblers

236

Iomega ............
Kammerman Labs
Digi Data Corporation .
Pegasus

INPUT HARDWARE

162

I70
169

IBEX Computer Corp
Apparat, Inc

Products
X-Comp.
Delta Communications

XCOM Modern

Phlexible Data Systems
Visual Age

D & V Systems Inc.

Firstime

Spruce Techno ogy .
Watsoft Products Inc ..
Micro Marketing Associates
Micro Type
Optimum Data rocessing
Blaise Computing
Answer Software .....

130
193
202
156
194
164
150
153

Datasaver

Diskettes

HW/SW Directory

Autokey
Copywrite
DFlow
Jet
Key Swap
Multijob

Westico S/ W Direct.

Westico ......

mbp Cobol
C-86 Compiler

Satellite Software Int'l. SSL ............ l7

LANGUAGES

mbp Cobol .......................
Computer Innovations

Systems Engineering ,.

Rouge River Software
RDT Software .............
Pelada Informatica . ..
Creenleaf Software
DWB Associates .....

Morgan Computing
Creative Solution ........
Standard Datacom, Inc.
Amber Systems ..................

American Planning Corp. ............. 185
.
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Quick-N-Easy Software ..
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Ashton Tate ............
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Mail Order
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Genesis Microsystems ,.

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE

Data Base Decisions
Phoenix Software Associates .. .
Phoenix Software Associates

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Fortran—77

Connecticut Software ..
Borland International
PC Brand

Communication Sciences,
Inc. ......

BOSS.
CDI 100
Data Base Mgmt Sware
Dataﬂex
DBase 11
Knowledge Man
XIM

Visual Shell
Xeno-Copy

Physical Sciences Inc . .

Avocet Systems nc.

Debugger

2500 AD. Software,
Inc. .......
Lattice, Inc.
Mark Williams Co, The ..

Printer Basher
Sidekick
Software

C-Source ..................

PDT-PC

Micro Design .............

Modem
Modems
MT212PC Board Modem
Multilink
PC Exchange
Smart-Cat Modem

Beamsort
Codesmith-86

Peeks'n Pokes
PMate;PLink 86
PMate;PLink 86
PMate;PLink 86
Polymake
Remote Control
Set: Skill
SPF/PC/The Add Coupl
Symbolic Debugger
Text Engineer
The Greenleaf Funct.
The Profiler
Trace 86 Debugger
Windows for C
X<Shell
vsi

,,,,, 109
,,,,,, 191

COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE

X-Net

167
142
235

........ 61
.. 98‘99
........ 47

Overland Data, Inc

Elan
File Connection

Amerisoft ..
STSC ......
Accudata So tware

Fullscreen Editor
G Graphics Editor
Micro Ed/Script
Opt Tech Sort
Pascal and C Tools

Watsoft Products Inc ..................... 180

Innovative Data

Amerisoft Edit Tool
APL/Plus PC
B-Tree

Explain Document.

COMMUNICATION

9 Track Tape Backup
Q-Track Mag
Apparat Harddisk
Bernoulli Box
Mega Flight 100
PC Cont. Re Tape Sys
Pegasus Hard Disk
SCSI Interface
Tallgrass Harddisk
Teammate

Microsoft Inc ............
Harvard Softworks
R&R Software Inc.
Integral Quality ..................
Laboratory Microsystems
Microsoft Inc ...............
Borland International .....

Cross Assembler

MASS STORAGE HARDWARE

184
187

120

ABM Computer Systems .....

Ferocious Micro.Fort
HS/ Forth
Janus ADA
LISP
PC/ Forth

Basic C

Pure Data Ltd
Softcraft ..............
Taurus Computer Products,
Inc. ............................................ 4

Idea Net
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Raging C
Turbo Pascal

167-168

Hercules Computer
Technology

Mr Chips
Pure Data Boards
Quadboard
Taurus Boards

192

134
176
124

222

ACCESSORY CARDS/
MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS

Colorcard
168
190

Compaq Computer Co.
Corona Data
IBM ..............
I-Bus-Systems .....

Compaq Portables
Corona PC
Display Write
Single Board PC

R811"

Cuesta Systems Inc
Beck Manufacturing ..
Data Sources ...............

SOFTWARE UTILITIES

Straticic Automation Inc. .

Quaid Software ......
Wal Soft Systems Inc.
Tall Tree Systems ..
Rickerdata ..............
B & L Computer
Consultants
Bourbaki, Inc. .
Vertex .................

MAIL ORDER

Microexpress ................................... 158
Programmers Connections,
Inc. ................

Programmer Shop
Software Horizons ..

Mailorder
Mailorder
Mailorder
Mailorder
Mailorder

PC Connection . .

Microware .......
P.C.’s Limited

PC Link ..............
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Use these three books for state-of—the-art learning material!
PROBLEMS FOR

COMPUTERS IN
SCIENCE AND
SOCIAL STUDIES
Edited by David H. Ahl

COMPUTER SOLUTION

By Stephen Rogowski

Are you involved with one of the physical or social sciences? This new book

brings together 40 science-oriented
computer articles from the pages of

Creative Computing.

Fields covered include Social Stud-

ies, Psychology, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, Health, Ecology, Astronomy,

History, Economics, Geography, Medicine—even interstellar Trade! You’ll find
games, brieftutorials and programs
that bring together the many exciting
uses ofthe computer in social studies

and science!

8‘/z” x 11 ”, soltcover.

$14.95 ($2.00) #9X

Here are 90 intriguing math and science
problems—most consisting of several
parts—that will provide hours of fasci-

nation and challenge. Each problem is

clearly presented and thoroughly discussed, with references made to stand—
ard math texts. Problems cover eight
areas: arithmetic. . .geometry. . .trigonometry. . . numbertheory. . . probability. . .statistics. . .calculus. . .science.
The Student Edition includes only the
problems, while the Teacher’s Edition
contains problems, solutions, a complete listing and run in BASIC for each,
and in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory for each problem.
81/2” x 11”, softcover.
Student Edition $4.95 ($1.00) #92;
Teacher Edition $9.95 ($2.00) # 9Y

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:
A SOURCEBOOK
OF IDEAS
Edited by David H. Ahl

Scores of ready-to-use, classroom—
tested ideas in dozens of areas such as
solving differential equations. . .trigonometric functions and Tchebychev
approximations. . . computer simulations and problem-solving in probability. . . binary counting. . . regression
analysis. Practice programs, art and
graphing problems, program listings
and sample runs are included, plus over
250 problems, puzzles and programming ideas.
8%” x 11”, softcover, illustrated.

$15.95 ($2.00) #12D

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631 -81 12 (In NJ only: 201-540-0445)
Also available at yourlocal bookstore or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS - Dept. FA4F ~ 39 East HanoverAvenue - Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Please send books listed below:
Book No.

Qty.

Tllle

Price Each (P8: H) Each

Total Price

D CHARGE MY: (Charge and phoneorders $10 minimum.)
E] American Express [3 MasterCard B Visa
Card No.

Exp. Date

Signature
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
1|

I

I

CA, NJ and NY State residents add applicable sales tax

Postage and handling charges appear in

parentheses(

)nexttopriceotbook.

I [:1 PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
L

TOTAL AMOUNT

Outside USA add

Address

(please printtull name)

Apt.

City

State/Zip

$3.00 per order.
B Send meaFREE Creative Computing Catalog.
-------------------------------------
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X—shellTM brings
UniXTM capability to your PC
for an amazingly 10W

$225

—————

be a tool for solving your problems.

Not creating them. Two, you want
to spend as little time as possible

on one.

X-shell
Software Tools Package
That’s why Standard DataCom, Inc.
developed X—shell, a command

interpreter software tools package for

IBM PCs and MS-DOS/PC—DOS

operating systems.
X—shell helps your computer solve
your problems faster. Makes the
time you spend on the computer

more efﬁcient. Squeezes more out of

your computer investment.

Proven
Unix Features

X—shell gives you Unix capability by
providing these proven Unix features:
1. Support for pipelines and
ﬁlters

2. Input & output redirection

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Variable substitutions
Command substitutions
Filename expansion
Nested command ﬁles
Structured ﬂow control:
if/then/else, while/do/done,
until/do/done, case/esac,
for/do/done

Unix is at trademark ol‘Bull Laboratories
X»shcl| is a trademark of Standard l):rtrt(lnm. Inc.

Hardware Requirements
(where you can save hard cash)

IBM PC or XT (or compatible)

256K bytes of RAM
2 Disk Drives—Hard or Floppy
Since X—shell can be run using ﬂoppy
disk drives, you can save a bundle of
money on your hardware. Hard disks
are expensive. Floppies aren’t. It’s

that simple.

Software Requirements
PC—DOS version 1.1 or 2.0
Software Disk Emulator

Since X—shell runs on PC—DOS, it

supports existing PC-DOS software.
Over 40
Commands
X—shell’s commands

What You Get For $225

1. Complete Documentation,

including: Installation, Tutorial and
Reference Manuals.
2. Complete X—shell Software Tools
Package on two diskettes.
3. A more eﬂicient use of your
computer time.

4. More effective use of your PC.

How To Order X-sheIl
Get the software package that gives
you Unix capability for an amazingly

low $225.

Call Standard DataCom, Inc.
415-775-8882 with your Visa or
MasterCard order, or for more
information.

Or ask your dealer.

include:

hasnname —strip extension lrom
lile name
cal
—conr:atenate liles
ed
—chanpe directory
elm
~c|ear monitor screen
cmp
~compareliles
comm
—output lines common
to two liles
:p
—copy liles
cpln
—lile backup/archival
date
—get or set date and time
echo
—echo arguments to slduut
expand
—expand tabs into spaces
uni
—string and arithmetic
evaluation
lalre
-du nothing.
unsuccesslully
llnd
—produte list ol selected
tiles
grep
-search liles for speciﬁed
pattern
lid
—trex tile dumper
head
—output lst lines at tile
I:
—soned directory list
more
—copy liles to display
mv
—rrrove liles (rename)

rurm
pr
prlrrl
nerd
rm
xii

—nurnber lines
—lorrnat liles tor printing
—pr directed to printer
—print working directory
—remove tiles (delete)
—shell (command
interpreter)
slza
~size ol object code
sun
-son numerimlly or
alphabetically
rum
-checksum tile
tall
—output last lines ol lile
to!
-pipe fitting
tut
—test lile‘s orstrinp's
characteristics
ilma
—deterrnine time to execute
a command
—translate ordelete
characters
lme
—du nothing.
suecesslully
unupand ~replace spaces with tabs
unlq
—rernove duplicate lines
It
—countcl1ars. words
and lines
words
—output tile 1 word per line

Standard

DataCom,

Inc.

TM

{AWL

z:

Computers. You know at least two
things about them: One, they should

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Standard DataCom, Inc,
1550 California Street #6195,
San Francisco, CA 94109
ClRCLE NO. 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SHELF
CONSCIOUS?

CALENDAR
September 11-14
UNIX Systems EXPO/84
Los Angeles, CA
'
Sponsor: Computer Faire, Inc.

AUGUST

Now you can organize your copies of

PC' TECH
JOURNAL

August 25
Tampa Bay Computer Show
Tampa, FL

Contact: David Sudkin, 617—965-8350,Alan Kucheck, 415-364-4294

Contact: CompuShows, 800-368-2066

Now your magazines can be a hand—

some addition to your decor, well or—

August 6-10

National Conference on
Artiﬁcial Intelligence

ganized, and easy to find, thanks to
these durable library—quality cases or
binders. They‘re made of luxury-look
leatherette over high—quality binder
board And both styles are custom—de—
signed for this or any other magazine

Austin, TX
Sponsor: ACM and the
American Association for

selected by the publisher FREE
transfer foil included for marking dates
and volumes.

Instrument, 4001 Miranda, Palo Alto,
CA 94304, 415-926-5001

you save, with size, color and imprint

Magazine
binders

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

Contact: I. M. Tenebaum, Conference

Chairman, Artificial Intelligence

Laboratory, Fairchild Camera and

August 21-24
1984 International Conference
on Parallel Processing

Bellaire, MI

Sponsors: Ohio State University

holds your issues on
individual snap-in rods,

combining them into
one volume. $7.95 each;
3 for $22.50; 6 for $42.95.
Muted titles OK for

quantity prices.

and IEEE
Contact: Conference on Parallel
Processing, IEEE Computer Society, PO.
Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901

August 22-24

1984 ACM Sigmetrics

Conference on Measurement

and Modeling of Computer
Systems
Openback cases

Cambridge, MA
Contact: Association for Computing
Machinery, 11 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036

tndiVidual reference
$6.95 each; 3 for $19.75:
6 {or $37.50. Mixed titles OK
for quantity prices.

September 35

I PO Box 5120. Philadelphia, PA lgl4l

I Please send
TITLE

E] Cases

E] Binders

|
l
I

|

I
|
I
I

September 27-30

Contact: EMAP International
Exhibitions Ltd, 8 Herbal Hill, London,
'

EC 1R 57B, England
September 6-9

Atlanta, GA ‘
Sponsors: Expoconsul International, Inc.
and' A Better Way in cooperation with The United Negro
College Fund

[:1 CHARGE (Minimum SlO)‘
1:] American Express E] MasterCard

I] Visa

Computers in Education

Signature

5th Annual Mid-Atlantic

Computer Show and Office
Equipment Exposition

Washington, D.C.

Sponsor: CompuShows, Inc.
Contact: CompuShows, Inc., PO. Box
3315, Annapolis, MD 21403

'

Contact: Expoconsul International Inc.,
55 Princeton-Hightstown Rd., Princeton
Iunction, N] 08550

I: D. Date

Card No

Contact: Crispin Littlehales or

Sponsor: IBM System User Magazine

E] PAYMENT ENCLOSED $__.___.* Add

$1 00 per order for postage and handling. Outstde USA add $2 50 per unit ordered; send US
funds only.

September 24-25
World Conference on
Ergonomics in Computer
Systems
Los Angeles, CA

IBM System User Show

CompuLearn: International
Exposition and Conference on

Other

617-739—2000

Contact: PCExpo Shows, 333 Sylvan
Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, N] 07632,
201-569-8542

QUANTITY

PC Tech journal

September 20-23

New York/Userfest
New York, NY
Sponsor: Northeast Expositions,

September 24—26

London

1

rPC Tech Journal

Arlington, VA
Sponsor: IEEE
Contact: IEEE, PO. Box 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901

PCExpo
Anaheim, CA

SEPTEMBER

800-526-0790
(In N] only 2015400445)

September 16-20
COMPCON Fall

Rosemarie Burnett, Thomas L.
Richmond, Inc., 1350 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019

store your issues {or

For faster service,
CALL TOLL-FREE

September 12-14
Eurographics '84
Copenhagen
Sponsor: SIGGRAPH
Contact: DIS Congress Service, Linde
Alle 48, DK-2720 Vanlose, Copenhagen,
Denmark

OCTOBER
October 8-10
ACM 1984 Annual Conference
San Francisco, CA
Contact: Karen A. Duncan, Health
Information Systems, 15 Parsons Way,
Los Altos, CA 94022, 415-948-3941

Print Name

I Address

‘ City
I State/ at

L

‘Restdents of PA add 6% sales tax.
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Mr. Chips Plays Your PC

Like a One Man Band
Mr. Chips, the new multi-function

card from Orange Micro, adds a full

ensemble of features to your IBM®
PC. Memory, printer ports, and a
clock are standard, and you’d
expect them on a top quality board.
But computing is changing.
Soon computers will take care of
everyday things; like watering the
lawn, or turning on your lights when
it gets dark. And only Mr. Chips can

do this now. These capabilities are
standard, so your growing needs
won’t require additional equipment.
There’s also a dual game port, so
you can duel to the end, by yourself
or with a friend.

Every Mr. Chips comes with Chip-

diskTM software, for RAM disk and

print spooling. With RAM disk you
set up your PC’s memory to act like

a disk drive. This means much
faster execution and searching of
programs. Print spooling sets your

PC’s RAM to serve as a printer

buffer, so you can compute even

while your printer is printing.

You can orchestrate
all this power

for a

remarkably low price.

Visit your dealer and see for yourself: Mr. Chips is the multi-function
card for today. . .and tomorrow.

The First Multi-function Card with 9 Stand Features
0 Parallel Port‘: Great for getting fast printouts on
efficient dot matrix printers.
- Serial Port: The most popular way to access high

’ ‘grade letter quality printers or phone modem

communications.

- 64K-256K RAM: Upgrade your PC's memory to

handle powerful integrated software and other larger
programs.

0 Clock/Calendar: Accurately keep track of time and

date, even when your computer is turned off.
- Dual Game Port*: Accommodate two complete joysticks at once, so you can play alone or duel with a

friend. Also for use with CAD/CAM software.
0 Real World Interface: This innovative port can monitor and control equipment like thermostats, moisture

detectors, photocells and other independent devices.

I BSR is a registered trademark of the BSR Corporation
I IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

- BSR'"AC Line Controller*: Control your lights, appliances, security systems, or anything that plugs into
an AC wall socket.
' Chipdisk RAM Disk: Set your PC memory to act like
a disk drive. Your programs will run much faster than
with conventional disk drives.
0 Chipdisk Print Spooler: Your PC memory will serve

as a printer buffer, so you won’t have to wait for your
printer anymore.

'Cables available separately

W

.

@Oronge mic‘r‘o
1400 N. LAKEVIEW AVE., ANAHEIM, CA 92807 USA
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511CSMA

© Orange Micro, Inc., 1984
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